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N^ational Hunger March and the Next Steps
National Hunger March aimed to broaden the united 

jL front struggle for federal unemployment relief and for 
the Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill; to involve large sec
tions of the working class in local stmiggles; to dramatize the 
struggle in a manner that would rouse the masses throughout 
the country; to present the demands to the U. S. Congress. These 
aims in the main were achieved.

It is necessary, however, to clear up some ideas that exist in 
the minds of Party members.

1) Was the hunger march necessary? There were those who 
argued against the march, not understanding or underestimat
ing the political significance of the march: the opening of the 
United States Congress, which had no intention whatever of 
considering unemplosnnent relief and the fact that it was a 
Democratic Congress, which in view of the election of Roosevelt, 
was to be compelled to make good some of Roosevelt's promises. 
This could be done at no more impressive time than at the very 
opening of Congress. Therefore the march was correct.

2) There were ideas that the National Hunger March would 
dampen the development of local struggles.

3) There are ideas prevalent that since only a delegation of 
10 each were allowed to present the demands to the House of 
Representatives and Senate, these workers could have been se
lected in the various localities and from the different industries, 
and have accomplished the same task. This is the position of the 
liberals, Socialists, etc.—that the march was a “futile gesture”. 
This means to underestimate the entire role of mass mobiliza
tion, mass organization and mass pressure.

What has made the country ring with the question of stairva- 
tion is just the National Hunger March, and with it the ques
tion of federal relief and insurance. But the march alone did 
not accomplish this. The intensified local activities and struggles 
leading up to the hunger march, the open hearings and trials, 
disclosed the mass hunger as never before. The mobilization of 
the workers at these hearings, struggles and demonstrations, 
the hundreds of thousands of workers who greeted the hunger 
marchers passing through towns; and, as was revealed through 
the actions in Washington, the splendid response of the workers 
everywhere against the imprisonment of the marchers, helped 
to deepen the class-consciousness, helped to revolutionize the 
workers throughout the country.
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Achievements and Weaknesses of the
The strong points of the march must b ^ March

struggles in the cities and towns in prepa More
2) All the marchers were elected by definif^^^^^ the march.
3) Good composition: a high percentae- of workers,
men and women, especially from the South - workers,
workers, including some homeless youth- " 1,000 young
native-born workers. 4) Only about 30* rf percentage of
were Party and Y.C.L. members (the check^ marchers
plete). 5) Better participation of the revolur^^ corn-
marine workers) and of some outstandine- unions (295
rine, mining, textile, needle. 6) Splendid^ ^*^ion leaders—nia- 
pline and militancy, and good division and class disci-

The shortcomings were: 1) An leadership-
front. Only few new A. F. of L. and other ^ ^rockf united 
mass organizations were reached that have locals an
pated in our struggles. (About 250 A. p. of ^ partici-
present.) The opponent unemployed organi7af- * members wer 
represented. 2) Weak political preparat^n^ weakly
3) Inadequate organization of the Party nr march,
ception of the Freikeit. 4) Totally inadequat^®* 
enemies and splitters of the movement (A P S. P., Musteites, etc.). 6) Insufficient preparln; 
ington itself, where, for weeks, a baiSt ^ J
against the march, along the lines of Hoover’s tactics wa. being aonduclnd. 6) Totally in'„f|ioJr“"Srr«- 
ttoM for Ibe return marth, as a result of which there were some 
serious losses from exposure and needless struggles 7i Failure 
to organize broad demonstrations in all the districts on De
cember 6, the time of the presentation of the demands in Wash
ington. 8) Failure to energetically recruit into the Party and 
Y.C.L. from among the militant marchers. ^

Our Present Tasks
The struggle must be intensified not only for adequate local 

relief but to force action by the U. S. Congress.
1) Local struggles for relief, against evictions, for shelter, 

for food and clothing for the children, for veteran’s relief. This 
can be amplified by struggles for the immediate concrete needs, 
no matter how little they may be, of the workers in the blocks 
and neighborhoods, which will rally the workers for struggle. 
This means the establishment of the broadest united front in 
action.

2) County and state conferences and marches, drawing in 
the farmers.

3) Setting up of committees in all the red unions and mass 
organizations of every character, to carry on the fight for relief 
of their members, and to draw the membership, through dele-
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grates to the neighborhood unemployed councils into the general 
struggles of the unemployed.

4) Penetration of the locals of the A. F. of Im, Railway 
Brotherhoods and independent unions, on the basis of the deci
sions of the Cincinnati Conference of the A. F. of L. Rank and 
File Committee for Unemployment Insurance; to intensify the 
struggle for relief and insurance along the lines laid down by 
this committee. Drawing of these locals into the Unemployed 
Councils through delegates and into joint activities. At the 
same time they must intensify their struggles against the bu
reaucrats, against expulsion for non-payment of dues, for relief 
from union funds, cuts in salaries, etc.

6) Continual exposure of local conditions through investiga
tions, open hearings, trials, etc.

6) Persistent exposure of the splitters of the unemployed 
movement—the various fake insurance schemes being put for
ward by politicians, A. F. of L. leaders, the Socialist Party 
—Borders outfit, Musteites—Unemployed Citizens Leagues, and 
other local organizations.

7) A struggle against the right opportunist errors in the 
united front—a capitulation to the treacherous policies and 
practices of the reformists, on the ground that this is '‘against 
the policy of the united front”, that the "reformists will ex
pose themselves”, etc. (This has been excellently exposed in 
the article by Comrade John Williamson in the December issue 
of The CoTivmunist.)

8) Building of the Unemployed Councils, especially in the 
towns reached by the hunger march. Building of block com
mittees as the basic units of the Unemployed Council, but with 
greater flexibility when the workers themselves desire a more 
compact form of organization. Building of language organiza
tions among foreign-born workers, who can be better reached 
through their own language.

9) Recruiting of the unemployed into the revolutionary unions 
of their trades and systematic recruiting for the Party and 
Y. C. L.

10) The Party territorial units must a) Build up block 
committees in their territory in the name and with the knowl
edge of the Unemployed Council, b) Fractions must be built in 
the block committees (and unemployed councils) of all Party 
and Y.C.L. members. The unit must direct the work of the 
Party fraction in the block committee, c) The districts and sec
tions must work through the corresponding fractions, and not 
through decisions handed directly to the councils, through so- 
called representatives in the block committees and councils.

The building of the unemployed councils and the active strug
gle for local relief is the surest road to forcing the United 
States Government to grant federal relief and unemployment 
insurance. I. AMTER,
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ment

Unemployed Council Leads 
Special Assessment on Small Home Ow
^HE successful struggle conducted by Branch 

employed Council of Chicago in defeating o 
it on small home owners and involving them * assess-

is an experience which will be of great assistanc^^ strugg^® 
^uncils throughout the country. Branch 63 io i unemployed 
Ward, close to the Crane Co., a large metal sbo I3th
tion of Section 7 of the Communist Party and tb ^ concentra- 
Industrial Union. The territory embraces a 1^ ^^el Workers 
small home and property owners. Workers who number o^ 
lives, bought small homes for themselves and theiV^ their
are unemployed or working part time and are nnf^ u now 
the payments on their mortgages and are abon^ meet
homes. ^^out to lose their

The Steel and Metal Workers Industrial Union ^ 
tion, realized the necessity of reaching the 
territory, especially in connection with organizi^*^^^^ 
shop. About two months ago the union called a 
at which 76 were present, 25 of whom joined tb^^ meeting 
Council. Several meetings of this council took place in^^”^^*^ate 
home. Discussions took place on how to get relief f ^ or 
another worker, but the work made little headway. Tb ^ 
committees were composed of nearly all new elements ^npver 
connected with a movement of this kind and they felt some
what helpless.

Home Owners Taxed with Special Assessment
In the beginning of October, about 1,000 home owners living 

South between 43rd to 60th and Archer, embracing four blocks 
cast and four blocks west of Crawford Ave., received a notice 
from the Board of Local Improvement to pay a special assess
ment for opening and widening of South Crawford Ave. Some 
of the small home owners were assessed as high as $10o!

The Unemployed Council at its meeting decided to immedi
ately circulate a petition against the assessment and in a few 
days they collected several hundred signatures.

Politicians’ Attempt to Prevent Struggle Defeated
The Lloyd’s Property Owners Association of Chicago, operat

ing in that neighborhood, with a membership of 400, claimed 
to be organized for the purpose of serving the property owners. 
At its membership meeting where 200 were present, the leaders 
took the stand for the special assessment. Seeing the dissatis
faction on the part of the home owners, the politicians con
trolling the organization arranged for another meeting to con-
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vince the home owners to pay the assessment. At the second 
meeting- held in a church, the politicians with the aid of the 
priest, succeeded in getting 90 per cent of those attending to 
vote for the payment of the assessment.

The Unemployed Council, however, continued to collect signa
tures against the assessment and then called a mass meeting on 
Wednesday, October 19, just one day after the meeting in the 
church. The attendance was good; more than 400 workers re
sponded. The Unemployed Council had gathered all the neces
sary information on the assessment and pointed out that plead
ing or depending on lawyers would not help the small home 
owners, but only mass mobilization and action would defeat this 
assessment. After a discussion a vote was taken on the question. 
The 400 home owners, with the exception of a few politicians in 
attendance, voted against the assessment. A committee, consist
ing of 25 home owners, was elected to work out further plans.

On Friday, October 21, the Lawn Civic Association, another 
organization of politicians and real estate men, who thought 
that here was an opportunity to make some money, called a 
mass meeting. The speaker pointed out the difficulties in figrht- 
ing such an assessment and proposed to fight for a reduction 
since it was too late to kill the assessment. The representatives 
of the Unemployed Council took the floor and sharply attacked 
the association, warning the home owners not to be misled. The 
Unemployed Council representative received tremendous ap
plause. The politicians seeing the situation used all sorts of 
demagogy, appealing to the loyalty of the home owners as peace
ful citizens, bringing forward their religious beliefs and warning 
them against the Communists. That these fakers were unable 
to convince the home owners was shown when the vote was 
taken. Everybody present with a few exceptions voted against 
the assessment. A second vote to decide which organization 
should lead this fight resulted in endorsement of the Unem
ployed Council's leadership. This meant a real defeat for the 
politicians. In order to maintain their influence the politicians 
and real estate men promised to co-operate with the council, 
but the co-operation was given in words only. When the Council 
called upon them, they were not there. This was utilized by us 
to prove to the home owners the real role of these people.

Win Partial Victory
Alderman Bryan Hartnett and Ward Committeeman Baker 

responded to the invitation of the committee to attend a mass 
meeting. Realizing the situation, they demagogically spoke 
against the assessment and promised to give full co-operation. 
Some of the workers were impressed with their statements. Our 
comrades correctly pointed out to the workers that these people 
came out against the assessment now particularly in view of 
the organization and the coming elections.
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UNIT ORGANIZERS AND LEADS RENT STRIKE

Today, we see in this branch workers developing who will be
come good material for our Party. It is up to the Party members 
in this branch especially to strengthen the leadership and get in 
close contact with the most promising elements. No doubt, there 
are also many members who work or used to work in the Crane 
Company. These should be drawn into the Steel and Metal Work
ers Industrial Union.

A Unit Organizes and Leads Rent Strike

UNIT 13 began its activity in a residential section in New 
York with the view of developing a struggle against evic

tions and for reduction of rents. At first, the workers in the 
territory, still partly employed, and some of them having doubts 
as to the success of such a struggle under our leadership, did 
not immediately respond to organization. But we persisted in 
our work, went house to house regularly, worked out a definite 
plan on the basis of the specific conditions in the territory, 
popularized the Unemployed Council as the leader in the strug
gle for the unemployed workers. During the election campaign 
we explained to the workers why the Communists endorsed the 
Unemployed Council and pledged its support.

Our aim throughout our activity was to convince the workers 
that only through organization and support on the part of the 
workers living in the territory, will it be successful in defeating 
the evictions and lowering the rents. His activity had results. 
The workers began to see in our comrades real organizers of 
struggles and defenders of the interests of the workers.

The workers on Crotona Park E., in the territory of Unit 13, 
faced evictions. Immediately they came to our comrades (most 
of whom lived right in that particular territory) and called 
on them for help and guidance in defeating the evictions. We 
took up the issue without delay. It was decided that to conduct 
this struggle effectively, a strike should be organized in the 
house affected, establish a house committee, and uniting in 
this struggle all workers, regardless of their beliefs, around 
this one issue of eviction. We succeeded in doing this. Workers 
from the Workmen’s Circle, Socialist Party, Jewish Verband, 
were fighting together with unorganized workers under our 
leadership When one of the Socialists made a statement at a 
house committee meeting that the Communists are interested in 
political gains and not in winning the struggle this was com
batted by showing to the workers that the aim was to organize 
the workers around this issue and to defeat the evictions, as 
already proven in the process of the strugg e.

The strike of the workers received tremendous support from

r
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termined to smash the growing movement of the unemployed and 
part time workers who were organizing to fight against the 
foreclosures of poor home-owners and for more relief.

When the village elections took place last Spring the Com
munist Party was on the ballot, which was a victory for the 
workers in face of the opposition of these different political 
groups. Our Party, after fighting these elements who tried to 
keep us off the ballot in court, had just two weeks time to hold 
one election rally. Even in this short time we were able to se
cure about one-seventh of the votes. This shook the props from 
under these political gangs throughout the suburbs.

In Maywood the Socialist Party refused the Workers* Ex- 
servicemen’s League their hall, although the hall was rented and 
paid for. We demanded an answer from the Socialists. We forced 
them to admit that the politicians, together with the leaders of 
the American Legion and the officials of the American Can Co., 
one of the J. P. Morgan concerns, gave them orders to keep 
us out of the hall. The police were in front of this hall with 
machine guns in order to keep the workers out. Also, in Mel
rose Park, the workers were beaten, slugged and jailed on the 
same day. May 1. On May 6 the workers were lined up against 
the wall and shot down by machine-gun bullets. Eleven com
rades were wounded and 58 arrested for daring to protest 
against the attack on the workers which took place on May 1.

In Elmwood Park the relief supervisor, Charleston, has his 
headquarters in the police station. Every time comrades from 
the council went there to demand relief for needy families, this 
capitalist tool called the police and together with the village 
firemen (who, by the way are deputized, carrying guns and belts 
full of lead slugs) would throw the comrades out or jail them.

I wish to relate here one example—a case of the wife of an 
ex-serviceman who came to the council and told us they had 
nothing to eat. Her husband was called to the Forest Preserves 
for work that morning. Since there were only another comrade 
and my self in the council headquarters, we went with this 
woman to Charleston. There we got a committee organized very 
quickly. I told the woman to present her case. He told her to 
come back Monday.

This happened Friday and for three days she would have 
nothing to eat. She started crying. We told her to stop crjnng- 
that the council was there to see that she and her tlyee children 
would eat, and we wouldn't leave until she got relief The work
ers were immediately sympathetic They stood up like a solid 
wall, demanding food. The coward called for the police. They
rushed in, grabbed me, but the roar from the workers and my 
rusnea , g hearts of thedetermination to fig gj^forcements. With them came the
bt« Judgf f hdd before thi. Judge
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son was found in the basement hanging to a rafter. Now was 
the time to act to stop other fathers from taking this way out. 
We got on the job quickly, rented a large hall, which they say 
holds 700 to 800 people. We got out a leaflet, and distributed it 
in large numbers. The hall was filled with workers at 7 o’clock 
although the meeting was called for 8. We knew from reports 
that the workers gave us that the police were going to try to 
smash this meeting. We were on the watch. At 7:30 up came 
police, 15 or 20 uniformed cops and about 50 hired thugs. They 
surrounded the hall, armed to the teeth.

Comrade Good was supposed to be the judge of the mass teial 
and he was late. Meanwhile, the police were trying to P«t f^r 
into the crowd. Good finally came and we decided to start the 
meeting. I was chairman. I took the chair and opene j
ing. I knew that if I would mention Jacobson s 
immediately be arrested, so I spoke about all th® °*her cases we
handled. The workers, including S
tions like the American Legion, Scandinavian ^mencan^C
and other religious ^r^^cked, so I started to
activities and program. The ponce ^ f pojjcetalk on the Jacobson case and . f ^n in this
and nald to mo: “You have no Ird.r and
way. It is illegal. If you cou P ,, to court and
that the men are n^gr -> The workers booed him out
prosecute them in a legal man . „
Of the hall and yelled: "Go on ^ ...di-

Worker after worker ®°t up a workers against the
tions. Then, to prove the <=harg Jacobson got up and
charities, the woman who was j.jjgrs that everything we
told the entire story. She told ^ Unemployed Coun
said was the truth and she wil s ^grk. The applause was 
cil because the council is introduced to sum up. He
tremendous. Comrade Good was ^ ^ gave a very good talk
exposed the police and the about this meeting. Resolu-
and the workers are still ta from interfering with the
tions were passed to stop the po passed to send tele-
council committees. Resolutions w . j^jgjiate demands. Reso- 
Srams to Washington to act o" .j^gg and for the removal
lutions also passed for imme la these demands

Charleston and Miss Bauer. j working on. Also e
the last one, which the counci fiie workers are s i
«’orkers are not bothered by P^l'^^^^^ggigns. Workers are 

tarrying on activities to .. ^re being built in ®
ioining our council. More council through these town .

irbs west of us. Struggles are go
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form of action in preparation for this struggle. The alderman 
refused to see the delegation elected by the demonstration and 
nothing was immediately gained. But on the very next day 
this demonstration was followed up by demands upon the milk 
trusts for milk, with the result that milk was obtained many 
times from three milk companies. But here our comrades fell 
into a serious error. The milk was granted without necessity for 
struggle. When a milk company demanded an apology from the 
block committee because it had issued a leaflet stating that the 
milk company had been forced to grant milk, a letter was sent 
to the company stating that there had been a misprint in the 
leaflet which should have read that the workers were forced 
to apply to them. It is here that the Party’s leadership was not 
sufficiently decisive. If we had explained to the workers that 
the company had been forced by the organization in the block 
to grant the milk and that militant action will defeat attempts 
to withdraw the milk, the workers would have been willing and 
ready to put up a strong fight for milk and would not have so 
readily retracted from the leaflet of the block council. But 
this was not done.

It is not always easy to avoid these errors in carrying on 
activities on a block scale, especially so in the fight for imme
diate relief for the workers. In the struggle for immediate re
lief, there is the danger of separating the getting of relief from 
organization and struggle. The main emphasis in the struggle 
for relief must be directed against the city administration. 
Where we direct our demands against some large food trust, 
there too, the demands should be accompanied by militant action. 
We must show to the workers that these trusts are not sepa
rate and apart from the city administration and are directly 
responsible for unemployment and misery.

Bringing Out the Face of the Party

The manner in which the face of the Party is brought into 
the struggle is of great importance. This we can also learn 
from the methods employed by this particular unit. The Com
munist candidate in the territory warked together with the block 
committee. The members of the unit worked with the block 
committee. The Party in the election campaign pointed out to 
the workers what its stand was on unemployment insurance and 
immediate relief, and pledged support for the struggle. This it 
carried out in action by working with the block committee and 
has thus won confidence of the workers in the block.
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The Demands of the Share Croppers’ Union
The Negro share croppers are the lowest strata of agricul

tural toilers. For generations they have been kept in virtual 
slavery by a system of “furnishing” which kept the cropper 
family always in debt to his landlord. The prices of supplies, the 
rates of interest (sometimes 60 percent) are determined 
landlord. No matter how high cotton prices rose, the landlord 
did the arithmetic and the cropper family was kpt always in 
debt. Now the landlord class has no market for its cotton. Ihe 
croppers are left starving in their cabins. No furnishing oi 
production credit is given. Evictions for non-paymen 
take place regularly. The landlord can confiscate 
serve attachments for the farm implements when the 
cropper fails to pay his debts. .

It is on the basis of these conditions and 
Share Croppers Union formulated the

is rallying larger and larger numbeis o ^ 
p©rs I^ 'tnvnimurti price of 10 cents pei pound for 

The right to sell our own cotton
A^o forced ^'pooling'' of cotton ^ „Hnrhments of farm im- 
^0 confiscation of the livestock oi 

Plements . .
A/o evictions; no forced cMectim of Mots- 
Ffoe .oKool 'buses for ihe

” Already, the landowners leSlwteh'r

organization. After the distn . x recognition of
'ause of the terror must be done “ ^ts were organizing
'ho landowners that the croppers ^ ^ g^jl their own cotton
^to the Share Croppers Union, e , croppers’ committee
las been won on one plantation. clothing and shoes
^as elected also to the committee went up to

a cropper and his family. demand. The secre-
he landowner he was forced t g ^gg^ed an order for the 

of the landowner and in addition the crop-
lothes for this cropper and his lam y members
>er was given $11 in cash necessities of life to
f the family were thus supplied with tn
ide them over the winter. j tenants have won the

On another plantation the and tenants here
emand of debt cancellation. So as $300. The
ccording to the landowner’s figu j^omes and move nothing
indowner had told them to -i jon of the leaflets and see 
ff the place. But since the ^^^^^^^^^^eement with the policy 

that the white tenants weie
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How to React to Grievances

IN a metal shop in New York the Steel and Metal Workers In
dustrial Union had been carrying on successful work. In the 
spray department the shop group embraced one-third of the 

workers, with one or two Party members. Here the workers 
worked 54 hours a week. But during the busy season the boss 
compelled them to work 60 and 70 hours a week. This question 
was thoroughly discussed in the shop group and it was decided 
to convince the other workers to quit at the end of nine hours. 
Through individual approach, by speaking to the workers dur
ing the lunch hour, after work—and the members of the group 
themselves, taking the initiative to quit at the end of that time 
—^we succeeded in getting the other workers in the department 
to follow suit. This struggle was won and the workers now work 
only the nine hours. In addition the demand for lunch money 
when the workers were called in on a holiday was also won.

As a result of this the group has grown considerably.
♦

In another metal factory where 80 workers were employed, 
the workers complained that there was no heat in the plant. 
This issue was taken up. We had a small nucleus of five work
ers there but through individual discussions with the workers 
we succeeded in rallying them around this demand. It was de
cided that the workers present this demand, and if not granted, 
that they lay down on the job and produce less than ordinarily. 
The workers raised hell. One worker quit in protest. The work
ers began to carry out their decision. The boss was compelled 
to heat the place. The worker who quit was called back to work. 
This also raised the prestige of the group and it grew as a re
sult of this struggle.

♦ * * Xc

In another factory—employing hundreds of workers. The 
workers in one department were getting very low wages. We 
were carrying on work there. Here we succeeded in getting 
the workers to produce half as much as they used to produce in 
the past. The wages were soon increased from $10 to $12 and 
$14 a week.

He * sfc ♦

In a railroad shop in Long Island four fellows were taken off 
the job of cleaning the pits. The workers were enraged. The 
issue was raised in the railroad bulletin. We had no group there, 
just contact with one worker, who gave us this information. 
Immediately after the bulletin was distributed the four workers 
were taken back. The employers were afraid of the consequences.

A similar example of where the bulletin succeeded in winning 
the demands of the workers. In a railroad shop, to cut down 
expenses, the employers had eliminated a number of work trains.
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How a Unit Deals With Local Problems
Editorial Note:—The foUoiving minutes of a unit in the 

lining section in Southern Illinois is a good example of how a 
unit should deal with concrete local problems, We want to raise 
^0 questions, hoioever: What has the unit done in practice to 

out the very good decisions? Secondly, why haven't mine 
nuclei been established in at least two of the mines where three 

more comrades are employed?
Minutes of the Nucleus

Attendance: 12 comrades present: 4 from mine - , 2 from
"••ne------ : 2 from mine------ ; 3 from mine —; 1

Order of business: 1. Discussion on Situation in the Mine . 
2- Unemployed Work. 3. Dues and Membership. 4. Discussion.

Report from First Mine
Joiners disgusted. Many who were enthused abo^ the r(^ 

passive Miners Union are not even coming to 
•^ore. They are now questioning the advisability of the buildi g 

the P. M A • toA
Nomination of officers took place. Our ”°^5®j^Qjj,"nated by 

tL * °^^icials so manipulated that they wer miners had
fhe local. Elections took place after ‘^ve^^o us.

the meeting. The vote was “"f ^"®5iUn ricommendation 
f. ®y-Law Committee was fleeted. B g much, at

at the salaries of the officials shou many of
ost 12Y2 per cent. Because of the la ., , j^^ve the dis- 
^ people were absent, our comrades carried,
ssion on this question postponed, an i March adopted
Resolution in support of the National Hunger m 

a most unanimously.
Report from Second Mine p jj,a. Are 

disgusted. Do not any lon^r spea o^^^^ pointing out 
asking what the P.M.A. did for the bounty, the home of

the P.M.A. did not fight ,rooming here to
thJ'^^ Walker, but Lewis and ^ are more or less
Z. the P.M.A. to carry on a fig^ ana

c^sful because the P.M.A. is d®*ng miners must be
^iners beginning to realize that working and through

aken care of not by the miners that a ^ the
otl* 'r '•”* t mustearry
^'ty and various institutions take care of tn

struggle against discmn^a unanimously. C.Jos
ouf V nnniinated for vice-presidcn g nominated by a
rnemte* ^"nning for scale com^n R running for Trial 
^embers, and there was no opposition
“°n»-d member.
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. Unemployed Work
taken up already. Main thing to prepare the 

back^ A inviting our marchers to report when they come
Cii' to have report on the state-wide conference.

ollections of money for the National Hunger March raised 
ry sharply. The locals while supporting the march did not
ve any money outside of Mine----- which sent a marcher and

paid his expenses.

Dues and Membership
?aes paid. A new member joined the Party from Mine------.
fhe question of the absentees was taken up. The four com- 

ades not present to be visited. Comrades assigned to do this
work.

Comrades reporting that they have new comrades for the next 
nucleus would then have to be divided into two 

unt-f’ meanwhile to hold all four mines meeting together 
il We get more members and establish ourselves.

•the unit to get 10 copies of the Daily Worker each day. 
g P*^y-seven cents collected to start getting the Daily. S. elect- 
« to take care of Daily.

i^omrades reported that in Eidgely Precinct No. 7 our Party 
aceived 19 votes. All of them thrown into the waste-basket, 

p ® Were not credited with any at all. In Precinct No. 10 our 
arty received 49 votes. Ten of them straight. Credited only 

11 votes.
to late hour discussion to be postponed to next meeting, 

assigned to read the resolution of the 16th Plenum and lead
‘‘*®aussion.

acting adjourned at 10 p.m.

Give More Personal Guidance
/oHoToiWjgr extracts from a letter of ati active Party com- 

Chicago thTows w/uch light ou the inner life of our 
%or%te^^ work and our system of leadership. The comrade

j , Here is my own personal experience. I work every day.
for several years. I joined the Party without any 

^^^iciting. Very shortly, I was on the Section Committee, 
r ^ Was drafted into a unit as organizer. Then because, 

bought forward to the section that our unit territory 
*00 larg^ and that a new unit was necessary in the 

«rritory, I was released as organizer of my unit and told 
tft Rhead and organize a new unit in one week. ^ I had 
A out into a new territory and form this unit.

I'eady, we are told to form an unemployed council. Now
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I am not kicking so much about that. Here is what I do kick
about.

‘‘It is criticism. I will be criticized next Tuesday night 
at the organizers’ meeting because the unit is not larger; 
because I have not done more; because I did not attend 
some meeting or other. I work hard every day in a building 
as a painter—^not a union painter. I have a few there who 
read the Daily Worker and subscribe to it. I cannot break 
down the Catholic faith there and start a shop unit. I do 
the best I can. However, no matter how much I do, I always 
hate to show my face because there are things I do not do 
that I was told to do. Directives, directives, directives. An 
organization letter sometimes of three pages. Hell, I could 
not do one tenth of it. I am getting tired. I am just as 
much as Communist as ever, but I am not 10 Communists. 
Sure as organizer I should do all these things. But if I was 
to go to all the meetings I would be so busy learning w^hat 
to do that I would not even get a chance to try to get help 
do anything. I can’t be everywhere all at once. I must 
sleep sometimes. We have spent enough energy at inner 
meetings to overthrow the whole capitalist system Mv 
wife won’t stand for it either.” ' ^

What are these complaints of the comrade? Are they raised 
because he is a passive member of the Party? Not at all. The 
comrade is an active comrade, working day in and day out. He 
raises here basic problems facing our entire Party—the problems 
of developing the initiative and self-activity of the lower bodies; 
the system of leadership to individual comrades and unit; 
the training and development of cadres—all important problems 
for our Party.

A new comrade entering into the Party because he shows 
willingness and a desire to carry on work is immediately bur
dened with a thousand and one tasks that are physically im
possible for him to accomplish. He is drafted into leading 
work, drawn into many meetings, and soon he is busy every 
day in the week and cut off from the workers with whom he 
has contact. The comrade travels in a vicious circle, unable to do 
many tasks required from him. Difficulties develop with his 
family at home. This probably would not interfere with his 
work, but when at the same time he gets nothing but criticism 
all the time from the higher bodies, he becomes discouraged, 
lets down on his activity and very often drops out of the Party. 
This accounts for much of the present fluctuation of our Party.

What then is the job of the leading comrades? How can 
this situation be remedied? How can we avoid such situations
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as the worker emphasizes in the above extract from taking 
place? The 14th Plenum resolution dealing with this problem 
states:

“ . . . The center of gravity must be shifted to the 
velopment of the lower organizations, to the sections 
and units. The methods of leadership, assistanca of check
ing up on the work of the lower organizations by the higher 
organs must be a method of personal guidance in accordance 
with the special conditions of the given field of work, of 
the given enterprise and not simply the sending out of 
circulars. In all lower organizations, committees must be 
formed which actually work collectively, and a stop must 
be put to the state of affairs in which the work is concen
trated in the hands of a few comrades.”

How then should the section leadership which deals with the 
units concretely apply these directives of the 14th plenum to 
the’ problems raised by this comrade? Instead of condemning 
the comrade because he has not carried out every task, the sec
tion leadership should recognize the work done by the comrade 
and encourage his activities. The problems which he meets in 
the shop should be discussed—^how to get particularly those 
workers who already read the Daily Worker together; how to 
meet the question of religion in the shop; how to raise the 
immediate issues around the concrete grievances which will 
unite all the workers regardless of their religious or political 
affiliations. In his work in the unit, the section leadership 
should discuss with the comrade concretely the problems in 
the territory, how to organize the workers around these issues, 
how to establish collective work in the unit and activize the com
rades around the issues in the territory; how to eliminate some 
of the inner meetings to enable the comrade to carry through 
this work. Pains should be taken to explain the tasks and 
decisions of the Party to this comrade, as well as to each unit 
organizer, how to overcome the difficulties in carrying out these 
decisions, how to apply these decisions to the specific problems 
of the unit.

In such a manner the comrade will feel encouraged, will 
feel that there is a leadership in the section and will feel 
that he is a part of the collective leadership working out the 
problems that face the Party. Such personal leadership will 
help to develop, train and not discourage new cadres. This 
day to day supervision of the work of the lower bodies cannot 
be replaced by long circular directives.
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$aper Clittor
'I'he Head-Light—November, December, 1932—Southern Pacific 

R. R. Unit, C. P., District 13.
We have on hand the November and December issues of TAe 

^^ad-Light. In both issues of the paper, there are a number of 
etters from workers' correspondents dealing with immediate 

grievances in the shop. This is good, since these letters will help 
^ great deal to develop a struggle for these grievances. How- 
®yer, it is not sufficient to raise the issues. It is our task to 

the resentment of the workers into organized channels by 
elling them how to combat these attacks.

For example. In an article in the November issue: ‘‘Works 
Years and Gets Fired", what is the solution given in the 

PQ^per. It states, “The only way to deal with this Gorilla (the 
oreman who fired the worker) is to organize and meet them 

Russian people met their blood suckers." This is not 
immediate solution to this problem. We should point out to 
workers first of all that firing of the older workers means 

^ore speed-up, using less workers to produce the same amount 
of Work. Second, that the foremen can hire and fire at will 
ecause of the lack of an organization in the shop which will 
oal with these problems. Thus, proving to the workers the need 
01* the establishment of broad unity committees to deal with 

oven the most elementary issues. At the same time to show 
hat such an organization representing the workers can com

pel the bosses not to fire workers at will. In addition the paper 
raise the demand for social insurance for workers too 

Old to work.
While the December issue is an improvement in dealing with 

ow the workers should organize in the shops, it does not dif- 
o^ntiate between the united front movement in the shops, locals 

f nd lodges, the Railroad Industrial League and the Party. There 
is a tendency here to speak too much in the name of the “Rail- 
road Industrial Union". There is no industrial union in the rail- 
foad industry. We should hammer away at the need for organ
izing the unity committees to embrace all workers regardless 

religious or political affiliations to combat the attacks of the 
employers, to expose the sell-out of the Brotherhood leadership, 

the same time, we should point out that the Industrial Rail-
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road Lea^e embraces all workers not organized in the Brother
hoods. And then point out the relations of the Party to these 
organizations. In this way we will not confuse the workers. 

m ^ *
Waterfront Worker—December, 1932—Group of Longshoremen 

—District 13.
A very lively first issue of the Waterfront Worker has reached 

us. In technical makeup it is one of the best gotten out bulletins 
we received. It deals in detail with the conditions of the long
shoremen, the position of the I.L.A. officials, the “Blue Book 
leadership and conditions in other ports. One specially good fea
ture is the article on Tom Mooney and the 1916 Longshoremen s 
Strike, thus concretely linking up the case of Tom Mooney 
the struggle of the longshoremen.

But what should the longshoremen do? This answer is not
given clearly and decisively. Dealing as it does with a 10 cen 
cut in wages per hour, the bulletin, does not tell the workers 
how to organize. Instead, in only one short sentence it states- 
“What^s to prevent us from organizing small undercover groups 
of those whom we know on each dock. This is the only way 
can lay the basis of a real union. . While the first step 
getting a number of longshoremen together, the aim is to 
velop a broad united front movement of the longshoremen on 
the docks of both organized and unorganized longshoremen 
carry the struggle for the demands of the longshoremen 
the I.L.A. locals by organizing the opposition movement to de
velop the struggle. This is not presented to the longshoremen.

What is more serious, is the complete failure of even men 
tioning the Marine Workers Industrial Union. Surely it is i®^' 
portant in a bulletin of this character to point out the role u 
the industrial union, the demands for the longshoremen, the cal 
for united ^^^tion between the rank and file of our union an 
the I.L.A. Blue Book” membership. But this is not reflected i*' 
the paper.

the hunger march and the fact that nearly 
L?+i longshoremen participated in this importan

* ♦ ♦
Ford ^<’^fc«;-December, 1932-Edgewater plant, Ford GroUP.

family. The first issue of the
start in thi*^ ^^^^ttention. The comrades have made a ^ 
i^uance of fho^ ^

th. woio'” ,ns "af'xsi’ o'”
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mentary issues confronting the workers in the factory. This is 
not done. There is very little on the grievances of the workers. 
A system of workers correspondence should be developed to im
prove this angle of the paper.

A good feature is the article on the lessons from the last wage 
cut. This is a good beginning in preparing the workers to forth
coming cuts and the need for organizing to defeat these attacks. 
But what pleases us most is the article of the Doll strike which 
is used to show to the workers in the Ford Plant that organiza
tion and struggle can defeat cuts and win better conditions. 
But, why the use of the Trade Union Unity League, without 
an explanation of what the T.U.U.L. is. After all, this is the 
first issue of the paper—and it should explain to the workers 
just what the organization stands for.

More attention in future issues of the paper to how the 
workers should organize, what we mean by the Groups of Ac
tion in the shop, whom they should embrace, their united front 
character, and how they should function.

Keep up the good work.
♦ ♦ * ♦

& iS'. Railroad Worker—October, 1932—C. & S. Railroad Shop 
Group, District 19.

Good technical make-up. But this is not true of the contents. 
Instead of being the voice of the shop group, the united front 
organization in the shop—it speaks in the name of the Party. 
This can be seen in practically all articles. In no place in the 
Paper do we see why this group endorses the Communist elec- 
i^ion campaign, but instead the position of the group is replaced 
by the position of the Party. It is this general line in the bulle- 
i^in which should be changed fundamentally.

^ An additional point which should be emphasized. The first ar
ticle deals with the Railroad Brotherhood and speaks of it as 
^ **Company union acting as it always does, as an agent of the 
bosses’^ This lumps the workers and the officials together and 
stamps them as a united reactionary force. The Twelfth Plenum 
Resolution emphasizes particularly the necessity to sharply di^ 
ferentiate between the leadership of the reformist unions and 
the membership. This is not done in the article. To carry out 
the line of the Twelfth Plenum in our work and in the shop 
bulletin it is necessary to avoid using phrases and name-calling, 
hut to expose the reformist leaders on the basis of concrete 
fieeds and words, to expose the conditions under which the 
workers must work, to point out the position of the shop group 
on all the issues confronting the workers in contrast to the 
position of the railroad union bureaucracy. In this way to pre
pare for a broad united front movement in the railroad shops.
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Agit-Prop Work

Need for Political Education ot
Greater Than Ever Before the

lOf'rN the center of our educational ;t”ver/
training of the new members. This qj rais^^

—ice that the Twelfth Plenum of the \ \f 
sharply in the resolution. It states: “A ^_th^ ^
tance that the Twelfth Plenum
sharply in the resolution. It states: A ^ the \ioS^
must he organized for the purpose of vear i-he
cruited Party members, . . . *" For almost ^ ^been discussing in the columns of the Party ^^.gt
tion of establishing new members classes. A ^
special outline for these new members clas
months now that we have published
phlet, The Corrmiunist Party in Action, This p ^^pses ^ 
cially written as a text for the six weeks pti^P^^^p
members classes. We shall not here repeat .gsU^
method of these new members classes. May"*^^^^
detail in a special article which appeared in the

is"

idcof the Party Organizer. , . y. have
From the reports we have, those districts rep^^^^ {5

earnest attempt to establish these classes, ha ,-g^picts 
progress. The general weakness common to ^ 
fact that no real attempt is being made to es cii'^^ * 
members classes outside of the district headqnar ufo

The Twelfth Plenum of the E.C.C.I. also takes 
tion of the training of cadres. The resoluti ,
strengthen the Communist Pwrty itself, by the^.:ot^
are closely connected with the masses and trusted OV ^ nat^l 
In the past year we had a number of district f^°iner'^^l 
ratmng school, a regional training school and ® jjiing j
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Our experience has shown that in spite of some weaknesses, 
all of our disti'ict schools without exception have really proven 
to be a great aid in the training of functionaries in the districts 
and should be continued. The district schools are for the pur
pose of training comrades who are longer in the Party and have 
already had mass experience. The district schools have as their 
purpose the training mainly of unit and section functionaries.

In addition to the district schools, we should also develop the 
method of one-week or two-week full time section and district 
training schools for the training of unit functionaries^ such 
schools should also include a broader body of functionaries than 
the district training school—the same subjects to be taken up, 
practically in the same form, as in the week-end school. Some 
of the experience with our one and two-week full time training 
schools have proven to be very successful. We are printing part 
of a report giving the experience of the Minnesota district:

‘‘All of last week I was in Iron Mountain where we held 
a one-week full time Party school. Two units were involved 
in this school. There were between 36 and 45 students at 
the school every day—including about 10 non-Party work
ers. The school started at 9 in the morning and ended at 6 
in the evening. The main questions taken up were: Commu
nist Party program, organization, structure; we empha
sized the unit functioning the most. Then we had a trade 
union course which was taught by the N. M. U. organizer. 
We took up especially in detail the building of the Auto 
Workers Union in the Ford plant, and the unemployed 
work. We discussed some of the recent articles in The Com
munist on the united front. It was in my opinion a suc
cessful school. The Iron Mountain comrades liked it very 
much. The element at the school was American. I believe 
that the quality of our Party membership is much better 
than anywhere else. Most of the workers there are experi
enced Ford auto workers or miners, most of them having 
worked in Ford plants even before coming to Iron Moun
tain. They learn very easily. Also the age of the Party mem
bership is relatively young; that makes a difference.”
Recently some improvement is to be noted in the political edu

cation and training of the membership, but this is primarily 
confined to the district headquarters cities. As one of the means 
of improving the political training in the sections outside of 
the district headquarters, we propose the establishment of cir
cuit classes, that is, on different nights, in the various outlying 
sections. Classes for new members and functionaries to be ar
ranged with one or two comrades covering them from city to 
city.

The reading of Party literature and resolutions is an indis
pensable part of our entire system of political training. On
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The main difficulty is to get comrades to realize their responsi
bility. Most of what I have said heretofore must be taken care 
of by ourselves I know.

Here is what I suggest. I am positive it is the most crying 
need we have.

A correspondence course in Communism. I think that all or
ganizers and agit-prop units should take the course and all other 
members of leading committees, too. Also as many members as 
possible.

As it is now, I find that many unit organizers are made ridicu
lous by the peanut politicians on the signature drive. Besides, a 
simple course in Marx, such topics as planned meetings, politi
cal talk in meetings, discipline, and other very essential topics 
can be taken care of.

In that way, instead of just a gathering of reds we will have 
a snappy Bolshevik meeting.

It is hard for men who work day times to go to school. The 
Marxist Study Courses we have are entirely too deep for a 
beginner. I started a school with another comrade for each Sun
day morning. We tried your study courses but had to discard 
them. The only thing that comes anywhere near being simple 
enough is Shoqy Talks on Economics. We were stuck from 
there on. E. S.

* 4c ♦

EDITORIAL NOTE: We are glad to print this letter since 
the comrade here raises sharply the need for elementary train
ing. There is a correspondence course in Fundamentals of Com- 
munism which can he secured from the Workers School in New 
York. But the suggestions made in the article in this issue of 
the Party Organizer on Party training is the basis for cariry- 
ing through the proper education of the new members and 
functionaries. We suggest that these are followed by the com- 
I'ades in this section of Chicago.

“Precisely because little time remains before the revolutionary 
crisis matures it is necessary, without losing a moment, to in
tensify and accelerate our Bolshevik nnass work to win over the 
majority of the working class, to increase the revolutionary 
activity of the working class.''—Twelfth Plenum Resolution.
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The Shop—Center of Mass Activity
^HE material in this issue of the Party Organizer contains 

some of the best experiences related and discussed at the 
recent regional shop conferences. The exchange of these ex
periences should help in the further development and improv- 
ment of our shop work.

But in order to realize this, it is necessary to study and digest 
these experiences. One of the reasons why our work in the 
shops lacks political clarity and perseverance, why mistakes 
are repeated, is because some of the experiences become frozen 
—remain the property of a few individuals who are immediately 
and directly involved in the work.

The collective exchange of these experiences, the examina
tion of these experiences will deepen and enrich our shop work. 
It is one of the guarantees in applying concretely the line of 
the Party in shop work and in the collective political check up.

If the experiences related at the shop conferences would have 
been told to the Party at an earlier date it would have aided 
greatly in our work. The Daily Worker^ in reprinting some of 
the speeches made at the shop conferences asked time and again 
for articles discussing and commenting on these experiences, 
for articles relating to new experiences. Islot one single article 
came in.

Who is responsible for this? We must say the responsibility 
lies mainly with us, with the district organizations. It is neces
sary to organize, encourage, guide and develop the initiative of 
the comrades participating in shop work in writing articles 
containing important experiences.

♦ ♦ * * *

The pre-convention discussion must serve to develop the mass 
work of the Party. The main phase in the pre-convention dis-^ 
cussion in the units should be the development of shop work. 
The discussion in the units should be based on the line of the 
Fourteenth Plenum of our C. C. that “the main basis of the 
work and development of the lower Party organization is the 
work in the factory.” This issue of the Party Organizer should 
be used as a guide containing concrete material for shop work 
in our pre-convention discussion.

What is the chief task of our Party at the present moment? 
The Twelfth Plenum of the E. C. C. I. gives us a clear guide. 
It says: ''The greatest possible development and strengthening
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The discussion also emphasized the fact that our weaknesses 
in developing a correct policy of the united front was due to 
an underestimation and inability of lighting social fascism. 
It must be remembered that the shop is the very basis of build
ing the revolutionary trade unions and opposition groups with
in the reformist unions. The struggle for the shop is the key 
point in the development of a correct revolutionary strike sta- 
tegy.

The positive lessons brought forward at the Conferences are 
of great value and immediate use to the entire Party in the 
development of shop work. But this progress was mainly con
fined to the lighter industries. The Regional Conference for 
the concentration districts has brought forward the difficulties 
and main problems of shop work in the basic industries. We 
must remember that our policy of concentrating in Pittsburgh, 
Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago is based on the struggle of 
our Party to ‘‘firmly root itself in the decisive industries . . . 
and overcome the isolation of the Party from the decisive masses 
of the American proletariat.” And this is the key problem 
that still confronts our Party.

The present stirike struggles in Detroit in the auto shops 
are of special significance to every district. These strikes are 
to a large extent the result of the improved methods of work, 
the guidance and participation of the district leadership in the 
work. The experiences in Detroit reprinted here which give 
some of the methods used previous to the strike should be studied 
carefully by all the districts,

4c :|e 4c 4:

The need of winning the native born workers was stressed 
at the shop conferences. At the same time the comrades re
futed the ideas that foreign born workers cannot organize the 
native born workers in the shops. A living illustration of the 
important role which foreign born workers can play in organiz
ing the native born workers was given by a comrade from 
a Patterson shop.

At the shop conferences all of the important practical politi
cal problems of shop work—the question of the unemployed in 
shop work, the question of the shop agitation, the question of 
the Party and union work in the shop—all of these problems 
were raised and discussed by the comrades active in shop work. 
The successful development of our shop work depends on the 
solution of all these problems. The exchange of experiences at 
the shop conferences and the further discussion in the entire 
Party will help in the solution of these problems.

4c 4c 4c 4t 4e

An outstanding weakness of both shop conferences was the 
very small number of Negro comrades present. Even in the 
discussion when the comrades were describing the composition
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Concentration—Means of Winning the 
Workers in the Key Industries

Communist International in Jan. 1931 raised for our Party
tne need of concentrating on the most decisive industries 

(mine, steel, textile, auto, marine) in the five largest districts 
(2, 5, 6, 7, 8). Since then the 'word ‘‘concentrate’' has become one 
of the many terms of the Party. We “concentrate” feverishly. 
Party units were assigned to concentration points. Full-time or
ganizers were appointed to certain factories. Special comrades 
were elected by the District Buros to supervise the concentration 
work of the Party. The comrades involved in this work tried their 
utmost to carry out the many instructions of the higher commit
tees. But despite all the energy expended, the very fomal and 
sectarian approach to this vital problem served as an obstacle to 
penetrating the concentration factories. The Fourteenth Plenum 
had to again emphasize that we **must take steps to carry thru 
the directives of Januaryy 1931, on concentration,**

Only after the Fourteenth Plenum did the necessity of con
centration begin to permeate the Party. At the conferences on 
shop work held in New York and Chicago, the comrades in 
relating their experiences showed that while our work in the 
shops in still of an elementary character, there is a beginning 
to understand how to work in the factories. As a result of a 
better approach to the problems in the factories and improved 
methods of work, some noticeable results have been attained. 
At the same time, however, there is still confusion on many 
important questions in connection with our concentration work.

What were our past methods of concentration? The concrete 
experiences brought out by the comrades ar. the shop conferences 
showed in general the following weakness in our concentra
tion work:

1) Hunting contacts; 2) hunting grievances; 3) stereotyped 
shop papers, leaflets, issued primarily before the major cam
paigns of the Party; 4) parasitic form of concentration; 5) 
lack of leadership from the higher committees; 6) lack of under
standing of the role and work of the shop nuclei; 7) insufficient 
understanding of how to safeguard the Party and organizations 
inside the factories; 8) neglect in developing struggles'against 
espionage in the factories.

We cannot deal in detail with every point enumerated above. 
The basic weakness was the formal mechanical approach to 
the work. We were satisfied if we could show that we secured 
a number of contacts. We did not really study and know the 
conditions inside the factories^ raising the most burning proh~ 
lems facing the workers and developing struggles around these

Our Past Methods of Concentration
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in the union. The excuse of the district leadership for not 
exposing this spy, is that there is insufficient evidence against 
him.

Wrong Conceptions of Concentration
In our concentration work in the past we faced a number 

of wrong conceptions and tendencies. Some comrades developed 
the theory that in order to make inroads into the big factories 
we have to first penetrate the small factories. The conception 
expressed was that since it is easier to build up organizations 
in the small factories, these organizations will supply the neces
sary forces and money for penetrating the big factories. While 
it is true that sometimes in one industry or town an effective 
strike struggle will have repercussions in the larger plants 
(Detroit), generally such a theory is justification for follow
ing the path of least resistance.

This conception of concentration negates the Leninist under
standing of developing organization and mass struggles in the 
key factories of the decisive industry which will influence not 
only the workers in the small factories of the same industryy 
but all the workers in the city and often influence the develop
ment of stiruggles in other parts of the country.

The Warren strike influenced favorably the development of 
struggles in many other steel plants. In the factories where 
we succeeded to popularize the struggle of the Warren steel 
workers, we succeeded in creating enthusiasm among the work
ers and in some places gained organizational results.

We had a theory developed in one place (Binghamton) that 
concentration does not mean to select one factory and develon 
struggle and organize inside of it, but to carry on general 
agitation in all the factories in the same industry in the town 
and wherever a struggle develops as a result of our general 
agitation—that factory will be our concentration point for 
future work.

There is a further wrong conception that has manifested 
itself in some of the districts that shop papers cannot be issued 
in factories where we have only one or two party member 
or a few reliable non-Party contacts, because the information 
that these comrades will give us for the shop paper can’t b 
properly checked up. This was theorized in order to delay th^ 
issuance of papers in the shop until a strong group was estab^ 
lished. This had more basic causes—the fear to conduct airit 
tion which would ‘‘interfere” with the narrow organizational 
routine work. ^

All these weaknesses and bad tendencies enumerated ab 
were sharply exposed and fought at the two shop conferen^^^ 
The conferences showed that we were making the fii*sf 
ginnings in our work in the shops. oe-
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shortcomings.
We have to put an end to the deadly organiza^on gg\e 

routine in our factory work. We must develop the s 
against the capitalist offensive and against the policy 
reformists.

“Precisely because little time remains before the 
tionary crisis matures is it necessary without 
moment to intensify and accelerate our Bolshevik 
work to win over the majority of the working class, ^ ^ 
increase the revolutionary activity of the working class '
The main link which the Communist Parties must 
upon in solving this problem is the struggle for the gg 
day economic and political interests of the broad 
against the increasing poverty, against oppression, 
and terror.’^ (Thesis of the Twelfth Plenum of the ' 
C. I.) J-

The reports from the various plants on 
periences in shop work are reprinted here 
any mention of factory, city or name of comrade* T 
is done with the view of protecting our work and co'H 
Elections.—Editorial Committee.

How to Develop Permanent and Intimate

Steel and Metal

Within the last two
years the wages of the workers have
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cut by 50 per cent. There have been three regular general cuts 
in February, October and January of last year. They affected 
all departments. But the wages are forced down even beyond 
this, because most of the workers are employed part time.

No one has been developed sufficiently to take over the editing 
of the paper. It has been the product of Comrade X. If com
rade X, went to jail the paper went also to jail, and did not 
appear. However, as far as furnishing the contents for the 
paper some articles were furnished by members, but in the main 
most of the contents were written by Comrade X. We never 
had an editorial committee or discussion of articles that were 
placed in the paper. , However the pa/per itself had won the 
admiration of the steel workers in the plant, even though it has 
ntany faults. It has been able to gain several demands for the 
workers—such as water fountains that never existed, such as 
safety devices and many others. Workers who^n we didn't even 
know went into action and developed a little struggle of their 
own without our leadership^ only through the guidance of the 
paper. These strugffles came to our attention only later.

However, the lack of personal contact inside the mill, the 
inability of our comrades to weld contact with other workers, 
made the shop paper something that was just gotten out, the 
grievances raised in the bulletin were not developed, no action 
could be developed since our comrades did not form an integral 
part inside the mill to take up these grievances.

We must have a different approach to concentration. Unless 
the Party leading committees and functionaries give more con
stant and serious attention to shop work, unless there is organ
ized a most intensive study of our experiences in shop work, 
we will not be able to take the proper steps. If there is going 
to be concentration, let there be concentration and not just talk 
about concentration.

System in Making Individual Contacts
How are we beginning to move out of this rut? Our system 

down there now in the mills is the old reliable grape vine system 
—that is like they have in jails—contact with one man, seeking 
out the trusted or best man as a means of propaganda and 
developing organizational contact all along the line. We have 
some real good examples in this connection.

We are establishing a rigid check-up on the work inside the 
mill. At every unit meeting and union meeting, comrades get 
up and report on their week’s activities, report on their assign
ments, that they have done during the week, whom they have 
handled, what contacts they have secured, etc. Already, although 
this has taken place now within the last month and a half, we 
are beginning to see tremendous results and possibilities that will 
come out of this method of check-up.
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Some of Our Experiences in Establishing Contac
Take, for instance, Comrade H., who has four frien .^^gssed 

a Negro worker who came to our dance and was quite i 
in seeing so many Negro and white workers togethei. 
an I.L.D. dance. Our section organizer set the g ^vho
unit and went over and started talking to different ^ proved 
were in the hall and he picked out this Comrade H., ^ ^he 
to be very interested. He stated that he worked ^ >yith 
and the section organizer went to his house and Co^i'
him and made friends with his wife and children. Then 
rade H. took the section organizer to four other workers. ^^.g 
8 o’clock to 12 o’clock they went to visit these workers. ^^g^^ 
way, a group is being formed around Comrade H. This i 
what we want.

Take, for instance, Comrade B., who came in through ^ 
sian organization. We have been checking up on this 
constantly. For weeks he failed to make any report. 
by putting pressure on Comrade B., we got him to I
appointment with three American workers whom he kno , 
went with Comrade B up to these three American ^etty 
homes. There we began to talk about farming, etc., and P 
soon it developed in a roundabout way into a discussi 
organization. .^g^n

It happens that Comrade B. knows that one of these 
workers likes playing checkers. Now, comrades, do otia^‘ 
what happened? Probably this does not apply to every 
But it did work here. Comrade B. knew a comrade in Ba 
w 0 was a champion checker player. He said, I am

comrade here. This interested many workers.
0 em came down. In other words, eleven contacts

^his. has
an ■•fitting right in this room,
tliA w making contacts. He makes „t s®?un i""' ■'»" Ta»*
basket ^ carry a few extra apples in bi
eiops a fr?enr? workers
workers them and so he was able to bring .union. He is an Italian worker, and y®^

wev®

was ahlp Uv,- " is an Italian worKer, TrP
American wm^eV the
the union and li&\ian workercan’t getH •" interested. He wants to kno^ 

olutions nf workers into the union. I explain gc-we can’1
resolutions nf i worKers intu tne union. i rt-naS'^'
I told him some onhe'^’^^t'^°i ^ elementary
were. And he said- '^® make, what our
many fellows who know down there in^-------^
are interested in interested in the union, b ^^1-
low who can give about radios, and he also ^
radio club. ^ unctions, and they are going f-n
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Unity of Employed and Unemployed

important, particularly here. For- 
rmff* paper. But now we are actually
^ mg them into effect. A thorough discussion was held in the 

cieus, especially on the question of the Hunger March. As a 
esuJt of this it was proposed immediately that the Unemployed 

a should be formed, that is the organizational committee,
na the development of committees in the steel workers’ section, 

j, comrades felt that the workers in this section were not
^eady to fight. Of course, it was known that there was misery 

a certain degree, but how much we did not know, because we 
lu not get among the workers in the neighborhoods. And there 

that within a I’adius of six blocks, with the exception 
two families, everybody was in immediate need of food, coal 

i* clothing. As a result of this canvassing, three committees 
oing this work, two on each committee going around from one 
amily to another, talking to them, asking them about their con
ations, talking to them about the necessity of getting together,
® found a splendid response. After the two day’s investigation 

Were able to form an unemployed committee on the following 
^y> getting the house of a worker right in that block, and in 

Way we formed two block committees in two important 
® ®cl Workers’ streets. Following that we developed action and 
y^ere able to win relief for unemployed steel workers. This is 

a beginning. Our perspective is for developing block com- 
JJ^ittees on a wide area throughout the steel workers’ neighbor- 

oods and a march on the plant, possibly in six or seven weeks, 
according to how well we are able to mobilize and organize.

Unemployed work is extremely important. On this question 
ar ability to organize the unemployed steel workers will make 

fhat much easier for us to organize steel workers who 
®«11 have a job.

Un the question of developing issues. Only through these 
contacts will we be able to sense the needs of the work- 

s and their moods. The developing and deepening of these 
sues bring into motion many workers who we otherwise have

contact with.
co^ example. Last February, 1931, when one Greek

inrade in a department, through personal contact with a ^w 
01^^ Was able to mobilize quite a number of workers, with- 
th f ^ leaflets, through preparation of a committee inside

department, we were able to bring 135 workers to a meeting.
Un the question of the Daily Worker: We are already begin- 

i^.^ ^ake some movement in this respect. Our shop nucleus 
g steps to distribute the ^'Daily^* inside the mill. Two

were picked out whereby our mill workers will send 
^g^®®Pondence to the Daily Worker and the distribution will be 

® inside and outside the mill.
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I think that in dealing with these seemingly small 
and experiences, my own opinion and the opinion of the co 
who helped me to prepare this report, is that we are 
ing the work of this most important conference on the P 
basis, on the basis that this will enable us to really set 
in several central problems and arrive at practical, 
results which will result in a definite and noticeable ii^P 
ment and that is what we are here for!

^organization x ^
tfii^J WOULD like to give a short report on a steel plant. yg

ar. ^ months ago we did not n
anything, just two or three Party members. Then two c 

*’'®,^'strict were assigned to work there. Now, 
units ^°nths time we have three shop units and two

smahTiin^t^^ concentration point
about 20 organized something over a year ago. -RerS-
Aboutl iif a majority of them Negro
the unit^wL°* dropped out of the Party,
June or Julv January, it did not functio j
ou? But ^^aknesses of the section the un>t ^
was rrorgaS""’ hammered away and the^
time Sien 1 by the district. Th^t
were able thrmi there. From July up till n
expose the bad conditions especially in
company to stop dockine the'*^® ^ their
every month for uh ? ^?i^kers 25 cents from thm
not going to deduct 25 ^^e bosses. Th J
at least not unless h ®®”*^^ more out of the worke

unless he can make $100 a month. . -
fountains, ^alto”^roueh”T^' grievances—bad toilets and drink 
cans, from which to ,i at the works. They nin the bulletins thl ^^® watei. When we exposed ^
water bucket^kuS^®"®®d to give us gaWn’^’^

and the bosses about tht till ^ith the foremand the bosses ^ bell with the foreman
ally the bosses saw so ® ®P®®d-up and unsafe conditions* 
out how all that cam wrong so they tried to
weeks ago. ® ®'^t. They fired one comrade

fin
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Did Not Utilize Hunger March to Strengthen 
Organization

At the plant until now, we had only about 40 members. We 
are a pretty good strong department group; in one department 
where I was working, eight members were in this group. We 
could have more members or solid groups in the plant if we 
would properly utilize the Hunger March in this steel section, 
that was mentioned yesterday by a few comrades. We had about 
8,000 workers in the hunger march, or about 12,000 from the 
starting point, but what happened after this hunger march? 
These workers at the plant did not have a single leaflet after 
this hunger march, with the exception of two weeks ago, when 
we had a mass meeting in the section and there was a few 
hundreds leaflets distributed. But after the hunger march 
there was issued just one leaflet when we went to Pittsburgh 
to form the union. The workers would come to the headquart
ers and we would give them supplies and food but there were 
no leaflets to give them.

Developing United Front for Struggle Against 
Wage Cut

This section has many steel plants. The first wage cut was 
announced in October, 1931. News was spread on the inside 
that, when the workers will accept this 15 per cent wage-cut, 
there will be more days of work. This was the illusion that 
after the wage-cut there would be more work. The first wage- 
cut, the union was not on the job, but on the second wage-cut, 
we had a couple of mass meetings in the town. The workers 
were talking in the mill and said the mass meetings were 
against the wage-cuts. Of course, we were not strong enough 
to accomplish anything. Now, the third wage-cut is on the 
way; it is going to be some time this month, but not much 
later. What are we going to do on the third wage-cut?

We are preparing a united front conference which is going 
to be held this month. This conference, is to embrace all the 
organizations and all of our contacts. We have hundreds of 
contacts and we want to visit every one to establish department 
groups, general groups, to get all our contacts together and 
organize the Anti-Wage-Cut Committees.

At this plant I think there are only a little over 1,000 work
ing part time, one or two days a week. The workers inside are 
all old timers working for 20 to 25 years. All the workers 
were in the steel strike of 1919. I spoke to many workers in
side the mills, but they say they will not strike again. I asked 
why? They say, we have been fooled once. They collected 
$5 and they sold us out. They are the same bunch now trying 
to organize. They will do the same thing as in 1919. ^
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Thisworkers^where we have to explain to these 
I think ‘ between our union and the A. F. of
going* future, in spite of all this terror which is
many a three months, comrades deportecif
from relief stations, and terrorizing and firing
heard orf we can develop struggles in the plant. f
guard ^^^I’ade, in his opening remarks say we must saf^ 
as nossiM inside. I don't know, I was careful as much
the mill ^ ^ fired. If you want to do some work m
ment I* keep still inside. In my depart-
was fir trying to keep quiet as much as possible, but I
the wni!^ ^^^yway. Of course, in this struggle, you must tell 
manv txt ''^hat to do, maybe not openly. In my department 
to knn waited for me to ask me question. They wanted
Dlain ^ relief. Of course it is my duty to ex-
wherp And there will be many times in this section
hoi3«5P f niembers will distribute leaflets outside, from
ever K ^ ^ouse. Well, that is exposure. Everybody knows 
oupqK steel towns. So, I think one very important

4. front of us is to establish methods whereby we can
saieguard our workers in the shop.

Problems Faced in Building Organization in a
Steel Town

I ^-^NT to report a little on the work in a steel plant. About 
a year ago in this mill we had a group of about 150 in the 

Industrial League. This group from what I know 
heard, carried on work, not in the mills, but merely 

agi ation work. They didn't take up any struggles and actually 
past an agitational group. For this reason, this branch 

^ the mill has fizzled out like so many others all
over the country. We have been trying to reorganize these 
workers who have been in the union, but this is a slow process 
^cause many of them still have the old opinion of our work. 
We have a shop unit there of about eight or ten members.

And all of these comrades are Italian workers, a couple of 
South Slavs—that is all. It is very hard to get these com
rades to do any work. Some of them will speak to people of 
their own nationality. They won't approach anyone else. And 
for this reason it is very hard to get contacts. A few cases 
where we have actually got contacts and made assignment they 
go and visit them, and they have seen them and recruited them 
into the Party—workers direct from the shops—not on the basis 
of carrying on shop work but just telling them that the Party if? 
the workers' Party and not because the C.P. is in the shops. 

Many of these comrades also do not take up the union seri-
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ously enough. And it took a lot of talk to convince them the 
other way. They must build a union. We have succeeded in 
getting one group there only about 10 members to function 
regularly, to take up the shop conditions there and to carry on 
work on the basis of the conditions which exist there. Also, a 
group in another department of about twelve members. All 
these groups' however have a bad feature, they are all Italian 
workers. Many of the workers are Slovaks, quite a few 
Croatians in the mill, but there have been no efforts made to get 
them. There are left wing organizations among the Croatians 
and these organizations should furnish us plenty of steel workers 
because practically all of these Slovaks and Croatians are steel 
workers.

The shop bulletin has been issued for the last couple of months 
in the mill taking up the conditions there. However, the shop 
bulletin hasn^t been done collectively. The members of the shop 
unit cannot speak English, Jet alone write any articles for it. 
They tell me about the conditions, report in detail many in
stances of the conditions there, and what can be done, and I 
have to write the articles for them. And in this way they don t 
take enough responsibility, it appears as if they don’t have 
thing to do with the shop bulletin, and it is not really issued by 
themselves. That is one thing we will have to correct.

The shop bulletin has created favorable comment in the 
shop. Last time the bulletin was issued I met a worker who 
had just come out of the mill and just received his bulletin.
He told me that he had read of the Party quite a while and he 
would have joined it if he wouldn’t lose his job. I explained 
to him that there is no danger of losing the job if we worked 
at it correctly. I convinced him. I got his address. He is an 
American born element—the only American contact. This just 
shows our lack of work inside the shops. Our comrades are 
afraid to talk while on the job. And this instance y/here I got 
this contact of the American born, if we have someone to talk 
and lead a discussion on the conditions we can get some work 
done there. .

Now another point in the work, is unemployed work. This is 
very serious in our section. There is practically no unemploye 
movement, except a few small groups. We can see here ® 
where, that without an unemployed movement you 
the union. And it must be up to the union to build up this un
employed movement. We cannot separate the unemployed move
ment and the union as we have done up to this time. The union 
must have its unemployed branches and this is to carry on a 
the unemployed activity. And they must recruit directly into 
the union.

Now on the coming wage-cut. The comrade previously r^ 
ported that we intend to have a united front conference to which 
we can draw these language organizations, the ones that are



relegates others. There is a
general wage-cut '^'orkers are already talking ^ 
amount to 2‘^ ppnf are pretty sore about it.

And the nni hour. .. .\\'vorkers, in^nlanv°^ '•‘^ 22

an hour. And thl« s>x hours a week at
of relief they nrp ui*^^ depend upon the ^
ization. Also In ® ^et from the Welfare j„ th

^^<-'thn, tho Mnct .^°"''®ation with the unemployed
"( CitLn, T in buildine q*"'' unj<
ployed with a"^’’ ?'''■''* '''•‘»l!“e branches. A V“:" tbe t
of MuRtn n "'^"'bership of about 100, now tion tof MustP n "'^"''^‘^rship of about 100, now ‘ tion »" 
entire «: ;• lack of work and
section h 1°”’ organization is spreading 1SSe to «>^all farm rural town^^g^es '’’
steel towns^andV^^"^ Propaganda and hudd uP^ work®*" 
must fwi develop a movement of ^ntt
CkeS r„“t, "’the onV
Pro„." organization, that our, .s the

of coTif ^---- work in ^
and our cormnHf ^ once we have established some o 
get to a certaTn^itfa.'"®!*^® *he shop. We seem to 

I want to taW and then we stoP* j,
two shops ir. «.i-, ®*smple our experiences and

«h®P worrand then we stoP^, 
-wo shops in Jhf ,®*^™Ple our experiences and e

woS^toT- established
thf» the Tii^' were not able to

rk hy «r,t di.»S

"lemhers of tS® ^0. In one ,
*^e Wo* jP^iion. employed we had 26

TWs^ ‘W? "i The workers
he»n'^*^ '*p N?^f Raised fu *«af®

i-^B ^®’’s ivhn ‘lePiand of fre®
even in »“'■ °eti 

*®S Won n’“«ioii »t the >»ftW "w b 
“lit we did not too* "°
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Know the Factory for Proper Leadership 
We called meetings of our union, and what did we take up? 
e discussed the conditions in the shop. We were satisfied and 

^®re satisfied that we had won something, but we did 
^ot discuss other grievances around which struggles could be 
. e^loped. We were not sufficiently acquainted with the shop 
0 be able to guide the workers to dig up additional grievances 

the shop. The result was that for weeks we had meetings 
^ith the workers, discussed with them, took up the dues pay- 
Rients, various mass meetings that we held in the town, and 

after week we could definitely see a decline in the attend
ance at the meetings and a decline in the membership.

We began to discuss the trouble. We found that as long as 
were taking up the issues of the workers, we were con

stantly getting new blood. But when we did not discuss the 
actual grievances there was a decline in enthusiasm and in 
^®^^crs in that particular mill.

We had the same thing in another mill. A mill of some 
^50 workers. In one department we had 75 per cent of the 
porkers organized in our union. In fact, we were already 
discussing a strike situation. But today also here we have 
practically no organization.

fn another steel mill we won the right for the Negro workers 
to buy coal. In this same mill some workers in one department, 
following the advice of our leaflets, organized a committee and 
^cnt to the superintendent to protest a wage cut in the mill 

also against the speedup. Alongside of that particular 
^®Partment we had P.arty and union members, but they did 
^dt know that such a movement was developing. Because 
dRr comrades did not give leadership to this movement and 
]^ork out methods for presenting the demands the committee 
that went up to the boss was immediately fired and nothing 
happened in the shop.

Must Have Perspective for Struggle
We also seem to have a lack of objective when we go into 

^ shop. Lots of times we start organizing groups in the shop 
because we are told to do so. We don’t go there examining 
the conditions of the workers and setting °u>^srfves a certain 
objective we intend to reach by developing the work. I think 

must put forth an objective for the workers we are orgamz- 
The demands we used to raise m the steel industey before 
set an objective there-we called upon the J«’'^kers to 

organize and strike against wage cuts. What was the result. 
J^ertainly the workers saw clearly that it would be impossible 
to strike against wlge cuts at that particular moment They 
h»iew they had no organization and no leadership. In the steel 
^ills. in our unioralthough we carried on some activity, it was
'"ory weak.
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TII0 -did looked like a mountain to the workers. They
therefore believe we could develop a strike,
of previoi develop any struggle around the issues
Today wp ^ ^^Se cuts that took place in the steel industry, 
we have learned something. In my opinion the slogan
don’t SDPnL-^^ question of the wage cut is better. We
We snPflV subject of strike, at least not now, not yet.

This xxro^^ defeating the wage cut. 
a wag*p n ^ defeated, as we have already defeated
two wppi!^ mill here. A 5 per cent cut was defeated
the onp without a strike. We started some agitation on
in thp ^ *1?^ ^^d some discussion among the workers
that cp^^ • itself helped to defeat the cut. I think
a strik^ demands, even a wage cut, can be defeated without
leadPT* if we call upon the workers by giving them
the and guidance and first of all acquainting them with
«« mill. The workers will not recognize the slogan

mething impossible to achieve, and therefore this slogan 
^ P^l' forth now about defeating the wage cut will depend 

arge extent on how we develop the movement.

Initiative of Workers Suggests New Forms of 
Organization

T WANT to tell you about a certain struggle that was carried 
on without developing a strike in a shop in our district. This 

shop I am working is a big shop that employs about 20,000 
workers when it works full time and 5,000 workers at present.

In this shop there is practically no organization or union and 
to develop any fight against this wage cut we as yet have no 
forces in there. On that basis, we considered what could be 
done in that shop. The method we adopted is to develop small 
struggles where the comrades are working. I want to relate 
one experience where we got certain organizational results on 
the basis of small struggles.

Win 15 Minute Rest Period
In the place where I was working, we worked on a belt, that 

is, every worker did one operation on the belt. On this belt, 
every worker has to do a certain operation; he cannot go away 
from that belt while working because if he goes away the next 
worker can’t do his work, and so on. When a worker has to 
leave his work for a minute, a relief man has to do that opera
tion while he is away.

These workers for a long time were getting five minutes relief 
in the morning before lunch and five minutes in the afternoon. 
These workers were very dissatisfied and thought this wasn t 
enough time, and were kicking about it all the time. One day
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we made a sug^gestion that all the men on that particular line 
should take fifteen minutes relief instead of five. All agreed 
that if every one would take fifteen minutes it would be easier 
to get away with it, than if only one worker did. Because if one 
worker did it the boss could do something—lay him off for a 
week and so on. I immediately seized that opportunity and 
pointed out to the workers that this was the only way we could 
get something in the shop, if we all stuck together, and the 
workers agreed.

The next time the relief man came around we told every 
worker in that particular group, when he went out, to stay for 
fifteen minutes. The relief man relieves one worker, then the 
next one, and so on. We told the workers to stay out for fifteen 
minutes and not to come back until the fifteen minutes were 
up. The workers agreed, and they did it. The relief man was 
very sore, and when he got through with this group of workers 
he took down all the names and took them to the foreman. But 
when the foreman saw the long list he had and all the names, 
he didn’t even come over to tell the workers about it.

This way we gained the 15 ^ninnies in the morning and lb in 
the afternoon, I pointed out to the workers that this should 
convince them that only if we stuck together could we get any
thing. I told them if we were organized in some form or other 
we could get many other victories against grievances which 
affect all the workers in the shop.

Build ''Stick-Together” Club
And there were many grievances there on the job and the 

workers agreed to that, and right at the place there we decided 
to form a “Stick-Together” Club. Many workers had the habit 
of telling the foreman of different things the other workers did. 
We decided one of the things we should do is not to be squealers, 
and the workers agreed to it. And the workers took the organ
ization as their own because this organization arose on the 
basis of their own experiences and they knew it was their own 
organization.

Of course, this organization, after it was established, was 
very loose—only one group of workers in one particular section, 
who saw each other every day, and talked things over. We had 
no regular meetings or anything of the kind. But I had the 
perspective of broadening it out, consolidating it, making it 
the organizer of struggle, and then pushing it into a form of 
union organization. But shortly afterwards a lay-off came, and 
this organization did not function for some time.

After we came back, we tried to revive it, but could not do it 
on the basis of nothing at all. But certain grievances came up, 
which revived it. One day, one of the workers forgot to ring 
up his card and he was docked, and he was sore. The same 
question came up where the foreman came to collect money for 
the Red Cross. This was supposed to be voluntary, but it was
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not. When the workers refused, the foreman wrote in the 
names, and the workers had to contribute. The workers did 
not like it, and we utilized this to establish the “Stick-Together 
Club,” and our problem is to broaden it out and try to establish 
some stronger form of organization where the workers would 
be able to carry on work on a wider scale.

So far it involves one department and only young workers. 
But I want to say that one thing we have learned is that when 
I try to^ carry on work in that shop on the basis of direct 
Communist propaganda, bringing in newspapers to the workers, 
these workers were prejudiced against the Communists. No 
matter what I told them, the propaganda of the capitalist press 
was counteracting our propaganda. But on the basis of such 
a thing, we would establish a form of organization and the 
workers recognized it as something they organized, decided on, 
and that it was on the basis of their own experiences and 
grievances, and they knew it was their own organization.

Organization
’ I a little picture of this steel mill*

This mill at the present time has on its pay roll about 3,000 
'wor ers in he mill. The majority of these workers are workii^ 

^ week, sometimes one or two days a month* • 
workers—almost 65 to 75 pe^ 

S” About ono-Mtb of

relief sfncp workers in the mill is the question of
Thev’worr»T^ the workers are not even getting any 
ancJ wWV, • ^ month and that pays their

rpattb?s“SXlf? T ““ "?bS
whore workers to Sm t.TWhen wp company store.
selves with a small '^°"^®”^’’^ting on this mill, we found o 
foreign born alJ^av.,w"P.u°^ These comrades, being
because there are no Am ®^cuse they couldn’t do 
get the American*? workers in our union;
entirely that 70 per ceilt of to work. They forg
The activities of foreign born worker
of a general character branch of the union were ^
general things calline-’ leaflets once in a while ab
a mass raoeSg Ou?' “"“"•/‘S
workers were fired V.^. “tooting was held and th
Union was not sSor the meeting. Jh'
terror. ^ to put up a fight against thi
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Party Members Begin Active Work
When we again seriously tried to get the job of working in 

mill, the first thing we did was to get the Party members. 
With these comrades we discussed very seriously what is the 
^^ajor issue, the most important question to the workers in the 
^ill, and the major question was the question of relief. We put 
out a leaflet on this question, the leaflet was distributed by unem
ployed workers on the day when most of the workers went after 
their relief, and this was very timely. Here they were getting 
the groceries, were dissatisfied, and we had this leaflet on relief. 
A discussion started when two members of our union were right 
among the workers and of course they helped to carry on the 
discussion and talk about the demands we raised in the leaflets.

What happened? As a result several days later, many work
ers Went to the company welfare and raised the question of relief 
for the single men as well. The workers came to the welfare 
agency for more each week, some stayed there and wouldn’t 
leave the office, asking for more than they were getting. Some 

them got it. The mistake we made was not to follow up 
that demand and that fight for more relief. We just discussed 

with the comrades, tried to approach these workers, and this 
Is about all we have done after that.

’I'his also brings up the question of the continuation of our 
^ork. Following up our demands with more struggles until we 
'vin the demands, and also raising other issues. The shop 
nucleus brought out a shop bulletin and here again we saw 
l^ow the workers simply grabbed this bulletin. We found im- 
^^ediately as soon as the bulletin was put out the company was 
just running wild trying to find out where the bulletin came 
from. They put in an extra number of cops around the entrance 
1^0 the mill. They even tried to look into the homes of some of 
our comrades who are pretty well known in the section where the 
^111 is located.

We found that in spite of this terror that came as a result 
of the bulletin, workers in the mill were reading the bulletin. 
Some got together and read the bulletin right inside the mill.

We immediately began raising the question of new members 
and we found that almost every one of our members had con- 
Uections, even though they were unemployed, who worked in the 
^*11» probably a year ago or four or five months ago. They 
knew the workers personally, went around with them and so on.
We discussed the question of getting these workers i'bey know,
§Gt them into the union, give them something to read, keep in 
contact with them. By doing this work we got in a number of 
American workers whom the comrades thought it was impossible 
^o get in before. .. . ,

One of the comrades brought out the question of key men.
^his is a very important, serious and sometimes decisive ques- 
tion when it comes to a struggle. We spent a number of meetings
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on this one point, in finding out where are the 
also what are the possibilities in the shop, how 
workers we have in these departments, \yorkers ^
of workers and to whom the workers will listen and whom 
will follow them when a strike breaks out.

Unemployed Struggle Building Union and Party
We find that without carrying on a struggle for unemployi^®^^ 

relief we will be able to organize the workers. We find yvor 
of the mill only working a few days; they are faced with e 
tion, have no gas, cannot send their children to school 
they have no shoes, their children have no milk. We find 
unemployed work helps us to build the Union and the ^ ^ ^ 
We have with us a comrade who came into the Union 
result of this work, came into the Party as a result of nn 
ployed work.

We had a family who was going to be evicted. We foun . ^ 
about it, we organized block committees, and stopped the evic 
In our block committee we had a number of mill 
fact these workers were the leaders in the block committee, 
accepted the responsible business of the committee. They 
doing most of the work. We also went to the City 
demanded shoes for the children of unemployed and pai^ 
workers. We won this demand, but unfortunately did not 
larize it. As a result, we found a number of mill workers com 
closer to our Union and to the Party.

key departments 
many influentia 

p-roups

Immediate Relief
On the question of the coming wage cuts. We are expec 

a probable 10 per cent cut. This has not been officially 
nounced but rumors are being spread among the workers. 
coming wage cut is a big problem to the workers. Some say 
are not working so they are not interested in it and the i. pe 
0 relief is important. The question of the wage cut 
raised without raising the question of relief with these a

In a discussion with the workers on the coming wa?® .pey 
number of tentative plans were worked out. The questm” 

course, the fight for relief. They ra'®®
^''eir relief in cash,

Because they didnt get a cent in wages and they have no » tc- 
ThevVr oil for their

relieft!:'“r
demand. ^ much of an increase we ate &
no^'have'^to^ply'^lUO compulsory insurance-^g^nd-

pay $1.10 a thousand or §2.20 for two
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They are forced to pay it out of their wages. We will demand 
that the insurance be paid by the company for all workers who 
work less than six days, also that insurance should not be lost 
if the workers are laid off or fired.

On the question of the united front to fight against the wage 
cut. We have discussed this with our branch. We have dis
cussed in a way first, the question of organizing the anti-wage- 
cut committee. Well, comrades in fighting against the last cuts 
of October 1 and May 15 most of our work consisted in 
agitation and in this agitation we mainly brought out the ques
tion of organizing the strike against the wage cut. But we 
never took up with our members, how will we be able to help 
the workers in the mill to organize these anti-wage-cut com
mittees, how to do it and how to go about it.

We have not really come to the basic issues, basic grievances 
of the workers, no definite perspective of developing immediate 
struggle in the shop. Right now we are beginning to do this 
^nd I believe that this united front campaign coupled with work 
inside the mill, will develop a fight for local grievances which 
^ill really bring definite results, about which we will be able to 
I’eport very shortly.

Partial Struggle in a Metal Shop
T WORK in a metal shop which, during the war, produced 

bullets for the air service. This shop employs mostly women 
Workers—55 per cent women—most of them Spanish. The 
'vages in the shop average $12 a week, but most get $8, including 
Some skilled woi'kers.

First Steps in Building Organization
We tried to strengthen our work when we ^sme there. First, 

at our unit meeting we took up the question of how to become 
personal friends with the workers. We started agitation inside 
the shop around the immediate grievances: low wages, speedup 
and the question of overtime. We visited some workers in their 
homes. We had one article in the Daily Worker during this 
period, and the article was pasted up inside the shop; also, 
there was a distribution from the outside.

During the election campaign we had a distribution inside 
the plant of the platform of the Party, m English and Spanish. 
During the period of the Hunger March, a non-Party worker 
collected $8 on a list in his department. Workers contributed 
as high as 50 and 75 cents for the Hunger March The total 
collection for the March was $10. As a result of that we gained 
forty contacts on the Hunger March list.

Now on the question of the shop nucleus and the guidance
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the Party gave us: First, the district did not call us in even once 
to discuss what we are doing in the shop. The section only for 
the last five weeks has given attention to our problems. But 
they paid attention only by sending a representative to the 
nucleus. But no work was carried on from the outside. The 
same is true of the union leadership.

We did not have department nuclei. We had a joint Y. C. 
and Party nucleus. We always met together. The comrades of 
the nucleus used to come to the union office almost daily* 
did not bring forward the Party nor the Y. C. L. The League 
and Party members acted as union members. We did most of 
our work as union members, with the result that we recruited 
only one member into the Party during the three months, aud 
that was on the basis of personal contact. We picked one of 
^e best leaders in that group and recruited him into the 
Party.

conducted some partial struggles in the shop. First, i”
^ department, as a result of certain chemicals use >

very bad odor in the department. The comrades 
liaised the question that they could not work under 

mobilized the workers in that department 
and we had decided to stop work. On the basis of that, all
SopThe usV5TV°v demanding that they
and wn 1,^ chemical. An hour later they changed i* 
Shari was a result of a
the union ^ Through this we recruited eight members m

wotr^'rh/^^’'®if^® was conducted on the question of overtime 
They wereM^^^r not work overtime unle®®
wurk^i a half. They were also forced
toP'Ptiioy. sometimes on Sundays The comrades,

thing, aid S/ w? J The boss refused to do any-
scheduli an? thT i and a half before the
half ’ ^ ’^ad to pay them for the hour and a

accident. We^immlj” as the result of an
injured. We put un issued a leaflet when the girl w
they told us that wp *1^1.
When we issued our <=o |iave a private nurse for the g ' 
worker had died Tin .^®”d leaflet it was already too late-f 
did not respond with'the Pa^^ty member 
day it hapSed SS « a’^.e^tion of one or two. On that 
workers to the funeral leaflet was issued calling t
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where to come. Only in those departments where the comrades 
were active did we mobilize the most workers. Five new mem
bers were recruited as a result.

The last point I want to raise is on the question of our per
spectives. In discussing this question with the comrades of the 
section committee, our perspective is to develop a struggle in 
that shop. We have quite a number of sympathizers for the 
movement. A certain situation developed in the shop where 
everybody was laid off for one week. Certain workers were 
told to come back the following week. On the day when these 
workers come back to work we will have to develop a struggle 
on the question of at least getting carfare. There are many 
tasks in the shop. The main thing is the concentration on the 
part of the section committee from the outside, together with 
the comrades from the inside, and I hope that as a result we 
will be the next shop to be entirely organized.

Railroad

Work Among Negroes in Railroad Industry

J WANT to deal principally with the experience we have had 
in organization in a railroad yard. In the past few months 

we have been able to estab'lish an organization of dining car 
stewards, waiters and cooks.

This is important because it is the first real success we have 
had in organizing any number of Negro workers. In the rail
road league we have had a number of Negro workers in differ
ent sections of the country, but they would come and go. We 
would make little successes at certain places which would last 
two or three months and finally disappear.

Unity of Work and Negro Workers 
This movement, however, has been organized principally by 

workers on the job. We are able through one or two Party 
members to make contacts with some key workers in this par
ticular department, and practically all of these workers have 
been organized right on the job. The contacts we made of 
Negro workers as well as some white workers with cooperation 
from the outside were able to build up this group around actual 
conditions on the jobs. We made the same mistake here as 
elsewhere by putting up general demands. But this was cor
rected. We took the old agreement of the Dining Car Employes, 
and with the cooperation of these workers were able to redraft 
it to include a number of new demands—^to include special 
demands for the Negro workers.
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Around these demands we are organizing the workers on a 
united front basis. Attempts have been made in the past to 
organize all dining room waiters, without any success. Now, 
because of the situation in the industry, where the conditions 
of all workers are being undermined, where Negro workers at 
lower wages are replacing in many cases white dining car 
stewards who received $175 a month, the struggle for better 
conditions is uniting both Negro and white workers.

I will not go into the detail of the agreement. But, instead 
of going to these workers with leaflets and with our 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5 general and abstract demands, we took this agreement 
and went over it with individual workers and formulated the 
tentative or proposed agreement, taking up the question of 
wages and working conditions in detail. We had this mimeo
graphed and circulated in the cars. Today we have two-thirds 
of the workers in the organization.

Problems of Organization
Fifty cents a month is being contributed by the workers to 

what we call the ‘‘Organization and Negotiation Fund.” We 
have set the goal that we organize on the basis of the grievances 
and for a fight to enforce the proposed agreement that was 
drawn up. We are calling upon the workers not to pay dues, 
but to contribute 50 cents a month to finance the organization 
work and the negotiations of this agreement.

There have been a number of difficulties in the work. The 
workers are constantly on the go. They are not in one place 
like shop workers. There is never a time when we can get 
more than a half of them together. We have opened a head- 
guarters and we are attempting to draw in these workers when 
they come off the trains, so that we can be constantly in touch 
with them. We are organizing on the basis of car committees. 
We set up a committee of three on each car, developing little 
meetings as they go over the road. This is sometimes a very 
difficult problem, because one-third of the workers are on the 
job while one-third are sleeping and the others available for 
meetings.

Developing Struggle Thru Personal Contact
j THINK two points stressed at this conference are points 

which have not received too much attention by our Party, by 
our movement as a whole. I think that is one of the reasons 
why we haven’t made as much pi’ogress as we could have made 
in the basic industries. The first point is the question of real 
personal contact with the workers in the shop.

In one railroad center, we have been putting out a bulletin
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for about a year and a half. The workers like that bulletin, 
they eat it up, they grab it; for hours you will find them dis
cussing that bulletin. But when you come to these workers, 
they want to know who you are. They know each other, they 
want to know who you are, and unless they know you and unless 
they know someone who knows you, you won't get into these 
places very easily. That is what is happening in this place.

Now I will give you another example. In one plant we con
centrated for quite a while. We sold the Daily Worker for two 
weeks, at one time reaching a sale of 17. The company got 
wise to it and terror broke out. A lot of the workers who 
bought the Daily Worker must have been fired. We have never 
made any real personal contact with these workers. They didn’t 
really know us, we didn’t really know them.

How We Make Personal Contacts
I want to use one or two instances where, due to the fact 

that we have been able to develop personal contact, we have 
made the real beginnings of actually getting into the shop. 
There is a point where the railroad workers come to work. 
When I first joined the Party I was sent to sell the Daily 
Worker at that point. Three years later, when I began to do 
work on the railroad, we still didn’t have any connections with 
these workers. My unit was assigned to get connections with 
these workers. About three blocks away from where these 
yards are there is a Negro territory. We figured if we would 
get into that territory we would find a large section of those 
workers living there. The comrades went out for six months 
with the Daily Worker and the Liberator, until they got workers 
they could really talk to. Little by little we won the confidence 
of a few of these workers. And then they built up a club, 
around these workers. Today this club has grown. Most of 
these workers are Negro workers. Most were working there at 
one time and have now been furloughed. However, there are 
some sttll working there. I know most of them. I can go into 
any of the houses, talk to their families. Now we have the 
basis for establishing a real organization.

I will give you another little example. We got connected up 
with a worker, an engineer. This worker was interested in our 
paper and movement. Now, after four months, when I ^ 
personal friend of his, he tells me, “you know how I came in o
this movement. I thought it was pretty good. I wrote to a
friend of mine in Chicago. He told me he thought it was U. 
so I came in.” Before he came into the movement he wan 
to find out who we were and he never came to us but wrote o
a friend of his to find out. This fellow is against th^ re s
and Foster in particular. But after doing a little 
there he came and told me that one of the fellows he had 
up is a red, who reads the Daily Worker, He has subscribed 
to the Daily Worker for about one or two years. I went to
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railroad worker<a found that there were three
fellows I think Daily Worker. One of these
good Irishman ^^^l.^®longs to the Knights of Columbus, a 
d^rei wo?v « S® the Daily Work&r, and I think if ^e
fellow tlTtll ®o«ld get them into the Party. This
among them. f^e reds has changed since he is working

Small Group Can Develop Struggle
shons^in^such^n”'® Problem of leading the work in the
fn fhe Small groups we have are merged

T tSv L Packed out by the boss. If we do this,T build strong and solid organizations everywhere.
^ ^ we need 30 or 40 workers before we can

start. When I speak of struggle, I don’t mean only strikes; 
even If a leaflet wins a demand for a worker, that is a form 
of struggle.

I want to bring out one concrete experience. We got con
nected with a certain worker who has a lot of influence in bis 
sho^ After a talk with this worker, he felt that the question 
of the speed-up was a burning question, and we felt that if we 
got a large group around the question of speed-up we wouldn t 
need a strong union organization. If we could get a couple of 
fellows to spread the word around, this would be enough to an 
extent to stop the speedup. This worker began to approach 
the workers to discuss ways and means of stopping the speed-up. 
This was two months ago. We got together seven workers and 
we used to meet right after work on the street corner around 
midnight. We had no other place to meet in, no hall, etc-» 
because of the late hour. These fellows began to spread the 
word that we have to stop the speed-up and slow up a little. 
This began to take effect, to an extent. All the workers began 
to slow up. The company soon became aware of this slowing 
up, and they also knew we had organization. For a period of 
a month and a half they were able to stop the speed-up and 
the foremen were pretty much stumped and wouldn’t get very 
far, because we had a solid bloc.

Well, we still have seven or eight workers who meet at mid
night, outside the place, but because we were able to develop a 
movement which didn’t involved only a small group, we were 
able to win the sympathy of these workers and show them that 
we can get somewhere.
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Carry the Struggle Against War Into the Shops
JN the resolution on the war in the Far East and the tasks of 

the Communists in the strugrgle against imperialist war and 
military intervention against the U.S.S.R., the Twelfth Plenum 
of the E.C.C.I. points out that ‘‘the period of relative stabilizar 
tion in international relations has ended; that the attack of 
Japanese imperialism on China which is taking place with the 
full and open support of France and with the secret support of 
England, marks the beginning of a new imperialist war.’^ It 
pointed out how the U.S.A. is striving to provoke war between 
Japan and the Soviet Union in order that by weakening both 
Japan and the U.S.S.R. it may strengthen its own position in 
the Pacific.

The Party manifesto, issued in January, 1933, shows that war 
is already going on in the Far East, in Latin America. It ex
poses the aim of the Japanese army through the occupation of 
Jehol to reach the Soviet border all along its Asiatic frontier.
It exposes the League of Nations as an instrument of war and 
the Second International as shamelessly preparing to repeat in 
the coming imperialist war the present role of the Japanese social 
democracy as betrayers of the working class. Billions are being 
spent in a new race of armaments, and other millions are being 
spent for peace conferences that have been following each other 
in the last years as a camouflage for war preparations (while 
in the U. S. A. and in the other capitalist countries millions of 
workers are out of jobs, millions of farmers are at the mercy 
of bankers, burdened by heavy mortgages, taxation, debts, etc.). 
The manifesto calls upon the toilers of the United States to in
crease the struggle against developing imperialist war.

Weaknesses in our Anti-War Compaign
If we examine our anti-war campaign conducted in the last 

year, then we must come to the conclusion that we have not 
taken all measures to reach wider masses of the toiling popula
tion. We did not yet succeed in bringing the campaign among 
the workers in the factories; that the Party and the trade unions 
did not concentrate with vigor in the industries which can be 
mobilized for the conduct of war, such as metal, chemical and 
transport; that we did not spread our campaigns to the millions 
of farmers among whom the anti-war sentiment strongly pre
vails; that we did not reach the masses of American youth and 
the masses of women in industry with our anti-war campaign.

Our campaign still remains to a great extent a purely agita
tional campaign. Yes, such agitation must be followed up and 
extended. But this agitation campaign and the propagandist 
activities must he followed up by the revolutionary work of the 
Party among the masses^ by concrete work. At this stage our 
task is to concretize the slogan of setting up anti-war commit
tees in every shop, in the neighborhoods and workers^ organiza-
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‘^o’lcretize the slogan of stopping the shipment of 
bloody Ja! ^ the slogans of demonstrating
Japanese ^nfiperialist bandits and in support of the heroic
perialisf workers, to demonstrate against th^
cessarv of Wall Street and Washington. It is ne-
against ®^er before to develop the struggle
the ma<? ^ ^^Pitalist offensive to lower the standard of living of 
war sfn^^^' 1 t^ese struggles must be linked up with the antu 
anti-wa (These struggles will facilitate the setting up of
on a Tifactories, in the mass organizations), 
itself * scale, among the unemployed. But this in
that sufficient. It is not only through economic struggles
eloD tvf anti-war activities. It is also necessary to dev-

P ® political struggle and specific activity against war.

Build Anti-War Committees in the Shops
t more than ever before we must intensify our activities
oward penetrating the factories and building the shop nuclei, 
ne of whose major tasks will be the winning of the masses 
or our anti-war struggle. This is one of the fundamental 

organizational tasks of the Party particularly at this moment.
pecial attention shall be concentrated on building shop nuclei 

m ammunition factories, in the shipyards, in the railroad centers, 
m other branches of transport, in factories that can be easily 
^^^®^ormed into war plants (auto, chemical, rayon, etc.). In 
this respect the districts must have a clear program of action.

The setting up of anti-war committees cannot be accomplished 
in a mechanical manner. In certain factories or mass organiza
tions, in the neighborhoods, such committees can be set up 
legally, after an intense ideological campaign among the masses. 
In other factories, such as ammunition plants, shipyards, etc., 
according to the situation, such committees can be set up illegal
ly or semi-legally. In this respect we must work out the 
methods of how to get contacts, how to utilize the contacts inside 
the plants, how to spread anti-war literature among the workers, 
etc.

Develop Partial Struggles
In all industries, including the war industries, wages are 

slashed and on the basis of the continuous rationalization 
workers are laid off. In addition to the development of the 
struggle against the wage cut, we must arrange demonstrations 
of solidarity of the employed and unemployed workers. In the 
shipyards, for example, where workers are laid off, we must 
rally the laid-off workers and draw them into the struggle for 
immediate relief and unemployment insurance and utilize th^r 
connections to reach the masses still inside the plants. In the 
war plants it is of special importance to develop struggles 
against wage cuts, speed-up and around other grievances in
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the plant. Here such struggles are in actuality a struggle 
directed against the government.

In the anti-war campaign all forces of the Party rmist he 
mobilized; nuclei, street units and fractions in all mass organiza
tions, and especially in the revolutionary trade unions^ in the 
unions of the A. F. of L, for the conduct of an intensive anti
war struggle inside the unions, to set up anti-war committees, 
to lead the workers especially in metal, chemical, marine in 
the stiruggle to hinder production of ammunition .and war 
maternal in general. ^ For months and months, from the ports 
of New York, Philadelphia, Norfolk, New Orleans, San Fran
cisco, Seattle, transport after transport has left for the Far 
East and Latin America loaded with ammunition or raw 
material to be used for war purposes. While the American 
bourgeoisie is talking about a boycott against Japan, Mr. DuPont 
realized a profit of 37 million dollars in the last year. Ship
ments of cotton, scrap iron, chemical stuffs, etc., to Japan are 
continuing this year.

During this year two or three demonstrations took place in 
different ports of the United States against the transportation 
of ammunition to Japan. The working- class has not yet suc
ceeded in stopping one single shipment. It will succeed in the 
near future, if the Party, the Marine Workers Industrial Union, 
the militant workers among the railroad men, among the long
shoremen will concentrate with all forces to rally the masses 
for action, repeating the heroic struggle of the Seattle long
shoremen in 1919. In every port of the United States anti
war committees must be built among the longshoremen, among 
the sailors and seamen; anti-war committees on board ships 
especially those which take the route of the Far East and Latin 
America.

Stop the Shipment of Ammunition

An immediate task for the shop nuclei, for individual Party 
members working in shops, metal plants^ chemical factories, 
shipyards, on the waterfront, is to keep their eyes open and 
see what is being produced, what is being shipped, what steps 
are being taken by the bosses for the transformation of the 
industry into a war industry, etc. The nuclei, individual Party 
member, sympathizers should discuss immediately these prob
lems with the most conscious of the workers in the plants, bring 
to the knowledge of the whole factory crew what is going on, 
through leaflets, legal or illegal gatherings—according to the 
situation. One of the tasks is the exposing of the concrete 
facts of war preparations in the industries^ in the press which 
will become valuable issues around which to mobilize large 
masses and bring the anti-war struggle into the factories, to 
the docks, railroad centers, aboard the ships. On the basis 
of such information, shop gate meetings, anti-war demonstra-
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tions shall be arranged in front of the plants. Real c 
must be made to stop the shipment of ammunition.

This activity will spur the initiative of the massesj ^ 
individual, each Communist, each sympathetic worker )lacci> 
conscious of the necessity of fighting against war ^gf
of work; will spur the building and extending of the 
anti-war committees which must become instruments oj 
importance for the mobilization and organization of the ^ 
in the anti-war struggle, '

--.WTT w inr xii r-eaaersnip oi viie w -
J WORK in a foundry. We have had four direct wage 

Now they introduce another system — piece-work. 
worker used to make between 50 and 60 cents an hour, Jersw tney introQuce another system — piece-worK. worker used to make between 50 and 60 cents an hour, and 
he makes 30 cents an hour doing the same work. The wor 
have not been organized in the shop at all. ^ i,,aflets
VI,. ^ was somebody who distributed

there and there was a little news in the Daily Worker ^ could not find anybody who was doing th®
I ^ t^at 7 wouldn't be able to do ctnyth^^O ^
nnit fh So I joined the Unemployed Co
J^anlTd started to work in the shop- d
th! worilr«®’'r® factory, but some stool-pigeons eXp
the workers who attended, and they were fired. .
so fL w? W ”‘^\^°’^kers in our department alone-
have twn f.u^ ^ workers ready to join the union. y I
got the fellows'^tnParty.. Here is 
to replace worV They have a scheme in the sh
have a Pole vT’' Instead of a German
wages cut. i exulain worker who takes the joh g® j 
them that we b^^T to the workers at dinner time- 
advantage of us mu so that the company ca
I bring the Dain J 1 ^o listen to this^

One time it ^ and leaflets, and give it to ^
bath in the s^u^ there—^no heat. We have to ^
couldn’t eat ou^^ s° ^'fty, but we can
sitting down came and^T there. About ^®”^mitt®f
to see Mr. How about electing a co ^ ji
to you,” thev sav ’ tj at me. “They won t K
fellows went. We tni finally convinced them- Th*
boss promised the b.iv m the fellows get ^jeV
ing we would get V ^®^'°ws laughed at us, not b®
I go around to the f^ o’clock heat was th
next day, there irn^w’^^’n, see heat is on. ^^^d
to me, “Where is tv» workers come around .
the heat is ^ n»eet the boss and t®b ,

He said, “No.” Well, I said, there
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heat in there. He said, “Well, you better see the man who 
takes care of it.” I find out that the heat was not shut off, 
only pipe stuck. So the workers now trust me.

I tell them we got to organize against the wage cut. They 
tell us they were going to cut our wages 10 per cent. The 
workers were getting $4. Now they are going to cut 35 cents. 
It takes a day and a half to make that $4. Some of the 
workers earn as little as S2 in two weeks. I have seen checks 
between S2 and $4 for two weeks. I tell them they would be 
even better off if they get relief from the relief bureau. So 
I tried to organize. They say it is impossible to organize now 
with so many unemployed. I ask them if he want a job with 
four children and a wife to feed like this.

One worker who I first thought was not responsible proved 
to be a good contact. I had to do some work for him and then 
I started to talk to him, and he said he didn't give a damn for 
the job. He said he would rather be on the relief. He came to 
our meeting, and now all our department is going to be organ
ized except five fellows whom I suspect. I am going to make 
the others join the Unemployed Council and maybe later the 
Party.

Systematic Work in Shop Leads to Struggle
gEVENTEEN months ago I came into the Party. I was 

an unemployed worker. Since then I have carried out some 
work outside, but recently I succeeded in getting a job in a 
factory, after about 14 months' unemployment. I got a job 
in a fur factory. In this factory there were 130 workers, 30 
of them organized by the left wing industrial union. For seven- 
ten years this shop had been unorganized. Another comrade 
was working in the shop for six months. His department had 
only seven workers. He told me when I came into the shop 
that almost all of his department was organized by him. All 
agreed to stick together when the time comes for future 
struggle.

Making Personal Contacts
When I went into the factory the boss paid me 35 cents an 

hour. A young worker came to me and asked me: “How much 
does he pay you?'' I told him. He said: “I work here three 
years and I get the same.'' I said: “I was going to ask for 
a raise.'' I asked him: “Are you going to do that, too?'' He 
said: “I went three months ago, but the boss ignored me.''
I told him: “If you had not told me that, maybe I would go. 
But since you told me, I won't.” He said: “What are you 
going to do?” I said: “I am going only when you and I and 
everyone goes.” He said: “You can do nothing, because every
one are dumbbells.” I said: “I don't think so.” I then said: 
‘‘Who do you think is the worst man here?” and he pointed
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wiixo iiiau LUC. sameabout him.” ----°------- “ *
I wouldn’t talk very much. Then
I asked hii^”«n'® 'f'orker that I felt tired. He didn’t answer.
TO going to dor T“nu''«N"'*'”

“Did you hear 1 ^ ^unch of damn fools.” I a^id-
20 cents an hour!^ lie said that this man gets only
I got 35 cents TTo j much do you get? 1 ^ .
family. If I “Yes, I know. But I got a big
“What about vSu^ay^'"®^ me ent.” I
getting together and girls and the othe

ogether and talking about it?”
AnotVi Contacts Builds Organization

f cents anloS?’" By
I had and he got leL had worked more hours th
ieb any more.” It “I don’t come to this
worker that he should^ ^wo hours to convince tn
two more workers and shop. I said: “I’ve S ,
you, and so we are 1-^°“ ^ four. The boss fooled
come back to the sLf-“In that case I

The worker saidr<V^u’^Liif ®®Pecially when the boss ca^^^ 
than anyone.” i gaid^ and now you work m
s ?'«' SliFF- ^"J^^i’:nT;a:ra^>;

“ilC
lilcp fi. * replacpH k a foreman, went t ,^.
job foreman beLuse someone else. This boy does
‘tog i 'Sa’”'!®- H?«W-'T”‘
workers * ^ you.” So ^ eleven

We got together about ^

, Yhe day came wh ^*'‘^'*881® Victorious
-- trick anion^

I didn’t If “I will called a strike. .L.”
there are night. l tv, t'® department in the morn
come out.” ' there^ ^^ught: “I have ten workers?
‘He w.rk„,/.:S‘ into ti,e S' “r’’’'” “
workers agreed '^nion back.^^^ " ^he morning. I s® r^Y^^ 
stop.” The nr told them «'if what about «t- .-uKSo »o »o„T-groS™' «" *ikoi y””

■ fw hio. 75: »‘to .long./'

out, with my departrneti



**^® whole shop outon strike. The first thing, I got the Daily Workers and gave 
^ A^e^rro and white workers. We
ptckedi the best ones and put them in the leadership, like one 
American fellow, who is a Party member now, chairynan of 
the shop. We elected him chairman of the strike committee, 
and another, a Negro comrade, too, and in that way we suc
ceeded in having no%v in that shop a nucleus composed of 16 
tvorkers; 9 Party members and 7 Y, C, L. members. There 

six Americans, four Negroes and two white American 
workers.

A Proper Method of Leadership
J AM going to deal with the situation in the mines of----------- .

About a year ago I was sent in by the-----------  district of
this territory. When I got there, the conditions were pretty bad 
in our organization. We could not accomplish anything. I was 
on the section committee and we discussed how we could get 
into the mipe and organize mine groups and mine units. I 
Pi’oposed that one of our leaders should get a job in the mine 
and begin work from the inside. The section committee decided
that if anyone could get a job in the----------- mine we should
8*0 in there. I took the chance and I got a job there. We started 
with the work, but could not make much progress.

While I was working in the mine some wage cuts took place, 
^^irst the cutters received a slash of five cents. The next month 
they cut the day men, especially the shot firers, etc. A few 
Weeks later they gave a wage cut to the drivers. They split 
the wage cuts because if they would have given a general cut 
the workers would have struck.

I took this up with two Party members in the mine and 
^ proposed that we should issue leaflets and expose how the 
bosses Were putting over the cut. When the leaflets were 
distributed inside the mine, the miners started talking. It 
i^eached the bosses and they began to investigate who was re
sponsible. At the same time they were going to cut the drivers 
25 cents a day. I saw a couple of drivers and told them that 
they should get together and talk the matter over. If necessary,
I told them, I would come to the stable. They said this would 
expose me and they could handle it alone. They called in all 
the drivers and refused to accept the wage cut. The result was 
that on the day they were to be cut they put signs not to start 
Work. We got notice in the mine that the drivers were staying 
®^t. I told the workers that if the drivers went out, we should

out with them. This went around'like wildfire. We all got 
^P and the assistant boss stood right there. He called the 
superintendent and said that he would have to do something 
about it or the entire mine would walk out. The superintendent
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came and told the drivers to go back to work—-that that
would not be cut. We popularized this, and the resu 
we got 16 union members and we increased the Par ^ the

About a month later, they started another ^^eni that
machine men. The big boss came around and told , rnsd 
instead of 65 cents they would get 60 cents. The mac 
would not take action on it. I tried to talk to a couple ^guld 
but they said we are only 12 and if we would go gt cod'
not get the support of the other workers. We cou 
vince them, and they accepted the cut. theid

The bosses then went around to the others and tol giead
they want to work in the mine they will have to load thed'
coal. The big boss said, “When you load the car don t w 
on the long side but on the wide side.” This meant tn 
have to put another ton of coal on the car. The workei 
not see that this was a wage cut. We issued leaflets, 
had very little effect on the miners. They laid off 120 me 
the mine. When they started to lay off the men, we spr 
news about a new wage cut. And the wage cut dm 
another ten cents. When the machine men accepted tn ^g 
the day men received a cut of another 15 to 18 per o® 
got busy with leaflets. But it did not help. nped®*^

A few days later we had a general cut. When this haP^y^gd 
we issued leaflets and called a meeting last Sunday* a
^e company found out that the National Miners Unm ^^r*
meeting they said the mine would not work until the deW ^ gf 
th?J workers and got them together on the h v,
in tv, out on striL after the neW
When they returned to work.

Plenum E. C. C. /.
T?® proletarian united front, in the Bolshevik sed* 

tionarv agreement between the conscious r® ^
masses S X toiler?"®^^’"^ cal
of the nrec^prif i immediate practi
action slogi proletariat, the a
platform for tVio f’^^'rinist policy, can serve as a P 
not the prinoinlo ^°rmation of this militant a^ j
as yet, incomJrehensi\^'''"^*"''n'«t program whi^^^^
workers, but wV,;..v.”®' , non-Party and i® y.y
during the course of°tS^ P®Pa'arized among
organization form actual partial struggles*
that is, for Unkin ^ creating the united front ^rodv 
broad masses onl,^+^^ «Communist

®, the forms of proletarian democracy
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used, not llie much mure liighly centralized forms of 
Communist Party organization. The policy of the united 
front consists precisely in the correct employment of the 
forms of proletarian democracy; the correct policy of the 
united front consists in making the best use of the forms of 
pi-oletarian democracy for the purpose of revolutionizing 
the majority of the proletariat.

“In this general sense, the tactics of the united front 
from below represent the line which must be followed in 
the entire work of the Communist Parties in agitation and 
in mobilizing the masses (in the press, in every campaign, 
in every case of mass direct action, in the daily work, in the 
shops, and trade unions, among the unemployed, among 
proletarian women, young workers, etc.). In its special 
sense, the method of the united front should take the form 
of a Communist organization approaching either in its own 
name or otherwise—all the workers employed in a given en
terprise or locality, district, or trade, or in the most import
ant cases, throughout the whole country, with the proposal 
to carry out a joint mass action aroUnd some definite con
crete question.

“Such united front initiative should comprise short and 
lucid practical proposals as to what sort of action is in
volved, what is to be done, what demands are to be voiced, 
and how the workers are to make decisions on the initiation, 
the leadership, the further conduct, and conclusion of the 
g’iven action. Every united front initiative of this kind 
should be supported by an intensive preparatory campaign 
among the masses. In such cases, it is also possible to 
approach the members of a definite trade union organiza
tion (or of several trade unions), on occasion also the 
worker-members of other political or cultural proletarian 
organizations. This constitutes the special method of the 
united front from below. This method does not pre-suppose, 
but on the other hand, does not preclude the possibility, that 
in special exceptional cases a Communist proposal of unity 
niay be sent to a lower trade union organization as such, 
or even to a local social democratic organization; this, 
however, must be most rigorously checked in each parti
cular case (and in my opinion should not be undertaken 
without the express consent of the Party leadership). The 
tactical expediency of such a step depends, above all, on 
how far we can keep the initiative in our own hands, and 
how far we are in a position to create organizational key- 
points for ourselves among the massos during the course 
of such a united front action; we cannot reckon on any 
success unless we are able to accomplish really systematic 
Communist fractional work in the development of such an 
action.

“The Bolshevik policy of the united front is not a ‘bloc^ 
policy; it does not mean ^making peace’ with the social
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democratic or reformist leaders (as the renegades 
munist, Brandler, Trotsky and others would have 
opportunistic tendencies in this direction (^or e 
glossing over the differences with the reforrrus 
who, it is alleged, are becoming ‘revolutionized') 
most decisively rebuffed. The united front of the 
munist and non-Communist workers against the 
must be unequivocably contraposed to the social ^Viol® 
policy of the united front with the bourgeoisie. The 
meaning of the Bolshevik united front lies, firstly, 
class struggle against the bourgeoisie, and secondly, ^ 
lating the agents of the bourgeoisie from the mct^s oj 
proletariat.^'

lo organize on a sound basis constant 
arYiong non-Communist workers in the factories^ i'^ iniicdy 
formist and other trade unions, and among the 
and systematically to expose the treachery of ^ 
democratic and reformist leaders, and to win over the 
ers who have come under the influence of the \
(From the Twelfth Plenum of the E.C.C.I. Resolutio

Struggle Against Social Fascisitx 
Condition for Shop Struggles

— ---------- x«,x

'J'HE Twelfth Plenum of the E. C. C. I. closely linked « ^
soeiXdenuT 'undermining and smashing the 
every dav development of the struggle]
In Se dele1nr°”'l‘= interests of the broad
of I diS?l.T^ in our Party there is too
day econTmic of struggles for tbe^ opr
struggle aeaincst ^ P^bf'oal interests of the masse gp 
our fhon wSk fascism. This is particularly
ation within varioSon"® ^^Jluetice
reformism o ^ ^“®Ps, we underestimate the infl

cotid?^^ "^^"^ises upon the
we have to reckff fascism as a factor and f
develop the struggl^esTo^th" ?? ^'"’"d^^'rthe
less we conduct a constan^gr agtnT sSet fascl^r^-

are Primaril^^due\oW^*^^’^^ growing strike struggle® 
the shops. Mem>^ ^^^^i^^stimation of social fR®
became cWirS^,"“' W. W. and

""" and served on some of the most 11"^
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strike committees. These workers, misled by social fascism, 
have brought into the leadership I. W. W. and Socialists who 
are playing a strike breaking role. Because of our failure to 
carry on a consistent exposure of the social fascists in our daily 
activity in the shop in preparation for the strike and to dif
ferentiate between social democratic leaders and workers, which 
is also noticeable in our agitation and propaganda, these Social
ist and I. W. W. workers who are working in the struck plants, 
have fallen victims to their social fascist leaders.

The lack of a political approach in our shop work is most 
evident in our wrong application of the policy of the united 
front. The policy of the united front must precisely be based 
on developing organization and struggles involving wor ers 
who are under the influence of reformist unions and social 
fascist organizations, involving the workers who are still under 
the influence of the open bourgeois parties. In developing these 
united front activities based on the immediate g^eyances of 
the workers, the sharpest fight must be ®°“it
fascism. Had this been the case in our shop activities in Detroit 
workers would not so readily come under the influence of social

^^oirwrong approach to Socialist workers is also seen in the
just complafnt of Socialist workers workers co^
Memorial meetings in /J*anLg them yellow-bellied
plained against our comrades foi c ^
Socialists and adopting a ® ^^o grow, all shades of social 

Once the strike in Detroit began g ctrike in order to
fascism appeared on the American Federationbehead it. Because of the fact ‘bri *me^„<,„., etrensth
Of Labor in Detroit lacks^^®,®py,f.ae*o^ the comrades under-
as for instance in New Jo^k^JiSbreaking leadership of the 
estimated the danpr of *^^e strik industry.
American Federation of Labor the reformism

The wrong conception lead to the abandon-
are linked up with the wrong polici jg dearly re-
ment of our work in the reformist fascism in the shops,
fleeted in the underestimation of so _ period, either of
There was hardly a single strike in unions, which did
a spontaneous nature or those lea / , fjjg strikebreaking
not immediately face the question 
leadership of t^ A. F. of L. and social fascism.

*****
1 in 1p9.dinfiT strikes, in oui 

In the development of the danger of ‘‘left*'
shop work, we particularly undere conferences have
social fascism. The comrades ^ . attempts to penetrate
reported how the Musteites are industry, railroad,* metal, 
some important sections of the s e

. c it is necessary to fight de- 
In our work amongst the <.1,^5 which deny the im-

cisively against the sectarian aPP
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ofsome sectmns iners

ei«'
portance of building opposition groups m p„ogressiYe 
U. M. W. A, and in the newly estabnsne 
of America. . ^^cessary to

In our fight against social fascism it mo^t P
her what the Twelfth Plenum pointed ^^ial
larly expose the maneuvers of the “left • ^oci^^ . 
expression of a conciliatory attitude 
is seen in the resolution of the Chicago Dis 
September 17 which says; demaO^^

“While the miners took over most of oui ^ot

itteo
f

wereproposals for carrying on the struggle^ 
to out-manouver the mght anxl unconi^cioi^ united 
enis . . . The task is establishment of iVlioo^^jevS
the miners, supporters of the Progress »
America, while at the same time eriticizing . .

‘ -sts .
Instead of pointing out that “left” social fasci cO
who attempt to narrow down or break the ar^
Instead of pointing out that “left” ^Lptv/eet^. ^ ^

larly dangerous, the differentiation is made str'%5

and “unconscious” reformists. In our fai^
fascism, we must defeat those tendencies i^\ie
differentiate between social democraticumerenriaie oetween social clemocraLMj and those tendencies which favor the united ^
(unity at any price.) le^5■ly

e'

These major weaknesses of our shop r:." rences- of/^e
vealed in the discussion at the two shop . th^
that these two conferences hardly discussed poi^^
struggle against social fascism emphasizes gje ^ 
have not as yet recognized that in our s ^ , gg fig 
workers in the Rbnn«i txto rvincf r»mTr1npt a lelen _,viary ..nbworkers in the shops we must conduct a relen ^1*0'
social fascism. Comrade Browder in his th^ ^0^^
at the Chicago regional conference very well s ^yiop

“Then, too, that aspect of politicalizing ^ ^
xiicii, Luu, xnat aspect 01 poiiucau^***» soc'^ fT ^ ir which is represented by the struggle agams^^ ^qI

against the Socialist Party and the Musteites, 
leadership, renegades, etc. It is quite 
rades said, that this has been neglected ^ of 
As work in the shops comes to a A
we are inevitably faced with the problem of ,^lccf‘'.e 
social fascists, and that it can be so ouich .^ly ® 
the low develojnncnt of our shop work- ^.^y ’.ii
not speak of winning the miners of ^ mg

intense struggle against social .gat'' o'
of the way. Neither can one speak o* 

ar even in those industries which are en ^ in 
except in terms of meeting and defeating 
the social fascists. There will never be a g in ^pP 
work progresses to large mass activities . gy ^'^ot 
that the social fascists will not appeal- in/.^s®‘
in a very strong position, because they 
on the basis of getting among the

come 
workers

the*"’
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but they come in with the cooperation and assistance of 
our class enemies, the bosses. The conquest of the shops 
by our forces can only be accomplished as a result of the 
defeat of the A. F. of L. and the S.P.^^ (Complete speech 
printed elsewhere in this issue of the Party Organizer,)
In the pre-convention discussion the problem of developing 

shop work must stand in the center in the development of our 
mass work. The question of our struggle against social fascism 
should therefore be taken up in relation to the entire question 
of developing shop work, shop struggles, and in the growing 
strike movement and struggles.

Work in An A. F. of L. Local
j AM going to say a few words about work in the A. F. of L.

In our city we have a Machinists union composed of about 
4000 good standing members. They are divided into various locals. 
I belong to a local composed of about 400 members. About 
200 members are still working in the shop, some full time, 
some part-time, and some ovetime. Last May our agreement 
expired and there was no organization so far as we were con
cerned except for a few individuals, because Part3^ had only a 
few members before the wage cut. When this happened some 
were expelled and some took the position that we will organize 
a new union and to hell with the A. F. of L.

The question of voting on the new agreement, which was a 
15 per cent cut or from SI.00 an hour to 85 cents came up. Our 
constitution provides that before we can go out on strike 75 per 
cent of those working in the shop have to vote for it, then we 
can go out on strike. The 2,000 men out of work were not 
allowed to vote on the agreement. Only those working in the 
.shops were allowed to vote. And as I said before, without any 
organization as far as the left wing group is concerned, the 
wage-cut was put over by two votes. We failed to get the 
75 per cent by two votes. And nobody could find out who voted 
for the cut.

Now, I want to say a few words about my local. After the 
big splash that we made in the Machinists Union a few years 
back, after a few heads were busted and a few of us got ex
pelled, we simply forgot that there is a Machinists Union and 
we simply let them do whatever they pleased. During the 
last few months, the Party began to move towards the work 
in the A. F. of L. and that forced me to be more regular at 
my meetings and more active. The first question I raised in 
the A. F. of L. was the question of relief. My idea was that 
we should elect a committee in the local and demand relief for 
the workers there. The district of the union went on record 
taking 10 per cent of the wages of the men working and dis
tributing it to all men there. So one week it might be $1.00
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the next week $2 oo *. *u
sands of dollars. some locals had money, thon_
should not be taw”f were insisting that the 10 per cent 

The District CoL?,®""
sessment and ask H recently decided to withdraw that as- 
parts of their eAr-t- workers to voluntary donate certain 

The next problem”^!, unemployed.
50 per cent cut in ^ i- came up was the question of the 
and the presidenf received a communication on it
motion that th^ i it into the waste basket. I made a
and that we record for the Hungrer March
relief and ^ Protest against the 50 per cent cut in
who send me th delegates to the conierence. He asKea
finally thp oV.o* I told him I was a worker and
membershin refused to entertain the motion. But the
conference they are going down to the
seated as visitorj^^l/tl!^ members came and were
the TyiPmKa,<« next meeting there was fireworks,
the protesting against the A. F. of L. I pointed out
nrnfpcf* the Federation of Labor in the city was not
wPT«o the relief cut because two of the leaders

.. serving on the relief commission. In the course of these 
cil i^rought in the question of the Unemployed Coun-

We have today quite a few of the machinists who are mem- 
hers of the Unemployed Councils. At the last meeting when 
our funds Were exhausted to the last dollar they asked how 
about relief. The members said to hell with the union, etc., 
we will go to the Unemployed Council. One fellow got up and 
said he did not care whether it was a Communist organization 
or not, that he needed relief and the got it for him. In my 
local they have a group of eight or nine fellows who are in 
the Councils. We are trying to elect a committee in the local 
to work with the neighborhood Unemployed Council to get 
relief for the members of our local. One fellow for instance 
who we thought was not so good, who was against the Com
munists, asked me where the Unemployed Council met. I told 
him, he went there and now he is getting more people to come 
with him to the Unemployed Council.

On the question of the A. F. of L. and unemployment insur
ance. We went to visit certain organizations, those we know 
are more or less radical and we will work with them on this. 
We called conferences, but we failed to keep in touch with our 
connection and the groups and we are now trying to overcome 
our weakness in this work.
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Fighting A. F. of L. Leadership in the Shop
J^EFORE I speak on the shop nucleus I want to say two words 

on the impression of this conference. I think this confer
ence is of g*reat importance to all of us, and I for one feel that 
I have learned a lot from this conference. If conferences of 
this sort would be orgranized at least every three months, where 
we could exchange our experiences, we can certainly accomplish 
a lot,

I represent a needle trades nucleus in a shop of 126 workers. 
About a year ago this shop was one of the best millinery shops 
in the needle trades due to the work of the comrades in the shop. 
What have really been the accomplishments of the Party mem
bers in this shop? We have kept up this shop under the best 
conditions in the trade. We have kept up this shop until the last 
minute, when the industrial union as such was wiped out of 
the trade. We have smashed the leadership of the Lovestoneites 
in the shop. This shop is now under the control of the A. F. 
of L». and here the method of work has changed to the method 
of opposition work. What is the situation in this shop and 
what are the methods of work of the opposition?

After the stoppag*e, due to the militancy of the comrades in 
the shop, the A. F. of L. union was not in a position to put 
througrh all their fake ag*reements immediately and they were 
compelled to g*ive us conditions in that shop where we actually 
grot increases in wagres, while in other shops they got cuts.

We had a grroup of 12 workers, non-Party members, con
sisting: of two branches in the shop. In the third branch we have 
not succeeded in gfetting: workers in officially. However, we 
have connection with the workers in that department.

The A. F. of L. leadership made an agrreement with the bosses 
to shut down the shop in order to force down the conditions. 
This to a g:reat extent ended our work. The workers were 
terrorized and under the fear of losing: their jobs were ready 
to submit to anything: in order to keep their jobs. They were 
told that the shop was shut down completely. And here I want 
to stress what methods we have used in order to g:ive leadership 
as the Party nucleous to the workers in this shop. We have 
been around the factory every day. We met with the workers 
and with one branch of the shop we had a party where we had 
20 g:irls, who were the most backward elements of the shop. We 
made them feel that we were their friends, and gained more 
confidence than we had before. We also organized group meet
ings during the three months the shop was closed down.

We discussed how to organize joint meetings of all the 
branches. They did not allow all the branches of the shop to 
meet together to take up their problems. We have succeeded 
in having during the time a joint meeting, warning the A. F. of 
L. officials against a reorganization in the shop, which was the 
main purpose for closing down the shop, to get the Communists 
and sympathizers out of the shop. We succeeded in preventing
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the reorganization. However, we have failed in one thi^^^»

and I want to stress it here. wer®
We have reached a point where some of the wor 

terrorized to such an extent, that they accepted a 
50 per cent in order to come back to the shop to wor • ^^^t
next department it happened that the workers got an ^ 
wage cut and also agreed to work single time over ' ^hi^^

The third department, the trimming department, ^orl^* 
our nucleus consists has changed from week work to P'®, ^ thes® 
Here we were not able to mobilize the workers to 
conditions. We were not in a position to mobilize ^g mV
to take a stand to fight this situation in the shop, th^^
opinion, due to the general situation in the trade, _v^pnxiv^ii, uuc tu tne general siLuauon inwe have not learned yet the correct approach hoW . ^ the 
begin to break this terror in the trade, in order to mo ^pipion 
workers to fight against these conditions. This in niy 
is a very great shortcoming. . . ^ cl^^^

I want to report that we did succeed in organizing 
during the time when the shop was closed, a class 
events and also on the History of the American Ln 
ment. We feel from these classes we will be able 
more workers than we could probably get to a ^p
get them to the class and through the class also 
shop problems with them. We have also succeeded an ^ 
tme when the shop was closed down to break away 
the active elements of the A. F. of L. union in of
were working in the organization committee for the A* 
and recruit them in our group.

Work in Reformist Unions ^ goP"
every-day struggle of Communists 

lishment of trade union movement for g^jses g
for all tViP ® ooited front of the workers urgently ^ ^
ques?L o?r Comintern and of the
ods of this WOTk’^^Th trade unions and
bureaucrapv p influence of the reformist .. ^jed ^ gg
strong refSmisTtrart^ countries with long ^Jiindr^J^eO 
to the deveW one of the chief ^roK .
down by shouts^ahn°t struggle, and canno
Communists are not '"’ir^trade
but by persistPT^f ^ar by deserting the t je

unions, for everw ^ every member of the ref ggcU
the dismissal of nhe^e^^ '^"'®”^racy
ning over the looai ’^®^®’’n'ist trade union bureaucr ^jon® ju 
the local tradl ? individual trade «n (fro^f
the Twelfth councils of the reformist uni
Economic Struggle^ E.C.C.I. Resolution on
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Building Revolutionary Organization in a Re
formist Controlled Shop

J Represent a shop nucleus in a needle trades shop. It is a 
dressmaking shop under the jurisdiction of the International 

Ladies Garment Workers Union. There are 160 girls working 
and about 45 men.

I want to touch mainly on three points; the work of the shop 
nucleus, the relation to the trade union work, and our per- 
spectives.

Build I. L. D. Brandi and Vote-For-Foster Club
The work of the shop nucleus has improved. For instance, we 

organized an I.L.D. branch in our shop. We were unable to get 
these members into the Party. They were not even sympathetic 
to Us. We organized a shop I.L.D. branch with 75 members.
I think it was the first I.L.D. branch on a shop basis in New 
York. We recruited three members into the Party during t e 
time the branch has existed. . r ir t^,-

During the Election Campaign we organized a Vote-for-Fostei 
Dlub. After the Election we called the members of the club 
together and asked them what they intended to do '^*t. 'Ve 
proposed that the club as a body enter the I.L.D. ^hm was taken 
up in the Executive of the Club and they called a meeting and 
decided to enter the I.L.D.

Trade Union Opposition Grows

Dur main work is in the opposition. During there
a half we had two strikes. Our boss has two 
are two separate shop nuclei, one in our shop of ^
ether six members, and through the shop “ ^
fraction we carried on the work in the tra e • 
trade union opposition group of about 35 members of which
comrades are in the forefront. i,„„i,.nff <,vstem. After

We had two stoppages, one against th® c check-
the strike the A. F. of L. bureaucrats decided t 
off system, whereby we come and renew militant work-'^orking cards. The idea was to check up on t^e^miU
fis and any time one of these workers pointed this out
at Pay>ueats, they can kick them ou collect the

^ the shop meeting:, and decided t collect the
'forking cards. I will not go into detai , , the job. We
^avds. I was expelled from the the iob and into thehad a stoppage and I was reinstated cm t^Jted in

And the stoppage on "'urk'"? L jg „o such question any 
^I'd system being taken up, and t 

^ore. . .. schemes of our
We succeeded in stopping the reerganjza

•ocal. I vvas on the negotiations ro^ni ttee 
^■aady to admit the question of reorganization
^reorganization. Our efforts stoppe
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More Attention to Building Party
We have many weaknesses in our work in the nucleus. 

fact that we did not recruit any new members, except three, 
the last three years, is nothing to brag about. I think 
question of personal contact, that the comrades brought out 
is very important. When we sit in the shop we talk to w 
workers as much as possible, hut our camrades have the ten 
when we go to lunch, to gang up and separate from the ^g,
This has to be overcome; we should mingle with the 'wor 
instead of remaining by ourselves. ^

• then an open unit meeting,
invite the workers of the shop that are close to us, 

arious problems, ask them to criticize the comrades and s 
^ criticism. We discuss tke

toTolvI'Sem""'

whYrt question of the Hunger March at a
HiiTiffo present. We explained ^h®
conferJnPo^^^Tu^^^ and asked them to elect a committee 
electiTio' • ■'’'^as elected and we succee

winger who never went to such conferences.
anv^mn^^'f ’ Musteites who said, this
anH T ^ to .those bums.” We had a long discussion on^

th"e STn^rrlr
the face of the Pa’^ty. toJ^gj 

it™arefSl?„r/r®- this question up and
of the other conference and from the eXP® *

be abe to conduct the work more constructively than no

Budding Opposition Movement Thru Stri»

T wisTi I**^inters’ Local
^ bosses’ organkarthe Printers 

and abolition of certo’’ ^^anding a drastic reduction i 
opposition groun conditions, and the function
L. within the shon groups of members of the ;
against the impend II Prepare them for the s^
announced, w^hJIi ^ ^"t. Before the wage-
shop and one small ^ .situation in two shops, one n 
struggle on minor demand ^^®re we actually c

In the n ucniands.
and lockers. It^epJ P^ant, we carried on a struggle
that only throug-w l>ut these worker
they be able to ppf in the newspaper

g r something and naturally they fo
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leadership of the opposition group. In the other printing shop, 
the working conditions were very bad, union rules were violated, 
the union officials refused to comply with the demands of the 
workers to remedy these conditions. The workers came to the 
opposition group, and as a result they had a strike and won 
their demands. These workers joined the opposition group, 18 
out of the 19 that work in the shop.
Opposition Rallies Workers to Defeat Vote on Wage Cut

When the wage cut was brought before the membership of 
the union, the opposition group could stand up and say , 
“Here, we have an organized group, here we have workers who 
have followed us and by putting forward The
the workers can succeed, we can fight 
workers rallied to the opposition group. In 
was taken, for instance, the officials and the o , |^y
together in proposing a certain a?*’®®™.®'!* jj the officials
over 1,500 votes. In the second trick ballot, “ . . „„„
tried to put over on the members, again the pp 
succeeded in defeating. . , c i.* fUof was carried on

But particularly important is mjn you that the
’*1 the newspaper shops. I want to imp . j |y jjjgh wage, newspaper workers are still getting a ®®J^P//®*‘;^ers and well 
that this union is a union of highly skilled 
organized. You may think that the proposed
ready for struggle. When the wage unanimously
V the employers, the workers ^ere Lfeated twice
that they would not accept it. The certain other>n their attempt to put over th® wage cut and ^®e ^
proposals of the Publishers Associa ^ J arbitration 
maneuver were the officials able to put througn 
decision. The arbitration award was lo ^ .,^,ithout much
stagger system. The workers accep jj ^protest. Well, they didn’t care so much-thj sti^^^^
Wage But the stagger sy^em ’ortant newspaper plants
^ost backward workers in the most ^ . their officials, have
sortie of those workers who system that was
P^t up a splendid front against e that, after
P^ought through the arbitration. ^ere formed and,
y^rious meetings, shop action .p-g-les were conducted.

spite of the officials, certain shop strugg
Worker, ReW to Subn.it to Stags- Plan

that although there. I Cannot go into detail, but let me say union that the 
•s no agreement between the p^per shops the stagpr
®tagger plan is abolished, in most ."gement that the plan
Pmn is not in force. There is no sucn ^ ^^lis stagger
m abolished, but the workers refuse t ^^ activity carried on 
P This is the result of the con ppppsition groups, and
y the Party members, carried on by united front, joining 

particularly through broadening out tne u
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to
hands with militants that are even opposed to of
revolutionary ideas, but that are willing to fight the a ^ ^ost 
the employers. It is significant that the workers o 
reactionary newspaper were the first ones to ^gca^^®
stagger plan. It is natural that they were affected nrs , 
it is a reactionary newspaper, apd there you rT^}t I thriU to 
floor of the shop, workers getting together. It ^ ^ cat^^ 
see these workers get up and say that they would no 
out the decision of the arbitrator, that they would dec a 
decision ‘‘null and void.’’

This lesson is of importance, not only to printers, n 
to a certain section of the workers, but it points out tha ^ 
the A. F. of L. union we can carry on work, but we 
it on correctly. We must remember particularly that ^ j'. 
go to the shops and our Party members working with tn 
of L. members in the shops must carry on the strugS 
there.

xxuw we v-rrgamze me louw.. g
We have also the problem of the youth. There 

workers employed in our industry. For a number ol to
the young workers complained that we don’t pay 
them. We have some Y. C. L.’ers in the union. They ors „^ot 
a youth club because, according to the union laws, 
entitled to the same rights as the journeymen are. ,
^is club they carried on activity, and they Loin
didly in fighting the wage cut. They were attacked 
sides. They got a double wage cut, and when this qa®® LoUP 
up they invited one of the speakers of the opposition 6 * tb®
their club meeting. And there you had the apprentices 
union accepting our program, working out resolutions ^y, 
plans of our program, presenting it to the meeting. 
the officials were against them. The apprentices, 50® ^Lobo^f 

almost entirely for the opposition movement. . A 
l^ad any interest m them except the opposition move^^ tb®

S t^® apprentices on one s d®’ ^ orta^*
to noint Z • the other side. It is >«^^y S^V
tha^t wl respect that while the apprentices m
workers gen^all^^^ attention to them before, as . „ti<>^ m 
them but the Party does not pay »tt® .„ed

Deal with Needs of Unemployed
we syef,r„'r‘ « « “ghly
ether ind«rt,5 A ‘he «»■»' P'°Sg "

y third of the membership is workii^^
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A third of the membership is not working at all. unemploy
ment has become a burning problem. We had to devise a policy 
in regard to the unemployed, and our policy was at first, natu
rally, to take money from the treasury. At one meeting, we 
demanded that ?30,000 be taken for the unemployed, who faced 
a blank week, without benefits. We received over 1,200 votes, 
the officials 700, but the officials declared the motion lost. We 
. d there a definite movement of the majority of the workers 

support of our policy. It was necessary to bring forward 
other points, such as city relief. The printers who get benefit 

. om our union are not entitled to city relief. On the basis of 
^|ty relief, on the basis of more relief from the union, and on 
the basis of unemployment insurance, we put forward^ a pro
gram for an unemployed organization. This organization was 

just organized, yet it has had meetings where oyer 200 
Were present. Relief from the union, relief from the city, un
employment insurance—a three-front fight that must be car- 
ried on at the same time.

I do not want to give the impression that we have not ma^ 
mistakes, that we have succeeded in all fields, but 1 am 

bringing these points out—the fight on the 
or the apprentices, the fight on the unemploye o • f

JT'thin the A. F. of L. we can do work
tbe bosses, at the same time in the
through formation of a united front with the woikers in the 
shops.

Suilding United Front in Strike Struggle
J Will deal with a number of strikes in dye j“ “‘"I" ‘V ‘H, — ^ ^,, there w.e a strike in the----------shop, .n wn.en app..~

0 united front tactic. Here we , Textile Workers
orkers Union, one member of the Nation strikeUnion and a feW sympathizers. When we ^ame into the^struce

the organizer of the U. T. W. W. are in,
his sympathizers that the organizers o When it cameand they should be gotten out of the meeting. Wh^ ^

to”u- ®bop meeting, the ° important
|...^mk us out. He brought out the i„„(i" We, however, 

be decide is which union sha workers
t^P^/aized that the important thing workers that
^ defeat the wage cut. We also pointed out to tne

didn’t come there to break up the strike but to^^
h ®f*ablish the unity of all the that the question
Je boss. The workers listened and decided
t the union will be decided later. workers in the shop,
intw, getting together al ^ immediately

'the background. The conditions 
mt the U. T. W. organizer m the nacKg fighting, were
f the workers, the demands for which they we
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discussed. The workers also combatted the th®
U. T. W. when he proposed that instead of mass pic ggnted
shop should be picketed two by two. These workers ^ass
this and told him that this was wrong. They decide ^y^rec
picketing from 7 o’clock until 9, and after that gho''-^^
pickets to see that no warps came out of the shop.
clearly that these workers were following our policy e ^Qgethe^
the shop together. As a result of this, when they go rneiti^®^^
to decide whether or not to continue the strike, the th®
of the U. T. W. sided with us. They decided to con ^
strike on the grounds that the members of the _ oti
are working in the building had issued a leafllet
the workers to go on strike, and the other workers b^ ^ w^g^
to strike after learning that the boss was contemplating
cut during January. ^ rp.

After the meeting we spoke to many members 
W., pointing out to them the role of the N. T. W. 
to know why we have two unions in the city. We ^cceP^^ 
difference, also why the U. T. W. organizer would , >[.
debate on the question of the role of the U. T. W. or tn 
W., although we had challenged him twice.

Now as to the other dye strike. We received a 
two unemployed workers, formerly dye workers them
a strike in the ------------ shop. Immediately we
with some comrades from the Unemployed Council ^orb^^ 
formerly dye workers, asking them to mobilize as 
as possible. We went down there and mingled with the _
The N. T. W. was the only organization down do ^
these workers that the first thing they should begin to tih^®rnese workers that the first thing they should begin tih‘;
organize mass picketing in front of the shop, at the sa ^.gcU^^ 
arranging for a mass meeting right near the place, 
the demands and elect a strike committee. It is 
note that here the unemployed rallied solidly 
ployed workers. When they learned of the wage <
the workers were battling against the 14 hour shift 
theN workers to follow the le<tA^^

In the morning, out of 150 workers only 12 appea^^^^^pat^^
meTY^bp ’ stood on the sidewalk. ^

appeared on the picket line. The workers ^ pre^ 
to p cket because of the police, and it was necessary h^^

because^hp Policeman he had no business do ^

eather anl Workers, seeing the disturbanc . g, t
waee c^ts f ^ discussion on the

the waae cut the discussioWy avd the resnthe wage out was immediately withdrawn.
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Establishing Department Organization Thru 
Winning Partial Demands

J Wish to speak about the experiences in a packinghouse 
center. It is a city which has about 5,000 PoP^l^ion, 

niostly packinghouse workers. We have there two larger cor- 
Porations, and some small independent plants.

In one of the small plants a wage cut of t° 2 p 
was announced. These workers were talk over

^ They expressed their willingness, A^^^'^^hLined and we 
atters. We issued a leaflet on the facts w® together in 

a the -workers again. They agreed o
a reAl^®' • discussed the problems and n ganization
i, .'^Pion. The main question raised is that ou

a-gainst religion and that they don’t thm raised
organization which is fighting religion. They ai

of Comviunisvu . f>,rpe hours, wethe discussion, which lasted a o union with-
^;;Plamed to them that one can be a as
loup. a Communist or for his immediate
dei^Q willing to organize to g certain questions as
J»a„ds. A(t.r this'n.eeting out that

thev other grievances. overtime.
feuAl getting paid ti»® previous wages, but that

the^ could not get tjia P ^ ^ j^alf.
W-^j'^^d get the overtime back to tim meeting we

hart ® decided to call another meeting ana workers mthe1/7« --kers, and they decided to organ^^ the 
next ,A®Partment mainly on the issue oi 

eeting we had already 20 worke
Successful Partial Struggl before they
raised by them was ^tting paid for if' 

We ^" .^^*een minutes Overtime without get^ngj^ ^ strong
ei-oup“^®^ to demand the overtime felt that tins
departA**‘®^"ized in the department, and th y ^ey
Were tma"^ ""i" the overtime ^pd the comnPt^.
whieV tn ™«oager to work overtime and^^^ o^d
Work elected at the meeting told hi
to the ^ A ^°t their overtime pay- minutes 1^^^ ^
t^eir Or ^^!^ors and after about fire oi _
Workers Auction of the community chest ^ame
tiling told they had to pay 30 eents^^^^^^ ®®7f,"the
®*Siit doi? months—this would have All t
'VorkeA *^’’®—which they were to give to the ^ ^„d we 
1^eiS5%^ere against it This i^^ue was di^f^y Chest- The 
*^®I‘hrtniA to contribute to the Co , ^j-jments to
P^yiheS decided to mobilize other dep duii g
tWo w?A,*® Community Chest. The res^t w „„anage

® time they prepared this work.
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to flsH
the representative from the Community Chest, came .j,g 
for donations, every worker told him that they were not b 
to pay. The result was that, with the exception of a . 
the workers refused to pay.

^ ,Through these partial struggles, we were able to Re
organization in three departments. Now they have -3, 
payment committees, and representatives from all

Only a few days ago, when one worker was sai^*'
able to stop the firing. Sixty workers walked out. .

If you fire this worker, we refuse to work. This s 
was won. ^^^.5

But we have a few weaknesses. While we have 
m these plants, we haven't one Party member in th®
We are taking steps to get members-a few of the best m 
group—into the Party. oi^^

These partial victories have helped, and there is h»®
I amoncr fVio _^ . r*,i A 1? 01paitiai victories have helped, and there is w among the workers for our movement. The A. F. of • m 

department in one of the big
wnvlfa there are quite a large number o pceh'
trntin'^^ organization. Through . of

it will give us the possibU
stawishmg organizations in the other plants.

'J’HE Marine Workers Industrial Union picked out 
in our At one time we had 900 rne^^.io
of a ve^r « that time, there has been a P
problem was to m where no work was carried 

We went contact with the longshoremen.
the longshweS. waterfront and began
listening to what^h^ them what to do but P^^
we could pick nr, talking about. After pgsh®5
men talkint ahn^ ^ conversation—we could hear the gfsat'
with another ^ ^ "n and tij
began to trus^nsvj^ became i^now
visiting them names and addresses
a wage^cut.°'^We of the summer there was
meeting and ram this up with leaflets and ag^'
this wage-cut a union and ?,
to the meetings Avt ’^^^P^nse was very good, of*'‘i*‘
to he sent into* h, ^ I’csolutions against their u gigps 

^ A. office and began to aho« , u 
and We raised tk no meetings of njj^gs
discuss the they should hold n'^ .^^jicad
to hold meetingr'^* ^^®y forced the
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In the New York Times there was an article where the leaders 
ef the I. L. A. had openly proposed to the ship-owners that 
they would investigate and if conditions were 
they would allow a 10% wage-cut to take place, 
found out that the leaders of the I. L. A. , ^yack
^e issued a leaflet asking where he was. irrinw where he
he Was met by a group of 35, demanding o
I'^AboSrfour days later a meeting was called ^ jf

he A. F. of L. and they started ?!w®^packed the
longshoremen got wind of this meeting ^ ^ ^wi. Andwhf„,h.I L A 
stories about the poor shipowners, they

From thS period of the first ‘"graf agiteTS!^’When
^as a lull in which our work was ® _iace in New

October wage-cut discussion beg ^t^^^ response from the 
York, we again began to get more a ™ a„,ong the crews 
longshoremen We developed some ^ struggle,
and got such a response that we 1. ? . develop any strike 

However, it must be said that we failed t^hev^.j 
on October 1 due to a number of reason . reason is that
^^nization or consolidate the groups.

Were an outside force. . ^ nf working on the inside.
I can only point out the Regardless of what

Yhe union itself is primarily of se . : g^ry to another, this
say that people can go accepted by the longshore-

ocs not mean that we are going t outsiders, there-
men. Because of this the organization under our
*nre they were not so willing x„ „n the waterfront and
leadership. However, we if®"®**. Iff jrawn them up, and these 
fhese longshoremen themselves haa « meetings and made
longshoremen went into the "J^the leaflets,
proposals and motions along the line workers there

The very fact that we were isolate outsiders, we failed 
efore and due to the fact that organized a group
0 get any organization. Once or (jjgcussed with them one 

Of 35 or 40 workers, where we sat an showed
night and the next meeting there ^pg down there. I ilo” j 
np and so we failed to organize any gr ^hy we failed
fnake this as an excuse but one of tne organize
I? organize any groups. Another tmng,^^ j L. A. was
hese groups and any organized opp importance of visiting 

■ if® 1-n the failure of understanding and they refused
fnem at their homes. We were too we activities and
*0 talk to us on the waterfront. And longshoremen
Agitation and the influence that the Union and elected
’^oey kicked out certain of the faker gained prestige and
’'ank and file members in their Pla®®?* a picture of how much 
fentiment on the waterfront. ? gmen—a fight took place 
influence we have among the long
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sides
unere duuui, tne issuance oi a leanet. The 1. Lj. 
tempted to stick one of our members in the back wit- 
The ones who took part in the fight were those who took 
with us.

The new agreement was signed and the entire strugg^^^^j^g 
place, that is, a crystallization of the inner fight 
bureaucrats of the I. L. A. This culminated in the longsh^ 
men demanding the opening of the books and checking 
1 ® -A.nd in this check up they found out
leader had spent almost the entire income of the union. ^ 

emanded that the bonding company come down and ^-cter
^ ^^^dcrs maneuvered through g^ lotig"
rnethods to prevent this expose being brought before the 
shoremen In order to cover up his misuse of funds Lht 
h m from being kicked out he separated the local and 
X longshoremen found that they had a new
ter anything about. He got »
we llT ® Now the fight is around this-
fro^t ^ position to form a united front. A
thonL^?.f^ Ti 1^0 liave before. Here th^J
Um^tW t°tf ’""^shoremen that belong to no union At the
inUt t carrying on this fight, the longshoremen
completely unoTO'am'7£iri ___ • • _ lea^ , ..ti
comnlet 1 carrying on this fight, the longshorem-^
opT£ fn and there is no union which lea ^
JheTal this looseness is slacke^^
waL cut ^ages. Already they are talk»”| i,ein^
brought int^'+u place. These coastwise longshoremen a jj A* 
oreaniMtf^° used as a backbone of the I* ^^.^pt-
The new gives us a backbone for our uni ® aU,
file membpr'^^^ taking the initiative through the r c»

r^S frt” ' co»'-
rade*'sTjL?T„”'°''l“'' Westlott of Party relations-
are improved I ^^^^liy
shouldbe o’ut of ii'p?: anywhere near t« eti«
no longshoremL • struggles there has been P^a ^h
Party farrleror. The reason is
water front pvp ”^*lcpcndent activities of its ® _jng tperiod oUi^e th?p‘^'l""® campaign.
today any ®^™e down on the waterfront au
cut or anything hlT ®’’ ^"^thing about gcttjng^^uPl^
Every rank anri ™^ediately branded as a n<Commufet a?,l' ‘^e I. U A. is o»"VeS «" ”
independent activitiJ^\^n'^° Party c

uctivities there at all.
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Auto

Proper Method of Concentration Leads to 
Struggle

JT Is not always easy to organize groups of factory workers.
It is necessary to be persistent. From one auto plant two 

workers promised to have six fellows to a meeting. I came to 
the fellow’s house and he had the other fellow present. He 
called me aside and said we have to go away from here. Later 
he told me that his wife is against him belonging to any union, 

c any organization and that she threatened to call the police, 
wc went to another place and had a meeting with these two 
J”®ws At the next meeting a few more came, ^t this meeting 
Th proposition as to what we can do in ^ P ‘
tom .‘^‘"cussion brought out that some of the men had been 
S ° on two machines. Working on two, th^ f '
wh‘ is not unusual in auto plants. Bu i ^

\nl ^^troduced. They decided to Workers^
two machines, and signed it super-

intpn!5* *^here was quite a commotion in the p • ^ 
did ^sked each worker if he had put up any answer

S practice of each man 
Work* After about two days, the p

two machines was discontinue . , grievancesofTjr ^ little thing but there are next
thint around which we can develop strung • ^
twicf th^®® workers ^Iccided to do was ^ the
mill a business card, to be d raised
quit tool boxes, etc. This was done, and agam^^^ 
a litti^ i°t ul discussion. At the following . .^ute a leaflet 

tl*® proposition was made to * group of
Workei ® °“tside. In the meantime we 300 to

together from anothei P t
the last meeting wehad s Sstarting from one or two, at workers.

8 Workers. This group is made up of tool and die v

w Workers Ready for Organizati
Prodtf^^'^® I’®®” i" the habit of ®^P®®f*'^ t^on*^skille(f work- 

biif* workers and looking with conte P g^t out
a here were skilled workers wanting actiom
ers u ®.t and called upon them to tut three fellows
^ho t""- ^*^®y *^®t only proposed this leaflet but

The /® there raised |5.00 to help g makers group
the were signed by the too result of putting

^*^t thi^A*^**^ Workers Union. What w®® , . large plants
this leaflet? The leaflet was distributed at two
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tbothatand a few smaller plants. It dealt with the ^-ievances 
tool makers felt at the present time. They objecte 
leader system—which is a system where one fellow 
lead in the work and he drives the others on. It leaf^^^
all their grievances here. After the distribution of 
in the plants at the following meeting of the group, a 
was held on the reaction of the workers to the leaflet. 
decided to get another leaflet to answer the questions ^^y^gd 
workers on the first leaflet. Some of the questions j.ex^ce
were what is the Auto Workers’ Union, what is 
between this union and the A. F. of L. union, 
initiation and dues, etc. After the discussion such a. rtxo^'^
put out and is being distributed at the present time. of
thing about this meeting of this group which is ma 
tool and die workers. At the last meeting a decision 
to get in contact with workers from the other depar 
particularly the departments next to them, and the nex gf 
to deal with the problems in the other departments. 
these tool makers said it is not enough that we are org 
in our own plant. We have to spread out. u

I want to take up the question of one more group ^ 
tempted to organize. This is a group in another auto
VlStVO J___________ 1 . . ... . . 1 ^

Since
- «=>-- Xwcit ***»<-— x.«lrP P^^

meeting the following week. That meeting was to t 
on SatiirHotr o-pf_1 n - ^ -*T,pre ^ unO

have five comrades working in this plant. I happened 
with this group. At the time of this meeting two of tn® gincc 
working and three expected to get back into the p]n" ' „othe’^ 
then they did get back. Arrangements were made pla^
meetincT the follnwinop __ _ -nrcic to ta
on Saturday afternoon and all of these comrades were w 
overtime so that the meeting did not materialize. Then, ffii® 

comrade who had been active in organizing a vis''' j
^onths back. I went around with him yp 

\ contacts, but found that some were working ^ti^^ 
the comrades in this particular
ind They visited these twelve
four P^mised to come to the meeting. At t

hem showed up, which is a good percentage-

Give Tasks to New Union Rercruits
workers want to p^^^^

that the lay-offs and wage cuts of sabotag

with the*in ^licve that if we handled the very fi ^its- 
of the right way we would have re gpof t
?o me from a group meeting and J gt
all of them ^ meeting with five workers
he had saiH ° Auto Workers Union. I aske ^ jon
it didn’t ' they decided to join the goj,
concrete worU^ unless he gave these ^.g
ing condiifm • writing up and distributing '®j.ai„vilf ^ afi'

.he^^XVw ‘ "-rd s*n“a ^1^0 come again even though they had s g
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plication. At the first meeting a discussion should be conducted 
bringing out the conditions in the shop and the necessary action 
to take regarding these conditions. After these groups are or
ganized and begin to function it is even more necessary that we 
follow up every little happening that takes place in the group, 
in the plant, etc. I have seen a group develop to pretty large 
proportions in one plant. We organized a group of 40 members. 
They carried on a certain amount of work but they were not 
precautions, and as a result of distributing certain leaflets, 36 
out of the 40 were fired.

Leadership Should Give Attention to Every Problem
Our experience, not only in the automobile industry, 

but also in the steel industry, shows how necessary it 
is for the leading comrades to meet with these groups 
and take up the minute details for every little incident that 
happens in the plant. I had an experience in one plant with 
a comrade who was working there. He was fornierly a member 
of the GermanY.C.L. and I had a right to assume that he would 
know how to act in a shop. When a leaflet was being distributed, 
he received one while he was eating his lunch. He got all ex
cited, jumped up and ran all over looking for the comrade who 
was distributing, found him and patted him on the back and 
shouted what good work he was doing. Of course, the comrade 
pretended he didnT know him and told hiin to go to hell. How
ever, thef damage was done and I think this shows how 
thoroughly we should discuss every bit of activity that we 
carry on.

Shop Work — Main Political Task of Party 
Leadership

■WE are developing the conference of auto workers We had con- 
^ ferences before and they failed. The question we faced was: 

should we call the usual conference—a conference of mass organ
izations under the name of the Auto Workers Union or should 
we try to get workers from the shops. We came to the con- 
elusion that the only way to build up the Auto Workers Union 
is to get meetings of workers from the shops and on this basis to 
create a basis among the workers for organized struggle in pre
paration for strike in the various auto plants, especially con-
centrating on Ford. i. i. iIn two weeks time we had fourteen meetings of auto workers 
in one plant, not only through Party members but also various 
mass organizations. When we began to hold the meetings of 
these workers we did not know much of the problems of the 
workers. We knew things in general. We knew that they were 
kicking against their conditions, but we did not 
form. It was necessary to become acquainted with the issues
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and problems facing the workers. In this work we inv 
the whole district leadership—the district organizer, the 
secretary, etc.—everybody working among the auto worker 
help organize these meetings.

It is important at this time especially for us to get con 
with these workers. When we* had the meeting we j^es
that some workers were working now, others have their bn 
and therefore are on the payroll, and still others had l 
getting back into the shop. And so we began to find 
problems presenting themselves in these meetings. -tvorl^

We combined the work among the unemployed with
shops. Also, the question of relief from the ^ in

e had block meetings. The workers are grouped togc j,]|ed 
certain sections of the city. In these neighborhoods we ca 
house meetings, raising the combined issues of the workers i 
and outside the shop.

In one Party unit we took up the question of work jn 
s op. e stopped talking about what we were going choP^ 
we went into the unit and asked how many worked in the 
how long out of the shop—any contacts in the shop, etc. ^ 
body said he had some contacts. How long would it take y go 
call a meeting? He thought he would need about ten
TutW^ ‘=^lled a meeting and this cr
enftusiasm among the comrades. , said
hP kL" f ^ ^ comrade, and a good comrade,
?hem Jp He told Is he could

making because one was a Catholic, another
into the mi* course, we could not get fW»km S , ®"‘ •'>' It is true tl,»‘ ««
have one fpli ^ comparatively big wage. For 
ment still crH’room of the Foundry ^ th® 
workers hm * E ^ He reports the discontent
weJe ;;epar?n.^ ° P'^ng a cut In one department ^4 

a day One on ° wages of the workers from
We have toT'^K " “«««d for them.” . „

on this broughtTut^^ conceptions. The discussion^^^^^ uP 
the questions but problems and helped --wthe questions hn^*^ ®°me other problems and helped to ^ jgvtf

in ^
better off. tbe shop paper. Technically it i®. ^
against the wage cut ®r It” ’^c” 
a good effect w ^ • Strike Against the Wage Cut
the workers res^l^ of “$5.00 minimum ^ aV
haven’t thoroughspite of the fact^th 
established a pre r the editing of a paper,established a pr" ‘

The Michioan wP the workers. puion^ Ze
workers. I ^ju „• plays an important role AyaJ
into a plait One of our comrades, ^p.
he hung his coat ^ Michigan Worker in his hi
thing for him to a’ ®®t scared. We

™ to do was to hide it some place because
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heard the service man goes through the pockets. He stuck it in 
the tool box and forgot about it. He was putting up a new 
machine and sent his helper to get some tools. His helper saw 
the paper and started to read it. As a result, seven or eight 
gathered around and began to talk about it. The foreman walked 
in and took the paper and put it in his pocket. He said to the 
worker who had brought the paper in, ‘T know you brought this 
paper in here, but I am not going to say anything about-it, but 
for Christ's sake, be more careful, because if you are not, the 
other foreman will hear about it and he will have to fire you." 
(The foremen also got cuts lowering their wages to very little 
above the workers. We have established three contacts with 
foremen; one foreman gets $5.00 a day, that used to get $9.00. 
We can utilize them in the building up of new connections and 
carrying on work.) This foreman walked away and then the 
young worker walked up and said, “Hey, let me see that paper"; 
he said, “I can't, the foreman took it." This young worker said 
he wanted one, and asked where he could get one. He was told 
that it would cost money. He pulled a dollar bill out of his 
pocket and said, “Will this cover the cost?"

There are excellent possibilities for work. The street cars, 
the busses are buzzing with discussion. The workers talk when 
&oing to work; they talk openly in front of the service men. 
This creates a condition for us of real struggle. JVe have raised 
for the ivorkers a perspective for organizing a real strike. As 
o result of our work, we can organize a real strike against the 
'^age cut.

Methods of Work in Organizing Youth in 
Auto Industry

J Want to speak on some of the experiences we have had in 
winning young workers in a large auto plant. Since last 

May we tried to establish a group in this plant. Sometimes it 
*^6t and sometimes it did not meet, but there was no activity. 
Only about three months ago we got on the job. One young 
fellow whom we came to speak to said he wanted to organize but 
he did not know how. We talked to him about two hours and 
he still did not want to come. We went back there the next 
week and spoke to him again. This time he gave us .some othei- 
kind of argument—that is was too far to go and so on. Finally, 
we moved the meeting closed. The next week we went down and 
got him and he came with us. We found this young fellow had 
many contacts in the neighborhood. In the course of the next 
three or four weeks following we began to meet some of the 
young auto workers. We spoke to them but they as yet had 

confidence in us.
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Applying Youth Forms
We took up the question in the nucleus of how 

more addresses of these young trade school boys. _ Qut
to have a party under the name of a sports dub. ^^^ed 
a raffle ticket, raffling off a §&.00 gold piece. We tbes®
two trade school boys with whom we had contact ^ ^ tid^^^^
tickets to the boys inside the plant. The first week 
were out they came back and reported they q\\ tb®^
sell them. We had quite a discussion and they argeed y^ed 
the next week. The next week they reported they apP^ 
man in the plant and he said sure he would like u . ^ ^ i p 
of them but that he only had two car tickets, wou . ^^ght 
them, they said sure; but then a fellow came up tickd^*
car tickets for a dime and he wouldn’t buy the ran le {ell^'^gr

We did succeed with the party. There were about 
present. This was a house party, just a regular 
fellows, but there were many trade school boys and 
workers drawn in from the neighborhood. These 
had talked to before that were afraid of us were 
there. We won their friendship and confidence an 
was the next time we approached them to come to a ^ d^
ing we were organizing the young Ford workers to e do'^^
egate to the National Hunger March, several can 
As a result of this party we got in touch with h group 
fellows from 20 to 24 who had a social club. Later o j
down to the social club and found there were all 
mobile workers there. There were a lot of young 
also some older workers. The district organizer 3 ^ 
club and spoke about the Soviet Union to them. tha^ 
said he had seen her speak in the neighborhood an 
was a Communist; yet, they made her the organizer o 
in the club. She is beginning to win their

As a result of the Party, six young trade school 
few other connections we got in the neighborhood ^ pi 
iXi f- this club diy Jf.dc

establish themselves on a f ^ . ^p tr . ^
with these workers and learn their problems in f the ^ 
^hool and get some of them to elect a delegate to 
Workers Conference.

Leaflet on Hunger March Brings ResuH^

3nst a few weeks beforethe vl,' ^ow we could get lea ^
but von o s^^d we can put
when thpf^ ^ distribute it because the boys go lU a
buses aS Mbuti^V^
leaflet We decided on distrf ^ sO
eood idea ^ ^^d some of the comrades ^

service men around this place all night and you can g

oret

a
to
,ih
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at night and put in leaflets and in the morning when the fellows 
go to work they will get them. We put out a half page leaflet 
on the hunger march, two of the comrades who worked there 
formerly, but were laid off got into the plant Monday night 
December 5 and put the leaflets in at about a quarter to twelve. 
The next day we tried to find out what happened to the leaflets. 
Our comrades said they never saw the leaflets when they came 
to work, so we supposed the service men must have gotten them.

Accidentally about a^ week later we ran into a young fellow 
that six weeks ago we had been working on to draw him into 
the nucleus. He was the sole support of his family and his 
father put pressure on him to keep him away from us. And 
this young fellow who was working on the afternoon shift had 
one of these leaflets. The afternoon shift got the leaflets in
stead of the fellows on the day shift. All the workers got them. 
They were talking about it. They thought it was a great thing. 
And this young fellow had lost his fear. Also, we hear^ about 
this same leaflet later on from a young fellow, who recently 
joined the League. As a result of all this work we now have 
a nucleus of 7 members. They have attended regularly for the 
last six weeks. We have a leadership there. We have comrades 
^ho have learned through this, to lead the work among the 
young trade school boys.

Getting Contacts
About three or four months ago we had a unit of girls 

that Were quite young. Two of these couldn^t leave the house 
unless they attended League meetings. We asked them if they 
have any friends. They said sure. Then they started to bring 
their friends. We had a class and they started to read Toivard 
Soviet America. As a result we got more members.

Well, we took up the question last time of getting some young 
trade school boys for the conference. And what did we find?

came down to the old members. They said it wasn^t any use. 
Dut the new members were willing to try. We took one of the 
oldest comrades, a girl. We asked her don’t you know any 
Workers? She said yes in my neighborhood there is one who 
forked there, but it wouldn’t be any use. And she found out 
after talking to him that he wasn^t as tough as she thought 
ne Was. He spoke to us about the conditions. And he belongs to 
a church organization. And there are many more trade school 
uoys there. He made contacts for the purpose of getting a group 
I'Ggether. And these comrades said before it can’t be done, it 

a struggle to get these old sectarian ideas out of the comrades’ 
heads.

I want to draw just a few conclusions from this work. And 
l^his is the first conclusion. As long as the comrades were in the 
eflice we didn’t get anything done. It was necessary for us to 
Set out among the workers. And now we have some leadership 
Second thing, this is just a beginning of breaking our isolation 
We begin now to see the many possibilities of developing strugl
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boys were afraid to^co" general things. The trade schoo 
their friends. This is nno ^^^ything; now they introduce us tc 
in this work. the reasons we have made headwaj

ers are found!”ln^«°^ industries foreign-born

Hshlj® important. Th. the role of the Ian
sands is absolutely many sections where th£
Stat ^ ^°^kers heiVwK are hundreds of

dustri!? Becausp tu ^ sentence. They rea
the ml ’ tiscause thev r ^ j employed in the bas 

What ianguage narf^ language papers, thei
Party or*^ I’elation betw^*”^ clearly apparent,
rades . P”’^^tion? it j the language press an
when thp^ i** i"eports Usually the
lutely notv meetin ^hey have some aff^^
Litdu In the manf s^ops there is
there’is been thp^^^^® i"
t° the Ian *®bed a Press Pn When there is a
March in Press, g,,^ mniittee and dispatches ar<
threror at least during the H
sliowid i/ft iong. Wot® letters were sent in n
\cidar but ^y? ^ '^b,en we have a hunger ^
^eular city p fy orn thi\ ^ news from th^s

the UnSa Slovak ” “® possible.
Promises tt ^^^tes. wt loa 1* o’ than in any othe 

help the lanp^* "material wiifu^® eent of the popp’
been fulfilled^ Pi’ess seriml^l that comrade

iP all our -H?" ^bis we ma, These promises hav
press conferenc^^j Work. We hn^^^ ^^e situation is the 
shop. ee decides we win ^ P^®®® conference ar
news releaspc ®bop, or on eoncentrate on this pa^
ap two or thr forth ^^ganization, or unit we
•'" P>Per to '"«'!« on We will go
eonferences n "workers situation, and we will dis*
these eonferenr.*'”^e is vAv*^^ nothing comes out of 
on paper. ^®’ but nothino-^u it is taken

this respect ^ happens. The decisions r'

stories whTc”h* ’”'Portant"*if'^f^'®’^ *be press of P*"®! 
star-for a sem ^'*’1^® about "®t a continuity |

To make the ^^^^t and’t^^” '® simply like a s^
or one leaflet. ^'® iPteresteH^” everything is dead a-' 

^ y^u Want f ^ don’t need only , 
'^aot to write only one thing ab
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particular shop and stop for a year, don't write. Don't write 
once, but write regularly. I have a proposal which I believe 
would orientate labor press to our shops. I believe that every 
Party bulletin published should be sent to every Party paper 
in the United States, If we would get such things as the shop 
bulletins into our hands we could have two or three columns 
every day on the conditions on the jobs in the shops. This is 
what it would mean, the orientation of the paper toward the 
shop. It would get many splendid stories, splendid points, 
what is happening in this job, and in this shop. We would 
orientate on nearly every industry; what is going on in plants, 
in the mines, in the steel mills, the packing houses, etc.

On the other hand, we would get the whole Party organiza
tion orientated towards the language press. The language 
press is neglected. No one takes it seriously; the comrades 
seem to have a superiority complex and think the language 
press doesn’t amount to anything. I hope, comrades, this will 
improve. I believe, comrades, that this idea should be accepted, 
and I believe it would be of tremendous help. When something 
exceptional happens, write it and send it in to the press, and it 
will be published. If these workers don't read English, don't 
read the Daily Worker, they can read the stories in the lan
guage press. If we give our language press to these workers, 
it doesn't mean solely we will get some ideas into their heads 
on the question of this particular shop or on the question of 
this particular movement, but it will be connected with other 
issues in the paper in which they are interested. They will 
discuss these papers and in this way we can go not only to 
the workers, but into their organizations where there are hun
dreds and thousands of workers, and in this way we will be
come a force in these organizations.

Special Attention to Problems of 
Women Workers

^HE Twelfth E. C. C. I. Plenum resolution calls upon our 
Party to turn our faces to the factories. How is this 

decision being carried out in the work among women masses? 
We must study the shop conferences of December 30th-January 
1st held in New York and Chicago for an answer.

In many of the factories represented women are employed. 
In these factories the women have special grievances in addition 
to the main grievances of lower wages than the men.

However, with very few exceptions, the reporters brought 
out the neglect of special work among women in the shops of 
concentration even at a time of preparation of the strike where 
the majority of workers were women. The comrade from the 
Trenton doll factory says, for example:

“The Regal Doll employs 850 workers, 85% of which are
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worked 85 hnnro -p « ^ ^ week, une w^***--Furthi he stetesf' ^

Half the shon°J^n.^’ Picketing began in driving r®*"' 
tically no contact dii (with whom we had .
the greatest militaTi strike preparations) show
The workers won J T line.” ^^k-

ers in the shop received"^ n° u ^"ereases. Some of the w 
previously received tw k^Sh as 200% increases, GirlSj ^ 
se^n to eight dollar r^- three dollars are now getting 

The reason tw tv. to
the putting forward went out on strike was du^
0 Victorious strike. ^^®ct demands as exemplified by t®

of work among wonmn^in^t^*^^ further brought out the 
preparations, knitting factories prior to s

^^ast "^veek o 4*
knitting mills in^^ro^w^ workers from one of the

check-up’which ifSl vff introduced in the sho^ *»
are about 200 woTkl^"^? discharges or a wage cut.
res^-140 womerand are men and th«
un 1 *nschanics and h neglected whereas ^"P 19 to the uni“n and One group of ten brou^
and were sure of all ready to call a str>k
readvf*^^*^ the othf”^”’ admitted that they g
it without Still the groupwhiV'""®’ “mobilized women. We correct
whch resulted workers for the strd^
A third comrade splendid victory ” eV®

aTetS°sV''^"'.P^®s"5ta?f f* Conference^g jp
op vidthout our 1 ^l^Sgles conducted by ^

„ 1 went to the 1, leadership.

rest of the '^I'ese girL i!°l^ ^1*190 employed now) 
their mefi, ® to walk m heen trying to a^ita ®«e deTa^^*® ®rganl«?- i® Pretty nice to brxn^
this girl where the*°v ®1^®P without * jtb

pole anH Walk^H were going to go ^Soing go^ One of the girls
girls T^h ^^'ough Jiij^ i®°5J® drifted back. All 
Wage cut goino- t ^I'ey sent delegates to th j^st

L T”'!' w “ «8ht against
Jkey Were .m**'. “Is- Thev P”' “"• ° hei *”*
Iwice, ahlo . ® to keen « going to raise h®* , oft

•” ksep S »ko was
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At the New York Conference a comrade pointed out the fol
lowing :

**We in Lawrence also realize that it is absolutely neces
sary to work out special ways and means of approaching 
the women. We not only have the difficulty in general to 
organize the women because they work during the day and 
have to be home at night, but because these are Italian 
women and have very large families. We remember the 
experience that we had at the first indoor meeting. We 
had arranged a party for the children the day before. 
There were about 150 children and these children brought 
some of their mothers to the meeting next day. And what 
do we find? At nine o’clock they had to go home to put 
the children to bed. We must work out ways and means 
for them to come to meetings where they can learn how 
to organize.”
From the above we must draw the following conclusions:
1) That our work among women in the factories chosen for 

concentration in the basic industries by the center and the 
tricts have so far remained on paper, (Western Electric and 
the Stockyards in Chicago, Wood Mill, Lawrence, Mass., tex
tile mill in Passaic, N. J.) limiting our activities only to needle 
and miscellaneous light industries.

The present Detroit strike in Briggs, Hudson, Murray Body 
plants is no accident. It is a direct result of daily activities 
and preparations of factory groups. While insufficient attention 
was paid to work among women, the problems of getting the 
women into factory groups and into struggles were not entirely 
neglected insofar as agitation and propaganda is concerned. For 
over two years the comrades of the T. U. U. L. and the Party 
met with futile efforts in getting the women to join the Auto 
Workers’ Union. However, in the present strikes the women 
workers who make up a large number saw a possibility of im
proving their conditions. When the strike was called and the 
demands drawn up which included substantial pay increases for 
women workers, they whole heartedly came out in support of 
the strike and led the militant picket lines twenty-four hours 
at a stretch. The number of women who joined the Union were 
far above expectations. The Detroit District and the Union 
must consciously follow up the activities among women and 
overcome the tremendous handicap of forces for work among 
women.2) That neither the Party, the Y. C. L., nor T. U. U. L. 
sufficiently recognize the need of special forms and methods 
of work among women and girls as part of the general work 
of the shop nucleus and shop groups, in preparation for united 
front struggles in the factories. This neglect greatly weakened 
our work since we were isolated from this particular category 
of workers in the factories, thus endangering the successful 
mobilization for struggles and strikes,

3) That now more than ever will the Party nucleus and
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women’s delegie C. 1.. namely developing
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are sure that all the men, about 60, will bo ready 
tb "^he proposition was made by one of the workers
^^at We immediately elect a committee out of the 19, that this 

nimittee should consider itself as the shop committee in case 
I any discharges on the coming Tuesday, that this committee 
eclares the shop on strike. Another worker said that this 
onimittee is not a workable committee, we should wait with 

laf ® of a committee, let us wait for two or three weeks
we will come nearer to the season when the shop 

oe filled up then we should speak about strike and organ
ization.

What stand could we take on such a question? Our recom
mendation was that a committee should be elected. In case of 

charges, that this committee be one that will know where 
eo and where to complain but before that committee con- 

m^ers itself a committee of the shop they should Tuesday 
^^ning before they go into work, popularize amongst the
vicp ^ '^n^*<^ers that such a committee is in -ttg but
it ic. *^nt this committee is not an open shop c

s a committee that will have to work secretly ,
should know about it. If it doesn’t ^0^®Jn °

cte® n wage-cut that will affect all ^oS^ wolk
und something similar, that this comm , conflict“^erground. Only Then when it will come to a sharp conflict

the committee should act openly. rnm-

mitf ^ 9^^^^ttee should not declare the women2 wpI/" to popularize amongst the otherther that the workers were dischaiged
Befor^^ll to speak to the boss to le workers.
If th ^ they should get the suppor jg^jated and even
thoii *^ot by themselves, they wil .hon strike will
be vf^ declare the shop on strike, .j,

ry ineffective because the workers wi 
is ^^rkers felt we were against the strike They^s
and come here and say we wa convince theyou tell us not. And it took us *ime to^con^^^^
5hou^ld*^^f*o®^ wrong. They are rig ^j,ey ac-
'eof f against bad conditions. But ho evening^e e" P*'oPoaal. That was Wednesday. On^fr«^/^,,ting.

ailed the workers from the othei' ®P knew, they said you 
l^hen we took up with the workers who th^new^^^

•ir? spoke . other groups,
s meeting we had 30 to 35 the strike fors meeting we had 30 to 35 jL rize the strike for

ey Were mobilized for Saturday to pop l^^^ declared with 
;<^er conditions. On Monday the stiik ^ splendid

that after one week ® On Monday, after one 
The workers knew of the s ^ 40, recognitionstrike, we had cut the increase and other

shop comndttee, a 10 per cent ivage m
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on w^did^ yreement with the Union-
signed. finally co7r«r^ agreement signed

this and the agreement

^olshevit Se ‘

Itali^Yi A ^ shop qj 9nn j
fiecaf *^®’^.’^se ^ vp” The them young

befiJ® one'®™ “’’S^’^i^ang that shop
not «n to coi« these vn ^ difficult one,

take ^^®ni ^ our meetfn the fear

oinP' ^^^4S)e^® ^’^OP se""" ^ts Work

anj They arrdttr^rjy members and several 
ev^ ^ ^^^ividuai that ^ every departmen •
of ^ ^^nute ^^^^tions ^^^ty qj. r carry on there is »
tioiT^^^’ the n/ dav spo^^ Member has
sbri orga^?'^®stioij of'..They (jj. each other practically a^r’>^;;>« «ot onirjhe^roblems
»»S >«t, bnl ,b„ the <f^“:

^^tion '"' Che ti^ "*** ^hviTi^ hourc against **-The „ ® ®®ent ,1^ com^ ,®’ ®«ch as 70 to 80 hours
"1^0 iC^lous di, ® ^ <=onsil™ °« Sundays, cause tb«

you'^®®®8 the ^ question of orga«i'
!read^°?v,this <<^is Week?., individual

larger^® '^P 8ath^ this l^^ve you fou««
^’^’Pbe? iust hoT^er lined u^ towards

^ ^Pnkera^" h^ °Pr influence is being
p quesr’^°‘^®®*^®‘^ reaching

T . tion of organization-
“^thre ‘Str,,,...,

SS.TsjJg'iSajSwsAsPnd Ra-^? P'ho Pay Th<, ^ ^oes „J\ ^ certain chemic’'bes?.^’>eI®"’^Sptten/rls co2®- eS
£■'"'•2? k5"*l5k”'? ?> %” c t
^his Y g .^8 tog^x^® yonr,i> of our Y.• C-ove" spoke to thein

®Pid, «j^o the^’^'^b Pfraid together-
^ Mil" V C S’,^Pnse they cou^ 

^ ®Mr an5 f ,Remanding glo'^f' 
talk to him. but yo'^
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80 with me to stand around while I talk. By ,
young workers that the Y. C. L. comrade V/irw
felt better and had more confidence about getting gloves. They
"'jhfresroTthe workers said, “Look at *1*^ 

what they wanted.” Some of them doves was
■what we want.” Thus this struggle of Setting th S 
a very successful one, and these young worker, 
about six or eight, are under our „iont the oper-

Another struggle we had in the shop, ^machines was
ators were situated in a room and a -^^rker an Italian 
wnsidered a plant . In one of these ® resented it.

Oman, was fired, and the workers m “This worker
Pe of the workers stopped the Pow^f’^ . reason for firing

Will not be fired.” The forelady could give n^ 
it* « power was stopped and the thought this
t Was a question of a walk-out. T worker remained in 

^»8ht spread to other departments, so the worker 
the shop. , . where workers

Another thing happened in a -fternoon until 5:30,
ere standing around for work the w told them to
hen the boss came over with the jjow time to go

®»t down and work. The workers said, j5 to 18
Jome.” So the workers began to walk ^ > threatened them 

walked out from the place. ^j^gy wouldn’t get
that if they came back in morning jigg
^Py bundles. But they made up that if th y when
fbey would get the other workers to walk ^^y of the rest
they came in the morning, they had the sy

fbe workers and the boss ga^®^*** struggle they cfn get 
showed the workers that throug .^g called the

something. We now have groups m the n P^^^ gyt that
*0 a meeting. We took up the <1“®®* point out

coming. In this connection I wi®" . ^jjg union itseii. 
•s mistake that is being ®®“™Lus^be representative to
it fiip iinion, becau ^ t nave

-'billing. In tins connectiux* * , ^OPS mistake that is being g the representative
‘d it officially from the union, becau ^g jon t hav
nucleus had this idea. His opimo" ^j^g nucleus is

liave a union group in the sh P
®^®nt. ,i,.rstand and carry out
h? Party and League members understa shop around
line of the Party, which is ®^His opinion is that
ediate issues that arise every ^he union can ?

not have any union in the shpP.^pj^ign of ‘b®
t when the shop is organized. « P^ mem s
> the contrary, that while we must^J.^^ that is le-
®>. we must definitely build uP ^s well as "?
sible to the union for its acti j^^t the nuc e
Polciy of the union in that shop and ^^^,.,gs out th

that group, guides the P



TAM Revolut;^ controlled by tneI ioing to disculs tw Union

the shop nucleus
he doesn’t know ^ ®'^»»her o?p" ^^^ivity. Even the boss 

Worker Tn^^ o^gaS^H 9°™»unists in the shop, but 
all kinds of hinds of lu^ a nucleus. We sell the
•“ ■“> “»p“ “PP-'i-- we h.f„‘

Of the Partv atX’ press, and the union, 
, shoo I, \S7n,.r, ^’^aaght into the shop.
a:‘'« *^»r>‘'®wTfc " Shop

in the’p °’ii iin® nSout 11 mem'
between ’ ^ ®l'’^eet unu or trade^*'*^^^’ comrades who 'W®’^, 
facw and £,'=®»eentraS"r^®«s. Before we fornie
Jhe sale of ^ Ww of tL°rf
^®23 or^hr^heDo^. ^en our y the Daily Worker near th 
®°arse! V?- The ^J^^as organized, we took ove

HoSe^S^ ,®f the ffr^ed In raising the sal
activif* Sot a irxoT^A- readers are

r’'^®rJdf« one ®f reS^'"'® ^he Party members 
^hoy a eoJf® the Da!/, ®i®oially „ ^ ®f the Daily Worker l>3 
°^to^®‘PhletJ’ really^J^°rfcer American comrad
w.^® 11 it. X^^eerly and when he f^l
JJfi" • vS;*,in 4SS «» n'no selling all kmd.

“"■ P«atteri‘" «>e shop. Of eootse
^°»««‘anTs?®veryi’^hare we can speak to tb

'"‘nnT’ *• geu? "ol^l '»• Party is carry'

®®tiv^n fo^®^°®t iniiit^®*^ ^^eetines 
w!re^gavery^’Jllitant^® ^®cidy^^arkers closer to the Pa^*; 
'vith a and^?if®fal and th^^® °®®n unit meeting'
^•^theil^^lthy^.^he WoA leadership of the sb J

t5 ,®hop. mind tow^jWs eai'he „ce
Sish”

Mth'*S!®^mgWa8\’®®e?inn'^'®a7paJJ^ating ^^^^6 we utilis® 
made aVecause ^sueces®?^ the L^bases, that is, we had 
J^.hadl^iob o'he 4®. but '^e Party in the shol

and it ^ satisfied very ^ .

hecj^jl' meniSj expected frombi
the the shop. ^

ma]ority in the shop
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Italians and we ffot them closer to the Party, especially one. 
The workers who did not know about the Party now spea 
the Party differently than they did before.

Insufficient Leadership by Section ^®”“”f****, ^
0»r unit is bringing thu Part, ^ “‘Sr »»»-”

rouid do much more provided we An ^^tivity that the
f leadership, I must say th • g »phe section
unit is carrying on, it is on our own g ^nd leadership,

til now has failed to give us real g meetings and
e do not have section representatives o^^^ ^nd

hen we do have one he sits a minute a meeting and
«ever stays from the beginning to the end of the m 
nes not know what we take up at the ,. „^anized section 
u ^^*nk this section is a „ section apparatus
ere the section leadership nnd the e ^ concrete ex

toes not fuTiptinr, tiio WAV it should. I wi 6 Vinthered totne section leadership ana wic ^ concrete ca-■°es not function the way it should. ^ never bothered to 
;«^Ple. The agit-prop director of the sec u^n ne^^
■now whether we have discussions m the un . ^j^g^dy
'U one, and that was about two ipjjg ©rg. secretaiy
ganized about five months as ^ n^c • ^ section foi

f Wy unit did not give a copy of the m j,gtj,gr to find
hj^te a long time and the org. secretary d does

why this is not being done. I doing. Howev ,
°t know and cannot know what our u t ^ section. I

hre told, that we are one of the e they kno
“not know whether this is so or not, but n 
“nut it. , jjd not bother to
I must say comrades that the ^re functioning.

Us to a meeting and find out how gf the i
, P say this? The Party Organizer nucleus. But yet 

re stresses the importance of *^®ifnw^the nucleus ^unctj^o ■ 
fdership never bothers to find out h“W ^^^g gnit we

he top leadership will not pay any ^ g^ges. ^A-,*°°was
not be able to make the necessary adv^^^ One was

o new Party members during a sympathizer.^ “^-Party member, one was a very close ^ZvT l
should go on with more proper l^e ^0 workers.^^^

: , Workers and develop our ^ ^ show a union
f to say that until now the

’e how a unit should function m a fueP^^big position t 
P> where we are in a much more
On-Union shop. union decided j,-.^ction.

i?,!'® question of a shop paper, “ „d the Jeal^'^^/because 
the leading comrades in the un ^ shop _gt con-opinion wls that we should not we nagged
a union shop and we gave up the^^^ „ot con

, whether this is correct or not. factor in
p her this is correct. u is becoming fgr
^omrades, I must say that our u« t ^p ^.g ,t. 

shop tg fPig gxtent that the wor
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party organizer

the unit organizer Those workers know that iThey came to me Lru\ meets on '^ednes ^
in itself shows that grievance.that we are gaining the confidence of the workers-

Po^4. Wheii T '^Agamzea a nucleus

35 to 40 We had''^ recruited several ^ ^
tlte name ^>«ring 1" '^tiion members, abo«^

themhers of ^ ^°tnmuni,sf twe issued the shop the shop were -n ^”ty. We saw that the 
0 tn this time the nr,- ®Wnpathy with this paper.
and We had'a^’^®^^- ^’We rew°^-!^ struggles in the shoPg® 
inemhers thJt^ri®’^® eleveJ'^®^ ™ore Party 
p°ntha, and ^en memL had three ^

der. ”l®®tings Wey.^*^® in one ^*arty members. go
of**tv”‘®’'t. Us„^i^°t'^ncted oni^^^^’^tment except myset . 
reacV hi/a 7 questions of the Z
the rlJ'! the ot£”‘®’'t, and gl 1°"^ Meeting on the q«®®^ioU 
^as tav the wo^Pnrtments ^L"®8tected to discuss i 
Itnd ?he\v^" mentioned how to re»

strong that l t)ut every question tn
eronr ^^’^ticular department where v'

«l*«ralr '’’’
'«. - wo,.--

5 ?s s’sof a ^*^me i,v, '^^v^iaea with

5n th?®"sitionT- In \«sue th
an^tt"'^ W this sh<? ^’^^teus th

“Wac y nf tkc. dic« ^ being

f«S^: «■ it ma
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Workers in Shop Support Shoe Strike
period we tried very hard *j?®^rkers^

shop to support the struggle of the striking workers.
the picket line as well as financially.,

in the shop for the unbn We announced

in
on
we

:°*7.ted $600 in the shop for the union. We 
he the strikers and to the w . gggion that
lur The membership was gwen _g This was
'ot completely organized *”*0 sh°P^J^^ ^^^jney
vas .^^‘^.^use this organization and the .jgg^jgjjg in the 
thoi.°j^^ in one department. There w organization
yjer departments for the strike, but we had no org

of the union or the nucleus. ^ag
sf ® .^tiat happened? It happened that
, o, the result was that the union c _gny discussions 
bonf^ were demoralized. There we . ^ime whent>out onr faiii gt^ike at f^tSTwe

other shop was on strike. After the strike we 
mini...,- 1 . . . _____ ,Ti our snop. . __•er Shop was on strike. Alter w.c

cleus how to develop struggles in ou impres-
A®, comrades of the nucleus and the un on

at our weakness was that we expo must
■ shop bulletin, so the union proposition wa

a union bulletin, not in the name nucleus had theof the union. The comrades of ^ggauge in
that it was foolish to issue f, "”*°"i,iiizes the workers, 

«nion we have much literature that m b i of
we have a shop paper we must have 

'^cleus as we had before.
Wrong Methods of Work

JJfant to explain why we failed an w ^^e
^^ted in the shop. The bosses gave us a 
Emiliterature, to collect money for ^^^g g an

®f collections in the shop. maneuver of the
>rtunity to be organized. But this was fter
gfl" order to wreck us. It so happene ^ jf ^^fgat us.

in the other factory, PJ^P^^^Sed that there was 
tnii started with the lay-off. He a ^ pg^ty
iber^ ^^“it ^so happened that the
ion ^ union member. I year he lays off
u«o Party members was that again when

, there is no business but he rei jiot study
Jj°P becomes busy. What bappene^^ g in
Uni the boss was doing m down to the boss
Sl^ we tried to elect a committee togo^^^^. pg,ty

ber?^”** reinstatement of the fi He does not
‘usisted he does not i"tend to ^gg merely

36 .defeat the organization in t j^g^j the chance
IV nff"® work. I want tft say *b/s . including five Party 
ber^ fb members of the organs Qxed, and this openly 

and they were not laid off but nre
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committee mpli. - After that we were
the men togo dnJ? union elected a
tion of rSst?®" Particlall!? the boss to reinstate
go down to thp every raised the ques-
!" the same ZT^I the shop refused to
had a stool pio.-?’ found ouf-^ between the members 
exposed this^stLi"'- ''®'as also that in our nucleus we
. tn conclusif°°jP>geon right in th °f the union.
>S that We reali’zp,!^^^ that our fau anion meeting.

J.I
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It is here that our shop papers show workers, are
cases the articles on grievances, letteis showing

^inted without any comment, without .g^ces that are
the workers how to combat these various ^ ghop

Used by us. We solve all the matnfold ^ commU-
* h one gene^-al formula—organize into ^
^ or shop committees or grievances already learned
True, in some of the shop papers we ha jj,stance, the 
y to raise concrete partial j-_ic with the griev-

«wois Steel Worker in its October issue dea working
ces and raises demands: “Pay f<^' jjotor Room”;

“Drinking fountains in 52 Beam MiH b„t
^®opening of the large toilets , j. bow shall they^ shall the workers present these demands no

jnn.ze to win these demands. This the pap«i
while this is one of the best ^^.^^^^fghow t^’tS work- 

s tv! f ®”*nnds, in many papers, we^ ° ^^eir day to day 
...,^^t we have a practical solut railroad
oblems. For instance, the Head^Ltghh^ a worker
lio exposes the action of a says: “The o

has been on the job for twenty r meet h«n
iy to deal with this gorilla is to Vers.” Surely, such

Russian people met their hlon^" workers,
only isolates us further worker

e r> ^n'^eniber issue of the Ilhnots departmen
® conditions of the part time workers m one ble
Ooludes: “Organize f Only when orgam unemploynien^

3Ura^^ the bosses and government o , ^be strugg 6^urance." But what about conducting tod_y^
diti work, a minimum wage, i unemployed wo 
r uniting in the struggle with t forgets.

Or 4.^{''P^oyment insurance? This many artic ® jniedft® the Chevrolet Worker. Ther ^ fjon of indi^J"^
;^odiate issues: 10 per cent wage-cut, the ^redSe?® welfare scheme to „ in the lf®‘j'J®eating

twenty cents a month. But plants j uy
we have succeeded in g ^re not uti iz

1 Dan character, these fi^P®” bop. « in the
But develop a struggle m th wage
clfg. ^he outstanding shortcoming i ^und geuer 
ts.^ the agitation for strugg s ptemplated * t,y

In steel, for instance there m a held^^^
er^f • Chicago a united front conter ghop P
egat ?”d demands were formul worker®,
Ue issue to the last P^®®. agitating th they
lugi^'ch permeates the whole P*P tion and ®tru^^ gdence 
1 to to the need of organization^ sufficient ofIt tb ^he cut. The workers hav therefore th® tore
, sb^y can defeat major cuts. .I^^o establish and 

P papers to be more convincing,



utilizing'be the niSor n ^ workers. It is precisely 
to arouse*^L^'‘^*°’^ious ‘be shop papers,

the workers to af«on ^^Pe^iences in other plants

In some^Dl the^sT**^ ** Organizer

accord, have examnf stimulated organization-organized itf loadersS^’^l^here workers on their own

T, °’^8a«ised a> ^be earnest
Past traditions The workers to unite
today. of struggles of have not utilized the
isBSe^‘*r/.ont workers for organization

°P S.9 f'“^"O’^oo has in its first two
^ront th°^ organfc etc^ ^g"Sshoremen’s strike, draw
I. L is the ” today? i^bis utilized for th
tions K’•, ^be task unin«*^/i2^® ®^ri Francisco wate
Unite* niV Pp the is to n, i Blue Book) and _t 
nion stn ^o®gshorem^P°®tion move^ inside of these
ieadershin on the^**’ organized tbe same ti^^
issue stat ^bese uti-^^*®rfront nnorganized, in a co^
Wo?®‘- ThrB?®fP>te the resistence of tb®

oZ ^’■opps 0/ ?L ‘0 Preu^f TForfcer in the fi^J
. it is V)e can '^hom. •>,. organizing
o®f ^0 get a T'" i'bat the 6osL^?°^ each dock? ^
f i?b lonL^^ iongi, stens • /"r- a real union.” ^
?h f®"lprti-®“‘®p! lr’“®P Cthe "kdock committee®

Piays S?!>ous bSPeP'^®d a?d , *be need for unity
and^k .PPly in^f^°Pthe v,P”®rganized, regardless
nient^'’*'^ing of J’V ®bop na^^® concrete grievanc
!, of tk- P real Prakino- • P^Per.
S?' « C»“l! ‘"".ne these J

‘^Ppe ah '■bo One n'^r^ront basis of organic*
it7ffc^'°P Of ! ^orfcen V bhis is not the P® ^ 

^bS bt *’Peel??'^-Prit k" in the secof
high ll °Pr s^‘ that “■»“« what c(f f

®bru»^^®® of oi.^^^Pcisen*’^®® ® hiah^j^^*' we slow do , 
road sk^^io as s^eanizat-® .degree of organizatw^'4>;Pg down" ^®for?Ve ntrP
k ’^oneraii^ Witn ®bopg ., P op the ink develop such f® .j.t»» to OSS’’ tfi, S; i»«Ut ih «>"■' 'Si

dff?®’’ 5o5r^®Pce^ 0^®’ *be"ch" belling the worbe^’
diw.. ooes three® PP bhe ^Hl^^olet Worker of Dece>J

?^®arir"®PbfS"®«b gives in t 
®b bhe ut!^*^ PPe un n organizat

^'*®<ifroSr‘^®‘* fP«n- T1
^^vement and
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in anv^^i^ winning the workers for united action
most b depends upon our ability to organize even the
*^he workers around specific grievances in the shop,
^^onarv^^ Papers, while constantly bringing forward the revolu- 
Unity a should simultaneously emphasize the need for
By doin initiator in crystallizing this unity in the shop,
that ou ^^®P P^P^^s will help to convince the workers

Wo^er^J^”^ Party have the only correct policy for

® Struggle Against A. F. of L. Bureucrats and the 

Socialist Party
an workers in motion, the shop paper should

the means to expose the A. F. of L. leadership
^®®«me ®‘^®’”ship of the Socialist Party. In our papers we

L, jg ready that the workers are convinced that the A. F. 
®tc. ® Sood. We freely use name-calling—fakers, betrayers, 
^eactiona workers together with the officials into one

hot**^ Oiass without explaining and constantly differenti- 
}y°^ker workers and the leadership. The C. & S.

i°^orado calls the Brotherhood “a company union,” 
Sood Worker in Kansas says: “The A. F. of L. is

'*'***® state". ^ union.” The Stockyard Worker of
‘A.F. of L. does not care for the hard 

(LT^^' W'owieW and youth because the A. F. of L. is a com- 
, that o,nd not a union of the workers.” In addition

®hilled V i ^^ticle causes a rift between the unskilled and the 
the u„ and places the red union, as the champion only

r i*' all of, ” worker, and not all the workers.
, , ®rniit,4. shop papers we have not taken each action of the 
f^”at the<!o ®ach statement, and showed to the workers
.®rtiojjg how these leaders betray the workers. As-
.®®s accusations are made without explanation. This

not confidence in the Party, in the red unions. It
d ^he j)a,^ ®®^ the determination of the workers to struggle.

®*nan(jg j ®*"®, do not show how to carry through a struggle for 
l.r®^oyed , ^“® locals of the union, for exemption dues for un- 

eto the election of rank and file officers in the
• These are still in the main absent from our shop

against the Socialist Party, the Negro re- 
tb Q.p ^ left'' reformists, our papers commit the greatest
Out ^^®ctinn ^ mistake of complete ommission. During
uJ^^Peir we spoke about the Socialist Party in

dej>gf^_ ,* In most cases we assunied that the workers alres
that the Socialist Party is the third party oi 
We spoke of the Republican, Democratic and So-

'^dej.g|,^®* In most cases we assumed that the workers already 
;&talisV the Socialist Party is the third party of
oi'®t i>_ • We spoke of the Republican, Democratic and So- 
^ Of ^ ^1^® same tone. We did not show the special
^^tiojj ^^ocialist Party as the main support of capitalistin ±^arty as tne m

ranks of the workers.
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^“'ialist befc. ®''°P and carfv^ present crisis, ^
not be a UnW ^ constant exposure ot ^
Party. ''®r in undermin^'^ P^^o^pial

t“'»««S'-'«»X'5f ”” “*)'•'»■' ”"'»' ”'°'‘w”
of Worbejg nnd persisto^fi^^ instruments of the 
he conerete reach ^-nu- educate the ^
I as for genera?^®’ *he drawin requires the utiliza^' ^
Pg Position of 4.?°^'''^cal condf lessens from concrete
ren’^l’^to and to link this uP /
co2f "«- “JobS°P <loes The bringing in of

ConvmuS. ^^’^ofore mean mechanic^ 
Itf''® Tarty"Sn."^°^5 We must take «

'’‘our^'^^sary^g'^s for these dj°"
ou»n exo°® Papers g®S>n ^oday al. ogs
®’"aTn^®®’''onces !«. ®’'''8hten consistent propa^
^rkers ’^ I*a?tv\" «'^ases on the basis of *
f'ons foV ahoulrt fight?'^ correct policy and
^W an,^ar and^p'^on, tft daily in the interests of
^’■osperS^®’' the^o?® ooncreg^^'^fion between the pr®F 
Soviet"^^^ AVe ^b?uf>n as^ "««ditions in the shop- 
issues, ^nd ^^^pare bring
iJj® oonditis® iocaV' A-- We workers i

W Cl^alitics. Z fake local cornin'r! factory'^?® or ipT'^’^hers in\;’ and show their relate 
S ff'oS ahom^*®"«torieg shops. Particularly n

te.
aaS "^®^»>ine should be a j

n' '*“ J?f‘“W ,"»<ms to re.ol; 
fke* fhop with our Daily

'^1 ____ ®hopa rs must become th^
'•« the Sho^'~'-~^~-___ ”■

’’kitk ^“‘a E

'" ‘C '"
H are: °"'»'oc
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ana our leadership has suceeeu..- - yj^ers m strikes, should be utilized to show , -jjd the winning 
JJts the possibilities of strike struggles V utilized for sti- 
'he demands. These strike struggles can in-
ating actions against wage cuts m . j_gt that in a series 
Ties. The lessons from these strikes, wage cuts were

other plants where no strikes took P » pg^erful effec 
drawn or wage increases given, s o ^.j^g worke

these strikes. This should be pointed the
^ntimately connected with their spe 

^ T\yr rh. 4
larch 4-The political importance of the Mar^^ t^j\Sg 
s throughout the country cannot be gjjall bring
^«e«tly. It is iniportant that our tvment insurance con

ory clearly the need for p^rt time „ js
&h ”’hed up with the needs of ghop
Jop. The chief point to be stressed ^.^j^gg office

our main fire against Roosevelt J ^^^g pnor ^
el 5 bring back the promis ground this,
^7,®ction for the -forgotten man".

^eave our agitation in the s P* y of Karl
Anniversary—The Fiftieth Anni gggsary tha

takes placed March 14, our sb»P P^P^Luld
“X workers in the shops t^®. ? connection ® ^ gf
i wTth^fu ^today, show the po t
.v^*th the effects of the crisis today, lar manner
* on the theory of the crisis th® ®

manner with j Marx.
evolutionary teachings of

^ the Factories
■ianism—^Penetra (J}^icago shop
i of Earl Browder
inference, January > inference ^.ndtha f “SSnSCi:

he conference that ^^^.^ard *".f{gug for a
ertain small mov pj.g_condi ^hat 
t creating some very much » t),e
a see I am not bou®tiuS g^amin® or 80
>ed. However, when we ^ of meetly
conference, we can ^Jg.thirds ar 

1 conference, aj®“tigular fa^t^f^nemployc^^- 
work of some P^ , j^ecently 

ng factories, or aie
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organizer

with a better dis«,«r® “1 foundation which provided » 
before, \\nien I sav Wt Problems than I have h^
very bad discussion<t taken in relation«s«ons that we have always had on shop v^®’'^'

nditions Exist for Rapid Development of

Wheneve^*'®"^ithth^!ho?^™®v^® ™Provement of the wrork 'JJ 
tfie’^i’^®**°rt, that the\n^^ stands out clearly in al”*
ir actmties of the workers
0/ Spontaneous, not the resu

0/ tfce JeaderaWp. That the
relafi worfc « j* shop is greater thO'P’ . j

“* ">»•*« ‘bout the "Jn
?'“w tbhsstt ,rf'S.-
>S rapidly it bke so-called

stLtr^“®'«e a clear that in the shop
the heginain~^*« kave ben^*' ^ mass strike movem
S^'^.Trotskyit^* ^ '"isis.
“^crisis. wl u^''®cry tbat-wol feU rmder that r\g

strikes and not « strike during gg^’‘'"eof tk^ti" swi° we orientated ourse^^
Todav yjo grown with the d

^rivo 'wni'Lh^ ^Ust fVk j

stSS®^®"*^ Of these conditions
?£: ">^0 intensifying so ra^fj
Shoos ® ^kousanrt ®'^'‘Passin^^^ ®*Pcot to have great ra 
toSC®^t»'o cotv?^ issues V? took place in 1%,

the that of accumulating ^

* '"'"S Th. 1»*
d their faYvIn- of of eviction,

Perspex. oven starvation of tk®*^
^eveW are on tke jok*

.^i'ose co„a- ^*'®"^Plovin^^ Strike Movement f n*"

?«88les^ 4’'f®8sar>ai ^onK'r?®^ the masses for
to s/’^itieT ?®iitical nu^***^ on a larger scale, tk

"tlTty ^ fanla!}-y.^
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on have not only the actions of the unemployed
^^^eets, but around that the strike action of the em- 

^hout shops. In my opinion we should be thinking
We sho /h development and without any undue haste,
Selves j preparing in our minds, discussing among our-
^ Govern '^^hat form we can hasten the maturing of such 

^®rtaird^^ bring it to realization, 
scatt ^ work in the shops as yet is far too weak and 

^^sis fragmentary to give us any imniediate
a few proposals for action of this sort. But given

the CO energetic and correct work in the factories
thiQ of our growing influence in organizational

^ay rapidly be changed.

To
^e\vs itscf^ work is improving in the shops, it
^^thocJs and clearly in our growing understanding of the 

between workers’ democracy, of a close consolida-
out ^arty and the non-Party workers, in the joint 

in*p ^®r con .^®^ands and grievances. Growing from this 
^ . ^^tive between leadership and masses, a growing

and ^ lower organizations of the Party and trade 

dev 1 ^othod^^^^^^ niass initiative ,liquidation of the buro- ^bn^^^^ont -p leadership from above by decree and the 
a ^^Sanic leadership which has less of the artificial 

^^nt effoT^ living contact with the masses.
making to get close and intimate 

^^0 fk ^^ediaf ^ inasses of the workers, to form the basis of 
l^ihs ]. We al^ even the smallest of these needs, we can
^^act* guard against certain distortions of

or^ distortions take the form of a certain narrow 
Polit*^ ^^rtain tendency to set up economic questions 

questions, to exclude political questions, and 
greaf^^^ economic demands not as the path to the 

demands, but to the exclusion of the larger

Living Contact with .the Workers

Up Imniediate Needs with Broader 
Political IssuesUiug|.

narrowing-down tendency, which, 
opDn„.°^ inevitably leads toward the grosser devel- 

in *l’i thi'^T^*”’ already has been spoken in the 
shon ! ’'®”<iency sees the raising of political ques- 

®Vb and an obstacle to the development of
intft nf tL ^*'one- • j^®^*^i^ntion. This is not true. This is a 

highest *he raising of political questions,
Politic, political questions, high politics,

'^Shlv *^he contra^*^® obstacles to the penetration of the Polity»hobiii®"‘"ary, ^ «ay that it is impossible to 
^ *lUestion« '^^-^hers in the shops if we ignore these 

• We must take up these political ques-
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The Z out the role ot
’■®«e these quetr°^ “ ^OPF
^^^t raise thP'iu^^^ ar wheth^ whether we shal

usual metr,) 9Mest'*^ raise thein»
th^W ^"ising It is quite true that

these quegti^jjJ*°Ps. But thif questions does not help the 
y- We bring tbo correct because we do not handle

to thT We bring them abstract-
h"? ^ay. ^® Workers. m^^®^*!’^tes for the questions that

4ei^'''® .proper u,k. *^®*" f^^^ard in the

cal que^K®® °"th^^ '® ProWem^t, questions with the 
On °ut of^o is not ^® to solve. An

contrary ®*^®i^eration i ^®tened by ruling the pel*.
T , ■ the work of the shop unit-

Arint^l.. Att-n.....
*“ rue work of the shop um- 

I?th W^rkne Workers

n}ade®somr^’®yod^2-r *'®^5on to7if the weak'
tion in tj, t**'oeress in think it ^^® ®bops and trade uniou ’ 
the whitd^ ®trugg]g winning ti,- Possible to say we ha l^Prol^®^ ^ into%*;® ^«ero masses to particip^' 
J^®eroes i IS not to I strugei^^^^^i^ations and winning

tPn®-^ ®hop^!® is not and^in extent, in winning
a^ thisV^t woui^ ^®**uuse the P Winning the Negroes * 
Sr® ^ogroS"?- AlP® ^hsolutei^^Sro workers are entirely 
Xv,:,*^?*Uove tu® ® niuci,®'^^h the to raise the q*^® *
that ^ questi ^*^°hlemg®’^®^ter thaP^”^®®® unemployi”® g 
tar ’Merely w** which f ^ the Neev^”'®”® whites, this d 
hregr®®ter sitter*Pg **®> ha<f ° workers in the shop ^
ou?!? Worke® S^J,g^certai/ Jjs a significance far beye^®
fiecat? ®tru4fr ^®tiveP ®> W workers. We attach
ter thp u*'e Ne^’than to^^^'ticipatio-'V® ^ small number 
t^egrPn ^*'eakin^® questin^’^y ®iinilaP trade unions,
Aineric8®®®tion wn®vt the T todP ”""*ber of other worked

“S- key a»f*’Se
canu ter^ machine.i^'tahst clagrid efc® the ^ H®'”ts in the armor , 

On ^»»<i W^'^^Pess 5'p'^elopment of strugg® 
!. ^hen, t„. ^tin.^ . t^’^eves 01,,. creating difficulties tO., ^Pd in," weness ^r'^etupment of
is ^^ep, too ^trugni our „^^®^ting diffic..-
‘ketSCf S. ‘“‘’™“

^^Utin 1. Fascism

* some comrad
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L • • work
has been neglected in the inevitably

aorrr^s to a higher stage of strugff gQcial fascistsf
the problem of stniggle aga^ns developvient

^ can he so much neglected y. of winning
shop ^oor/c. Surely, one cannot spea against

IJHnois without speaking of an can one
^scism every step of the way. , Hnstries which a 
Messing very far even in !"ting and defea^

unorganized, except in ^ill never he ^ .
once of the social fascists. activities in
n Work progresses to large ni appear. They 

that the social fascists will n ^ome g
. very strong position, ‘"‘“of .»-the basis of getting ®t”t>ng h assisW"^ 

y come in with the cooperation shops y
^emies, the bosses. The conquest t defea

only be accomplished as a
• of L. and the S. P. . of

Shop Calls for Specific ^
as one comrade '"^"l^^gpects of the PfC 

®«t attention to the different »®P uid be f pgcial-
Ps and small shops. Industrie^ ^.y^e
say between centralized, tr*^® one ha ’ jitionsJdustries of mass production, on thc^ The cond^^.^^

industry, on the category jrugg’c®-
trating shops in these two main g^ganiz® ® gj^es 

■ The methods whereby trades sh P
build organization in j industry"^, auto-to go by in tackling the steeU rf ^

Us very little guidance m th P econom g^nnot 
The tactics and strat gy^ j^j.gg degr 

decentralized industries . ^.^ggles m Ajiny 
1st ffi® development of ffgjition to

give more in ^^f tgUh single
J»;oblems that have to J.^er qr^est^or^

^-^uiustHes and not try to answer
l^^rali^atiov^. ^ Shop ^ ap-
Some Wrong Tendencies in ^^ong there
g, is necessary to Pui"*.®Averyv^here- jhe shoP

"'hich »"« short»w;”?,r.W»,",ly
fk to explain all of ^^^.^Kers suffcif
, ® ground that our P®*^*y they -gs tothat they are cowardly, tj^^ey trie® paity
’sacrifice themselves. This te" sham^^ities- T^ 

our iw methoos ive act/ - visionsrnres by
, them i"to r;g”oppo®f«/Uive f 
ch. The othei an ygt „ot ^ ve »’* ^ 
leption that on to
eself so thorougny
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caseitisclearnr^tl,i„ same result. -anV
shops where in the shop. We have
Nothing ever hantio^ six or seven ^^jei
have never chanaed The membership of ^gfS
]!ere recruited, nf somebody died. No new n’*®”'^nd

there were any it i®sned, no shop P®P®5,,L and
„ j^^’^hers did not written outside the Ayjan

because if Jf Such shop nuclei are 
estaKr'v'^ have to find ^hem we would rec ^ ^jd
SSik tk. n« *“w‘..."r ‘'“k”’ * Bu” »»
que^H® ^®have this mini would live and grow. ®“gi,oP 

NoMs u ^®®®^ds we refer the sn
»i‘!f»n,m »“k “"-kades int. «kf Je

to do th ^ the cftTY> actiivties ^And aiST^^si'ow to become active andh^, 
i^hen weV^ 'inestion’of” comrades that
"®ss the nroM np trion®'
achieve tff®*^ ®f ®afegul_T®^^’ Bolshevic set
?nd do nothi^"'® ®"d as iJ^ "nit in the shop,
dl-planned^rt?’.aince in suc^^°^ which exist W

that1n?^ty and lack ^^nit is destroyed ^
h^c the short ®ases our K ^4. ®®^®guard. One can tir® *tia^
”® ihe ruosS i®"^h of ti2 ^'^*’inng®®*
^ast fin^ som^®'®®®- 'We^i!!!, ’4.^"'^ ^hose that live the
J «inh>Cble> ^ eive^uf contradiction-
to iife cf^®’^® havo active units a i®ng®

^ SaCr^^^^-2y:

- ‘1^® Shops
S’’'^ existence of the

iug of our*^ ®’^irues and ~;^®’^^'ng, but by givinS qx

factories „^crk. W« v ®*^’^etess all??® f^®”r safeguards-
®treets and^T fhougn to reab^'^’^^® toward the s»f®® tl 
and it jg „ ®}cctionf ^^® atill nini ^4® we are illegal ^1
f® preserve"^ely nLl'' f''® fSw ®®''fnin legalities r”,
®?'®a. aw2®®/’T^ to ^® «® absolutely S

batt>'dtk^® Ce? "'‘® l>y stool pigeon®- g
battles. ^®he ptepj® to take it L-r?f*®’^tant political qn®ftt
S' ttJ. r® <» S ?' *•">* setioasnesk

Tha learn vatour ®®’^®onnei « ®ontacf ^®f®8Uardi^^® methods of conspi
t^^and of membership roU^

fron^\l ^oss ;S»g the technique of
^^^® ^orlTeJi^’^t Wding the existen®®

The very worst tln^^
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® a shop unit destroyed not through its shop activity but

®}y through exposures by stool pigeons. factories
t IS quite true that the degree of spy systems m tn 
reatly exaggerated. The spy systems are ^,gre

popular idea gives them credi most of the
ectly approaching the problem jye to meet them

s of these spy agents. It is not . fjjem, as we do
, ^®^®at them, but as long as we gggjon that the spy
’they will continue to spread the -jjjzation. We can
' ? a highly invincible, terroristic ® the strug-
^ break this fear of the spies by really taking 
^S&inst spies very, v©ry soriously*

•A. Poisonous Conception for our M gtrug-

ben, I would give special mention to tb® ” shops have not 
.^Sainst this idea tLt the workers in the^^^/^ nttle bi 

ed enough yet, that after they bav separates
^aybe they will fight. This idea porkers when y 

.4.- be Workers. You can not » This is a/®^-ay
3ra? ®ats is “good for him. running
n tif opportunistic leftism. working any

I be problems of the struggle ijeas will destr y , 
iniV to our movement. - yg immediate y
ed *be workers unless th®^ an intolerant wa
in,.®”d driven out. We have to ® ^ut of ngn
Uno ^b® attitude that we get eati every r® ^
elief *be workers. Our attitud conditions
e an’ reduction of wages, '®^®r®®"gj^against the bosse 
®ud anger, rage, hj gj^ against it.

immediate action of ^
initial Groups Can Continue to ^ that

bave^f P>^®blem. Several Jgw mnhe cer”
- fact*°.® eertain degree learned gt®^ . and the
poinx®*"*^ and built up small gr P ^j^^t P?*” prob- 

ipg Then we were not able t P ^hat is pofiti-
' rp ^.ugnate, fall apart and disaPP /garning ho them 
^ This problem is essentially that ®f ^®;„ and m®k®^p. jf
lento ^uiall beginnings of org ..yjty inside th j6, 1®’ 
Sir r interest and real of no
'be m^ workers you build uP numb®r®^g mecbani*
er f„ ®nient you begin to get m -ejy with t peyond 
agu ®^ the members of that &rouP ®® t can gj ^ g im- 
Sstl i^easing its size. The moj^^'j^ing, or^UfJ^evehy 
iatelv^r**®^ stage, the first ®*y*®^^fgr this ^^o P factory. 
wS^ find the political activities for enti^ \„d it 

® do»5r* *bey are affecting the m top gr® -g

nd ®?r ®r will stagnate and be and to
issues of struggle in that factory
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f&ctory aroun L ^ worKers in me /acLUft 
to live and arow rf®- to do this has
how to do ihw ti, ♦ ‘'»hen a factory group does nov 

SKnn I otagnates and declines.

of attention to^he^Q^^ problem is shown in
They arethe What are the shop

and extendino* Politicalizing the life of ^ ^^3.
siiop papers are too ^ workers. ^3.
oal fashion; we draw upon in a routine and ^^ld

e put into this nario,.^^ abstract table of contents that s

01 the issues of I ^^^Pthe large/*,^® Jop a^d the .. -
Develn^- ^ situation,

shop Correspondence gg
Inthis’SilV^® I>aily w^v language P^^g,

a mLh’^''®*'^ture^ev^^’^ connection with the ® p^g 
systemli^®"^ our shop work 

^'tions, show ®°^^®»ce dealilf energetic developn»en
the unemnV^®®^®® end thoi^ ''''nth shop problems, shop 

to ”®*t monH.^^ '^enncils trade nnm” j|,ie
te workers.^^’^th or two ^®Pe that it will he P®®® gct
J^uage pjg ’^®,®P®ndence in ^ decisive change in r^ip wo l^®'^an\? the Daily Worker and Jti ^ n

a work to t? oJT ®
nianv'^®r'®'*rresnnL®^®P Work '''''tio contributes m y^e
Si 1 P^^- thi il set himself the task t®
task sh^°? ®^ents ®^^® ®^ ®'^’^ tii®®

« CkVcspSk^^l^en re shop conditions. A dej® 
100 i? iSn" Each one sho®^,

Paper~_ti,^ Wor^'^*^® every t,^ ®’^®® ®n twice a we ' |
*hat is Jords, a ^®®hs, at least one

Havi ^ typewritten sheet

he uvrvui^^^ ciroi,!.^^^ confcv^i. in the Shops®xten? 4??^^^^Ved \w »
^he Ptoblp^® ®hcui3® eontent.! the Shops
t^e shops epr pri*^* tt and ofWorker, we 
« ^ tranS delv® also tv ®f our language P' 

"^®«e Who thesg n® "^ith P’^oblem of penetratio
'^^^ts to dopers problems in such »

®^®P Work ’^®®®®sary instrument-
• The coming campn'=
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Dauy Worker for circulation and for sustain^ S’ilglJ 
going to be one of the major tasks of th®, fnot
nuary, is a task which we must succee „g|; be carried
'Og to have a Daily Worker. This . activity, but

;*-ough not merely as a routine "!°"®y;e^pio%ent and our 
political activity in connection with making the best

•°P and trade union work. One means of ™aking^^.^ 
ssible use of these shop work oonfeien 
jnsformation of our papers; in th^is ^^ave^a fairly satisy- 

ions to the discussion, of which w jjjjon be published 
stenographic record, should in possible in the

j, ® Daily Worker and as much o weeks. I think
if ?,? over a period of three body will under-
"7" probably be done, and I ’’"P" "Ss of 
ad the great value of printing J.® _ +his conference the 

ginn- the discussion, ma^g t^’^^^^bers of the
frtv ^ discussion ^"VoMng y^„g__a real

unions and all friendly worl«rsorg 
discussion of problems of shop ference

The Significance of the held in New
rk*i ®®”f®rence and a similar conjferen^^^ ^*®®'’bv*de-

example of how the ^-hese problems hy
>ef problems. We cannot solv ^h Commits ^
,, from above, by resolutions of tn ^ yctions, throngS««e;arL, by . ll ^ ‘fflluK p5'
lanpa of the weakn^e solving these

bureaucratic method to all
bie!f® ®*^°P work. It is f Ar collectivej^’^^ j^j.ge

1„ We have to create condition through f work-members of the Party «”Vare examples ef wo
the workers-these conferences^aj: basis, we

tig t most difficult pref’^®”’.' g forward m , jj,g that
are o- much more definite s P ^ jjiany P’^® _ hoW to
e hiffto begin to find the solution ^ lon’*"Sms, ^
*k baffled us, and in the P these P^ leadershipalso ?®’'’®^ and how to ourselves sol^ ^^ and ^ j^vel-
he e the proper method of jes that are

® entire working class in the mass strugs
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International Experiences in SKop

Germany
A. E. G. Henningsdorf. There are about 1,500 workers theic- 

The factory section of the red trade union of metal workers 
Berlin reacted to the smallest requirements, and ^re-
oar 250 to 315 members. In the P
paration for the political twenty-four-hour protest strike, 
section succeeded in getting all but 200 workers to 3om

fa^^^memR^ workers of the welding ”'®f^ers.
carried* out haw* reformist union of metal wo
leadership oTthraJoT^'^^’^*® ^ reduction of wages "?^®^tion 
made concessions red union; the
workers awaiting isfjrof® ^
red trade union thl I ^ tool
department, against thJ^ passive resistance m (.gss-
ful here also. wage-cut and was su

organize? pissfve ®rS? successf^
workers) vdien the com,?*^^ department t g
m the production of to cut the Pi®®®y,?ol<i
piece rate was retained with the result that t
^®/®*®’^mist memhew" caused a split ^ ^y^e

materials of the R t factory committee tb®
^•^G. Henningsdorf pLn ^^ch investigated

What does tVi Piant).
W&^»“ «>« “ ?“»”
t^o rSomf^'"^^ obsSe? .u eve**
tories a^ V workers. ^^™® workers follow them, ®. g-
"®t a . we ^an derr?.^® something in tbe

^^artv i^eformists. It is cer
oocd in orew^-revolution^'^* around do not strike', ^jg-
200 out of&® twenty »„^’^®de nnion opposition „^iy
'nendous suto ^®ifkets during wbicb
"^>re, if ortl ’ ®nd such ^^^® i®^- 'This was »^^y-

necessarl proue?^*®® ®.®'^^^ ^® achieved ev
not by sbn^^®^ Work tv,^* example shows n

o not explain not hv a approach to the ^jcb
eeds exiatir,- . nythinp. v>«i , general nolitical slogans
u not explain not hv a approach to i

tnnVv ®^®ting ivT^'ng, Political sloga
dize the worke^^ *®®tories\n?®’^®''® based y

yj^’^^ess you a „ ® for po^L^?*^ This is the way
thfL^® ^^'8 you V-n ^ ®®«on. ^d.c. I, *«y.« ,«p {.^/i

to the Twelfth Plenum
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Poland
A peculiar form of the strike movement is the seisure of fac- 

tories. This is the second basic form of struggle against the 
capitalist offensive, especially against dismissals. The move
ment has assumed a mass character and is extending to a num
ber of factories and tens of thousands of workers. Owing to 
our agitation and above all as a result of their own experience, 
the workers became convinced that it was not enough to remain 
passively in the factory, but that it was necessary to get into 
contact with the workers of other factories and the unemployed 
and to carry the struggle beyond the confines of the factory 
which had been seized.

An example of the seizure of a factory accompanied by the 
struggle in the streets and sympathy strikes, was given recently 
by the workers in Pablianitz. While 800 workers occupied the 
factory, a crowd of 300 workers demonstrated and fought stub
bornly with the police at the factory gates, after which the 
struggle was shifted to the territory of the factory.

Prom this we see how acute was the character of the resis
tance of the workers, which, in a way, contained the elermnts 
of civil war. Similar elements were observed in other actions 
of the working class. The strike movement, bringing the work
ing masses more and more sharply into conflict with the ap
paratus of fascist dictatorship, draws them into political life 
and sets before them the question of POwer, the question of the 
revolutionary way out of the crisis. (From the Keport of 
Comrade Lansky, Twelfth Plenum E. C. O. l.l

Chechoslovakia

The fourth question is concerned with the revolutwnizing of 
th^ m , 1 ■/■h/f oivtUiTict of the GcoytOTYvic “wit/h i/Jvceconomic struggle, or the J problem can-Political Strug ale. In my speech I said that tnis proDiem cannot be solved! by mechanically attach mg .^"y po it^^ 
to the economic demands. Was I right in this. I think I was. fo. the pZwlT. compncM « f”“w“=

«'»r^TSh‘"polMief dosans dotlPE ‘h* «on»mic struEgles a, 
10,. • Poiiiicai siuga conduct of the economiclave immediate connection with th political slogans as are

1“ Thea«EEla. But .he ,a»,.S'! .Be uee pTaTtS’l'l

once again base my remarks on o P • gtruffffle of
'f Freiwaldau. That was originally The state power
be workers, both employed and unemp^^y demonstrations, 
pposed this struggle. I* .u/s they went on strike and
he workers would not submit to th , . nrohibition It
emonstrated under our leadership, , women Were shot
«me to sh,o.i„E. Eiph. • je"
y the gendarmes. What was the
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who had work, until the burial of the
of over 150 the country, there was a ^
thousands of nrnf^ P^’^^est strikes, hundreds of demonstrati » 
the Ckine r,nn? proclamations from all sections oj
in response to mi ^ happened under our leaders ’
A. respite in tke t nnder our slogans. And the res
a certain period ^^^°'^ghout the whole country, ,■'mportancl (Prom became an affair of high
Plenum E. c. C. ^eport of Comrade Gockvald, Twelf

En 1 ^
has nine members/^thp*^^ n" (2,500 workers, the cel^

of calculation S^ forward the demand that th
S®rs, also that theT^i be explained to th
tive and that wao should control the fixing

After ®bould be paid according to co 
attra j’ got sevp ^ ,’^®l®ction of these demands by ,
wana'l'^^ other denart^ hundred workers to stop work, a 
the cefl™^”^ ®*^he conce^^'^^^ niovement forcing ^
newsni^f^'y i«creasS^"‘°"®- ^s a result, the infl^^n'^f °

issu^ of the factor
I^ithe TSedvrt" ®«8^and').^’'°“ the report of the organ

let7^"'^''^^Sing immediate demand

<^cll then t ^he Daily Work^^
the blo\Ji7^’^®^ ^ ieaflet t.t’ ^hich ended successful •

^®'ay) and tho 'whistle demands (for hreW
theRepoi(.t of\in”‘®’‘ageinent ®"d of the day, q
c. I.) pTSJS»ve «w

*^y to the Twelfth Plenum,

S'? S mS? "Shtevmen. We M<> J
men’t down ° this cnni^^^'^ strike began.
lVo))cct^''^*'’ns we7^ to get .^'nally, comrades

man of done I ®®t the n written up in the f?
never the I^ailv ^o^ker among the s

500 Use f ^^^^’'^nien’s in ^ker was sent to the ch‘

T^hat gavo story to it to a
the firs7,°'^'^ fir^t has toi7”' ^he strikers s£

in twn®^'’^y. 7e the truth about our fig
m7/c therabufi^'terest aro^ 

ganmed at wh?4 >rtat\"“7'nld up a big infln® 
i-Wenty ii„w a special me®

^htermen joined our
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fn one of those branches we still have a big influence. But the 
important thing was the role of that the Daily Worker began 
o play among a number of workers who had never heard of the 

paper before. (From the Report of Comrade Pollitt.)

The masses want to fight. They are seeking leadership, and, 
however weak the work of our sections may be, they come to us.

The course of the Lancashire strike may serve as a clear 
example of the strong tendency towards the Communist Party, 

the masses entering the struggle. Take the beginning of this 
strike, the strike in Burnley. In this town there are 87 textile 
factories, and the number of workers reaches 25,000. In Burn- 
my the Communist Party had 9 members and 9 non-Party mem
bers of the Minority Movement. In addition, our Party was not 
Popular among the organized workers because it had obtained 
a firm reputation for being against the trade unions. On July 
24th, owing to the growth of strike sentiment among the workers, 
our Party held a meeting in Burnley. Unexpectedly, 5,000 work
ers came to the meeting, which was an unprecedented event in 
Burnley. This meeting was decisive. On the next day, July 25th, 
the strike commenced, and the leadership was practically in the 
hands of the Party, although the Party had not prepared for 
this. The workers demanded that the members of the Party 
should give them instructions about the further extension of 
the strike. In two days the strike pickets under Party leader
ship closed all the 87 factories. In the night of July 27-28 the 
Party organized a march to the neighboring textile centre of 
Nelson, with the aim of extending the strike. 15,000 workers 
took part in the march.

Boes not this example of the Lancashire strike and the ex
ample of the American Communist Party, which last year, led 
the big miners’ strikes in Illinois and Ohio, show that the masses 
are ready for the fight, and are seeking the leadership of the 
Communist Parties and the Red Trade Unions; that Communists 
need only to exert even slight efforts and the leadership will 
^all into their hands? (From the Report of Comrade Gusev, 
Twelfth Plenum E. C. C. I.)

On the Leading Role of the Party
Comrade Stalin has rightly said: “The masses must convince 

themselves, on the basis of their own experience, of the correct
ness of the Partv’s policy.” Thus, we must do all we can, by 
nnr slogans, and our policy, to convince the masses, on the 
^nsis of their own experience, that there is only one workers 
;Pnrty, only owe revolutionary Party which demands and upholds 
the class interests of the proletariat and all toilers—the Com- 
niunist Party* Precisely for this reason, we must bring the 
leading role of our Party to the political and revolutionary con-
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allow , "®—for the t"® great aims that
price” to mar “’^PPtunitv^ We must not
fight most sharnfv^^^^y ^»Png’the^,af
®™Ple, the iHr^l?®®^*Pstall svn^? as we must
dictatorship Possff t?^T

tremendousf^ ^®ve showl^'n!^ ^ ^'evolutionary Party.
^erty and of itc"r*^^^en the working class is
or set aside -nr^®role is !„ ^*’*"®*Ple of a revolutionary 

Perform j^^® ®eon, for obscured, neglected
A united fronr^^ ’Penouvers ^.^”'P'e, in France how the 

sands of Tvorkersfor „ Question of the policy 
nd the c. q m *hns led intn J'i'POj hundreds of thou- 

Sr tactics^'/"Stained a ^o that our Party
theses^ **®®” said a^ti,*^® *'®^ormists t ^®“P® through

s and Statutes •+*^® Second Wn u i*®^ recall what has 
, ‘‘Under said: '* Congress. There, in the

the worl-^*'‘ J'istorical
straS® tI®" "‘Ay\e°^r’°"® it is quite possible 

itself to fv numerous re-
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front with ourselves! The united front in a Bolshevik sense 
signifies joint action affo/inst capital of the Convtnunists OTid the 
niemhevs of the vevolutionary Trade Union with the workers 
l^^longing to the Social-Democratic Party, the members of the 
reformist unions and the unorganized workers. Such is the real 
united front. We could quote a mass of such examples from 
the factories in Germany, from the times of economic and 
political strikes in Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, France and a whole 
number of other countries. We have already splendid models 
of the united front (Brux, Vienna, the tramway workers strikes 
in Poland, anti-fascist action in Germany, the strike in Belgium, 
etc.) But these are only models and not general phenomena. 
And yet, the task is to convert such models into every-day 
phenomena, into the every-day method of struggle. An al- em
bracing instruction cannot be invented for the 
ization of the united front. Bolshevist sensing of the Position 
is what is necessary here. A different specific approach is imces 
fary in each factory, in each industry, m .
is important is to have a definite Inw o p pouncil
formulated at the VIII Session of the R.I.L.U. Central Council

as follows: . , , x 4.1.‘‘The forms of united front which existed up to the 
ine lorms 01 u««Qncp there is too much same-present "ot are too much of one type;

ness about them, and because iney , should
the tom, of “‘'.X”™
Change. The .thing dws^otji® th^
IS important is that the organs ui

1) Formed for etro*eIe *"*Sr"S'“’'’

4) Not renlace revolutionary trade unions.) Not repiac flexibility must therefore be
.The maximum and names of the organs

displayed in the form of organization anu
of the united front/'

r«, • i. TDorfv is to raise the backward
The task of the Communis backward views.

«e mor»«p More . Bolshevik one, in
This is why such « workers, light for the snme

^hich we march together with t moment that we are
emands, but do not forget . and tasks than the

Communists, that we have p^rty workers, who in this
backward social-democratic and no The task is
particular action are going hand m hand wun
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^ claTsT How‘to
application o?th ^«Ply to ^hich «,
national Bolsho, ^ of the nnif by the Bolshevi-

'Pl»e most P of n^ ot^^ below;-inter
tions is necessr^“l control on tb methods.
toS a^ '=anSct"th‘'® ^PPlication^?f organize
take advantage of ^“>selves a«H • ^ united front, hov 

olutionary united front ''vhich way they shouh
re« ®*®U'l^ers of tbi^D Prolet consolidation of th
Sources, they our ®ut if we will leav^
to b,j^^'^^atable m!^v “"au’lt manv ^'^"‘^^'uuaries to their owi 
tois ? '"tautions? °f e^s the case th-
cadres Solshe’ are not^^'*^^ register are <
of the’ Sn^f'^"^arly ^’^aining^of o intentions. A
na„ " united fr^ut the time our mem’
'15 ^^r«eulaS;T^^^ to bad intentions. >

uecSso’'"'*®'^ front time SV °ur members and lo
af the T is a cond't^ ®°cial.demL^^?''^^tton of the tac
>lfth Pie^ ^"uut- \pr fTr th
^trie Voi o of the. the ^ correct applical“'• 2. No. 21.S* N C.C.I. pubiS?. '>' Losovoky bt 

^2.) published in the R.I.L.U. Ma
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Building the United Front for Struggle

“The Executive Committee of the Communist Interrm- 
tional firvily believes that the social 
party workers regardless of what attitude th
ocratic leaders adopt in setting up rninmunists

overcome all obstacles and, together with the Communists, 

set up the united front not in words but in aeeos.

^HE Twelfth Plenum Resolution of Fou^tTenth
tee of the Communist International and t 

"d Sixteeth Plenum Resolutions .gj^y of speeding
place in the center of the activity, the neces^ty 

P the intensity of the work of the Par y j^^jonary ac-
^1*® American working class continuously

,n. In all the directives of the Paity j, ^j^g masses
P°»Pted out that the Party cannot agitates
thi unless we react to g motion is the

Workers. The key to setting the the work-
rrect application of the united • beliefs, in a strug-

regardless of their political or religious beliei , 
ele around their most immediate demand . and the call

The Manifesto of the Communist Intern^ ^^pj.
t„].°^r Central Committee for ^ni ® „ j weapon to mob-Jalist offensive furnishes us with a capitalist attack,

the masses for struggle to J®®‘® jg for the freedom 
must apply it in the immediate strugg against

Wa Mooney and the Scottsboro 1 insurance, in the
®uts, for unemployed relief and danger. May Day,

fm^*- ^®^iust fascism and the growing jjg^tion of the united
furnishes the possibility for the widest appli .gjj of the
front for struggle" Through the .“narrow circle and

n tactic, we can break through oui^^^ neighborhoods,
y thousands of workers from the j.jnie this weapon

or organizations in struggle. „i.ers, members of the
*i. enable the Party to convince the w . ^nd other re-
malist Party, American Federation ° ^ facts and the
mist organizations on the basis o Socialist Party

P®riences of the struggle the role played by
P. of L. leaderships. nuclei, the fractions

The Districts, sections, shop and unions, m the mas
the revolutionary and reformist trade united

®^nlzations must go forward and boldiy
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xronr. ^ ot the application of the unit

S5*s •'>' <>"“

«i»sd. ”£*“ ¥ Members of “ number
think that P°iAt in theV i '
front whentions, accnrH^^'^®^'^^ the call sincere on the unit
to „*".;^Wch “the E c
common fight I ***® f^onimunist p considers it possil
making attai ^^*"®t capital fduring the time 
necessLy"K\on socSL^^^fascism. to^efrain fr 
^>-ont wfth^^’^o clear to eve? tf*’" organizations.” It 
Jhc Communist%°^5^®‘^tions member that a unit
betrayed the int?? never ^ non-aggression pa
offer the agree?®®^® the wL?^ exposing those who hi 

ff> and when”*t?* reached ‘^'oss, before, during, 
0S>^ee on a ?’ represent!-"’^ ^ united front.

inst the Cur» .t^^ht, on Communist Pa
or ^.O’^ty* A. p. ■'"nth the Program of act
atf^*!'t' ^ny one ’ ^®®ference f ^’^^^entatives of the Soc 

^eainS t the p" P?^ogressive Labor Acti
'whn a^ree to ? faring the refrain from mak:S.ir.:j®^"oe to fight i« orde® tjT t^® co«imon 
fight excuse t^e interet^ impossible for th

We «u ft*® agreenf Against all tv! t''® “®®t
P’^cposalt? ot all ti? violate the c
’”o®t*a|d^” o^eement a's^ *^® masses

“an fn ^oniTYn?^^ opponents.oftfie?ort"®^®SeJt o.“concSi ”*®t Party representat
^tweert?’^a.» ^e dteet?’'o»» ®f action,” otl
for iivii "e Cotniv,__anited f»„_, ®cted against tiie inter
between tv, Thr, be di^ P/°Sram of act 

nnite? ^?ammni?t®*f fron??®^ against tt 
In the against ond the o non-aggini®etings ."^’se of !ff ®t the atte^, 'olists. It^ 

on aT. tbe to retocks of the capU
St?® canSt?- of

® brought t"®f be see>. city «>. t"® varioi
disen ^**® atten?ooUngs p®'^bborhood 

'he vmj ®assed 5„ . ation Every sten

0 United . *‘ »'•« •
a common sti
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certain grievances or for certain demands on a minimum 
program of action. But the C. P. cannot and will not give 
PP its program in fighting capitalism. The j’7s"tf
forward this full program to the masses, ^he Communists 
^ust prove to the masses that because the C. P. rtv^^ort- 
Pverthrow of bourgeois dictatorship, it is the ""ly 
insr fnr. 4^1,_____ , X._____workers. In its every-

^Pst prove to the masses that because the u ir
Pverthrow of bourgeois dictatorship, it is the ""ly 
dn^ the revolutionary unity of the j\ :„_i mission
th ^ and in the performance of its establishing

works to unite the workers, for wi ^ass
^ij\'^P*fy on the basis of class struggle, g leaflets,
Pam PPable to defeat its class ®p®"” ®1 _^p every action. 
Th^P^^ets must state the Communist organization in
wh- front cannot be viewed as a which the?^hich the Communist Party will be dissolved, m wmc 
nPependent role of the Party is submerged. 

oro. Districts, sections, units, reyolu conferences
o/tKshould immediately initiate ca territory
to „ f .®^®outives of labor organizations in ^ demonstra-
:? P'^hieve the unity of the workers in the Jlay Day 
A i? PPf mean that if a Socia organizations
^ f • of L. local or a city coPimi tee ®f these 
con ,P® for a united action for str gg shop, that
We^~u"*V^ the workers in the terri ory were not
thp not go into this united f jn a city where
the ones who initiated it. We have ®";^^7P;Vforces for the 
jf PpJPhst Branch invited us to uni . .gj.g}jjp hesitated to 
acco /^®y demonstration. The Par y. g and “initiate 
the the invitation and decided to & We have
to i^P'ted front. This mistake was c nothing to fear.
_ ^ceep in mind that the Communists h if the aim
is enter into any united fron against capitalism.
" to fight for the interests of the workers aga

♦ * fi, f the unorganized
nasT® to emphasize all the time tha^ through
)ur f "'P^t be approached and won by ^ successful
Pr united front t^tic. Nobody in a given
vin ? front action of the organized "^°^tfme
Php have tremendous influence on ^t the same
Vervf^^^^ he drawn into the strugg • ^porganized wor ^ 
irith^thing should be done to p"**® th® Day, for the
S organized. In our Pr®P®^^finst fascism, 
fav hfooney Congress, in our fig _ where as yet the wo 
rs d^® have to penetrate the fu®tories ^ ^^trate in the neig -
-or}5® Put belong to any organizations, p"®
rgam^ ;:yhere the unemployed are o committees m the f
oS” .^tions. We have to build “P mittees will be unite 
ropf. ’ ,*P the neighborhoods, ^h^ . in these plac >
luS bodies embracing all the woikers 

organized workers.
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posals f time unemployed organ-?S eH " action In ^«rking out pro-

steps havp K workers ™®™bers of these organ-
the united '’V our them what
front around°"n it jg f asking them to support
mittee call ‘demands S buiW a united

oity to K.,1 J ® passible that ^y Central Com-aancerning th/ a wide united^^ certain territory 
everjr\yherp cu on one or two issues

of ^^^ediatelv energy the Party
af strugcrji""'®fs liavr /rn f^^at:

in deeds®*^nd Ind *^F®agh their long years 
f^^ant in das, ” front rank,^ stand, not in words 

actions againgfi°V^a fight for the united
Experie^ _J^the bourgeoisie.”

y riences Iq BuilJ~—-----— —

T®® f«ki “h?”

r,P“'« ”^!!!? >« tr«J“r'W U"i«n, which ic c';

one la plants, elected ^
sentinip *ho Pack?^' '^any of*^fu P*^rit where about l20d
by tK > aur ^rjHouse\°o,k^ Workers in this plani 
^ ®fapna^*°” the^T,^”, ^as crea^^ Industrial Union. Th« 
ane man far a Plant ^y the action taker

Cn . beca^’'®" they carried througj
fagether^„”‘’**iftee bad ^he company laid of
?®'"SndV^®°Sr2tr’'^i®*fS attempts to gc
^^eas werl in tb?® "^arkerr^ ^^le large plant, but oi 
*^^Pf Was tb'^t left and We^^’"®,. afraid to get together

'^® ^Wng\’''^fit. Th® groW worse
At tu \yB >r. ^ the 40-bni issue in the larg

•^astriai^U *-®®alar m p- ^^®*' guarantee.
Plant uH^^lan ^ faceting ® ^>rst Steps
larg ^ ^aw*'^ ^rou^d th House Workers Ir
We^! Plant to fv,*^^ars vd ® *®®ae of t? organizing the larg
Here“^®a<led 5J® ^a^ct to^^h •‘^®'^°'^r week guaraj
^orLv^® fiiscull ?attiag ting of tLV/”^ workers from fh 
Ch he the n®Pa Workot ^/^an. To this rneetm 

’^tmentto^® ag,g^« Proble,„/har from the large pla^^
®®ting ft some ^® P^^nt with this or 

tta promised workers from h
fa bring about 8 worker
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from his department, but to our surprise he brought down 15 
workers, half of his department.

We had a good discussion about the condi ions i 
^nd the workers decided to meet again. A grievances
elected to issue a leaflet on the basis of f f

also decided to write up some sbgans 
the grievances ’ — r,i«nt. Most of them werealso decided to write up some siogan:> 

w-'ievances on the walls of the plant. °. walls
young Workers and they all volunteered to

all departments possible. . , . ^he workers
<^ay there was a turmoil in the union

and f that the assistant Super-
infl grievances. It went so far th ^^sh the
^tendent of the plant had to go ction. Through

11s. This inspired the workers W fur greets of sticker 
eir own initiative and suggestion they ^ -g^ off the
per and made more slogans that were j up a leaflet 

Th» committee that wot ''f‘^,lort d““ 
it I' ^ad made up a good leaflet. It w 40-hour guar-
three grievances: 1. Stop the bref nff of 15

2. Stop all wage cuts; 3. For a return of 
^est peHod.

We Make Progress
Wp meeting of the workers r ^ j,in,gnt and

had 97% of the workers .j, ^e workers joined
f’'"®*” °fher departments. (Committee of 5 to

Whi and they elected a department This
Q *^h they added 4 workers from 2 ^jemands and bring 
j. uiittee was instructed to draw

°?*aiendations for the next „ group of workers
took up the question of S®***"^. in^the section with

thp*” another plant which is the la^ *jiis plant ther
most active workers from this plant.
close to 2000 workers employed. the young

Worf^ interesting experiences that e organization
are the most active and willing to jt

S^as well as to sacriflce their time toj^.^^ U^g first depart
ment yaang fellows that helped ^ gther Importan 
is committee in the large plant. A establisn

when we get workers workers. It nee-
essa^^^ relations with the most mi gg the problems 
them^ visit them in their homes,

A them proper advice , some of the ^theit^®’’ first meeting, we visited whether all^J
theil ^°mes, asking how they I'l'®. whether they thi 
evel^ satisfied with the meeting, ^^ppen to t

there was 0. K. so nathing JJjy relation
able't ^I'^'augh this personal and jnfluencial

a establish confidence among
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A sin imvJ - ™ workers
of workers is ^^^Hions as t°f the^P „^thaddroppeVout „/j" 

workers
*'strZ'!" wf ^ 7& we are going to prevent

uneTYirii___ ^plained fn 4.1.- ^^king their iobs in case of

number
account

Siam. workers were well i

®^eport on ^ ^

Miners of the ^

^'^Nat hl^u ®'^P®f notified that a nr
meeS°”el mCs°7® on the f °f the mine would t 
eoce the Besse «>emW^'PS evening, 
j’ealized th of the^i^^A^^tely got busy.

the B,r^t this m ° V ^®t the Ti„. M. U. was called 
tt*e same f cuS"® Was call!!} do. The Ur
oompany ^ Was done^-^°Wn the the company r
., The {jn- other «,,• standard of livi
J5® tollowii ® *P®>nhers d • ® the sJ
them of niorniv,^ decided +1.

^lso^edH^°Ptd ta?®” the mL^ ^^^^tet should be iss 
M'tuattn^’^^ thatnt^lace ^^‘Pors g„ ^
lea^f tn should do.
are ! ’ t>oth^"®® oomra? them. ^®"'t)ers must be visited
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these few leaflets were the beginning, and 
'*«• The leaflet explained ”»n“ g*“'
»«iners would be compelled to work on the twenty y

at the rate of |2.00 a day and ^Iso explaimng^^^
w miners worked eight or stockpiles, and

number ^yage of |3.60 a daywould then stop running. The w g 
8 days a month was already a sta^J against

>«mers. The leaflet called upon the 
^ wa^e cut, to organize anti-wage cu> 

tv,- Union members agitated all day \itt\e work was
A Miners to vote against the wage-cu . boiling mad. Allt'Jfe that day in the mine. Every miner ^teliefs were 
as "Miners regardless of their religious or P J ^^gg.cut. Only 

one man ready to vote against the c amongst the
ftiin^^ oompany suckers were trying o company, bo* to vote for this new scheme of the comp 

od to gain any influence. , g,jjft had come up
anevening of the 7th when the d ^ ^^gre grouped 
told?® "'S:ht shift was ready to go m ^ere

?>®‘='^ssing in loud vo ces ?e reading

The miners were very " f."tomfn? and began to 
talW® superintendent came in at tb’ i„ exact y
the miners laying the propos explained mleaflT^y NatioLl Miners’ U. loafleyjd

its 1^1 "^^ose miners still doub^ng ^jj^t the *Xj v^^anation were convinced there yarned the m
^o'rrelt • • of the miners.
'The^?® Superintendent asked ^°r the op a
Board‘"®"® hesitated. One of the the Ironton Mine,
iftiiyi' j.^^omber, and also a former rank and j^-’tswS^t«ly after a slight hesitation of t^he^ ^ ..^o, we d^nj 
Want a ^he Superintendent’s prop miners a ' j ^le,M. ^ % wage-cut.” This at once ? ^igo the rank »nd n^^ 
Comr’ay* nrembers began Protesting ^ ^„t how ^ 
thing^S® began to speak and pomt^^ promises that 
com5, happened in Crystal Falls and instead fool 
WorL *"^de and did not carry out,

ip. into taking this wage-ciut. ^^^^n the ^0''onie% ^'^^®’^intendent called ^"“^^j^ent. rose upon
ou?,/°5Ward and back up his state ^ ^^.jji.gndent,r 
^ henpk**^**®*' walked in front of * .j^gj-s, exP"®*”® ggi for a 
,°%iap« began to speak t/> the the proP ^.j^greby
honua® st^atements. He pointed ou woikers,

was only a method to speed nP^^ ^j^g jaying
StonU-niloc sn mUCh SOO
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of nrp 'oroc A., ^ given alter a ,immediately saw that that ^he
wage-cut ih this'^fh„„!'®,,“”'P^"y

A minpr K=„ ^ bonus proposition. -f
the 20 days that^+l and pointed out how 12
a day which would worked would only rate at 90 c _
wiiner called w more starvation and misery,signify by savin, *^°se against the wage-cut °
voices “I.” ^ S The dry house echoed with the nun

to the meeting miners to go home and to coine
plans to combat anv!^f Swede-Finn Hall that night to 
wage-cut. ^ attempts of the bosses to put through thi

last. Comrade U^sta° ^*'‘1 Comrade M. stayed till
’‘ot get a chance’ to*^®*^ the Superintendent d

Leading comrades remaining ^e
for the meeting of the^^^ ^ meeting that night to pi^®.P 
turned up at\e 30 rank and file miuet^
ha^ halt Cot ^he first time that miners were
had succeeded thattf^^*^® ®P°he pointing out what ^

were able to^ through organized j
that ® Union was h° wage-cut down. The Nation^
htwT."^l®"d«rthe mt^^^ as the organization

ouVSatIr willing to a^ePj

'^mpany”'^’^*®®s to organizing on'^^e
a through tf^^'^st further attempts of tn
W »» c“„i? '“»■ After a thorough dl*"!

the citv the comn ^ winning the mine ^terSn* SV"^ 1

“hmpt to“f“'i«ipUh,°“jJ “fiea of leahets in f»“' ^ill 
t, and callinl ^'^erent metbt ”''"®rs that the company

»«>«"»> i'S"£‘'>oSe?j'’ r. ss«'
orpn«-^*‘®”t grou^ '^'ngs to he v,^?,o*’ganize in a united ^ 
cut. Against tL°l”''»»ers, exnfa^ location, fo g)
the IT to be 1 •'^°sses> att^^' the fact that we
«very h-ront c^^^* ^ext wee??ts to put through the wag^

^ ®hift on this^o”'n'*ttee, ^^ss meetings to enl »
Committee. have miners
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We can sav, that in the short notice that we had of the 
;^’age-cut, the‘very little agitation andcuT tothe issue" W^lnred?:

s, that we reacted very quickly to t Dropogandabegan to agitate and spread at least a 1 ttk
explained to the miners what 7” . f tjjg miners,

WHh organize a united ^ organized struggle
with prospects of getting more miners in an o g
eamst the company. different nationalities to

We were able to get 30 miners of ditteiem 
meeting and discuss the problems facmg^,^^ ^gpg.

oi^n have shortcomings, t y , overcomewhen the struggle develops further, unless we

immediately. ^on^a that is, leaflets,
as spread as much propag >

should have due to difficulties. dry-house,
Wp u must admit that at the mee i ^ ^ mem-

have called for a vote at once. the miners
that ^oing this, would have , ^^^mers and the leader 

N. M. U. is the leader of the miner.
® miners* struggles. M. M*

.............. . - 451/, nour week: |20 we-^nists. They have a , jgr men, etc. „jjich 
age for girls and $25 we ^ holiday? f 
:alls for May First as an offic 
get paid. , the bosses » gyring
of a strong d°sire to ^ggkiy wage 

>rce through a cut of in profits
•eriod of the crisis, ^ne ^gUavs less ’ ^
:he l^osses bad made a f ‘^They, therefore,
year. They also kne ^„j.kers. ^bey. 
ofits at the expense of g^gn tbougb
it a wage-cut was ^ coi expected t
^ot hinted such action, 
mt expired.
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& xvuiu ue to explain to the worK-erts, ^oinsta cut in wage rates was coming and the need to fight aS 
It; and second, that a tax to fight the cut should be levied 
every worker and that this tax be paid in weekly instaliH'Cd ^
' carried on for six weeks. In j^.^'^+he

oune rnm*' nucleus, the question was discussed ' -^.y
oung Communist League nucleus: in the Trade Union UnitJ

to carried on for six weeks. In an i
Younp tlie nucleus, the question was discussed i
Leaguein the Trade Union Uni
Labor DeferCommittee; in the qVioPForum (h!l^ International Relief; in the Sh
tions between Personal co"'"^y.
it was taken workers with the rest; and, fi ^
unanimously accented''\^”'°’^ ?’^°^*^^'nucle«®
even suceeedpH * ^ ^ result of this campaign the n
and tax a groun over to its program of prepar

Paper Mill International Pulp Sulhpitf JJ.,
liated, walked into the”Jh^ Bleyer shop local '
that the bosses told hiJ^tu’ informed the Shop Comm 
and wanted the wori couldn’t afford the existing s ® ^
for or against tCbos^ ^ ^ ‘^’^t. Mr. Burke said no|*

?«. t,’?r . He left It up to the '«« ,
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committee in the shop. Everywhere the 
unanimously against Burke. Already the strike sentiment

wriUng w. fln<> ‘-e rSXt.*' 
®leyer shop with higher wages than * jjj ^he last

® find that they have not yet received a ^ ® j jead-
3-4 years of the crisis. Further, we find the revolutmna^ i 
®jship in the shop preparing them for the effective deieat

• the International Union? 
1 a , IS the situation elsewhere m th international

revolutionary opposition has ena 20%-30%
°ffi®>als, with Burke at the head, to put over the
a uiore in all of the other locals. Abo international
greement with the Bleyer bosses will ’. ^jn find the

gl convention will be held. ® united front against 
eyer shop local calling for a rank and ^^® V. * druggies which Sf and for mutual support of the strike 

etc^ ^® ^aged against the cuts, for "V union movement.
® program of the revolutionary__-hown that their

militant massto^ -L® ^aged against the cuts, tor , union movement.
program of the revolutionary gj,own that their

,oii3® ®Jeyer shop has by actual ®^ . ^^e union movement)
nai policies of the revolutionary ^ p l bu-
^uintain the standards of the workers T ^^e
'ork« ^^'"® shown by example that th^y the Com-
luni revealing these facts policies. The
'omrn*® will succeed in winning ®uP^ . (.ijig the way by actual 
Xa^^V"'®‘s in the Bleyer shop are ^ shop but to the
roi.^**^® not only to the workers m tho * That is true Com- 
2®fs and Communists in other shops.

leadership! DAVE GORDON*

Recruiting Is a u..
ttfpIrS'•►" rf tt' S

“p. pf.n'r"*"' ■ • • P"-"-
itiot®‘ **®s district, section, task? **ave yo“

‘**® *‘®solution to accompl industr'^
"rito^^Y "r ’-Lot’s hear about
■xt How have you dome . Te^rwi/^Rfnumb^ of the PARTY ORGANIZ
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NY comrades have written articles on the various 
block unemployed on the neighbovh<^ ’
periodicaU nothing has been written m
workers on ^orms of organization among the nnemploy

^gnout the entire country.
struggle ^ainti^f necessity of organizing
form of the ori» labor, we are at a loss as to the
this organization^”'^^i'j°? these projects and what nela 
given territorv unemployed movement i
of a model orsan' article I wish to discuss the j
in Providence, R of the above type as it is practi

other large citv°^w^'^Tf^'°® Providnce is typical of anV 
tics show som?35 000® While the State stati
are receiving relief ^ ’^^®™Plnyo<i in this city only some g 
who receive aid mn«5t department of Public Aid. ^ 
called Relief Projects ^ certain amount of work on
®^h employing & inS®!® 12 such major projecJJ;

®°.^“merous small nm‘ f® ^ time. There
About two months i®®^® employing from 10 to 50 men- 

took®.v®“®l I'^^ejects wbfl workers from one
coS,,^''® ^iiitiative in workers named “Hungry S'}^’
yferred with a coL? unemployed club.
izine®c^®*^“®^l Textile ^1'® Executive Boa
At the ®^d beean Union, formed their
to Live ckb“®®*'®^’ dec°d!r^'”® ^“Rigl'*
organizat, to mLe ^ 1° "ame their club the B»S,,
all over tk”* • "^1*® ^ight to t .®^ly''''''ide and later state- ®f itrkiS®.®ily. so that 11^®

the city of p®^.®«eiand^%IV^ largest orgam^^^^
entlying rtio?*- ’^“^^dence m-^v. l^ere are
^1;® aeeds reW ,'^^® c£ ?ake 

political k.i?®!'®f. lavin,, J: “akes m am

over 1,000 me_m
needs The Club ?®f’ about 500 more n

political belieflaying ^o any unemployed w
®asli relief®^- The 5nb 1® ^®Ugi®"-
>;®gular weeS issues o« ®" activitie
Iw® Board, n ^®®tings anrt ^ ®®ale. It function? 
.^.as on tile iok^^°.^ll®mpts tn^^'jlar meetings of the 1 
h>s activity to Particuln ®®lablish functioning org

S® o^tk Sanction t^e job.

*»"«ioS'£V'>« c,„l' “Hung^ Hill.”
^ at the presoli. where the or

time. The project is
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dhr^’ make paths, build p^ide them-
sefvp^ bury large boulders, e c. project;
a„ ,®f on being 100% organized on ^ „,ji2ation in an 
oj. *^o organization is similar to a um ^ j working
g2?>2ed shop. Some 300 men work here dmded i
eangs of from 25 to 40 with a straw boss over

a head boss over the whole projec . organ-
izati ^’orkers use these gang divisions charge of col-
lecH°”' ®nch gang elects a captain w , ,_g of taking up
anv ‘Ines from his gang. He is gangs on
thL ?*^}®''nnce of his gang, etc. The c p ^ gj^^p Commit
tee .^orm a “Job Committee, ,;nb to check up
nis l^^Jf'^nnce of his gang, etc. The P ^ gj^^p Commit- 
ee ^ “'^°b Committee, .. g jgb to check up• This job committee meets ° jj a grievance
rj~ grievances on the part of the x. ggttle it with the 
traiM u*' ^ certain gang the captain opens to be a small
ne of his gang, if this grievance happ conimit-
i no satisfaction ensues, he reports to^.he
len^"'^*' acts for the entire body of 5”®”’ ^ jt is very cold,
■he to work on a certain me'-n'"®,®w^ther. The Job
ioip^xf do not want to work ^^Ik off the job that
a^^^tee gets together and decides to a with

take up the issue of be*”^ P .-esponsibility f 
^°^®et boss, or if he refuses to take ^h^^ Director 0 

uKi* working* they take ^ .and force these officials to agree. ,, pas
f I ®.^"Pnrtment of Public Aid do"’*
irouI'vJ"^ the men to make up days they^^ ^^^dei
le the militancy of the worker P^®‘^.t’‘^Ld a

irrnal ^ the Department of ^ be made «?•
statement that no days will tbroug

trijjg eroug other concessions x. Live Club is ® . g^g
‘ Popult'°" the jobs and the Rig unemployed.^ g„i. 
f Prgjnrity and importance ^m^^^.-^rades active in g 
'oyed It would be well for Junction and form
f thi<5 ^°rk in other cities to study. , elsewhere.

organization and apply it similarly B.
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a more
3*'®"’ ®Ppro?t°'^<^ the t. ®‘*'“egles of the ]
3®fi«ite a? «true3f to tt th
f{!^^* Th to ®tc 'T'l.^^^^^ion nP ^ very at J’®*’efore^ *«ajoj. of ^olbm. struggle of th(

^?chV^i\h^ Of vagJ;""°/eBolution gives > j oletajj^^ldreo in®^*" on.e °m5 ohil^p^p*'®^ches to the 
0(fu® 'i^Oscio'^*®®® °t or? ^ .movement b<
ba„^jtioo *^s yontj'^'^^tioji ^Ul ® mass

«Ct?'!f‘ .2 »«‘Mta ,’L‘*'“ *» «
“» '«n2‘'« »n 5Lr*“s

the life of the



proposals to improve trade union work IS

S, participation in struggles for hts and his
Zl^"\ This necessitates the developing systematically of a
taSs^*^ group of leaders capable of seeing to it that these

Who^ "P regularly and systematically on the type of comrade
In^ ^®ading the children in his neighborhood °r org

way the work will be continually strengthened^
a *^®se basic problems are understood, Jf®build-

"'‘‘HtSuTd i ttis “Id-
enin ® movement of children, and througn uou b 

g out of its own influence.

Proposals to Improve Oor Trade Unioo 
Work

Co^f reprinting here an article by can do
Ira^^^ mtstwp the problem article answering
ihesp factory work, These articles deal
with raised by Comr^o • ^ ^jis-
*ri^t ^ problem of our Pur V- articles based
On th und unit funettonnries . problem.^ experiences in the units, concerning tnw f

f*ti? last three years the Party faJ'*<Ewry Party 

•heipb^ trade union work. Party member nius
give 80 ^ trade union member”, ® . ^ork”, etc., wer
•'^arj®® Per cent of his time for tra^e ■umo^^^^^.tion, district 
and natr^^^ere. Yet the reports at P « i„ our work is
®Ur S'enal—show that the big stv^l’l "f „ factory woJ-

th make headway in tra<lc +j.ade union work
Why Where does the weakness m our trad
. IVTy 1" onr trade union fractions f party, c®P®®**lZ„it
t>istri„?®Yeral years of experience in th® ^ „am fauH

Ihll^ led to the conclusion
apjjpn Party’s trade union work do . yy^ture of the 

^Pits.*^ l^at in the basically wrong ^rganiza-
'*en^n P*’e?ent territorial units are Ideolog^eally.^^ ^"’J'th^- 
»nits e^,.^>'^erced from any Practical trade f j thjiu
l^^ds territories comprising j^jp they -gts of|r->Pi„°' With the »”h‘> "1” Sk vhith
*®ltipg ^I'e bucket. The regular P®f*^p]oyed councils. P ^ 
Jeeti”® 'Contacts, help build the Y”®Spaigns-cle^^®Y!’arches, 

affairs, etc., and special ®a *’j"^union work.
*®-> Worker, Scottsboro, l ^^ade unio

^"«et artificially be linked up with
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r" varioV^ ^ampai)
other of ^ planf and spe^* ^nd X tt t? t* the n? be car

nJ?®" Ck and so^°^y Wo?k i*° unions
aion or f' I* that”*L®* those out th^

! to he ot lt ^hen a ll \ssigned to frate
in hJ ®*^'> hut*H*'*^‘^ts or ~ fhom^ not'h^^ assigned t( 
and^® trade in ^«sterrt w/ the ui

r«£!"S *‘v2"> ZrTZ
In “*** PartlP^rticuJJ^r’ng out on this has

above^^ °Pinion^l specific ^oization-^^i,*^® holding
in ouV/^°Posals\*^ ^e reo>.°’'®^oi2atio„ fractions 1
aot tli-*^T^de vij,- ® ^ill k ^anize thp ^ork of its me: 
be nec"^ ‘ha^^f and ^ "^le to overo?’*^ «« the has

to '^ill Wotu^^ y'ork H stumbli
eondupt'^ork ^^However, comrac

Persistent ^^os—over night 
ideological campi
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win^u where necessary take
iH be able to convince the membership of the importance o 

fraction meetings and to build the revo^utmnary

The Unit—the Center of Mass Work
QOMrade F. F. from California raises Jhe

factn^-^*'*^'"®^ trade unions and rooting e y
factori^^’ question of directing the Par 3f , y^jong, de- 
».*■! in fVio y^atrrklnfirmaw flnd I’eformist ^ _ Joir

& of the trade unions and roouu^
^actn^r^"* question of directing the \ ^ . unions, de-
'"®loDin^^Vl" revolutionary and reformi day-to-day
grievfl,? struggles of the workers ar Party.

is a bu™."£I»-»“S. " Mem cm-
lie revolutionary a**'^ *---- , jj. day-to-aaystruggles of the workers ^r party.

^omV* shops is a burning pr nroblem com-
Peliofj^v® desire to find a solution o , offered by
^omraH**” write this article. But will . rooting our
Partv situation? Is the q“ jjjg factories,
bujjdj fhe factories, organizing the . „jjgn question of

trade unions merely a^°"^^„Tagerof work? Or, 
8 *^®^t of Party comrades to ^.i. the units from
nner of changing basically the work of m

Of ^ork to work among the masses. ^„re based on shop 
Uclei ’t is correct, that if our ar y g^j,yggie, for the
rgani'j**.® task of winning the diate demands and

the shop around the * , working directly
I thri®^ ^ easier. The shop nucleu i^riomng
ieir®j®^®P> sensitive to the problems of issues in
le fapf^ ‘Juy needs and interests, ^ P. leadership to th 
rievan ®an give direct and ^ struggle- ,
But the workers and them ^gday is not base

^ the^t*”’^®,^ ^ace concrete facts. Our a y ^gj^^ers work
ictori While a large number of Pa^jy workshops and
reiuov’i*^® Party has still no foothold in jjjdustries. These 

einber/^ almost completely from the dec gj, then
orlt belong to the street nuclei anci^^
e ac# • territories. Our task is to ^ . the problems »
ese of these street units coasting the ter-
'Ory in the factories of ooncentiatw ,.evo-
ttoLl® ^oot our Party in the factory and stre

unions. ^ jgj
Th ^^"®~Tenths of All Work An»o 5 ja„,ittee states ’ 
'Ae^^^ourteenth Plenum of our ,nust be baeic^
^Ugog^'^of the lower Party organ^f^^ organtsaUo^

5 * ^ine tenths of all the work j. among the n 
. „ ooncentrated directly on the ^ reorganizing th

i‘ ‘hb street unit accomplish ‘fj.fi ed. onmn ^
<y “/Signing a. many and *» “Myity, c«- “

^ and so many for unemployed
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- -*.*ww*8 rarty worK as sucnunion -work or factory work bring the necessary change in
-rtf .V nucleus is the Party in the territory, it is

street 2 questions of mass work. How shall the
street unit proceed with its work?

The Work of a Street Unit
ganize'^ari^ tVa'* works in a territory. It cannot proceed to or- 
Cs of Is t entire territory at once. On the
out one two”o7a^/^ renditions in the territory, it
facto^lir no feel blocks, there may be a
in factories. The nnl7 *^® there are comrades ®”ipi°y 
are no factories roncentrating on a territory where tb 
in the territory’around ft organizing the work
evictions, housing arising there—^unemployme ’lems, discusses the Si '^''® "nit deals with these pr«^ 
the view of winnfn^ ?v. what has to be done w th
burning issues in tb^ .workers to struggle around spec 

by reac4 to begins its work. It is
iw the territory, issues of the
issues, that we can wil^ struggles on the basis of thf 

'^nemj]loyed council /o’* the trade unions,
d'^evance committees establishment of ^

wntacts with worke?s”^i°/t^ ®°"ncil in the territory we g®j 
, i^®cruit direct from tv, others employed in facto
^ 1 Wary unions. Here ® "nemployed council for our re ^ 
tL, ’ "n locals. We dm workers who may belong 
torip„ phases of mass^^ V'®’^ ^nto the opposition gr® ^ 
tones where there aS no f°".^ ^"® interlinked even in terr 
..At the same timp 7u
and he^h^® enipl’oyed 'in ^®al with the P^blems J
shop comrades dimp!f ^eal with every i®®
unit of in the factor ®®i^ablish a shop nucleus.^
discuss vp ^T® ®nniVades arp employment. Thus i^, ^
tivity to i^®w these in shops, the unit s
®®PecialVsti^ in ®® ®an carry on th^r ‘

‘ 'C3r%. Workers ir^ for conoo Problems of
in the shop and ^^® i'?’^'’itory. it«^®^’^"i'.i°n and the prol 
And here, bv Way estauv^'T' i® to develop orgi
through these wa grievan^'^^ ^^® leadership of tl 
®«‘Ployed counSr^l'® 8et conJaL^T™'^^®® “ "

* Win adhereTi+ building o
^ to the trade unions,
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tacts with A. F. of L. workers, recruit workers direct from 
the shop for the Party and establish a shop unit. ^

instead of viewing each integral
Pan’'o?the"’'’hT ‘Tthfparty^wfwill soon find that
o«.. ... the whole work of the rariy, the work-to deal with ^?^p^y's work. And this 
is thi strengthen all f ronts of ^ transform the
WoS problem that faces our Party-to tra

of our Party'to work among the masses.
Organizing the Activity of the Mem

unif f Problem arises how to .t”®^p,„its in the terri-
torv ""^ble it to get the most which our
‘^omra!? concentration and e party
iPeiYjK*^®® nre employed. In determining comprises
»arf, there exists a wrong concep i jjj^gins that com- 
^ , y Work in our units. This concep lo , Communists”

work in the territories are g jjttle time
irork in the mass organizations „

io«!a in the territories are e
‘ tho''^^*^ work in the mass orga"i^®|'*®”® „nists."
Con. in the territory are “bad ^ . i^iportant Pa,rty

in mass organizations jf^g the unit. While
le should be responsible for direct the wor
' gf,^^®tions in these organizations guide an j.gpgi.t
«u?a "°*"rades. the comrades at the s^e time
>ow ^ to the Party unit on their party campaigns
t7,.'^hat the comrade is doing to workers into the
ade organization, how he is drawing -loyed worker
oJr .Onions, wheth;r he has «crmted unemp.^^
gett^® organization for the n”o*0?^^®lmbers for the Party.
? in*!f in the fr«.®t'°he
thii’*^ whether he participates /®SU y gg^rades m 

ide the individual activities discussed
lit other mass organizations a and impr
?thn unit helps directly in/tren^hen create
betto activities of our comrades. ^ «1-e in®** understanding in the Party “"its. th ^^g denior^

in Party work and overcome much cg„cept.on.
mraaes.^— . j.},gse con.-—--xstanamg in tuc x'arty units. th» ^^g deiuorab 

d in Party work and overcome mu®hg^gs ®?h"®i 'ec- 
. J-- fluctuation resulting from * •xgi.y? In this c ‘then shall do the work in the territory jo ha^
Ability sfmnM hp used bV th© ^ caHUO 1*1 c

luctuation resulting y? m \ vi^s^^^nen shall do the work in the t®rriW ^ ^^^ade who h^ 
^xibility should be used by the un^^jve, cannot be^^g 
,11 *h his mass organization, w ^ ^nd d® jg
»y instructed that he is to l®s^® who ‘’"^^he 

» the work in the territory. tg the these
„^^J^^zations can 'devote some time^to^^ %ns at
■y. 6wt primarily comrades w o the ac-
_^ons and comrades ^[g territory- ® party

on the day-to-day ^ork m^A only ^,!^elves a 
g^he territory should not be g,-oMn<f

• They should imniediot^^y
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Tipln WHO can assist in this worK, wuv.he\n tn pcf meetings of workers t^gethe »
fectorv fu ™®™Ployed council, help the work in th«

etc. in this manner the ac- 
ized 6ffectivpli^'^''^j°'^? chosen to start the work can be organ 
of the workers direct leadership to the issue

basis. division of tasks—on a percentage
since all member.! cannot be applied to the trade union . 
should an? must bee « eligible for a trade union,
reformist trade union?^ active in the existing revolutionary °

the problems discusses and deals with al
with the problem??t^^?’^''•.■^"*^ by the street unit dealing 
the territory-_by contr?ir direct sphere of its activity
the mass organfsation^^n’^^ activities of the comrades
individual comrades emn^^ SJ^ng guidance and direct aid 
transformed froni a '^be shops, can the unit be
?orV political bodv '"tk *^®^bng with petty P’^obleWS 
working class. It is ^ specific section of tb
he unit and the indWiH„"i manner that the initiative o
anif *”..^bis manner that tl ™»™bers will be developed. It
?renl?r^^ contact?* establish “permanent

Vour Experiences for the
comrades in Organizer
p We again appeal to districts, sections and UNITS'-

**”tyexperiences for 
bloyed, In shon ‘he various lo^
‘bo worj^h*! front actions '^®rk among the une^
f eater exte?tM"‘'^® ThV utilized to itn^® ,
fncing our Paptt***” *" ‘he pas?* "*“®‘ be done to a m 
coming Part? ‘he pre???’*^^ 'rmw of the greater tas

The diip e ‘”‘^^>‘«on ^ nnd also in view of ‘b
bringing th '^’ sections a«j
‘heir Work ^xi,®*h®riences bef!?**®*u*”“®‘ consider the task " 

T '*«“ burl^ l®'‘*bng or7a?"* ‘be entire Party as par‘ ‘ ‘his Work. ®bould take^th! ‘b« districts and section 
®cnd yn„ responsibility in carrying

experiencpc .
® ‘he Party organizer.

flRG. COMMISSION, C. C-
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Con

Overcome the Fear of the Masses.
- v^onneaut, Ohio, there was a person J. '^the

— agitating for Communism for a full ^ere
presidential election. Comrade J. did fcd- 
any Party members in the town. five ^copies of
Jection lists to aid the Daily Worker. Com-

c Daily Worker twice a week. Being g ^^orkers School. 
Comrade J. began to inquire abo inquiry at

th discovered such a school throug P , jjig ownthe District Office in Cleveland. He registergl,^paid^n^
ido then went back to Conneau ' j.^y comrades

ntial campaign Comrade J. with °ther Jigtributing pam- 
jjhi^,. ^‘^tive in agitational work and also ' ^j^rd precinct the 
C^^ts. The results were that in the fou these facts were 
fni?'*”,'^”'®t candidates received 25 votes. . ^g a matter

known to the Party comrades in Connea precinct
^ot there were even Party members timeS o canvassed for votes. Yet in the Party-

^ Comrade J. receive an invitation to jom

Hunger March was being P _jj the prepara- 
torv section was sent to help carry g^jjtact with Com- 
rado^°*^- While in Conneaut he came shortly after
the tiled out an application o accepted.

sction organizer came there and he agreed to
acceoft^^^P through Comrade J’s ctfcrts the^“"^^j, proposed 
that^tu*^® members. The old mem j.ate group with
One members should be put ® Communism.
Purtu^ t;wo of the older comrades teachii^g of the
Unit t'kut these new recruits shoul , Fortunately 
this J«cc«ngs for about three of four ^^gj out. Comrade 
J. wi; ^"i^tcular instance the plan was not ca ^g„,bers, an
other^ **^strumental in getting besides -jj|g jn getting a
fovirtu^”®’ ^tso he was indirectly ative born,

recruit. All these new members are nativ^^^
l^ers" conclusion I wish to make an aPPO^^gj. do not hesitate 

a'sk yon see and know of jg „ot a good Pohcy
acceS fo join the Party. Also ^^^om a unit meeting
for a recruits and then to keep tendencies and weI'artv time. These are sectarian tena

^ memV'— ___^ ___ ^^rv»o them.
_______ _ c*xC

>ers must overcome them. K.

n
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thriL^ W “ ^as increased tenfold witn-
mained membership of our Partyleave ourrSj’

Section 6. S^
The order of meeting took place on December 21, ^ .

Dues; SUtoeT'"’ em
bers only 7 arp « ®®iguuients; Discussion. Out of 27 ^One member of tho^ organizer reports for the ‘mends anomie? tlrT “r®** New York, the Buro recom
Buro recommends tn financial secretary is sick,
for the Workers’ Cptii^”*^ m‘ Buro decided to ^ionate 
block committee havp first beginnings in f>uilding
workers present A meeting was held with
Worker as the elected a good and responsi
this meeting came committee. The workers
organizer. The other house canvassed by the «

ouses, did not follow-nT^^«^u°™’^^^®® assigned to canvass o h 
ring the workers to thif contacts and did not come 

we take on .I f «tc.

£is?ng":frii^uss'S^
Se.^a’-nVr

'^hat did
S'm,. i>“‘= *«.“w
gusted "iiscuss. comrades would accept-

■ 0 results. We Ip ^ ^ oxcited, and, some of us,
Wwke^'s^® ^ "''^«on that r for another meetiul
file motion^'Q^’^ we have only two dollars for _
fo i Dpn reme^l"° ™°ooy. We discuss and car
But there Motin must send grc® ■
i*right idea\<?° money. So Ji donate from
fi'o blank fo our what to do. Finally*
no money m, collect from thp^ decide to pass ar
j.’''*' Point^y *“■ Some of them h.

Th, agitp„p „as »K* •
«»Mti.l oi,; “« 2-eonl p. PPrty OrgL,ir. Bot she » 
SMotoiapj"'^^ eomplS»M*tt-She tries to sell these. ^ 
^esday. -jij^J ^oes not want^t^ agit-prop either does
i>?dy speaks \^®'f-Prop Si her the account evj
sions fly an^*'^ fo Usten a ’ secretary speaks; 
must submit tff ^'‘’^fb. Order^i’^^e explanations, pers

nocount every rpugg^'y restored. The agit'P
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P^Sanizer has a bundle gj,ld at 5 cents, andhe Daily Worker affair. These , affair for addi-
tiif of the ticket will be a*?)?*®, gg^e take five, some

onal 40 cents. The tickets are ’ ^jig another batch of
^nd two. Then our good organic P ^5 cents each„®^®ts—the section affair. The tithes object. Two sets

*”ost be sold. Some comrades pro w g arguments. But 
tickets for one meeting is too 

6 tickets win and we again divide th .. ^ ^^e units to make nii^ hotter from the district is read mst ^yorkers who have
ho ^^tempts to get back into the Party p„gon or another.

Sint^ ifst, the last point on the order of ^.^e election
• The discussion to be held is on t gverybody Is tirit is too late. It’s Ag^floor and informs

hd wants to go home. A comrade takes the ^ gjition
o5 .^^'"rades that before we adjourn the« which must be
soij\® IPorA:er on the Alabaina ^ut. One
«°hi tomorrow. All comrades are instract^S^it. gome com- 
raHo copies to be distributed ^^jjj2e the um .
mi." to unirstand how we can mob^ ^ gision
fij. A * The organizer remarks: \ve
hve * discuss it later. We divide uP adjourned a
'"Jht Wh.t « «

bbcom’i- home I considered !”j^get shy *”**'pmbers
and T^.u®^- ^ meeting? the new
think ’'thusiasm at the meeting? What jjjj,er remain 
Partv the meeting? Could a ne

I lo ^^ter several such meetings. these ttnestm ‘ ^to the comrades to answer^the^ ^ rememb^^
Politick®, . ji'® these have been gg work. This P ^.j^g
“Pcetini discussion, no .^jg; the ^utmost
“rgan’^ ^t least one redeeming f .j, the block* ^

we have started something on^t^^ wrangbng ove
teoh"-°^ begin and ®".‘i,'Lotters. jnade

Thero^^u^*’ P®tty. ticket or financia j^ful opera 
^Pon should be an operation—a very P
^ " oar units. *’
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Trade Unions
■WTHILE numerous directives of the Comintern have called 

f attention of our Party the importance of the sys- 
beTn lLr^ fractions it has not yet
2rLsifr““l'^ ™ districts, resulting sometimes m
liquidation^nf mistakes and in other instances in altnos 

E the Co^ unions.
fractions S S

munist Parties stih°^*^f^ sector of the mass work of the Com 
weakness of the weakest one, and t
of the uZ ^ ^

I will only deal witE farther development.’’Needle Trades First our fraction m the

strike of some 400 <5kT Nere we conducted aduring the strike an/I ^^d leather goods workers. B
faded to meet and lifter the strike the fraction
member was recruitaJFconcrete policy and not ar«wbvo..S‘^ «■>''« Th, „,Ion policy
^ really carry on svt^fPTv. ^^sult was that due to our g
Party policy, the uninyi ^ 7^?^^ among these workers for

J-e program of the failed to acquaint the workersvresidenm ZctLT^T^ its candidates during
workers threateneTto ^orse, certain backward
nrp and our leader^V election posters for :g

ssure instead of fiehtiTic!^^^^ ^ time capitulating to 
Instead of throwinp* Party.

biTtf the hunger its membership
emni ^ ^^nibership of ih Preparations, instead of conv

^truggi; for relief and
wal snK in opposite not only failed m th
the needle\*^ “division of*\v ° on any struggle »
criso'o ii. t^'ades workoi-c, mi Would solve, the nroblem

posiihui SivT .-H,
Party in +u not carrv on our fraction did
«onlhl eSL"?^°"- WhSer m the line of
district Buren taken „"'®®.t'’^gs were held of the ft
®^ce to the nouZ ^arty Petty issues but
‘*'8 comrades ip'^'t! ^^'^otopment IfFh necessary 9
account for tbo- of tUp ( the fraction. While the 1

opporfc^^'l'tre to carr ™"^t be called sharpU 

ization Departs it is Z2 °"t the line of the PartyP^ttment Of the to state that the On
"®t Committee (and this is
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in most districts) only checked up on the functioning: of the 
units but forget to check up on the regular functioning of the 
trade union fractions. It would be in order to ask every district 
organizer and org. secretary in the respective districts, how 
juany fraction meetings of the trade unions they participated 
in and helped to give political guidance guarding against 
opportunism which will develop in mass organizations unless 
firm Bolshevik guidance is assured.

In Lawrence the fractions failed to function in the textile 
union with the result, that all union policies were left in the 
hands of the organizer and no collective work was possible. 
This resulted in almost complete liquidation of the union as 
leader of economic struggles. In Paterson, N. J., the fraction 
jn the textile union, while functioning weakly, made decisions 
in a mechanical manner and failed to understand the pr^er 
relationship between Communists and non-Party workers. Our 
comrades in the union meetings attempted^ to monopolize the 
floor on all questions and even on small insignificant issues in
sisted on speaking. It is necessary to understand that the Com- 
niunists carry on a struggle on principal Party policies. But it 
is incorrect to decide mechanically on all problems of the union 
before the meetings of the union. The role of the fraction must 
be to carry into life the Party line through the trade unions- 
not in a mechanical manner but by understanding the impor
tance of certain actions of the Party (hunger march, election 
campaign, etc.) linking up these issues with the eveiy day giie - 
ances in the shops and the unemployed and convmce .he non- 
Party workers of the importance of such actions. Unless we do 
this wrwill not be Se to mobilize these workers for our

campaigns. , i.- u ^^4■T* . , „ , , •___ ..faTiPP that the higher committeesof th? Party ^(dSrkt bureaus, section committees, etc.) dis-
^3 problem's i the union toge^h.

the frlTomTh? is particularly injPortanUn -nnecdon^with
national or district campaigns, so tha i,e mobilized
can be obtained and every member of the Jr-aity ne mooiiizea 
for • +!.'« union That such decisions shall nottor certain tasks within the uniom i ^ leadership with-

^ involved in the trade unionsout consulting with the comiades i 1 oats
and mechanically shoved down thei convince

s been done) but all possi policy. This is necessary
these comrades of the correctness of the po y ^ ^

that the Communists will be able 

collective hodu with Arm discipline that can become me leai 

len^ ; ^ ^ ,•« the trade unions and looked updeader of the masses organized in tne n

to as such by the non-Party workers. .r>n
ANDREW OVERGAARD.
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Agit-Prop Work

tRv f Week In Detroit.”
i w-ff 4.1,^°* district approached the commemoration of 't 

bsm/S? A™iversary of the death of Karl Marx with a
week for ^ concentration
and lectures carrying through a series of classes
request of the Hi^t® Marxism-Leninism. At t
assigned me to fw Central Committee of our
education in M^rxiaT tb concentration on t
though a week i<s Proved in my opinion, that
inestimable valup time, the results obtained aretricts such S®- “*tle effort on the part of other dis-
and help to streno+b carried through from time to tim 

The entire cadres,on Sunday, March iq l^^sisted of a Marx Memorial Meeti^nS
of Marxism-Leninism ’pv'^® ia the theory and P'^acti
five public lectures on ®+^ .morning from eleven to one, a 
evenings. The latter wer^^'®® Marxism-Leninism in 
tile classes were onlv fp Pni^iic at large, whi
rade^^cho^s^en by each^ection^^*^^^ and League members, co

fo^th! daJs^^’b'i twenty five to thirty
Thp ^ average attp^H ^-ttendance was more
Ne®e®yffS® Politicfl level 62,—the maximum 6 *
com!l!i^®¥®’ there was 1 ^ ^^® ®°mrades was not very high 
tHl^! ®v ^ho needed ci ®.Pmnkling of well developed
the c^ time many problems. ^ «
ifni®® to be co’ n than half of the tim®
tions aS*’d®^®'^ course^T/ ‘^ '”aies-
topics not j'®®’^®mons which t n duration. The Q
here we bnfi*'^®^^y Pci'tainino- dealt very often .in the ouMK flexible o^® ^^® ®’^^ject of the class, h 
«Piestiol wM T ’anther eivp^if'™ ”®t to restrict th
they wanted ®'''i'L®'^^®’^cd them ®PPortunity to ask anJ
nt night ®^- Tl'c same Itee^L"*^ ^he informatm’

The topics t pursued during the lectu
ginning'^''® '''®tortea^i '"®^C‘-
1™ sod.ii.».

^rklntS.,"■•Mali” C.ntuvy,
The econom* ^^volutionry philosopl^y

Leninisi^® Marx and Engles. ,
the first , ®*^^y in the light of Marxist

S*ance thit:
P^^gram appears too ambif^^^
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but it was carried through with great success. This was due 
primarily to the fact that we simplified the subject-matter, by 
using the everyday language of the worker at the same time 
not over-simplified, because over-simp.ilcation very often leads 

vulgarization and does not elevate the members. Our aim 
should be to make our explanations very simple at the same 
time teaching the comrades to understand certain terminology, 
certain scientific words and expressions. This can be done 
with the most difficult scientific subject. It was especially 
gratifying to see comrades who were considered raw material, 
come over and say: ‘‘Comrade Markoff, you made the subject 
so clear and simple that we understood everything and we have
iearned a lot.”

The reason I state this in the article is to point out to our 
teachers, lecturers and speakers the importance of using a 
language simple enough for every worker to understand.

Literature used in connection with the classes c^sisted 
mainly of the Communist Manifesto, Wage Labor aM Capital, 
the State and Revolution, the Resolution of the Twelfth Plenum 
c/ the E. C. C. I. and other similar pamphlets.

Many members of the classes discovered 
that there is much more to the Communtst Mam/esto than 
they thought there was. This is because they never really 
studied the document; they just “read it.

These four lectures, though successful, mean very little if 
the work started should end abruptly.
Commission decided therefore, to continue with the ed a^
Work for six more weeks, once a week with t^
^t is also the aim to choose more advanced comrades and or
ganize them into a special group for the purpose of 
them as leaders for study groups, instructors "ew b 
classes etc. In Detroit it is essential that such program oe
ffist®*! ®®^i®+h”^^ProlIteriar Party are ’active in
disc f'nbor Party and the jgjjjterpretations of Marx-
dissemmatmg their distortions and mmm
sm. Our comrades without a vY,nn«;ition of the classto combat those false theories. Jhe conipc^sition of the class

was, as far as I could judge in the short tame, good.
public lectures Marxist-Leninist theory

1) The Paris Commune and tne 
of the state.

2) Marxian theory of crises. Marxism.
^^Tem^^crtV fSSm and the struggle for So-

the^*"® comrades attending the morning^classes^ ^’information
^hrourh^h? lecturer Jh" rucfla7gTr
^as on an average of 200 to 260. a mucn s
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ever was done, was carried through three or four days prioi^ 
ViowpIav The greatest shortcoming

her of tL^.? attendance of a large num-
Verv few of tv? who participated in the recent strikes,
effort should ai^^’ ^ Present at the lectures. Greater

« not in s„fB*nt numtes.'^° ^ '
* * ^

part of the lfetroit"d^?t ^ great shortcoming on the
the city authorities j comrades stated that mnc 
School building there Party the use of the Hig
are other halls besidoo tt-° *^®^tral forum. There ertain y 
than none at all wviu^ High Shool. Better a smaller plac 
and desirable, the forums are both necessary
Workers Educationa?T^' established. The
and run the forums hiring a hal
and other organizatio^auspices. The John Reed Club 
similar to the one in N cooperate. A Workers School 
places must be establis^T Chicago, Boston and other
twnal Association Ssl.'" The Workers Edvica-
excep'^'^v ^ school. The worked out
exceUent plans. is to carry out these very

this question more^ in detnP**^*^ Organizer we shall deal vritb 
^ne soace will

at^some^/^'^'**’^°P Work”in discussion of other
Possibilitif'^*’^’^® <late. Generjfv^^”'^’possib iti« Genevan ^ave to be oo"'ass Partv <iistScrfolVP®^^'"e there are infin
farmers and of the^m-Party to become a n
the Partv "’^^an pettv 1^ a®aat struggles of the work 
ia too sbw ^If'^Wnery neVttr?®°‘^'a- « seems to me t 
'"ast be^p!^®"'achine is cloo.??^j‘:"^'°"> somehow the mol
"'aats are and thfs ^^.f,^" "'any places. New foi

"af permit our. of tbf/7'"^ leaderslnp;
The temf^he ^i^uation at once. We ■

'" a real Bol«?° "'ust be incra^ ?? Proceeding at a sn 
style of work^®o'' "manner. the problems tac
y'ork as; al rl ,^0'nrade Stni-^^^ develop the Bolsh 
a'jd b) businesshit'^^’°"ary z^al '^ characterizes this styb 
The cor„l3jnatio hha Practicabilitv by the Russian sj

0 develop our shd two, savs^r?^"’®*^ American s] 
®tyle m work. ^°'"rade Stalin is esse

A. MARKOFI
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How District Two Stabilized Literature 
Distribution

UP to August 1, 1932, when the Org. Department dis
trict 2 decided to really establish ^ . literature

ment, the sections of this District were ge i p^.^etically no directly from the publishers. The district gave^pia^^^^^^^^^ 
attention to this problem, giving little g developingand units on the sale of the literature to hdp m developing 
further methods in the literature distribute .

In establishing the literature Departoen^^^^_^^
(1) that there was a lack of politica
role literature plays in our work; (-1 g-ctions; (3) that 
literature committees functioning in units- (4) there
practically no literature funds existe i there were no
was no sale to mass organizations; a gti^gg, open-air
organizational attempts to sell at mass 
meetings, etc. , „ ^ problem, was

A step in the direction of ^ck the value of
made through articles in the committees were visited,
literature. The section lioreaus meetings, at which this
and the unit agit-props ^ere directors of each sec-
problem was discussed. The program of work was
tion were called together. A P ,of literature corn- 
capped out providing for the es ^ literature fund
Cittees in each section, that eac cash, and the issu-
so as to be able to buy the various ways and means
a^^ce of a monthly bulletin explaining but also at
ef not only selling literature a house, etc. Ttiis
street meetings, mass meetings, _ problem of raising 
liulletin also took up the du®® g„periences, and the use
money for literature funds, ^ oc j.gyolutionary movement, 
of literature to bring workers in o . ^ check-up on what

Also, there was instituted » -gges of theoretical and
®ach section was doing, how many P- agitational
propaganda literature, ^^_^ount in dollars, all of which
literature were being sold, as a sort of competitive
''^as published every month an pf a specific
cliart among the various j, election literature, prizes
^rive, for instance in the iijjig the highest number of
^ere awarded to the section of the section,
pieces in proportion to the Literature Department

The main insistence of the i meetings, using
^as that the units sell oi^si ® this was, that during
the cheaper pamphlets. The snorter of a million election
the election campaign, over ig^tion campaign over 100,000pamphlets were sold. Since
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popular pamphlets.
find a constantly and today
functioning literat*^ individual branches and clubs with well-
outlet for Uterature^^+i,^* ®®’^'^ing aS a tremendoui.

Every large tapped before. .and arrangei^nts t« District is carefully planne
to be distributed but »l types of literature^
tributing of it. ’ efficient handling and dio-
same fashion. carefully organized in tne
among Ve workers the demand for literature
has financed the the profits of sales,
^^P^nish Workers CpTit.F\*^^ section bookstores in Section 

is, these places cari-f ’ Sections 5, 8, 9 and 12,
of theoretical books and n ”i°* Pamphlets but a full stock

Because of the ar»o P’^°‘®tarian novels. 
of’"t'°\of pamphlet! ifapparatus for the dis- 
tL^’^f'Phlets of a given ^oi!^ ®^®y to guage the number
F?r?nT™^ of an addiW^^^^/ ^'’^t can be sold, and als« 
cooie it was possS.^^®’^ distribution is facilitate^
much p approximately 1®’® j
Day in P^^oe the saml^**** through this apparatus, a
up^thp Period !f ^™ount of the History of lVIa>

' The *iistributioi!”^’ n’^^ i®®“® ^^ter issue com
tically trinf ^l^^terature in greatly widened,
sale of the nurr^K^ York District has
^^^th to X has Pieces and in dollars. T
'^mist ha^ 1600 approximately ^
’'isen from von" 700 sale of Thein the DistrS t° ^^00. ^wli^®®* The Party Organizer h»- 
that this is i?!^e^'^®’^nture Dplf i>een improvemf^
oontinuai folioL ^^’^^tching on^t^”'®’'*’ tb
checking anH ^ Pp of ^l'® surface and that with tb 
^'^eh furtht’^i:'^’j®ei'ing ,®t work with a constaP
for the movempr.i''"® tremendm/^c'''®’'® ^”d units, we can S 

One last thino- to nn organizational
®eii books I!® ^® Wish to®

a good many oV®t!.®^ the se?tio”^ that it is quite possih 
m "* ^t-00 sUp® iWarxisM the units, and q«‘.'

cans of furtije^ have been®!'^^^'' books ranging in'2 P„,^this^e^toS “ 
Depart,^^®®bing o» that there membership. ..
done Verv the deci«i ”^®®t be a constant check
never Al®®’ PlatisV'**'® Prog!e« i" the Literate
tied a sta»n®^^ always he ^^® made unless this

a move momeut ahead of time so as
® "aade bacW„ ®"ce things become s 

ard instead of forward.
B. F.
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VESTER Worker, March, 1933. International Harvester 
ompany, Chica^ District.

W ^ attractively gotten out issue of the Hai'vester
Pa^f • ^ on hand. The issue contains some excellent features, 

the article from a group of Soviet tractor work- 
Qf » item on the production of tractors for war, a number 

by worker correspondents, and an article on Karl

article from a Soviet Tractor Shop outlines the life 
the Workers in the tractor machinery plant, Krasny Aksai. 

is ^ calling upon the workers to write to the Krasny Aksai 
good, but there should have been a short article explaining 

amf possible for the Soviet workers to make these advances 
counterpose their conditions with the conditions of the 

a^ester workers.
th f article on the Detroit strike, while bringing forward 
aat the automobile workers succeeded in defeating a 20 per cent 

under the leadership of the Auto Workers Union, does 
araw the necessary lessons for the workers in the plant. It 

J ^ot sufficient to merely report that the workers in Detroit 
acceeded in winning their demands. It is necessary to point 

an^ Wessons from this struggle for the Harvester workers 
^bey, too, can defeat the cuts taking place by organi- 

th^ and struggle. From this standpoint the paper confuses 
W^ ^arious forms of organization to be established in the shop.
Cap bnd, for instance, a call to organize in the departments, a 

i to build the Sheet Metal Trade Union (?) and the joining
the T.U.U.L.
t is necessary to differentiate in the articles between the 

nion and the united front action committees to be established 
iL- ® ‘departments. Furthermore, the T.U.U.L. does not recruit 
^O^JVidual members. We should explain the role of the T.U.

• as the revolutionary trade union center. ^
.An outstanding shortcoming of the paper the fact that 

it is issued by the nucleus of the Party, there is not a 
•ention of the Party in the entire paper. In essence the paper 
•enough issued by the Party, has become a trade union organ.

^ k, *he Party shop paper should deal with the immediate 
.®lems of the workers, show the workers how to fight against 

conditions, at the same time it must contain an explana-
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tion of broader issues confronting the workers and on
of the experiences of the workers, convince them tha^ vvorkers
gram of the Party is the only correct program for the issue
This necessitates the connecting up of every immodi^ means
with our struggle for proletarian rule as the on
through which to permanently improve the material oo
of the workers. Such systematic propaganda
differentiate a Party shop paper from a trade union i *

The Twelfth Plenum of the Communist Internatio prop- 
phasized the necessity of improving and intensifying . 
aganda of the Party on the ‘‘principles of Common 
dictatorship of the proletariat and the Soviet State. Karl
yet is not a factor in the shop paper. The article 
Marx could have been utilized as a means of bringing does not 
some of the programmatic questions, but the
explain any of the basic revolutionary teachings of anti-

What about an article in the paper on the in the
working class program? There is not a mention of t
paper. ______________________ n* t * t
J. & L. Worker, March, 1933. J. & L. Steel Compa^^’

Five. . J
The third issue of the J. & L, Worker is at 

by the Steel and Metal Workers Industrial Union- 1 _cut for 
articles on the necessity of fighting the coming ''T^^^^orkers 
the increase in unemployment relief for the part-time
and a whole series of letters from worker-correspon ^
well as an article drawing the lessons from the r»anpr
for the steel workers. The J. & L. Worker is the firs 
received that contains an article on the “new deal ^ ,
Roosevelt government. This is good and should ho various 
up in the coming issues by taking up concretely the 
phases of the Roosevelt program. i-oitiq

A weakness of the shop paper is that while it 
number of letters exposing the conditions in the various P - 
ments of the factory, these articles are still too genera an 
are not used to arouse action on the part of the workers. i 
not sufficient to tell the workers to organize a delegation o go 
to the company. It is necessary to show the workers how sue 
a delegation can be organized and how it was organized m o er 
plants. The partial struggles in the shop and in other p an s 
should be reflected in the paper. i a

While placing in the forefront the building of the btee an 
Metal Workers Jndustrial Union, the paper should stress e 
necessity of building the united front action committees in the 
departments. This is not done in this issue. The union should 
come forward through the shop paper with a call to the " 
ers in the factory to establish the unity of the workers as the 
only means of combatting the coming wage-cuts, the cuts in 
relief, etc.
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Some Alistakes in Applying the United Front
Tactic

^ The increase in the sentiment of the masses for united struggle 
has Its roots in the objective situation—the deepening of the crisis 
ar»H _ •' . . £qj- a wa/ out tJirough

in-T

terror.

and the measures sponsored by Roosevelt for a way out thrc 
placing still greater burdens on the masses (economy measures, 

• . • . unions, increasedincreasedcreased militarization, measures against -------- - x MUT*
preparations for a new y^r now sensed by the ma^es, etc.). To- 
gether with this there has been the application of the united front 
tactic with greater boldness by the Communist Party on the basis of the united front manifesto of the Communist International.

The road to the further development of broad united front 
struggles is the energetic taking up of day fpeeds of theworkers as they are affected by Koosevelt’s hunger and war pro
gram and there, in connection with these most Vital issues, ex
posing the reactionary role of the reformist misleaders. This point 
must be emphasized: There are no issues which are more favorabU 
to the develoymient of mass struggles on a united front basis than 
these issues which daily affect the lives of all toilers—the workers 

^^rmers, Negro and white.
The IVIooney issue, Scottsboro, IVIay Day and similar issues can 

<^ten serve to set the masses in motion, bringing them possibly for 
^ first time in contact with Communist leadership, but these ac

tions will only serve their purpose and result in the greatest benefit 
to the workers, if-they result in bringing the masses into struggle 
around^ the yital economic and political issues that daily confront 
the toilers as a-^whole. In other words in our further efforts to 
develop mass struggles the first consideration must be given to 
strengthening the work in the factories^ in the trade unions and 
among the unemployed. Here is where the broadest united front can be set up and here the class-collaboration policies of the re
formist leaders on all questions can be most effectively exposed 
to the masses. United front actions on other specific issues must 

the masses into these most basic struggles.
While, in the main, the united front tactic has been applied 

correctly by the Party, thereby forcing the issue of a united front 
oy struggle into a central position in the whole working class move- ii^ont, there have been numerous and serious shortcomings, and also
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dangerous opportunist errors. These shortcnm- ^ 
the right and “left” varieties, as well as the P f*. 
tarian tendencies, have seriously hampered tx/ in ^
to take the fullest possible advantage of the present^ oppor«
tunities to create a great mass workers’ moveme^nt'^

The sectarian tendencies—the chief ohstacl t 
work—have shown themselves most clearly in ^ ^ e* ot open y 
expressed resistance to the united front, on ono and **
concealed tendency to get out of any united front’at ‘*^‘^/relW 
opportunity, on the other One frequently hears a s\g^ Icsc ten 
after an action in finished; the comrades afflicted with * .f, j. ” 
dencies are always glad to crawl back into tho nuict ^
their own sectarian shells. In this connection a rigid 
sometimes serves to conceal (possibly even from the 
sectarian essence of their actions.

Sectarian Tendencies in Application of Unit^^ F^^ont
In one district, for example, a Socialist branch, 

the need for joint struggle, took the initiative in propos*^^ united 
action to the Communist unit in its locality. Our unij^ correct) 
favored accepting this proposal, and wanted to confer with ^ ^ 
cialist branch on the common struggles to be undertaken- ?
District Bureau decided. No. The Central Committee in i^^ 
front directives, they pointed out, had instructed the Coinmunisi 
bodies ‘‘to take the initiative in approaching the lower 
Party bodies for point struggle.” The District Bureau reasone , 
therefore, that at all costs the “initiative” must be taken away rom 
the Socialist local. They instructed the Communist unit ^ i>gnore 
the offer of the Socialist branchf^ and to send another 
own for united action “in order that we retain the initiative- vi- 
ously, the proletarian instincts of the unit members would ave 
done more to give the Communists real initiative in the d^elop- 
ment of local struggles, than the rigid formalism of 
Bureau which would have made the unit the laughing stock ol the 
workers.

In another district, one of the neighborhood refornust un
employed organizations invited the revolutionary unemployed 
cil there to enter into joint struggle for more relief. The invita
tion was refused. The reformist local was informed, contrary to 
our policy, that “we want a united front only on a city-wide scale 
—this at a time when we are fighting precisely against limiting our 
united front efforts to the upper committees of the reformist 
bodies.

Such examples could be cited from every district, and from
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almost every section, in varied forms of course, to prove concretely 
the need for continuous efforts to clarify the Party comrades and 
to uproot this sectarian resistance to serious mass 
. Sectarian tendencies hamper us most in our e p^ts to ent».r 
into work among the masses on a united front basis, but when 
we have once entered into such activities the greatest aan^r arises 
from mistakes of an openly right opportunist character. Then, m 
our anxiety to set up a united front, there is the tendency to capitu
late to the demands and maneuvers of the reformist leaders, there
by weakening the effectiveness of our efforts to expose these leader# 
and to destroy the illusions among the masses, created by these 
leaders, which are the principal barriers to a united front of strug- 
ble together with the Communists. In other words, in our over- 
anxiety to achieve united action, by our own capitulation to reform
ist influences, we make it more difficult for the m.isses to find the 
on y road to effective joint struggle—the road which takes the 
masses ov^er the political corpses of these leaders.

Right Opportunist Errors
Other mistakes of a right opportunist character have been made, 

and also from the failure to realize that zve desire a ufiited front 
tvtth the masses on the basis of energetic class struggles for their 

day needs. Some comrades interpret our policy as one based 
on a desire for a united front of ‘‘tendencies,” of “organizations,” 
etc., when what we want is a united front of the masses regard
less of tendencies or organizations. In the course of the united 
^nt struggles it is our aim to win the masses for one “tendency” 

the revolutionary fighting policies of the Communist Inter
national, and for one Party—the Communist Party. Win the 
massesy this is our objective in the united front.

ome comrades have interpreted the manifesto of the Commu- 
th^^ / a “new policy” based on a united front with

c eaders. But this is not correct as can be seen from the following 
excerpt^ from that manifesto: ^

“The Communist International, in view of fascism which 
Js unchaining all the forces of world reaction against the 
'vorking-class of Germany, calls upon all Communist Parties 
to make yet another attempt to set up the united front of 
^y^&gle with the Social-Democratic workers through the me- 

of the Social-Democratic Parties.^^
Social Comintern policy is very clearly stated: “with the
P, ■ ®™ocratic workers through the medium of the Social Democratic Parties.” What we want is -the united front of slruJ 
g ^ With the Social-Democratic toorhers” (read also^A. f!o£ h'.
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C.P.L.A., and all other workers). This is our objective. All 
Pan'**^'>> ** “through the medium of the Social- o _
mitS’t m"” questions, and should "f„,ent
of tl ^ of our objective in the developtn
nevel^ Above all, such confusion
acter of !h “/ ‘V*'"' fundamental social-fasc» ‘ ja
nTcaltt bodies. And they^,,,t
of “tendenn«..^.'"^° ^^e renegade chatter about a uni
not cause us ^^e reformist bod.—
of “tendencies” Th'"^° renegade chatter about a u^ the 
development of conceptions can only serve as b

But the ^ , ur
Work. In som^ conceptions have influenced ° , j,Qogh
the medium of'^tr* c^e effort to set up the united front 
bodies has causprl ^ ^°'^*®f'f^emocratic Parties” and other ^assC’ 
in the factories • u° "®Slect the basic task of winning 'j'hi®
reliance on apn’el? unions, and at the relief of the

h"- of L. ^ committees of the Socialist Par /’ j^^jed 
on the misconcenti!^*"*u^*'’*^'^ instances, can „e the'*
^'i«lly reformFst bodies, <tr such, will ‘"b^og^^ggle.
T^'? is a false ®

ascist. If they come°°^’ organizations they will n
of issues, u .*"*0 the united front. . even on a

fascist. If they c3!°°'^’ organizations they will 
her of issues, it win ^’^ont, even on a b*" ^35 pr^?'
T ^ unitedthey are forced in by the the^ 

^0 ®ocial.faseistT f ^^*“88^0. Waiting at the jjs

laxaf.?r'/° win the ^t will lead t— ir.aa to fa*,ii,. r, neglecting me ^

1” '•'»» to win ,1" *">“t“i. h will lend to » '"“j to ».r?!: " 4= mi'I> “'''o
The ^*mtest poMik'i^“"^ ®ti these leaders, thereby , froO 
onion”"'" '“'‘1 now 4” 4=y "0“W enter the “ti tb
tS '?'* ‘mon' ,h“ *"'■ it the work in the faewf >*<'

Wh*' "V ■> mtj r^opinyed—direelf, witS 
4' Commonui””,'

:<S^ 4 »in th trr!L“?,?a

St; ”‘;ru7 “tb 2*;.

42”"'t"«nafc„ 4j «4..a JrougS
a fi 1^. ^^ist bori; uni^^^

of callintt^^!*U8 United ^^^^ept of course the lo'^®* the 
o^Posi^ bluff of ^t makes this proposal ^ieV'^P'

\^bese tteai ^^f°**oist leaders! with the ^
”‘'^dium of oTih us the oppo"®” hro**^!;
‘^t’uviucgj fbe Soclal.-rj Workers. In this way, .,j be*- 

'beirl?! 'be antl-wo'^^'^utic Parties” the masses 
for th '^^'®bip. Thtr^'"^ character of these ^^1' 

' "^“"'“unist^p:;;! he won for the Commu"'®'
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Establishing the Unity of the Unemployed 
Workers

This article we will relate some of the experiences in the 
application of one of the essential features of the United 

unification of separate groups of unorganized work- 
joint struggle—in a small steel town in Ohio, 

sand*^^^ population of the town is between four and five thou- 
'vort workers. For years, although carrying on “mass

’ holding mass meetings, affairs, etc., the comrades here 
^succeeded in attracting the local workers.

question of holding an unemployed mass meet- 
^ raised in the Masuiy unit, the unit made the following

isions: «That fim they must go out and find out if workers 
Call to attend such meetings, and if they did, then to

3 meeting.’’
necf-" meantime, in our search for new contacts, we made con-
radi°” <^ne local worker who was considered by our com-
votert ^ “reactionary,” who could not be trusted since he had 
*^hurrl,*^ ^ I^emocratic ticket in the last election, and still goes o 
Was j!-n^ times.” We spoke to this worker and asked him if *e 
Coun^'i to cooperate^ with us in building the Unemployed 

®m an expressed willingness to help, stating.
*^'tions >>*^*^*^P^°yed worker, and am desirous of improving my c

Township Committee Elected
At thi!*^'” he brought seventy workers to a meeting.
^^Plov explained the aim and purpose ® ^ ”
Many^^f Council, and the local conditions of the unemployed.

^°rkers present took part in the discussion and en- 
unl endo'rsed the idea of building up an 

as the R A committee of eleven was elected to he ^nown
for {L rookfield Township Unemployed Committee. e 

general meeting was decided. The commi
go out and investigate the cases of those who 

denied relief, etc., and to bring back a report.

M Discuss Immediate Demands
Wort following week there were over oj>«^hund-

'^'®'^Ussir, present. The committee made its report. , ,
th. „po,t the follo^e

^EKed out*
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A half-pound of meat per perso 
Six fresh eggs foi* each chilci week. ^ gjx-
Hot lunches in the schools for ft, ^
Separate days for the distribution^^ children. the dif

ferent sections within the to,
'^nship, etc.

A Committee of fifteen was elected u sc deni^nds
to the township trustees’ meeting, which Present the^^^^ within
three days after our meeting. In additi ^^ovit
fifty people, among whom were some lo^^i farm
ers, but mainly workers, attended the m^^^ storekeepers^^ floor 
was refused to our committee, but at
mittee the floor was given to the spok ^ ^*^sistence ^ ^^j^mittee, 
whose speech created a real sentiment sent—even
among those opposed to the committee those floor.

One of the trustees, a typical Pinchn!'^^ grante^ 
nt of those present, took the floor and 

existing bad distribution of relief, on biar *
Chairman ol ______

After a lengthy discussion they PromU^d l^r"ff,rour demands, 
e news spread outside the township Iju r ftilfill ou

ment of those present, took the floor and°* die

existing bad distribution of relief, J the trusteewho was a Republican. We quite skillfyii ®*tman o demagogy 
on her part and further provoked sharpest ^ “dlized „,selves.

“ t exposure oi 
Win Demands and Extend

»romise(The news spread outside the township 1}]^^ I at our next
regular meeting over two hundred work^.. At this
meeting over seventy workers were involl presen •
tees such as, a committee to go to the sr. vario
by the trustees where a “noted” speak meeting •
sioners was to speak on the relief quest"^*" by the _ >s~
to go to see the school board to perm*°*^’ another commit ee m 
a meeting in one of the school aufi;*. unemployed to o d
tee to visit the Trumbull County ro still another comit-
gas question. ^ ‘'“"‘"Ussioners about water and

The following week at a meeting
riums we had over eight hundred work* school audito-

Today we have about two hundred P*^®®®ut. 
weekly meetings of the Unemployed O coming to all our
the Council extends to about seven and the influence of

eight hundred workers. 
How Forces Were n 

It is quite significant to note how
tion of forces in the Unemployed n solve the ques-
members to take a leading part in th We have no Party- the work. • iZ:

s-i-T wnrkftra
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.• for the first time, 
are participating in a class struggle organization Execu-
The only medium through which we had consisted of
tive Committee of the Unemployed Council, w organizations 
all non-Party lAembers, who belonged, to -jjg belonging
such as, the Democratic Party, Republican Party, s executive 
to church organizations and so on. Only one ap-
committee had any previous connections with us. strengthen-
ply the tactics of boldly pushing to the forefront, an 
ing honest, energetic non-Party elements, on a
real leading cadres. To accomplish this we concen^^ corn- 
few, sending them to various conferences, electing sorters in 
mittees, sending them to bring their reports to other 
the nearby vicinity. con

The workers seeing our daily contacts with them, o^ them 
fidence in their ability, pushing them forward and trus ing^ 
with various tasks, not only accepted our leadership, but c 
us to seek information, consulting us on the various duties sue 
how to outline their speeches, etc, - .

Today we have an active cadre of workers, who ,
day were local leading elements in the Democratic, Repub ican-an 
other similar organizations. One of these workers held a posi ion 
in the Democratic Party, being the secretary of the local party. 
Today he is one of our most outstanding leaders of the Unem 
ployed Council, daily coming into closer contact with the revo
lutionary movement.

This experience brings out very clearly that the test of Com
munist leadership in the United Front consists precisely of our 
ability to draw in and develop non-Party cadres, who will accept 
the guidance and leadership of the Communist workers in the 
particular movement.

—OLGA MASON

Greater Tempo JNTeeded in Party Recruiting
o®, Party membership is now about twenty thousand. This 

Is the largest membership since the formation of the Party 
^ brief period between the split in the Socialist Party 

^ f K ^ ^ driving of the Party underground. But the quality
uiembership is much higher today. At that time the bulk 

o t e membership consisted of the language federations. These 
wor ers are now identified with the various mass organizations sym- 
pa etic to the Party. Only the genuine Communist elements that
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stood the test of the Bolshevization and reorganization of the 
Party remained members of the reorganized Party. The member
ship today is greater than at the time of the reorganization of the 
Party eight years ago. Since that time the membership hovered 
around the 10,000 mark. This was even true as late as a year ago. 
Today the membership of the Party, however, is definitely around 
twenty thousand. This is a big achievement for the Party. It 
reflects the growing radicalization of the masses and the growing 
activity of the Party in the leadership of the struggles of the 
masses.

I’his membefrship of 20,000 does not by any means correspond 
to the tremendous increase in the radicalization of the masses and 
the influence of the Party as a consequence of its activity. The 
Party still lags far behind. When we consider that in the city 
of New York alone 120,000 workers demonstrated on May First 
under the auspices of the United Front May Day Committee in 
which the Communists were the most influential as well as the 
strongest and decisive forces, and compare this with the member
ship of about 4,500, then we can clearly see this lagging behind. 
When we bear in mind that the T.U.U.L. unions in New York 
have a menibership upwards of 25,000, that the fraternal organiza
tions contain additional tens of thousands of members, that the 
influence of the Party in the A. F. of L. unions is today stronger 
than ever before, then we must ask ourselves why the membership 
of the Party does not grow faster. The situation in New York 
City is duplicated in Detroit, Chicago, and in almost every other 
city. The influence of the Party is growing at a faster pace than 
the membership of the Party.

Recruiting Not Yet a Systematic Task
Even a very casual analysis will disclose that the Party does not 

as yet make recruiting a serious and systematic day-to-day activity. 
This is especially emphasized if we study the specific struggles in 
which the Party played an important role. Let us take the recent 
struggles of the unemployed and the National Hunger March. 
Hundreds of thousands of workers not only unemployed but em
ployed as well, were reached through the preparations and the 
carrying through of the hunger march. Many workers read about 
this action and were sympathetic. But the number recruited into 
the Party was very small. The recruitment in this period was al
most the same as for any other period. Very often, even the 
reverse takes place. When the Party is engaged in big mass actions, 
the recruitment falls off. This is due in ^he main to a neglect of
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the organizational activity of the Party, except that which is im
mediately bound up with the most routine carrying thru of the 
given actions. In strike struggles, this weakness is even more pro
nounced. In the Chicago District for example, in the course of 
the months of struggle in the mining fields in the last year there 
was very little increase in the Party membership. Almost the same 
is the case with regard to the important and in the main successful 
strike struggles of the auto workers in Detroit. The fight for the 
freedom of Mooney and for the Scottsboro boys is another illustra
tion.

Independent Role of Party
What is the reason for this? Surely there can be no argument 

that in the course of such struggles the workers are not more ready 
than ever to learn about our Party and to become part of it. No 
one will even dare bring forward such arguments. Where then 
do we find the cause? It lies in the fact that in the first place 
the Party as a Party does not come forward independently and 
show to the masses who are in struggle, how they can strengthen 
their fighting capacity by building the Communist Party. We are 
afraid to come to the masses and openly explain to them the role 
of the Party in the struggle. Our comrades hide the face of the 
Party. Their own conception of the Party as a selected sect keeps 
them from bringing the Party forward for fear that through this, 
the struggle will be hurt. But this false position is in reality 
an expression of the right sectarianism which is so deeply rooted 
in the Party.

What is the result? Our enemies attack the Party. They 
give to the masses a distorted picture of our Party. We through 
our failure to bring forward boldly the position of the Party 
help to maintain this distorted picture. The difficulty here arises 
also from the conception that the Party can come to the work
ers only with *‘high politics” while it is the business of the unions 
to take up the every-day struggle. This social democratic division 
between trade union work and Party work fails to consider that the 
Party must come to the masses not to replace the unions but never
theless as the organization which leads them in the every-day 
struggles, which through its superior tactics, knowledge and guidance 
brings them to the realization of the correctness of the Party line in 
the immediate struggle as well as the need to struggle for the 
abolition of capitalism. In such a manner we convince them of the 
necessity of not only following but building their Party—the 
Communist Party.

Furthermore, even the workers who already are convinced of
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the correctness of the position of the Party are kept out of the 
Party for fear that they are not wanted, or because they believe 
the requirements are so great that they will not make the grade; 
of that it requires giving up everything they now cherish, family, 
jobs, and religion in order to be eligible to join the Party. They 
have received not only through our enemies but even through us 
a distorted picture of Party discipline. We ourselves through our 
sectarian approach frighten away excellent proletarian elements 
from joining the Party.

Poor Life and Work of Party Cause of Fluctuation
Next we must look to the tremendous turnover in the Party. 

Tens of thousands of workers in the course of the last few years 
joined and left the Party. This is not due to the bad composition 
of the new recruits. This may account for only a very small num
ber. The main cause is the life and work of the Party, especially 
the lower organizations. Here we see the fruits of the sectarian 
life of the Party organizations and the mass of the Party member
ship. Here we have the fruits of the separations of the Party 
work and trade union work.

How shall we solve this question? In the first place it is 
necessary to not only involve the Party membership and the Party 
organizations in mass work, but bring forward clearly the inde
pendent role of the Party. It is necessary to develop more ex
tensive agitation and propaganda in connection with every strug
gle. We must consider every struggle that does not result in the 
raising in the political level of the workers and the building of 
the Party as not a success, even though the immediate demands 
may be won. Building the Party must be a necessary conterfart 
of every struggle. This must be deeply ingrained into the con
sciousness of every Party member and every Party organization. 
Recruitment cannot be left to chance. The recruitment must be 
well planned and prepared ideologically and organizationally.

Next, it is necessary to give the most serious attention to the 
work of the lower organizations. To reduce the routine work to 
a minimum and to justify the expectations of the new members 
as to what they think the Party is and should be.

It is necessary to explain to the masses the program of the Party, 
its form of organization, the requirements of the members, the 
kind of discipline and reasons for it. It is necessary to make the 
workers feel that we are not a sect; that we want them to join; 
that it is not our Party but also their Party.

In connection with the problem of fluctuation we can not
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stress too much the necessity of always keeping the members in 
good standing. Looseness on this question inevitably leads to a 
shaking of the ties to the Party. Recently one of the reasons 
for the increase in membership was due to more attention to the 
payment of dues. But this question is far from being solved. There 
are even indications of falling back to the old neglect of this 
question in some of the Party organizations.

The possibilities for building the Party were never greater. 
Are we going to take advantage of them? If we don’t we will not 
only not grow, but will be unable to meet the growing tasks 
placed upon us. If we do take advantage of the possibilities we 
are in a position to double our membership in the course of the 
next months.

J. s.

Party Grows in Strike Struggle

At the time the Protective Shoe Workers Union began pre
parations for the strike of the seven thousand shoe workers 

of Haverhill, Mass., we had a unit of five members in this town. 
The unit was then active in establishing contact with workers in 
the shoe factories. Three weeks before the strike began we suc
ceeded in organizing a group of 15 workers, all from one factory.

Before we met with this gtoup to take up plans of action 
during the strike, we discussed our policy to be followed, at a spe
cial unit meeting, with a representative of the leading fraction 
of the revolutionary Shoe Workers Industrial Union, who had 
previously taken up the strike situation with the Party District. 
A meeting of the group was then held at which a thorough dis
cussion was held of the demands to be proposed, role of the 
reformist leaders and role of the opposition group.

We agreed to put up the following three main demands: 
1) a definite increase in wages, amounting in some cases to 15 per 
cent and in others 20 per cent, as against the general talk of in
crease by the reformist leaders; 2) for the election of a rank and 
file strike committee, and strike committees in each shop; 3) for 
mass picketing of all shops.

In addition to this the group meeting made arrangements to 
issue a leaflet, selected spokesmen for the first meeting of the strik
ers, organized a defense group to defend our speakers, subdivided 
itself to mingle with various groups of workers, and also made ar
rangements to meet daily during the strike, each day in a difi'erent 
place.
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At the first meeting of the strikers the reformist lea 
tempted to get a free hand to sell out the strike. They 
that the strikers go back to work and the question of ^ 
be left in their hands to negotiate with the bosses. the
succeeded in defeating this by putting up a counter proposal t a 
strike shall go on and that all negotiations with the bosses shoal 
held only by a committee elected by the strikers themselves,^ 
will be responsible to the strikers. This was overwhe miP 
endorsed by the strikers. . ,

While mingling with the strikers our comrades not^e 
some workers react more favorably to some of our dema^s, , 
other workers react more favorably to other demands. We 
fore organized small meetings of strikers around various 
as they reacted to them. This way we succeeded to 
base of the group and win wider support for all demands.

As the strike developed, thanks to our activity, we built up 
group from 15 to 90 members, organized on a concrete 
of struggle. We also began recruiting the more advance 
the Party. At an open unit meeting held during the strike 
new members joined the Party and at the time of the end o ^ 
strike a group of 15 young workers were being organized m o
unit of the Young Communist League.

Our activity during the strike, although failing to prevent ^
reformists from selling out, did succeed to force some gams 
the workers in the form of raising the wages of the lower pai 
workers to the level of the highest paid factory workers in t e 
town. -

After the strike was over we organized our group on t e 
basis of their craft to continue the work started. The group is 
also carrying on educational activity among the workers, issuing 
a bulletin and carrying on classes in strike strategy and in tra e 
unionism.

How a Unit Analyzed and Improved Its Work

UNIT 2, Section 10 was a territorial Unit which included Long 
Island City, Woodside, Jackson Heights, Corona, Flushing, 

College Point and Bayside. On record, we had nineteen members. 
The attendance at Unit meetings varied from twelve to as low as 
seven.At the meetings, the Unit would discuss directives from the 
Section and District, make assignments and there would be a 
discussion on whatever topic the Section would assign. Meetings
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started late and lasted long. There were efforts to sell the Daily 

Worker^ organize an Unemployed Council and concentration on 
a shop. But the reports from these committees were very unsatis
factory, The Daily Worker Agent had the usual complaint that 
comrades don’t call for their bundles and that the D. W. is stack
ing up. The Shop Committee did not seem to be getting anywhere. 
The Committee for unemployed work was groping in the dark^ 
working hard, but getting nowhere. The Unit Buro was not fun
ctioning regularly nor properly.

Discuss Reasons for Inactivity
As a result, the spirit of the Unit was low, enthusiasm was 

lacking, discipline was very lax. Unit 2 was another one of those 
Units which was going around in a circle getting nowhere. Finally 
we decided at one of the meetings that we have the subject of the 
discussion the Unit itself. “What is wrong and how can the Unit 
improve its work?” This discussion proved to be the turning point 
of the Unit. The discussion brought out the following facts:

1. That the Unit was not acquainted with its own territory.
2. That we were not part of the life of the workers in pur ter

ritory.
3. That there was entirely too much laxity.
4. That we were very mechanical in our efforts.
5. That there was no plan.
6. That our political discussions were abstract and were in the 

main disconnected from the work we were trying to do. No efforts 
were made to concretely apply the lessons of the discussion to our 
work.

We were doing no work in the very neighborhood in which the 
comrades lived.

Take the First Steps to Overcome Weaknesses
On the basis of this analysis we decided to take action at once 

and to reorganize the Buro by electing the best comrades for lead
ership in the Unit. This was done.

The Buro at its first meeting' took up the following subjects:
1. Drafting a one month’s plan of work.
2* Organization of the Unit on the group basis.
3. Registration of the available time for Unit work by each 

member.
4. Meetings to start not later than 8:15 and adjourn not later 

than 10:45 P. M.
5. Assignment of tasks to each and every comrade according to 

time available.
6. Strict enforcement of the rule that no one is exempt from
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Unit work. Comrades assigned to mass organizations to give at 
least one night to Unit assignments.

7. Strict check up.
8. Unit organizer to meet with committee to show them how 

to carry out their work and train them for leadership in their 
particular task.

9. Thorough study of our territory and its problems.
10. Concentration upon one shop and one neighborhood
These questions were discussed by the Buro and the Unit and 

when adopted the Buro began to carry them into effect.

Discuss Plans of Work
We drafted the following plan of work for one month:
1. To increase membership by 10.
2. To secure new Daily Worker readers.
3. To build one more International Labor Defense branch.
4. To organize one Unemployed Council.
5 To organize a Women’s Council.
6. To organize a shop committee.
7. To register 90 per cent attendance.
8. To register 90 per cent dues payments
9. To have 5 functioning groups.

Unit Grows in Members and Influence
We elected committees for the various tasks. Other comrades 

were assigned to the Buro.
In getting new members, we began to show our members how 

to select and concentrate upon the most promising comrades in the 
International Labor Defense; how to search out, approach and con- 
tart workers at open air meetings and affairs; how to approach 
and propagandise friends and acquaintances. This was done by 
personal conversation with the comrades. The result was that we 
have recruited not ten but 16 new members among whom was one 
Negro woman worker, the first Negro to join the party in the 
whole section. This process of recruiting continues. Seven weeks 
after the plan was introduced, 41 comrades attended the Unit 
meeting and the Unit is now divided in two.

The Committee in charge of the Daily Worker secured 30 new 
readers through personal canvassing of the International Labor 
Defense members and their friends. The paper is delivered to their 
doors.

The building of another I. L. D. branch was assigned to the 
I. L. D. fraction comrades, who were instructed to involve the 
existing I. L. D. branch in this task. The Negro territory of
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Corona was previously selected by the I. L. D. and this was also 
made our concentration point. The I. L. D. arranged a Scottsboro 
mass meeting jointly with the local of the National Association foi 
the Advancement of the Colored People in a church. A Scottsboro 
Defense Committee later developed out of this meeting. This 
Committee then gave a dance. The I. L. D. was popularized and 
the Committee soon turned into an I. L. D. branch which now has 
125 members mostly Negroes (5 have since joined the Party in 
the new Unit.)

Decide on Developing Struggle for Lower Rents
The question of unemployed work was one that gave the uilit 

the most trouble. One comrade has been making desperate efforts 
long before in this work without success. The Committee given 
this responsibility, now met to decide what can be done. It analyzed 
the local situation very carefully which brought out the following 
facts:

1. That within the last two years there has been only one ac
tual eviction.

2. That bourgeois ideas are widespread in the ranks of the 
workers, that they will not openly acknowledge their suffering.

3. That 56 per cent of the poulation is a home owning people 
of the white collar workers and others who have made fairly high 
wages at one time.

4. That unemployment is not as prevalent as in other parts of 
the country, but wage cuts have effected the workers very seriously. 
On the basis of this analysis we decided that what is actually needed 
at once is a struggle for lower rents and in behalf of the worker- 
home-owner who was in great danger of losing his home. It was 
just about this time that we have first learned about the already 
existing Sunnyside home owners association which has since created 
so much publicity in the press and which is under the leadership 
of the mortgage concerns which are using these home-owners in 
trying to get the government to guarantee the mortgages to them. 
Because the work was new and correct policies had to be worked 
out, plans had to be formulated and comrades had to be trained, 
we have not succeeded to organize the home-owners nor the tenants 
in the time allotted, but a good start was made.

We have failed to organize the Women’s Council.
We have failed to organize the shop committee because of lack 

of experience, but we have made quite a number of contacts who 
are already convinced of the necessity to organize.

Our dues payments and attendance has reached 80 per cent.
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Party Members Work With Enthusiasxi»
Although the plan has failed in some respects, we 

plished more than our quota in some, but the morale of ^^ ™
rades has been raised tremendously and the results have m pire 
them to much bigger aims.

The discipline of the comrades has been raised 
through burocratic orders or punishment, but through pot' 
planation of the importance of the tasks assigned, consi<i^^^ or 
each comrade and his abilities, understanding and 
and through very close check up on work given out.
Buro has before it at all times when members are 
thus assignments are made to fit-in with the comrade’s tim^ un 
day is set aside as a day of relaxation or for very special wor . ne 
evening a week of study is compulsory.

At no time is an assignment made unless the comrade 
understanding of why he is to do the work and hoW to^ ^ ^
organizer meets with the committees that need this iniormation 
until the committee is able to proceed by itself.

What Unit 2 has done can be done by any other 
your work, understand the political content of your tas s, now 
the methods to be used, practice proletarian discipline an pro e a 
rian democracy, analyze shortcomings, popularize achievement^ 
create responsibility, enthusiasm and self-confidence wit in eac 
comrade. These shall be uppermost befor® the Unit Buros an the 
Units can become the leaders of the toiling masses wit in t eii 
spheres of operation.

Shop Work Still Lags Behind
The main shortcomings of the Unit are that we fail^

to materialize sufficiently in the most important tasks of the p an 
shop work and the tenants’ committee, and there has been in
sufficient mass work. While the Unit has been holding open air 
meetings and was doing considerable work in the Scottsboro case, 
we have not yet developed local struggles. In the next plan of 
work, the Buro should concentrate upon final realization of a 
shop committee and a tenants’ committee, and at the same 
develop struggles of the tenants, small home owners and in the 
shop upon which we are concentrating.

M. STEIN
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Overcoming Sectarianism

OUR comrades in Kansas City have in the past developed a 
theory of exceptionalism. They said: “Vou ®

to rally workers and build organizations in other cities, but not m 
Kansas.” Now, however, as a result of successful activities, this
theory is losing ground 

We have a small 
Kansas City, Kansas.

Here’s an example.
the north end of^ ---------JLiCiw. o AS* ---------------------------------------------------- ------ --------- i

W^e have a small unit of seven members in ~
Most of the members are Negro workers.xvansas t.,ity, Kansas. Most of the members arc We have often taken up with this unit methods of reaching the 

Negroes with the Scottsboro case, suggesting as one of me means 
the visiting of Negro churches to speak on the case. Our com
rades always replied that we could not speak in Kansas City Negro 
churches because the Negro preachers were reactionary and well 
paid by the packing house bosses to keep their members in sub- 
jection, and that the worJcers were afraid to go against them.

However, the comrades decided to call a meeting in the Ne
gro neighborhood and to utilize the meeting to build a Scotts
boro Club. The meeting was very successful and a number of 
workers signed up for the club. A meeting of all who signed 
up was then held and the club was properly organized and a 
regular meeting night agreed upon. Among the members of the 
club and in its leadership there were workers belonging to the 
^^on—Partisan League and to the local Democratic Clubs. *X*hese 
workers have also contact with various churches and church and 
fraternal organizations. Through them we succeeded to speak in 
the biggest and most influential Negro churches and get the sup
port of the congregations for the Scottsboro campaign. Even the 
preachers of these churches were forced to come out in favor of 
the Scottsboro fight.

As a result of this activity we now have two Scottsboro Clubs 
and a third is in the process of being organized. Our comrades 
are finally convinced that the workers are willing and ready to 
nght for their needs.

Upon investigation, we found that our comrades had never 
really tried to speak in the Negro churches before. They had 
smply built up the idea that it was impossible but now we see that

getting on the job and are making appointments to speak 
in other Negro churches. ^
.•r. shows that our comrades did not have faith
is seemed to think that the Communist program

program. It further shows that workers, regardless of
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what political party they may follow at present are willing 
fight m behalf of the Scottsboro boys; and that they 
thusiasm and initiative. ^

to
en-

The unit is now taking up the question of building the Pat*/’ 
of recruiting the best elements in these clubs for the Party fO 
that we can continue to grow and to guide these organizations »n 
the proper channels. Our comrades had meetings last year among 
the unemployed in this same neighborhood, but they failed to 
build the Party and develop local leadership, and as soon as the 
police attack came, the organizations were smashed completel}^ 

Our comrades blamed the workers and called them cowards instea 
of blaming it upon the Party members who failed to prepare the 
organizations for struggle.

K. E.

More Leadership in the Struggle 
Unemployment Insurance

capitalist class led by the Roosevelt government is 
to create the impression that employment is on the 

that unemployment is passing away. Continual reports in the 
talist papers about the hiring of new men and of wage increaset 
(published with the clear intention of having the workers 
the starvation wages they have received in the past three years an 
of keeping them from struggle cannot offset the fact that 
agencies point out the increasing number of those on the^ relic 
rolls and the diminishing amount of relief. The relief directors 
also admit that the situation during the coming winter will be more 
severe than before.

The industrial “recovery” bill, which will have been enacted 
into law before this is published, involving an expenditure ox 
$3,300,000,000 over a period of two years, also aims to blind the 
workers to the actual situation. Wages^ hours and condition of 
u)ork will be determined by a control board—which means force 
labor on a large scale,

^hile the capitalists are ballyhooing about returning prosperity > 
let us not forget what Roosevelt said a few months ago: ‘‘If ^ve 
should return to the peak production of 1929, from 5 to 1 0 million 
workers will not go back to work.” While the capitalist point to the 
increased production in the steel industry, let us quote the N. Y* 
Times of May 25, 1933: producers themselves are in a some^
u)hat incredulous frame of mind; they do not know whether the
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ufturn has behind it the force needed for a fermanent tmfrove-
mentj**

With steel production up to 38 per cent; with auto production 
and building construction mounting; with power output increasing, 
one would be blind to state that there is no change. u is is 
production for use? A glance at the car loadings will s ow c ear y
that it is not,--- // ts for stock. Taking advantage of the low prices
and fear the rising prices, the manufacturers are turning out ma 
terial for stock. Some more workers have gone back to 
miserable wages: soon again the stocks will be built up an ^ ese 
workers will be fired. There are no markets for production, i^it er 
domestic or foreign—and therefore the basis for the renewe pro
duction is the laying in of stock.

In this situation, with diminishing funds for relief; com
plaints of the big taxpayers against the rates; with the bankers 
demanding ‘‘economy” and dictating terms; with the U. S. gov
ernment appropriating a measly $500,000,000 for unemployment 
relief, on the basis of $250,000,000 being available to the states 
and cities provided they raise $2 for each dollar they obtain from 

I^^tleral government; with the number of applicants (not re
cipients) for relief increasing; what is doing in the unemployed 
movement?

Everywhere there is a cut in relief. Everywhere they are trying 
to substitute food tickets and commissary for cash relief. A wave 
of evictions is crossing the country. There were sentimental and 
economical reasons for not carrying on wholesale evictions during 
the winter months, but now they are beginning on a very large 
scale, as for instance in New York, where the city administration 
is refusing to pay any rents.

In face of this situation, with an admitted 17,000,000 unem
ployed, with conditions progressively becoming worse for the 
masses of unemployed and part-time workers—^and for large sec
tions of the full time workers—it must be stated that our Party 
work is very deficient. The main shortcomings are:

I^^ilure of the Districts to explain the situation and lack of 
belief of the Party members in the Party position that large-scale 
unemfloyment is a fermanent fhenomenon; that conditions are not 
improving; that the municipalities can be compelled to furnish 
more adequate relief—that real Unemployment Insurance can be 
secured.

2. Consequently, inability of our Party members to explain to 
workers of the possibility of obtaining proper 

re lef and unemployment insurance. A consequent acceptance o£
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masses of the workers of the conditions of pauperism in 
are living.

of attention of the Districts to the proper orientation 
e Party fraction in the Unemployed Councils; little heed o 

organizational problems; little effort to put the Unemployed Coun-
^ on the committee basis (block, neighborhood, ward, flophouse, 

deleg ^d^^ Project, etc.) Building up neighborhood councils, as

.1 effort made to penetrate the A. F. of L. unions (leaving
task to the A. F. of L. Committee for Unemployment In

surance).
Not even a start in raising the question in the mass American 

raternal and mutual aid organizations, which have a membership 
® 26,00(1,000, which are losing their members because of unen^
P oyment, and in which the question of unemployment relief an 
insurance can be made live issues. Work only in “our*’ organizations.

u* Failure to make the revolutionary unions the initiators of un
employed work, although every Party member in the unions ac
cepts the Prague resolution. (In Youngstown a correct theory, but 
Wrong application—the Union to organize the employed, the Un
employed Council the unemployed!)

7. Little attention to the young workers, and relief for single 
workers. (In St. Louis, the organizer of a branch, in which there 
are some live Italian boys, wished to throw them out for their

monkey business,” because they also wanted sports!)
8. No struggle around the special grievances of the Negro work

ers: discrimination in relief, work relief, etc. Failure in Chicago 
to note that on the Southside, the Negro and white workers were 
compelled to line up separately at the relief buros, with the result 
that there is a serious weakening of support among the Negro 
Workers.

9. The Districts appoint and remove functionaries of the Un
employed Councils, without any regard to the democratic rights of 
the workers. (If a Party member is needed for other work, he is 
simply instructed to resign from the Unemployed Council and 
another comrade is put in his place, even if he has not participated 
in the unemployed work.)

10. Little effort to develop new forces, and to put non-party 
elements into leadership that have come out of the struggle and 
have the confidence of the workers.

11. No systematic education of the workers; little or no social 
and cultural life in the blocks and councils.

12. A tendency to demonstrative actions, instead of steady, hard
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work in the neighborhoods, building up organization and conduct
ing concrete struggle.

13. Finally and most imfortant of ally the units of the Party 
in few instances are responsible for unemployed work, but assign a 
few members to do unemployed work in a most haphazard manner.

Of few of the Districts covered in my recent tour can it be said 
that .the District Committees are giving proper attention to the 
unemployed work. During the recent hunger march in Illinois— 
a tremendous undertaking—the District left the matter to the 
Unemployed Council, with the result that there were outstanding 
weaknesses. In Ohio, the Unemployed work is very weak, the Dis
trict paying attention because of the contemplated state hunger 
march. In Detroit, the District Committee has allowed the work 
to slump—even in Detroit itself, with little outside. In Pittsburgh, 
the situation is much better, but with the metal workers union only 

now getting a proper position on its role in unemployed work. 
Surely it has taken a long time! In BuflFalo, little attention, with 
our influence among the Negroes quite low. In Boston, only now 
a slight awakening to the needs of the situation.

Altogether, it is imperative that the Districts put unemployed 
work on the order of business and that it be made a matter of 
regular discussiony review and check-uf. The situation of the work
ers demands it. The moves of the united front and for unity make 
it imperative. But above all, our Party must become conscious of the 
fact that unemployment is a permanent phenomenon today and no 
zigzag course of industrial production will eliminate it. The struggle 
for Unemployment Insurance is the immediate issue. It must be 
made clear to the Party members first of all. The workers are will
ing to fight, as the innumerable struggles led by all Unemployed 
Councils testify. We have only a small fraction of the unemployed 
and part-time workers involved in struggle. We are not building 
the unions on the basis also of the unemployed struggles. The 
Prague and Central Committee resolutions must be read and studied 
again, and be popularized among the membership and the workers at 
large.

I. AMTER
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Experiences of a Farm Unit
T^OR more than six months the Party unit here was looking 
^ around for something to do. A farm unit in a small locality 
in Upper Michigan, composed of farmers in summer and lumber- 
workers (chopping pulp-wood) in winter, has quite a problem to 
function as a real Bolshevik Party unit. Until recently most of 
the activity was around the Cooperative and the struggle against 
the Halonenites.

How to draw all the poor workers and farmers away from the 
renegade-controlled store was the problem of the Party. And 
we found the “key” to be in the fact that the right-wing co-ops 
do not fight for the interests of the farmers, especially against 
foreclosures.

Winning Rank and File in Struggle 
Against Foreclosures

Over 60 farmers in Maple Ridge Township were facing fore
closures on their farms. We issued leaflets calling upon the farm
ers to come to a mass meeting td stop the foreclosure of N-------*s
farm. 300 farmers, including the sheriff, came. The sheriff 
was exposed. The farmers booed him when he tried to explain 
that he is the farmers’ |‘riend. We took up the question of get
ting the farmers to the County seat at the time of the sale. The 
school board members were present and evaded the issue of allow
ing the use of the school buses to transport the farmers, under the 
excuse that the state helps to finance it. This fell flat. A com
mittee of 22 was selected to organize the march. The majority 
on the committee were poor farmers with many of Halonen’s sup
porters since at least 150 of the 300 at the meeting were followers 
of the renegade. But all on the committee were ready to fight 
against the foreclosure.

School Strike Decided Upon
At the Party fraction meeting before the Farmers Committee 

of Action meeting, we took up the question of extending and 
broadening out the struggle. It was then decided to call a School 
strike. With the help of the Y. C. L. Bureau a Student Committee 
was set up, and with the approval of the Farmers’ Committee a 
school strike was called in protest against the action of the School 
Board in not helping the farmers. We called it a “Foreclosure 
Holiday.”

The strike was a success. Half of the students stayed out, 
including the overwhelming majority of the children from the
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right-wing farmers. Three car-loads of state troopers came on 
the day of the strike, the same day on which we were preparing 
to leave for the county seat. The cops followed each bus around 
on its route, since a rumor spread that the farmers would take the 
buses by force. Of course the cops came in with the aim of 
intimidating the farmers. The rank and file Halonen supporters 
“persuaded’’ their leadership to give the co-op truck for trans
portation of the farmers.

Foreclosure Postponed for Five Years
We compelled the Delta County authorities to give five years

time for N------- to pay for his farm. The county prosecuting
attorney answered our committee that there will be no more forced 
foreclosures in the county. We made him understand that we 
do not trust the lawyers but are calling a meeting of all mortgaged 
farmers and a representative of the Federal Land Bank where they 
will definitely agree to stop foreclosures. And if not, we will 
organize a march to the county supervisors’ meeting. They did 
not like it since they don’t want to see 700 farmers camped on the 
court house steps.

This action raised the prestige of the Party and the “reds” 
generally and will help in winning over the rank and file farmers 
from the right-wing leadership. But the greatest difficulty is 
that only a few of the comrades are participating in these actions 
and giving leadership in these struggles.

A. B.

Safeguarding the Party Apparatus
/^N a number of occasions the Central Committee brought to 

the attention of our Party the necessity of preserving the Party 
apparatus, that the work of the Party be organized in such a 
manner that during the times of mass actions and struggles of the 
masses, we will not leave the apparatus of the Party open to attack 
on the part of the government forces. This warning and advise 
of the Central Committee is not taken seriously. Constantly, in 
different parts of the country, one can see the reports to the con
trary. Thanks to our negligence and disregard of the warning of 
the Central Committee, we are paying heavily.

In connection with May Day preparations, the Daily Worker of 
May 3rd reports the following:

“Pittsburgh, Pa., May 2.—^Two hours before the demon
stration, police swooped down on the Communist Party office
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and arrested sixteen. Most of i , i in
this city. They are held incomrn^^^
tJwta'^tri^^^^^^^^^ District Org^nja-
worker and an outstanding leader o/\he" Pktlurth'w^kfrs,

i^ne^'XV ^z:^:Mary Subina and J. Stark.» ’ ^utz, J. Romango,

^ori.r, two things stand out.

ii»
1) That the leaders of the Partv anri ’ "“‘‘'°.,o m PittS'
burgh, instead of being with the workeS'on Ma^'i^l that is, j« 
the neighborhoods, around the shops, in workers’ halls to help 
mobilize and organize workers to march to the central demon
stration, these leaders assembled in the Party office, isolat^^^ from 

the ma^« of employed and unemployed workers 2) That by this 
they violated the second principle, namely they placed them- 
selves open to attack by the police

It is well known that at every'mass action the police aim to ar
rest recognized leaders of the masses for the purpose of crippl»^8 
prepamions and ,f possible, to prevent demonstrations by these 
acts. Different methods are used. In Chicago, bomb explosions oc
curred on May First and Communists were accused of being the 
ones who threw the bombs for the purpose of intimidating masses, 
to frighten them and by this also to lay the basis for an attack.

In Pittsburgh, the police raided the office and very conveniently 
arrested the whole leadership because of the neglect on the part ot 
the leaders. However, it would be wrong to single out Pittsburgh 
as the worst example in this respect. By no means is it the only 
example 1 will enumerate a number of similar negligences and 
disregard of A. B. C. principles of Bolshevik work of our Part; 
in this regard. Here are some additions to Pittsburgh.

During the preparations for the Illinois State Hunger March, 
che state authorities mobilized ill their armed forcers to break up 
the Hunger March and aimed to arrest leaders of the march. Our 
comrades in Illinois did the very same thing that our comrades m 
Pittsburgh did. Two days before the Hunger March, 9 organizers 
and leaders, and among them a member of the Central Committee, 
went to a dance hall and the police very conveniently arrested 
whom they wanted and prevented these organizers to work in mobi
lization of the workers for the Hunger March and to give guidance 
and leadership, therefore, to some extent crippling the work of 
the Hunger March.

In the State of X where farmers are stopping evictions and fore
closures of the farmers, comrades prepared a leaflet to the farmers
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in a house of a well-known revolutionary worker. Four of them 
gathered to prepare the leaflet and also brought with them a 
complete list of farm connections. The police raided the house, 
confiscated the leaflets and the list of the farmers and arrested the 
comrades.

In a big industrial city, a member of the Central Committee, 
carrying very responsible work, was picked up on the streets by 
the police and in his pockets was a list of workers who are working 
in a very important industrial plant. . - ,

Some time ago, in the Illinois coal fields, in preparation for the 
August First anti-war demonstrations, the District Organizer made 
a f>nal trip in checking up on preparations, and instructing comrades 
to “put aside” all important material and addresses the comr^es 
had. It was quite obvious that the police prepared an attack. Ihe 
comrades gathered every piece of material, every letter and every 
connection and wrapped it in a paper and left it in a place so that 
when the police raided, they had no difficulty in looking for the 
material. Everything was wrapped nicely in a paper and all com
munications were in the hands of the police.

In an important industrial city a strike took place recently. Oui 
Party was engaged in the strike and was the leader in the strike. 
During the strike, in a house of a worker, a complete registration 
of the Party members and other workers was brought for mailing 
out some letters. The police raided the house, took possession of the
registration list.

The above, by no means, is a complete list known to me of sudi 
negligence and the results of every such raid is well known. Workers 
are fired from their shops. Some are arrested, some charged with 
Criminal Syndicalism and others deported. One may ask a question, 
iiow much longer can we tolerate in our Party such an irresponsible 

these organizational questions? How much longer 
permit through our negligence to give to the police names 

and addresses of workers in the shops, mines, members of the 
unions, etc.?

It is our opinion that an example of such negligence must be 
*^^^”^^^*zing before the whole Party a most strict account to 

e made on every such occasion. This, by the way, does not confine 
lower Party units and sections. It is also members of 

y ^ Central Committee, District Committees, Section Committees, 
units, fractions—rfrom the top down—everyone violates the very 
principle of TBolshevik organization. Such irresponsibility must be 
reated equally with the political irresponsibility against which our 
arty carries a vigorous struggle----expelling members of the Party
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cs of the e inwho violate political and theoretical principl 
about time that our Party shall fight just as vigorously 
our ranks who violate the basic principle of the Bolshevik org** 
zation of our Party. _

B. GEBERT

Agit-Prop Work

‘^Opportunistic capitulation means renouncing ^ the
agitation among the masses, it means giving ground befo^ 
petty bourgeois prejudices, illusions or temporary feelings 
pression among the majority, it means hushing up, or S ^ 
over the fundamental differences between Communism 
reformism.” (Kuusinen Prepare for Power.)

What Was Wrong With Our May 
Agitation

TO what extent has our agitation helped to develop the g 
consciousness of the workers and helped ot rid the^

I. nreiudices and reformist illusions? How , j^ctics^°n^aided^in enlightening the workers on the organi^®^
f the Party as the leader of the day to day struggles, the

l^der of the decisive battles against capitalism? Is ou ,
^"iiatlcally educating the masses to an understanding "Lfato^hip 

1 of communism—the historical necessity of ‘J® „ Com-
of the pr^tTriat-the fundamental differences between

*”!:arry thSi^i*"^ “steady activity with a view “ ”JJ‘”®must 
To ca y , ^ broadest masses” (Kuusinen) , j

class conscious ^j^^ge specific issues, these partial deina
,„rn how .o l'»k “PJ, prindpte of Comm.«.=»-^^
slogans, wi g combine an exposure of the .aaonom j
"■‘Z ”i r an «po.ure of the broader polhieal
*1° r with the aim of raising the understanding J the
•cS’nsn- IgimtirTo mahr.cees.ible and

c^rprSSr tra'am of L Part, to large s«t,ons o.

'^‘^LeTus discuss these problems around the ^ay 
„ ^ the Party was faced with several tasks. To unite tn 
^ound^thl bining issues confronting them; to expose
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working class character of the Roosevelt program, to bring forward 
an immediate program of struggle and to explain our revolutionanry 
program as against the policies of the reformists.

Necessary to Explain Roosevelt Program
The Party could not merely repeat on this May First what it has 

been saying for years. It had to start on the most concrete issues— 
the issues brought forward in the Roosevelt program, show that 
the various measures of the administration will not bring. “American 
recovery,” will not alleviate the desperate situation of the masses. 
The blatant demagogy accompanying ever}' act of the Roosevelt ad
ministration necessitated the most specific and explicit detailed ex
posure on the part of the Party in every district. The Centr.il 
Committee Manifesto for united action issued March 29th, made 
as its starting point the conditions of the masses under the Roosevelt 
w!r-i”***^*^**'°” general sharpening of the world situation.

I e many of the district leaflets make reference to the Roosevelt 
permeate our agitation, dealing specifically 

wi^ the promises made prior to the election and the actions tod.ay.
Take the Philadelphia united front call for May 1st. Under a 

sub-heading “We hoped—but are disappointed” (? ?) the call con
tinues to say that “the new deal of Roosevelt is the same raw deal 

o Hoover ’ and then a few general remarks. The Roosevelt program 
IS not the same as the Hoover deal. It is far more vicious, more 
intensive. To the masses it however, appears as a panacea which 

1 bring about the turn. Precisely because it is couched in ^^pros
perity promises, does it require more detailed analysis to present 
^ facts ‘^as convincing, intelligible and as easy of assimilation 
as possible” (Lenin). But the ^^exposure’’ of the Philadelphia com- 

helps to strengthen the illusions and not to shatter them, 
e ^ arty united front call from Chicago, a very good call, for- 

^ whole series of concrete demands among which wc
^ Ag^<iinst Roosevelt’s forced labor military camps,” but not a 

J^ntion in the body of the call on the essence of the ‘^new deal.” 
any calls are merely a general reference to May First as a tradi-

lona ay of struggle without dealing concretely with the present 
problems and tasks. 6 / r

Party’s Agitation Cannot Merely Duplicate 
Merely United Front Demands

country the Party participated in united front 
^^^^ces. ^ The Party endorsed the united front demands. But 

hid?^^^^* Party in united front actions does not mean
thtT®...- •ndependent role of the Party. On the contrary, 

ctions should make possible reaching wider sections of the
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toiling masses with the program of the them on
the basis of our leadership in the united f ^
our policy. Instead, we find that the p''''' nV

1... •. ,r * .1-. ^arty in the gen^centers lost itself in the united front anH ^ j nti^Y i r oral united front demands. Thus fo^- ^<=Peated f ^rty leaf-
let in Pittsburgh does not differ from th^ *^°t*
not explain the relation of the Party to ' >ed
does not bring forward the central demanH ^ r u"^'par*/ y-.'**^*
not even mention the slogan “For a Wotr^

Work

Take the shop papers issued in Chicago ^tnck'S^‘^ a ^
has for its chief demand the release of tho q u bo/s 
Mooney. The other shop papers have dem?‘.^ °'.ainst 
war, etc., but none of the papers deal, if onlv^K * *nv 
Only the leaflet issued by the comrades in kecRoosevelt program in some detail, brinL'reVolu«°«?rj- 
», o.. of I „ *0 „„1, worti?/:Cl«ron, -""S

the building of socialism in the Soviet Union to decayi>^Si
Must Not Blur Over Negro Question .

In the South we have some of the crassest examples ^ol!
over the central programmatic demands of the Party- 
series of leaflets were issued by the Southern comrades f 7

First. In the Party leaflet for May First, noronly b there no 
tion of the struggles of the Negro masses, the role of the r *“ 
the liberation movement of the Negro nenr>l,« the the
white toilers, but the sole demand which has even the term Negro in
it reads: “For the right of the white workers and Vor'^tC

and Negro masses to vote without payment nf noil taX- -ru* me 
right to sit on juries.” There is no doubt that these are 
issues in the South—issues which can arouse large sections ot the 
Negro masses for action. But to make this the central demand 
of the Party in the South is to blur over the national issues ot the 
Negro people and give concessions to white chauvinism within the 
ranks of the white working class.

The slogan for self-determination in the Black Belt is the central 
demand of the Party in the South. In our leaflets to the white 
workers this demand should have been explained in relation to their 
own problems, and show them why they must be in the forefront 
of the struggle for the rights of the Negroes if they are to liberate 
themselves from capitalist exploitation. The white workers of the 
South will never be won by toning down on the Negro question.

Unemployment Insurance—Central Demand
For the past four years the Party has led courageous battles for
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unemployment relief and federal unemployment insurance at the 
expense of the government and employers. This should have been 
the central demand for May First. But it was not prominently ex
plained in our agitation. Leaflet after leaflet completely :mrgets the 
Struggle for unemployment insurance. Leaflets
ployed council (Pittsburgh, etc.) call for action on May First for 
immediate relief. In California the demand reads: For cash relief, 
bonus and jobless insurance Bill No. 1910. Not a word in tlie 
leaflet nor in the demands for federal unemployment insurance. 
Many of the leaflets issued in the Chicago district, Pitts urg , lo, 
etc., put forward the demand for unemployment insurance, but 
do not state at whose expense let alone explain the^ nee or un 
emploment insurance and why the workers must unite to win tnis 
demand.

Roosevelt prior to his election promised ‘^compulsory state unem
ployment insurance reserves based on sound insurance hnancing. 
He promised '‘generous federal unemployment relie . very
of the administration has been directed to cut even the 
lief, ^o introduce forced labor projects and ignore the previous p 
«es. The reformists — the A. F. of L. and the Socialist Party 
speak of unemployment insurance. Many so-called progressives 
mouth phrases about the need for unemployment, ,
our leaflets assume that by some magic the workers will be able to 
diflferentiate between our demand for unemployment insurance an 
that made by the reactionaries.

Against War Weak Feature in Agitation 
Or take the struggle against imperialist war and for the e ense 

of the Soviet Union. We have emphasized on numerous occasions 
m directives, articles on various phases of agit-prop work, the neeu 
to deal concretely with the developing events which are heading 
the world towards war. But what is the character of our agitation. 
The same day in and day out—a repetition of the regular formula. 
“The capitalist class is preparing to plunge us into a new world 
war.” How this is being done, what are the forces driving towards 
War, what factors exist which sharpen the present situation, to really 
alarm the workers on the imminence of war and the imperative 
need for struggle, that is entirely lacking. But leaflets that attempt 
to deal more concretely with the problem show a serious failure to 
follow regularly the editorials in the Dai/y Worker. The Canton 
leaflet speaks about the recent Roosevelt conference with various re
presentatives of capitalist countries. It does not explain the pur- 

of these conferences, does not show the bitter antagonisms 
between the imperialist powers. But how does it explain 

why the Soviet Union was not invited. Quite simply. ’“They dare
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^^emselves to such an able spokesman for peace as ^
this not ImT 9°"*™'“®'' ‘he Soviet Union.” Not 
Union nor ^*'’“ggle of world imperialism against the • ,
Union ‘he peace policy of the Sov^e^
cover of whkh of the American government
program, but it does nm ^ powerful armament cons
•i^nger of an 3tt i convince the masses of workers of , ,
fend the Soviet15^10?°”

damental Difference Between Communisn*

We deal ^ 1 . Reformism , .-e
sharply because^ thLy^e^ f^w important problems. We the
lack of seriousness decisive gjtion
of Party agitation and n districts approach the q
last minute—carelessly Leafllets are rushed ou
ful attention is give,f bitten, without a definite aim. eeivc‘1
y the workers, whetbp ° ’"'^^^t'gate how our leaflets are r 

ncr the true facts, etc Tk^ forward in a convincing
the “left” phraspa' j 9 especially necessary today 

f?^l.°'^lng excerpts Socialist Party. We quo "
10 for Mjy. ^ ^ leaflet issued by the Socialist

Labor is cbnli cf
jP^Pt challengf'^'^Q^ ®f capitalism. Lafior ni^^^

over the World^h'aa A ^he day which

T ^lass, and to in the defense of
e final struggle aear""*'^'^*^" unite all our f°*'""® gdsfj nnal struggle a^al ®ud unite all

. ,How^^n^tj^"'! the sUuS^’^^" between the above "itiu"’
^^cialist P k capitalism and our P r th'
^^mental '^^Icss we these words and actions

"■■tWtcklV"" »n tk. “"m«nUm and rcformBi"
P°'^er, tvhy ^*pi«in to the"'^^’^. "^"'tuentary issues. It ne gji 
'‘’■uggle foV‘ struggle workers how the working clas jh
?'*itip of ,.P°Wer. it f^^/ot- power, and who leads them 
United State' l^’^°l^tariat w‘1^1 workers what t jh

mad! I the onr^ the working fl®^%he
^Ite Words ^ Soviet n toiling masses, showing posU> 

does of^th'°"’/‘ requires a systematic P f,
yet meJ^l^^futmists. Our agitation an^ 

et these tasks.
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P^opa^a ^lone wi]] not win the masses for Communism. But
On important force in convincing the workers
P-**- of their own experiences that only the Communist

^ them in the struggle against capitalism.
B. G.

rartv

School Brings Good Results
X ^ school, recently held in the Ironwood Section School, was 

^Qstly in such a manner that all subjects taken up were
^^^ject by the students. The method of lecturing on e

instructor answering all questions was rep ace y 
student discussion in question and answer .

^^d shon taken up were unemployed work, ’
^^sides subject was allowed an hour and 3

dasl 2nd 30 minutes was spent for ^urren •
Finn to the Finnish Daily subscription drive

j'^hool hel!t comrades while the youth and other e ^ Reso- 
*^t*on. ^ olass on the Young Communist League

I» The First Day
^^oyed p^^'^ployed work we took up the structure j.,

. “toil, how an unemployed 2?“? unclear),
w vl ° o^ °"r comrades this comrade

Siven to clarify the comrades o” • j j yctor on
2tudy. After a short talk

ansp *^^tts took the floor and asked qn discussion an-
^*4 The instructor then summarized the h.s

if^he sarr?^^ questions not clear to the stu en committee
lo ®^tions ^ j ‘^°"e in farming work ta bodies—

bn’fj^ proceed to org policy in other
> ori '* 'h U-iled F»m'r. L«ag» by Vk' i"’”'”'

the subject was broug^ P ^pgriences m
then discussed from their o^ej 

L The sb how they have organized eo® —building of
tvork was conducted in the same t”y"^[,,,ble that the 

‘^Jecfo^P®’the National Miners Union. It w ^-onirades did
t take n *^°P t^ork was the weakest because unemployc‘^

farJ^^^t as enthusiastically in this discussm
work and had very little experiences

Thi. The Second Day . each sub-

"■ Alitj V=« ™»‘'y 1“ 8“'"‘y ;“SS .k'l ‘S'*

^tirades were asked to bring up an/ ^
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would *do *if •‘}®^ructor asked questions as to what the 
asking questions'!^'^**'" Problems arose the students answering »

work—we took up the beer
propaganda that h*^ answer to workers who are misled V^Id brtotd;:i back prosperity-what our po g
Bill and other bilU u"’°*'^*°rium on debts and taxes, the F 
and farmers, how ' should conduct meetings of
ganized by uc ^^*^P rhose organizations that are
oaust act at farmers’ B°'ng into the hands of betrayers, hoW

s meetings, etc.

This day we nr» • Third Day
Four comrades^wer^ dummy meetings. . of

A«;on from the stude„,^u organize a Committee
Tbis committee of four as unorganized
*^^^.^j^beforehand. Planned out how they were going to P

7“^'^ ^e^noticerif-blunders to see whether 
e fol owed since quit‘.^ »dvice that this method should

d*^cus3,ou on this tS o" ^nistakes were made and
, a committee T"" ^“"g time. uodV
nalyzed the shortcoi^f organized. The student h .^
J^mittee. After £ '^ell as^ ^he good points

‘he Pomts omitted and tb summarized and brought

meetin done i have been done. nurnUty
‘^^".miftee'TnJ ^'^r)w>ng”J£PVd t,nd shop

'^^rough thh "“"rrnfttee ""
stud^s' ’̂j^'^®. we were able to get

lot of probir*^^'^®^ ®"d in ‘^'^eussion was alway^^j^^
eomrades «, *rtd clarifv t ^I'^rt time we were able to gQ,ne 

action Tb^- ®®^'gned to\ students on many que®“°”®„^ittees 
i"8 hoi t?^\P^PPed ‘he organizing of the

^‘®"ee and We^tonl field. ^ Co^'

Daily 5 Was held of the Young
the liQ'^^'Ption drive Fmnish comrades only on

TC' »t *« ..«d.„,s wer. well

‘ “pifUst J‘‘V* “t •*
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Mobilize the Party for August First
Party id'preparing for August First tins year, is facec 

^ niore vital and insisteni tasks than ever before in its 
ca • Rver *:leepeninp crisis, economic chaos, grips the
^pHalist word Mass unemploy nsent and wholesale de>

ol their conditions of life are the lot of the work- 
to farmers War. the inevitable result of the effort
Pr capitalist way out of the crisis, Is daily being

Faced, with the g*lowmg achievements of the 
^Union, confronted with the menace to the ^capitalist 

exploitation in the very existence of the Soviet 
gripped with deathly fear of the splendid example 

^ ‘ leadership of cht- Soviet Union to the workers of the 
bo take the revolutionary way out of the crisis; tiie
^ world with a!? haste prepares a war of intervention

the workers fatherlandhe World ^^^conomk Conference in L*ondor> exposed more 
anything else the = efforts of capitalism co “solve' the 
at the expense of the workers ilie conflict of che

j ^p*'*alist powers for the redivision of the world market is 
armed conflict Each country seeks for a 

‘^tit of the crisis at che expense of the other The
fascism fn Germany further intensifies the conflicts 

^ ^ -he redivision of tht: world markets, and provides the 
^ on?*g-eoisie with a ooncrett example as to how to enforce 
^ p iron fist of dictatorship over che working class and its 
^^'^^^^tionary organizations m order to unload the burden of 
' t* crisis on the shoulders of the workers At the same 

*^^hcrete preparations intensify for an armeo bloc against 
^ Soviet Union, War is the order of the day.

the Party in the Shops «n the Struggle Against War
this Situation class lines become clearer and sharper 

Industriaj Recovery Ad proves to the workers chat the 
^^pit^list way out or the crisis means the lowest destitution, 
the. meanest degradation oi tht whole working class—that 

by means of the most vicious attack against the worker? 
their revolutionary organizations can the bpurgeoisie even 

attempt CO save its profits ii> ordei to effect this the. oour- 
g^eois State is even vmorc closely wielded to finance capital* 

2v,^r oefore (Vlore clearly and peuiy than ever does
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the State come forward as the instrument and central coW' 
miUee of finance capital. The betrayers of the working cla 
wthm the ranks of labor—the Socialist Party and ^ 
American Federation of Labor continue and carfy stiK f

deception and treachery in the service of capi_
thi9 nf increased speed-up, unemp’oym^
Whole ^RoosevS^r'Sine,^ Industrial Recovery Act an

Paru 'is* thdevelopment and growth of 
the revolutin ** ‘niportant factor. The workers can 
mumst Partv^*^^ crisis only when the
phase of^irQ^ confidently, unhesitatingly, leads it ^ ’
deveioptne ever™^^*^’ question of building the '
cistve Sttor!^pP“r® activities is therefore the clc
a «aiCirot ^-ty can only be built^jj
®au* inatrumenr tnr ^ is built In the shop»'

hui!dlni? thp p oii Uie struggles of tbe«nioas. ‘a the shops a?e the revolutionary
^ ‘aterrelated viewed separately. They
^tuous cannot' grow^ ®*’°^5aces

concrete examnlpc Pittsburgh and other P j,
f tht shops the Without building the^®
leadership t"arty cannot win the workers under

thr shops, caktn»^^ ^ Its main
Workers, it, exposinp^ k ^ demands and issues facing 
porkers, th^ immed, I’»dustrial Recovery Act before t 
defense of the issue oi the war and th^
/ the^ ij. *■ I^“'on must be raised Every ac
^ The Puphc%pffot the war siiou’d -*
t «SihJr *=‘tograni can be exposed throu^^
Qj* OI dn instrument to oe
^ ««o^eU regime The enure progr
P^ParaiL,^ «>ae¥at^*’ Industrial

bowit CO tht workers ^
Viirt ^tttig a machinery r.o prepare

W" res'
*l^«‘opea (a deveioproent of pt

^ *'^ty activity and initiative to
I^nurgeotgi, fight aenin'^*^^^'^ tmlt m raising ' '^ar preparations of^ 
tdfc Part^e «'at workers concretely
Worker.^ m Its leadr f defend the Soviet VPi

^ depart^***? °t. the concrete basis ofJJ.
ir. the union locals, m the
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Of theTorking class, among the far^s ^he
the workers for the.r economic condlhons.^^^^^

batui^ 'nsurance and on every tr°° againsi
'Vai ’ musi he linked op with th

---------------- party for AUGUST FIRST

‘Vln the Forces for the Fight Against Wa»

activities of the juf^’war apparaiu?
thn ®P®®d be developed within the a . „_gie foi then On the basis of the ’truggle^

ons and takine un their needs m •* .^ed forces

av;nvii.ic» t/* ---- orar ayM®'speed be developed within the a . „_gie foi then bourgeoisie On the basis of the ’truggle^

taking up their needs armed forces
■ wSl?' ‘t® ^'”°must receive a real
)eti,o ** among che ex-servicemen .-enacting np then 
tands struggle against war working
" At general importance is

ioti

-uxiigglt against '^“.\‘T'^hoe working 
With the general demands o .mporlance is "^^he 

the same time of the utmost imP strategic
the Party on the waterfront where
the worLng class are centered espe

^grainsr wav
®**“0 the Party m the Struggle

^T^.'^truggie against war ^“‘^^ram^before all section- 
the Party brings Hs miist f;,

’^^'•hltig class The Voung g^ould receive
the oi*fTnr»t<»«. which rcsc _ _ ..»»o*am2*atlon ^

the Party brings 'ts munist t>«ague -
’^^'•hltig class The Voung g^ould receive

® the organization which rea organizarion-
<««stance of che Party and f Jf* and are

^bon?^ workers whi ^he a>es<-
rti^e df the preparations tor children.-al
cl^i work among worn . jgiv - sections
,"‘«o struggles among certam d^is ^
, ^ Which must receive the m

i„vf®‘hsi the coming war of the
Ui all activities on ,rgg|f and onJ'.' » m«. m- early »“»?.'•, iL, pe>«r’,‘Srr.

[. 'll 11a raaks On the ®®h .-.neles mr me
>hon '■’fS^dmzmg and h> the an” ^^feramong cL unemployed ."“Vita leadcrsh P
.X. ■“““«» .me,. “ly

" tTiese are the tasks of of
. hd musi be viewed *» 

the Party for the coming
-------- „ must 0® ^aocie*

or gravity of **^,JItfoii»i ^
hdtil of the to-wer org»*‘
*«iona and street n”*^*"*' r«» fo 

From the ‘Opd»
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St. Louis Nutpickers’ Strike Sets Exampl®
This strike is a splendid example of Party leadership 

initiative in organizing workers for struggle. The nut 
industry in the St. T.,oniQ cict <5 of 16 ®------ - *** wurn-urs lur auruggic.industry in the St. Louis territory consists of 16 
employing about 3,000 women, 90% Negro. Working hours 
9 per day, five and a half days per week. In the from
years they received two wage cuts. Negro women ,in
.s;i .<<n QQ OA__ ____ , .. . ..® . , ____ _ $3.00 np*$1.80 to $3.00 per week; while white girls, from i-"-- 
60% were on the re ief roll. Many grievances existed, 
slight attempts were made to organize these workers ^ 
last two years. But the assignments were made to “concen 
trate and that was all.

How the Strike was Organized
ef^nr‘ of the strike took two months. One

assigned to the factory where he
S nene ^he city
to Srt^n unsuccessful strike in 1927. we Jec
into thp smaller plant and use it as a wedge tor g 
Ssted of "^e^ting of the shop
the b^st women. We showed them how

workers. Thp cu unity of Negro an ijcr
reached 20 we steadily grew and when the . gd,
uot yet. howeverf demands to be ^oh
witli other shone’ ^ strike. The question of .gdded
to demand an taken up. The women finally

>«.«. d tmou. sS X* ™ToutS«'0

Finallv th.. ® °f St. Louis during the ten oay g.
tag to the largest^comna^ extended to three factories b^j2.gd 
of the workers, they ^ meeting which we ° the
boss and if he dicto-f their demands up
Workers also decided ^®y would call a ' gjjd
factory where S unw strength in the
shop. A committee of io members out of

Pon the boss, and we » organized to make the fUers 
were to stop working that the rest of the ^°,yj,at
wnnw“^®*^ would to the office to hear

**bt every JS! the 100 in the union

we^u picket.
ttionstratlon. This actually agitate



LOUIS NUTPICKERS’ STRIKE
pj ^--------------------------------------------

them were ready to walk out and 
issi!^^ Committee of the Food Workers Union local 
on fh ^ leaf:et on the morning of May First,

called 1^ ^omen not to walk out, but to stand ready 
other fa meantime we spread our organization

^ isolate in order to defeat the plans of the company
no factory, because it was not a busy season.

Workers Decide on Action
^^^ht ijj ^^o meetings were concentrated on the main 
.^^other employing 700 white and Negro women. In

inh? 'J'oeks we had 15 women enrolled from the main 
'Tk 3 ^ union. By this time the workers had been 
iQ^i* Uight ^nr an answer to their demands by the boss.
. ^^er. -j,, Women decided that they could not wait any

M uny further delay would give the bosses
the their forces by shutting down tempora y

to scaring the others. Therefore, it wa
T'l? °P®° meeting at which an open v

original committee from t**® ^ .j. 
If .}^ so to the boss and demand an answer 
ot?®^ granted they would stay

^ouid ®^®Ps that the demand was granted.
V gro, out aud uiarch to the largest
< “.the plant a signal for a walk-out.
^h(jn^_“o®hlnes and trucks outside the plan ^ed

began to walk out. The trucks were 
tQ , e boss knew what happened, the wo jjjjjgr 

‘''ei'fel*'® aijd *toors of the largest plant, b^Hng 
^^y f Tho ^^^S the shop committee 1°®*^® second
■^lih othi ‘lay 900 workers walked t to-

1.4o5V*^oP® and two small factories w^k^ out, to 
out i^^omen. At the same time, the white wo 

^ *a Solidarity with the Negro women.
‘he leadership of the Strike Was Organteed

b^' f t®r the strike was d®®!*^' ®“ *erTsSS
by 0“e- This was done, not hy » ^ ^,^er to

^t^^^ ®ont^,^**“8^ out one shop after each shop
•• Af“« o^’ activities and lead picket
1- ^ ^be atrlke committee, and ®®P‘^^,ee was organ-■S the atrlke committee, and ®®P*^r,-e was organ- 
V^ch “® tl®e a central strike oom^twe ^

«t*?’ S^enft^’ *** addition to the meeting advise and letSf* ®trtke meetings were beld to a^^^, Strike 
developmento. W with the

^ before and after eacn d »
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the thorory gone over and every“««ting of the strikers. BcUet
Whie pooTSenTrpf^''”"^
strikers^ responXn ^“11 for feeding, the wom
strikers actuallv ^°- collection of food, funds, etc. 

actually earned on the main burden of relief.

the organized The leadership
close’y with the stri’/ unemployed councilsthe Offer S ?3v I " third day of the strike ca^e
rejected. The capitalist'^^l^®® wages. This offer was ^ ( 
<^f the St. Lou?s w?r?p ^ried to turn the
offer of increase wa« f^^l^st the strikers by sayiuS; -g 
leading the strike arm because the Communists
the workers was- '^^“t trouble." The answf
defeat the bosses nrot, ^“"^munists are our friends, 
decided to open fire ^^?^°da the Central Strike <^o’”'”g09'c 
»f the women were «ty government. Since dO^';.
®ent was s-apportin? relief roll, the city g
Maintain bad conditiLs^ a bosses in the nut ^dustry^^^ 

6 ore the City Hall nn/i demonstration was „g of
the a.rrested strikeVa demand was made for rde^® ^s 
sticking to their r,o<.t‘ demand was won, the wo

^.d'lstrial Union had”^’* organizer of the Food ^ 
for every f^nly thru close ‘^°^^^„gsih'c
bnso *^®''o’-utionarv ipn,i demagogy or attack was it P ^jjg bosses and the gTvi^n^bip to defeat the attempts of ' 
S^w? ‘Sues^ wTi the ranks of the W‘>f^,V
thi r the womer tl^’’“''^bt to the Central Strike « f 
the bosses. themselves exposed the maneuvers

'"‘‘••Cl' Bosses to r«
On fv, Concede Demands

the seventVi ^ wi-

“»"> '■'W.T'? •' tte Qo^mmeot. that
for anoS"f® not met Also

Workers among thp ^®”*°^^®tration In the m g<jcs
a con?" trild ? ^'^”hry. shoe and needle tj a

"'^t tCufbut wSi",f°^ber trick, offering wh^t 
f^ommun^ni ’^tforts of thT"t as an ^t a ^
^**§:anizer h ' '^o^kers bosses to injectOffered coJr P*'®3®nt at the demanded that fh®^any
demands of and agreed"*^*^'^*®”®' %nt

they '^‘'rkers, a'most entirely to & gdn®'
proposal ‘ ®i*ld report «■ ^ ®trike committee told th^

* fP the strikers and vote on
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Build the Union
A. vot«»

taken on the proposal of the company, the revo- 
the strike committee explaining the offer 

K '^en question of the recognition of the union.
Food Workers’ IndustriaJ tlmon have 

the solidified in the course of the strike and
about There are 1400 regular members of the union

?®>t Of ‘unemployed members who have joined m sup-
on^ Of tha*Iand are part of the union. Also, organiza- 

neals is progressing fast in East St. Louis, where 
are employed in three plants of the same company

^ ®*"RanlzaMonal Consolidation Was Achieved

part of the conso’idation of the 
£? in the strike, on the picket line at meW

’‘tion the union, the main organizational consoh
h, the strike, in the following way:
heo^’ '^tieckirt*^®'^ ^ter the settlement, the was

leadership, strengthened ’t/he^fj^te^ 
liou,^® picket 1^^^ *ta shop committees from made rules
®ht eirl “"® on the strike committee and made 

, th.^‘!’® ®^h member as to union card, etc.,

^’'Plained*'® committees in ®^®g/®a^e2St to the
, Oeaii®^ strict maintenance of

^ ^ the boss thru the shop ^j-ffanizer to
t^’h^ TTJXTL comrade, was day to day.

^ a^lZer **®lp and advise the ^ ^as voted upon
i the Food Workers Union and was

tea^ach j that capacity. commit-
to^fl °*‘8^®nizers made contatt ^drise or help to

X> any out how things are and to adris
ik**t that may arise. In “‘Editions to

5 ®hop *»tact with the developments -n

Of City Control ^eX'

«. L'*®®ide^^ ®ach local union, ^gca.l unio .
°° policies and brings them ^omen are

social activities. 40% J^ g Zd
t . te wuh®^e already organizing basebaH organized 

^ ^ **®a<r^ ®«®h Other Picnics. outUifs. at® ’_,„„hed close
\>h J^hart,

‘^e already organizing baseban 
each other Picnics, outinfs. ’i^nlished closbeing f^^lace.^tv ^ Utner incniua. .^^jisncu»o? the Union are bei^ p,ace.

®aia J P- Small locals go together to 
® their own headquarters^



strict Party Control—But BnUding Party StOI
uSn

of ^ocal have become
ponalble to theParty for laxity eS.1 their membership »
morning when organizer is present at the shop ^ gj,
o' the4 K 2»nf„ ^ “o«“ and at night- At^^
with the 9hm ahop. “>« organizerlb case sometoin^eoM 1' all Is OK In f\be
women cannot ^iJe th^®"? Problems arise ^^iizef
and he helps When 'I'oy consult the
the spot ana try to we settle them

g r^„ ‘•abipaign against bosses' lnf»**”
*m aU work, {Os!f*tor^b ‘'esponsibility of each °^^op- 
®***®l*ers and leadersWn™*^^ **'® Party unit in ***f j we
^b^ery few hours^^whaJ ®° ‘*“*'®‘* *^ell ®®

Ike Party is broin^*®"' ®°®® °b In the shop as w The CoZJ^T\ ®‘^‘^fPJy to the front from 
^jo not only recognlzeif^^^ Young Conomunlst pt

parcel of everya^p leaders of the struggle, out P

g^Ji£5*of”d^isi^^*^^ •^® sent ny the y ^^ch

The union ®nd are acted nP®“ Wthe execJSl^'*‘P ^ the shop is strengthened ^ 
tha anion. ®*«®“tives and e!ecting several more offloef®

«K “®^®“«°t. alto^etb^JJ^

i.*^ taclei, but no sten^* Party Out of 9 locals y,a 
'"'mhiiiiiu **®** simple oiwal^f*^® taken to consolida^^g 
s*Hd books have questions^ sharply ® ‘^«h taken up. This question ^

*« »P~«1 «»ro«ir»»“‘ £« 

l**torker8 «»*^® ****** and ® gateway The j-^od®P®bira«toiw***®*‘«ous^ S® the APL Amalgam*^
^ Ap£^‘I that their sTwL*'®'® *** the Arnalgamat^ ot 
iCeub^ that they misled by the f^jjers"
closer^ I the Boot Md^h i;mdership Uke the nutpl® 
ship ^ iai^®*"**t Of this ^ Workers Union are also ^°Aef~
^ «w Inltiattv, splendid example of

a s, sfc

---------------------------party organizer



building trade union OPPOSniONS^

Buildiiing Trade Union Opposition Groups 
In Cincinnati. Ohio

^ traditionally a cUJ’ trade union
ivorj. until a few weeks ago there jj,at timCf
several ?! the Party in this section Pnr 
"'ere ^^'talf-hearted attempts were (quo time there

one Tr *°nlf Pwty and this member
"'as oT union member m the ,.„„sp -ail mem-

that nothing could be done because 
T>. the A tr* 1 ..rsQntinnarV «rA nao

< thrnotoiug could be done because
A p of L are reactionary «re nad

^^it the discussion a? to vv^h our
v’^Posai^i'^^h and started with the gj. ^as been esta_
!*®bed «,v,^ responsible trade anion com ^ actually
^®&an virorked out a concrete pl^/f^^^J'^^istakes, but
e ®Posal started with the fo ‘ been esta_
!*®bed «,v,^ responsible trade anion com ^ actually
^sgan S‘"h virorked out a concrete mistakes, but

,"^Jhis work We are not perfect, 've oiaKe 
through the work

tn Action ^ group
one^* 5^®*^ou Of four weeks we were ab!e to ^ 

>tio^'^^^stry Of 25 members. These «'®^f ,ne time to 
y union However, we did no 

J®Ulo the functions of the
We / struggles with their reac ^

t'h'* eaf*i®? definitely “^^hUsb a „f ^L^wbo
Was ^hsh the fraction as the comr^ ^

> % c?ou th® inexporience of o"® m ^is <°®®'

bscl ’^bia of an officer of the
Of Was elected, he

^^rears in his dues:
Oroupt^BuUd More Opposition A. f

*t\,^"cce^®^ organized industry, ^ozeD
thft ^^Idin ouilding a group of ^ i.pn up aried to

together and has has to
ofr^Presents This group elr®af ,„du^ to
^^^‘cialdom of three locals ot ^ ^g,egates/® » gj,d 

forced labor and ®*®‘^4ngt forced
?"r^hO lrahf®P^*’*^eut and protest ag „p from a

*■3. ^'bree^® ‘^“ion rates We ouiU ou ^ aones p 
’beg.^bo Of us submitted names of tru the

^hem before inviting
tbjM «tarteo to raise certain J togetb«' 

‘bduatrv we succeeded m g«"
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26 membera, also of a graft w ^ , , ~
up tbe task of buildings Siour^ outfit. Here we are taking
yards they work In. P® on the basis of the shops and

These successes in bi4idin»
Party as examples of what 4. ****°®*Uon groups must serve tno 
in A. F. of L). unions, and if * *“*“^003 possibilities we have 
stand this, then the work wiii * Party members will under
local revolts are taking place much faster. In evei^
is to utilize the grievances of thing we have to do
tkmary leadership of the a. workers against the reac-
build up opposition groups hi ^ I- and their program 
the old bugaboo about “no for'^**^ local We want to say 
have enough forces to get star?ff ®“’* more. We do
up our forces through the worw ’ must continue to 
idea that it “takes an armv are started, and the old

^ 'o build a hamlet” is out.
E. H., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Developing Shop Work in Detroit
oc".2'“3rs4‘s:"^2‘i'u. s
making the turn to the shops^wo^*^^
the whole center .of the dlscuj^^ sounded v^ con
ference was how to penetrate
S^lriS%e^a^«blp

.<te

Olstnet leadership prevtousl, emyiasizeo ^
vdtoplifg coUective lender^ip ^ ^ me*"wstrict leadership
in general reacted to political pr^Ten^ mT^^mhip nad 
not succeeded to making a clear anai^i. .%f the situation »»

Of ^e Bum had able to show^ comrades In the
units how penetrate the shops "Ph** problempitted « be posslS^ to bring this w
the Party membership as a whole and plunge the Party into 
«hop wor^ ^

It was decided that a conference would be called by the 
Auto WtHTkers CJnl<» to organise the sentiment that extoted 
to file shops *» struggle, and in the bafpwng of the con- 
fM«ne« reach new groups lasMe of the shops and build the
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^ commission was set up of m»^.mbers of the District 
the comrades in the Union tc work out a plan for

*T*ho r»OTrf<arPTioM anH abrm work Were^ this conference. The conference and shop work were
very c’osely with the building of the Lenin Memorial 

^^tion. and the slogan of “Ever^/ factory a Communist 
made our central slogan, A city functionaries 

Was called at which each point of the outline for this 
Of '^as discussed £n addition to this the leading comrades 

^ district were assigned to work in the sections and 
'These comrades including the District Organizer and 

^^cretary went out to hold meetings with groups of shop 
Which our comrades in the units had contacted and 

to elect delegates to the conference and to
- thei

to
problems in the shops It was possible to give

^er^, these groups a permanent character and many mem- 
ere recruited for the Union on the basis of this activity
h activity in preparing the conference the organi* 

basis was laid in the shops for the strike struggle- 
in this period At the time when the con- 

beerj ^ p ace, on January 22. two strikes had already
^ ^^ticessfully conducted and on the day of the conference 

of workers from the Briggs Highland Park plant 
conference after they had walked out of the plant 

Sunday work and wage-cuts, and asked thai the Auto 
^i^nion give leadership to the strike 

^inie the conference was held, shop loon is (»f the 
the been established in the Briggs Waterloo Plant n

Products Corporation, definitely out of the struggles 
- /^ted m those plants A lso 23 loose groups haa been^tabi'Shed tn the Ford River Rouge P!ant our main con-

point
How the Union Was Buih 

T'h
was brought to the forefront in the Briggs 

period Motor Products strikes During the entire
strike more or less systematic recruiting was 

'^he xj * ^ close of these strikes, the organization of
^^med^fvT ^ guarantee for holding what had been
'^itae n struggle was sharply emphasized At this
^nion worker In both these plants jomed the
^^I'ker ^ Briggs Waterloo Plant approximately 350
A^otor »:» ^ total of 650 on strike joined the Union In
strike about 1500 joined the Union out of 3000 on
''asis ^®re the Union was established on a departmental

Highland Park €und Briggs Mack Avenue strikes, 
r. due to the line carried on by the comrades in the
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leadership of the strike, the Union was not brought 
sufficiently. The individual comrades acted in the s 
merely as individuals “from outside”. The Union as the 
izer of the strike from the inside of the shop was not c ^ 
tinuously brought forward. While recruiting for the 
conducted regularly and many hundreds of workers . 
signed up for the Union, the leadership of the strike 
out because of the line followed by the comrades, and . g0 
ing this, the failure of our Union to continue working -^^ed 
strikes caused the loss of practically all those we had 
up, with the exception of very few.

Hudson Jefferson and Hudson Gratiot Plant 
the readership applied the line of the Party correctly and ^

^ victories and build the Union.
^ women were recruited for the Un

These locals were also established on a departmental ba8»S‘

Consolidation of the Union
15M*mtnlvio *^Sister at the present time appr®**®®j,cd 
in the w • TO Union, and have shop locals 
Hudson Waterloo. Motor Products, Hudson
SS«,e T Murray Body! Dodge ChryJ jg
to^uiirt ^ ^d 22 territorial branches, our task
strike* do^ consoddate our forces. However. „ot
sicceeVm S,nr were recruited for the Union. W« .Jid ”g. 
This was Union to the extent of the poss»
Union durine ^ comrades j^jj^eS
and we wer^ ^as not corrected after the , jop
Ta c:

the Union *^comrr«i Union leadership failed to 
portant of all the^ branches and locals, ^o
struggtes arouii^^t^ daily
ers and conduct aenuinl^ grievances and needs of the 
that certain lecture and education, despite ^ ,^gais.

As a result the rr ^ were conducted m the
tbe strike. However our*^ w declined in dP
the May t>av demonot In preparing and buil ^,7
check the d^Une «„ ^™Uon helped to a certain cxt^n^^^^
May Day campaign w^ hro“‘r
continuation of ’’*^®dght to the Part; members
Memon.1 '7?;'*” *" »»' •»«•■>“'* «' '“‘. V
was carried to s certein ®. Workers Conference^^^^,
Thf- worv iit) pret>ari«^ extent w the ahop gates* 
carried od from befow ^ ilemonstrati
»8idf sections ai^d aeigbborbo

'•-omracies -'kx ,ta"c.fclor»fc
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together with the worl:ors took development
meetings, leaflets, etc. i'o some ’ succeeded in check g
neighborhood and small shop stnigg
the decline in the Union. r^muin^^ •'' '••

'^'e can say that despite **0 ^ conven 
^hat at the time of the Auto Work® '

^ci 25th. we were able to regis „.^rp drc
uiciu r— -xr^%.i-prq UOlivri' - tTrilOn^hat at the time of the Auto Worl"® '

nnd 25th. we were able to register drawn .-
!;"■< or, a ahop Paolo. New a”" » '"'“'SJn tec

adop'ted Py »»

Application of the Tactics ^
of the •

^ ^ Relieve that 
^Tilted Front waf

not stano -- ' ,„;rred aiu^ . instan^'^*» p„. mvplvea ure ”,uT ”»«
Ihe instances the A. v ^en's ‘ '
1. \i Finishers Union, Ih , more musi

On 5, *® Briggs Waterloo P ‘“^District Buro
employed anj “”1,0. of the » ^^j„p!o.ved 

Wag ^^uring the strikes the P ‘^oyed 
C the struggles oi some s<
'as^?*^ Buring the strikes the P°^'joyed “”ious mis* 
md to the struggles oi

^.akac, extent we succeeded ,^t»re dr«-''^^
Ih^tlT^o „ the unemplny®^ strikers

m Waterloo strike, tb oi ® met
and virK there was objection picket b 'qu^ com_

unemployed came on questiof ^
rada. . opposition on the part o jgj^e’y Jt demands 
hhity o” V?® strike did not take for J,„.,^pioyment
yas u ® the picket line, Um
«hitv „ siriKe did not -- .^ggie :memP‘cy' e 
yas u ® the picket line. Unity o ^ven enemie
'hsuf. sufficiently brought out a.» ^ strike, , ony
of'^J^ce wus brought forward, ^he t<^«^aed o" th®
^trikero '^'^^hkers succeeded in he P®|^g down this?toke?\with the Shop hc.dges sboUd^^^ breaking ^uts of 
;^ea ^ ‘?he. A,nd we did Qoi succeec^ ^ ^d th of
the was introduced by ^."“TreSing
*hip, ^Pauy for the purpose of ,.gi line Howe’'^
i Ih the unemployed on P ^ foU^^ pnitihS
}' the X*'’’"'’®*' strikes, similar ta succeeded this
^^tces _^®tor Products strike j^gg tssn**
^*he ® the picket line In the chis ^pemP*®-^^
^ittec^ ‘ssue. and our failure tc the ,.,p t,h

^ttuation u- dev^. the emP'«> 
th«f >n one mde .>t the -stree ^

. „..1 r.Keh 'ito
'itrike, the amor ha» ■ p„,,mpi<»ye 

t‘Oggi^ reiiei •*<
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has not raised sharply enough the demands of unemploy^ 
and social insurance. However, the feeling of solidarity 
tween the employed and uiiemployec was ^trengthene 
mendously through the strike activity and the ^uto
Work^rr^''^'' conducted under the leadership of th ^
'ten r '' **^*^*’ Unemp’oyed Councils were
>tep torward in ouiiding the Union

itecnilting for the Party fron. the Shop*-

strike struli^pip'^^ and dues payments during^^^.^
i'Qfr. r-. __ the period following che

■Cline froTYi 4-Vit ficnires orGCG .,£»aT
cat'e a verv "L'"’-' following the stnKe=
strikes and^«,r^ ^rom the figures "g yea^
of 1<)S2 Durino^ oelow' the monthly average for tn®d>' bers recruited there were only ^ of
continuous dav to dn^ This was because of the ,v,e
failure to drins th recruiting from the struggi®-

Ouririe rh^ '^^■rty forward at all times. _ tht
failure to arins th recruiting from the strugg*®-

Ourint the -tri^ forward at all times. ^ th^
leadership of npolicv of the comrad .^gred

OaUy Worker were comrades ^e * jj,e
strike was one of P’^® atmospher

Since the sf-ikpc» ^ *^ention the Party'’ ^
drawn into th^. Pa-tv^*^^ workers involved ® jjiiglifld-
Certainly not th ^ ^ ^^''ts have been e ,-e

'® the extent it ,„oc Rut we ca*
Certainly not ^ ^^''ts have been es ,.e-
Sister units in'm.! *t was possible But we ca.^
members each Wh These units average troho ‘
the leadership in these units were established jia''®
bot declined Union, our Union lo®®*

«d as in the other shops.

LetterA Meaas « Carting Out the Opeu
^«»owtoe u.r7r* " "• *■' f »

**arty on July 7.iA*^*'^°*’‘iibary Party Conference ® g.,t
'^derstanding of fcomrades left with a far 
means. Roth the re^ faking the tu. n to mass ovvd«
^ well, as the dlsof^*^^ summarv of Comrade phow in the shorw“"‘°“ comrades thinU
nto effect, ^^nv time to put th* t)pe® tih

“P^'dng the work forward with s’ ggestio
the^ w ®omalnton ’ i® directions
in ot Comr^rt® excellent points fo> d

proposers T .U.U.i.. who wrot®
^ submutlnff '?u ^®i®dlat,e coDsld.er»f />/«

f the following proposa* •'o»
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4 St ^ involve these circi ^becK «P uecH-uP
the Ce„tr.l * , 0«»-

‘5. tw f he prep*’’^2vel0pn»®®‘
*^t«e f ^ ® simple ^^utical regula’’
clea Of ** training and P<> tb*
^la / Workers." through aS ^ gufflc‘® ht,*tfoold

Of S. ®®"‘®^ofunit. our This
at tte* Party nuc eus or out. gtreng^'j-ujiy
ry even these things ®* ..g prese’^tidciiog thC

grow many in ‘=®t?tetter ^ W
" ProhS^ one comrade's in>t*j‘fthe OP*® foHoW«<»
>e Of how to car«-y ah®”’**

Extraordinary Conf



.^^Ganizer

each member of tbe Party p, 
his own responsibility to comrade must consider it
of the work of the Party ® Proposals, to make criticisms 
and to demand of every oth the work of the Party,
checkrup be carried on to ^^mrade that daily work and 
rdal mass work Kach coxnr«^*^® made to
as other proposals for the wn ^ ®fiust take up this as weil 
and neigrhborhood territorv Party in their nucleus
ers in their territory in a^, ^ *»eans of involvingr the work- 
the Party and trade unions and recruiting- them tor

16party

Combatting the Recovery Act in
Milwaukee

The Milwaukee Party organizae- * - ej«,i vto combatting the IndustS“ fti?® started some activity
meeting was organized where ^ el>r
intensive activity to the shops have
V ^r»KiH5rpd to carrv ^ unions, etc The units havebeen discussions on the Roosevelt

for ^nditions the working class on the

Ti Z Sa t..
Most of have hired extra workers.

They have tn Pressed Steel Corporation
wweTs hS.? a" iro^ 12 » « «nd
wages o cencfr »'eality. the men are making
$1.20 a *® j The increase The same is true
m other tactoriM. The internaUona) Harvester Co has the 
schedule so ‘^^t they do not permit their men to
make more than $12 per week On top of that they deduct 
10% for relie ere is great discontent in many places A 
number of spontaneous departmental strikes *ately rooh place, 
the workers winnmg increases

Some of the big corporaUons like the Allis <-^haimers Co 
have taken steps to neao off favoraole sentiment for
organization by che workers n> organizing company unions 
We exposed this scheme through ^hop gate meetings aho 
leaflets and mobilizing our comrades and sympathizers inside 
the shop for the same end and to build s anion under our 
leadership
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Main Tat»k — Building Party and Union in Shops
^ f ^ one shop, the Marquardt Bedding Co., where. we led a 

***ke o of wAek«? a£>o we snereertert in huildin&r OUr
^nic ® a number of weeks ago we succeeded in building our

So that today 160 workers are regular dues-pajing mem- 
Last week the company tried to maneuver on the 

of the Industrial Recovery Act so that they can outlaw 
^ Onion and establish a company union, or else the A F of

th were not for our prompt mobilization of the workers
'night have succeeded Our experiences have further 

^Wn that in spite of many illusions on the part of the
kers. we can through our activity expose the Roosevelt 

is and organize the workers. Our chief task right now
Of ^ke Party membership to realize the past weaknesses
in trade union work and to really begin this work

^Q^rnest.

Qiiestions of Shop Work In Birmingham
have not been, in reference to shop work, applying the 

the Party correct:y As we know, or should know, 
tiasis of all OUT unit work should be in basic 

shops, mines and other heavy industries, and 
producing war munitions Let us take the district 

. Quarters here in Birmingham, where we have coal mines 
miiis. Not only one or tw'o of them, but quite a

the<5^^ see just how the Party stands in reference to
basic industries. On paper we have 6 shop units,, but 

there are only 3 of this number that meet- 
week. And what kind of work have these i units 

th^ months? We are forced tc acrnii that
^ been nothing done- -or whai iittle there was done

anri which was only the distribution uf a few leaflets,
sory leaflets were most'y unemployed LL.D oi
tho ^ leaflet To my Knowledge \r. ih- past four months
^ ^afiet distributed.

j Uie leaflet that was distributed ts. the shop was very.
jTusi h plain teaflet cejimg the workers 

Cf, ^ ^beir conditions are miseraoie Nothing organizations ^
it o» gain was made ir ems shop i relieve

*^here has deen co*._ much «>tress put in th*: oulid-
mn uni^s. and only bringing up shop amts m

iJo manner ,s s^er\ good to oui d street units, but no'
tfie expense of mir ready basic work- shop and mil> work
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Our Sectarian Approach
To give the comrades an idea how sectarian we have been 

in the past in regards to shop and mill work, the foUowing 
will suffice. In the weekly letter shop and mill work was 
brought out something like this: “Comrades, we must biula 
shop imits.” Of course, not exactly this way, but nearly 
so. Certainly it is correct to say that the above will ^ 
meaningless, unless we work with the comrades and belp 
them to apply the “formula" so to speak, as we have brought 
it out in the past. The question will be raised immediately 
in regard to the lack of forces to do this work, but in my 
opinion this is no excuse, because if we expect to bring the 
unemployed and employed together for struggles—^how will 
we be able to do this if we are not rooted in some of the 
basic industries? Surely the workers in industries are ready 
and willing to struggle as well as are the unemployed work
ers, and I should imagine even more so, for they see them
selves on the verge of losing their jobs, whereas the im- 
employed workers have no jobs to lose. But the question 
is not which is more willing, but what has been our approach, 
and have we had constant connection with them. In our 
shop and mill work not only one particular comrade is 
responsible for our weaknesses, but the whole district leader
ship. For the solution of these shortcomings I have the follow
ing suggestions to offer.

1. That some comrade be responsible to get i*'"'
formation on just how many heavy industries, mines*and mills 
that are within the boundries of the city of Birmingham. 
After this is done, divide them, at least try to divide them 
equally, between sections X and Y.

2. That^^the District Buro ^ick out the most important of 
these industries, and aMign some leading and responsible 
comrade to concentrate^in this shop, of course with the 
.strictest of check-ups, and a week by week report made to 
the District Buro on the progress.

3o That we invite the shop unit organizers to attend the 
District Buro and discuss with them in the minutest detail 
their work in the shops, and In connection with this that all 
the members of the shop units be paid a visit by a member 
of the District Buro, and of cou^'se this comrade must make 
a concrete report to the District Buro the following week.

1 am sure that if we carr> out this work we will see 
an immediate change for the best m our shop and mill work. 
This work has been left too much up to the luiit organizers 
to do. We ourselves as leaders of this district must take 
a firmer hand m developing this work, which in my opinion 
is one of the most important in the district.

E. S,, Birmlngliim.
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now the Ford Hunger March Was Organized
Thfc effect of the Ford Hunger March is far e-^eater thai« 

many of the comrades realize Among the workers there is 
a tremendous increase in confidence in our movement as a 
^•esuit of the fact that we were able to successfully defeat the 
attempt of provocation, on the part of the Ford Motor Co., anc 
expose to the satisfaction of many backward workers that 
it was Ford who was prepared to repeat the msissacre or last 
year The Party proved to the workers that we were noi in 
terested in having bloody battles which many of "hem oe- 
iieved. but in securing relief

The core of the march was the mobilization which took 
place in Dearborn This movement took place around the relief 
question—complaints on the nature of relief, or the rotten 
distribution of food, and around this we began to develop a 
movement, drawing in all kinds of workers with vvhoin we 
did not have contact oefore. We did this first through 
building up of the Dearborn conference which has organt- 
csations affiliated, and then gradually drawing in organi
sations as the United Voters Progressive League. r? others. 
The opposition to the system of welfare, the- t'igh: "or free 
speech, and the opposition to the control of the Ford Motor 
Co. of Dearborn were the issues with which we succeeded in 
getting a delegation to go to Lansing, completely tu cepting 
the Party Program. We gained the leadership of the whole 
anti-Ford movement in the city. In Southern I>earbom. where 
OUT Party received more votes in two precincts thi=ir. the Re
publican Party, we gained tremendous influence.

After the return of our delegation to the State Welfal'e 
Department and the Attorney General in Lansing, 'v heard 
that there was fighting in the Roumanian Poll \ Club 
by the membership, as to why the officials refus go to 
Lansing with our delegation. They stated they not cf.re 
if the leadership of the delegation were Coi iinunists Aud 
this was formerly a Ford Motor Co. supporter. This was t^he 
general atmosphere that led to the goo * response that we 
got from Dearborn in the march. Ev^ >ody kno'vs about 
the march. Everybody is talking about

At this time we had to face a strong question. The Safety 
Commission stated they would grant a permit for a march to 
the Dearborn Communists, but they would not permit anyone 
outside of Dearborn to oarade We made some efforts to 
overcome this. Two mass meeUngs were held before the 
march. They were not so big. one of 400 and the other of 200. 
but nevertheless they had tremendous influence. The workers
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went out of these meetings determined that the march was 
going to go through.

The next best center of mobilization was Martin Hall, where 
the comrades utilized the shootings of the police, etc. in the 
preparation for the hunger march. However we showed many 
weaknesses in failing to develop real activities in such places 
as Delray^ Lincoln Park, Ecorse, and a complete failure to 
make any attempts in Inkster and Melvindale. In the other 
sections of the city, there was participation in the march, but 
no real efforts were made to bring in the Ford workers from 
their sections, especially from North Detroit and Hamtramck-

Preparations for March
There were more than 300,000 leaflets printed. There were 

also many gotten out by the sections that we stili don’t know 
about. 10,000 stickers were gotten out There were a consider
able number of signs and posters. The sidewalks were sten
cilled in Dearborn as well as in Detroit. The leaflets were well 
distributed. One walked a ong Dearborn road in Delray and 
saw signs strung up on the telephone wires.

In Dearborn proper the city was covered with signs. But 
these were subsequently covered up with black paint. How. 
ever, the workers knew what the black paint covered. So far 
we have been able to check up on over three hundred prepa
ratory meetings, street meetings and mass meetings.

Along with the development of the work for the hunger 
march we succeeded in rebuilding the branch of the Auto 
Workers Union in the south end of Dearborn, and building a 
strong branch of the union in the central part of Dearborn. 
These branches played an important role in the development 
of this movement. We drew in sections of workers that we 
never had before.
Main Weaknesses—Shop Work and Work Among the Negroes

The first and most glaring weakness was our work in the 
shops We had distributed leaflets to the workers in the 
shops on the Friday before the march and on Monday morn
ing The response of the workers indicated that had we car
ried on any systematic work ir the shop, had we really been 
active in the shop, it would uave tn-mendously raised th< 
importance of the march ‘to a much higher level In this con
nection. the failure to get out i.he Ford Work€*!r was a glaring 
weakness

One. of our greatest weaknesses was tjur failure to bring the 
Negro workers into the march ai>d rnrke their participation 
in the march a real outstanding -v^nr in the march itself 
Thi.« Is of the utmost importan<*» sincr number of Negroes 
coming to the city the last vears for lobs is larger than an>
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other group, and it was our task to expose the extra dis
crimination against the Negro workers, nature of work, etc. 
We can see this weakness in Inkster and Ecorse, where the 
Negro workers live in compact groups.

Our Next Tasks

The first task must be the penetration of the shop and the 
development of the Union in the shop. Our methods of work 
in this connection must be much more careful so as not to 
expose the comrades working inside the shops. Much more in
tensive work must be carried out to connect the struggles 
of the unemployed workers with every demand and issue of 
those inside the shops. The united front movement in Dear
born must be raised to a much higher plane. The Hght for 
relief must be linked up with the struggle to force the Ford 
Motor Co. to give relief, and also with the development of the 
election campaign movement. Certain responsible forces must 
be assigned to the Negro section of the city where the Ford 
workers live, giving special attention to Inkster, as well as 
to Central Detroit and North Detroit.

The Hunger March itself presents us the opportunity of 
deve oping a movement in all sections of the city. We must 
consider the question of how the Union and the Party must 
be built in all sections of the city. The Union has established 
its prestige among the workers, especially during the Janu
ary strikes. This prestige has been extended by the Ford 
hunger march. The question of other marches to other plants, 
such as Chrysler's. Briggs' in order to utilize the sentiment 
among the workers for the movement of relief.

This march raised the fighting capacity of the workers, 
forced concessions from the Ford Motor Co (The Commissary 
store has been abolished in Dearborn. The Webster State 
welfare director has been removed ^ head of welfare in. 
Dearborn), and increased confidenc from the larger sec‘ 
tions of the workers. It now depends upon 
really entrench itself and build itself through developing 
Uiese struggles still further
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The Strike on the Relief Job in Crosby, 
Minnesota

The sentiment for a strike In this section arose sponta
neously and seemed widespread Just as soon as the forced 
abor system under the State authority was pui into effect 

the workers replied *We don’t want that’
The Party decided for a strike, and a.- traction in the 

Unemployed Counci', they took the initiative u* oaii a mass 
meeting of all workers. Before the call for the mass meeting" 
was out. some of our Party comrades were approached u\ 
mombers of Workers Club an organization of Finnish workers 
connected with the I W W These members of the Club pledgee 
their support to the strike movement Several of our Party 
members ilid not like the idea of a united front with the 
‘wobblies’ saying that the latter had some scheme to discredit 
the Unemployed Council. The fact, tiowevei. that rhe members 
of iht- Workers (^lub came tt» our comrades shows that even 
they recognizee our leadership among the workers Since the 
strike we nave been invited by somt of the members to 
present the ommunist position on maos organizations ano 
mass struggles u* the Club

The first strike meeting was attended bv about iiOi' workers 
A.fter a long discussion 105 voted for a strike ana oru against 
Many pre.sent abstained from voting a strike committee of 
nine was elected organize picketing ana u* conduct the 
strike This Committee consisted of one member from the 
Workers Club, the other eight from the Unemployed Council, 
three being Party members Picketing was organized and the 
jobs stopped Our <'ommunist Ma.vor. Comrade Nygaril. took 
an active part in these activities

But we had failed to draw in the unorganized elements The 
first meeting was composed almost entirely of members of the 
Workers Club and the Unemployed Council Therefore we 
decided t<» cad another mass meeting to draw m broader sec 
tions of the workers of Crosbv and of the entire Cay^aga 
Kange-

i'ommunist Mayot Lieads StrugglV

Meanwhile fJie relief administrator appointed by Farmer 
Labor Governor Olson, became alarmed The rate »i pay was 

Mce raised from 25 cents to 37 Va cents per nour Ai the 
Mflie time they started a campaign of mtiraldatum The threat 
«raa broadcast that anyone who would not work would be
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cut off from relief. Deputies from the outside w«re brought 
inu> Crosby. And here, is where a big mistake was made by 
us. Some of the members of the strike committee, Party mem
bers at that, including Mayor Comrade Nygard, were asked 
to go over to the Armory for a confemce with the local Mg 
men and with Rarig, the State Relief Administrator. As a 
result of this, the Party members invite Rarig to attend 
the workers* mass meeting to present the administration side 
of the case.

First of all. the enemy of the workers, against whom we 
were striking, was called into the workers'' camp and given 
the opportunity to befuddle the issues and reiterate the thrwt 
that relief would be withdrawn from Crosby entirely if the 
strike continued. Secondly, a few mraibers of strike com
mittee acted individually without consulting the entire com
mittee. This mass meeting was a disappointment Fewer res* 
ponded than at the first meeting. There was little and
it took the character of a squabble over petty thlDgs between 
individuals and the relief adiwlnlstamtkia^

At this time the strike committee decided te cidl off the 
strike, having sewal gains, such m a raise in the
of hourly pay, the right to get relief orders at any store and 
relief given to the needy at once without having to wait 
an investigator to come aroundr While moMK^ weaknesaes were 
shown throughout the strike and lottviticv It, the 
workers realize that these smaV| gainf^ came as s result of ^ 
struggle. The Unemployai) Inerwaeed Hts prestige. Tke
task of the Party ^ tr> continue increasingly to take ap all 
issues and to build itself m tbe course of such struggled

4. -^o

fSxperiences m Escrulting
Although doie ouestioB of rw^rmting bus been di^icansed 

miserable times, stib in thte worii w*- are woakeei, partioularly 
\n our shop work.

Id Sectioo 2. of the New York Olstriet where the xnafority 
of nuclei in the district are concentrated ,<reat advance* hav« 
been made in many phases of Pa^ty but with the
tion of one group of comrades, tittle «^ort has been made te 
recruit new members.

In this nucleus organized in a govemmcms; shop with meay 
branches tn New York City. 4md throughout the country, the 
comrades have taken this proMem with great eerioiisitess aad 
have made such progress that it is important to Mng le 
the attention of the Party generally their methods of wesiicv 
and particulariy thebr methods of recrultteg^
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A auclens in one branch was orgcunized about 14 months 
ago with one new Party member, just transferred from the 
Y.CX. and two new comrades just entering the movement. 
Within two months recruits were brought in from another 
branch €Uid a few weeks later there was the basis for the 
organization of the nucleus there.

Shortly after this an independent union was formed under 
the leadership of our comrades which in addition to serving 
the purpose of organizing and improving the conditions of the 
workers, now also serves as a recruiting ground for the Party

Organize Educational Work

The workers in these various branches, although their work 
necessitates much studying and preparation before they are 
hired, get tar from a living wage This is because of the 
facr that they are only employed part time. Because of the 
education necessary for their work, they are mostly of an 
intellectual type of worker. For this reason the comrades have 
found it possible to organize regular weekly discussion groups 
to which they invite both union and non-union workers Here 
they discuss various current topics arranged in advance, with one 
of the group leading the discussion. In this way it is possible 
for the Party members to introduce important political current 
topics to which they can easily give the Communist viewpoint 
Through these discussions the comrades are able to pick out 
immediately those who tend toward a radical viewpoint, and tol- 
low up this activity through closer personal contact. Among 
the most advanced of these workers are picked a few to at- 
tena open meetings of the nucleus where they listen to the 
work discussea by the Party, ano also participate in the dis
cussion

Although this method is very simple, there is not another 
nucleus in Section 2 that goes about it systematically, step by 
step, as do the comrades in these shops. They do not think it 
sufficient to talk to a worker on the job. but because they wait 
some hours m the shop for work every week, they use this 
time to begin the first contact with new workers, and then 
follow this up oy going out with him, by participating in these 
groups, etc

There is. however, one danger m the work of the nucleus, 
which it not curbed at once may prove disastrous not only 
to our Party work there, but to oui anion work as well 
Many of the comrades tend toward legalism in the union tnd 
sectarianism m the Party In their union work they nave tu 
a great extent Handled the request for granting ot partial 
demands m a very ‘nice'’ manner - ^eni a representative 
or small dolegaium to the boss to request these demands, 
without any arrion raking place in chi. shop u> support .he vi
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In the Party work they have the attitude that only the type 
of worker that they are, can approach the workers m their
shop__ that is well-schooled, intellectual types Also, that they
must he very careful about the introduction of the Party into 
the shop. While it is correct that we must he cautious at 
all times, nevertheless, we cannot afford to wail Indefinitely. 
Particularly in view of the fact that it is a government shop 
shou'd it he easy to bring in more political issues than we 
do in the average shops

Particularly has this been noticeab:e in that many of 
the comrades refuse to bring any other issue before the 
union membership. This was proved by the fact that they 
were afraid to introduce the question of supporting the con
ference for the defense oi our trade anions, or the Tom 
Mooney conference for fear of exposing themselves or bringing 
too radical issues before the membership.

The comrades working in these shops must begin to realize 
these questions are particularly important for the organization 
of a basis for their further work in the shop. And while we 
must commend them for their excellent recruiting, this sec
tarianism and their fear of looking too *red” must be imme-^ 
diately overcome. H. A.

Our Problem of Forces
With the growth of strike struggles the cry for forces is 

heard louder than ever Too often do we look for a solution 
of this problem by writing or wiring to the Center with a 
demand for more forces. This same demand is being made 
of the District Centers from the Sections and units. The 
Center in turn, is expected to open up one of its little vest 
pockets, pull out a force and ship it C.O.D- to the respective 
District or Section.

Tremendous Strike Wave
In Buffalo, the first strike of 450 foundry workers, under 

our leadership was successfully terminated two weeks ago. 
This served as a signal for struggle in practically all other 
shops In that locality We can see an actual onrush of
strikes in the Buffalo District in the coming weeks. ^''ho 
will lead these strikesr . Who will cemam co Work with tht
unions that we art building up now and those Which sprang
up as tj result ot iht sin ties

Make Every Party Member A Lieader
We called a functionaries' meeting in preparation for 2

membership meetings. At the 2 meetings we discussed one 
point, namely, experiences and lessons of the recent strikes 
in the District and casks facing our Party, The 2 reporters 
at these meetings emphasized sharply that every C P member 
must become a. leader At the meeting at which X reported,
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28 were present. In this report a check-up was made of 
what contact our membership has with the factory workers. 
The following was “discovered” Nearly all of these 28 
members knew workers employed in the six steel and metal 
shops located in that Section. One C.P member knew a 
worker employed in the foundry where the strike was won. 
who is ready to join our Party A woman comrade knew 
friends of her husband who work in this foundry Bacb of 
these comrades was g^ven the following tasks: I» to personally

they be responsible to meet with the workers knew* 21 To 
arrange with the aid of these workers group meetings In 
private homes; 3) To bring down as many of these contacts as 
possible to the shop conference of steel and metal workers; 
41 To remain working with these individual workers they 
know, become their leaders, learn from them and at the same 
time teach them: 5i The C.P. member who knows the worker 
is ready for the Party, to be responsible to sign him up and 
make him part of the shop unit in the foundry With this 
point the meeting took on a different character Our com
rades felt that responsible work had been undertaken by each 
and every one of them They are becoming leaders in shop 
and trade union work.

I43aders Among the Workers
But our own ranks within the Party are not the only 

course of leadership. The working class in the course of its 
struggles opens up splendid material Who leads the spon
taneous strikes taking piace all over the country? Who led 
the 460 foundry workers? We had no Party nor T.XJeU.L. 
members inside then. True we bad a group of former mem
bers of the Unemployed Council. Militant, courageous and 
intelligent workers took the Initiative co walk from depart
ment to department and pull the men out on strike 3 of
these already joined our Party (t is not enough r.o nave 
them sig;n application blanks. It is necessary to train these 
S workers and the others who will come m very soon, so 
that gradually th. y will assume responsibility for work in 
this shop. It is these three -.orkers who are already begin* 
oing to replace our two outside leaders we sent in These
outside comrades can already be involved in another shop 
where the work is nor. as yet leveloped to the level that It is 
in this foundry Training these workers who come to th« 
leadership from the ranks of the masses, whether it be in 
the shop committee, in the union, in the Unemployed Council, 
or any of the mass organizations—this, in my opinion, will 
be the ultimate solution to the problem of forceSn
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Agit-Prop Work
--

Education Through Struggle
(The experiences of the State Hunger Marchers to 

Columbia, Ohio)
One of the most important aspects of any workingclass 

struggle is the development of the class consciousness of 
the workers through political education. This general rule 
is specifically applicable to the People’s State Relief March 
of Ohio in that the po.itical education of the marchers was 
advanced not only through the daily struggle of the march 
but also through a cultural program administered by an 
education committee which dramatized the struggles of the 
march to a higher political level.

All the columns upon arrival tn a town on the line of 
march held mass meetings. At these meetings the marchers 
spoke about the conditions that had forced them to march, 
and also about the purposes of the march itse.f Pamphlets 
concerning the unemployed were sold and given away at all 
the meetings. During the meeting the marchers would mix 
with the crowds and in this way numerous contacts for 
future Unemployed Councils were obtained. And also in this 
way new marchers were drawn in. For example in Marion, 
Ohio, such 0 meeting was held We learned from the people 
present that not only did the Marion unemployed get only 
$1.25 per week relief but that they also worked for this relief 
for a private railroad, and further than the A F of L had 
an unemployed union that had done nothing to better the 
conditions of the unemployed of Marion. After our meeting 
in that town we obtained numerous contacts ^or a militant 
unemp'oyed council and also some new marchers.

Another feature of all the columns was the spirited singing 
and cheering. Slogans such as ^‘Tax the rich and feed the 
poor”, “We demand unemployed insure .ce* , were continuously 
shouted along the line of march. Tiiese cheers would some
time draw applause from sympathetic cnlookers.

The Toiedo column held a different type of meeting with 
the people of the various towns. This column would hold an 
informal meetings with a discussion participated in oy every® 
one, marchers and outsiders alike, on the activities of the 
day. At this meeting such things as police provocations in 
order to smash the march were pointed out. At the end 
of the meeting one of the leaders of the column would
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analyze the political significance of the day’s events. In this 
way not only the marchers but also the outsiders obtained 
a practical political discussion that was linked up with the 
struggles of that day.

Plays Teach Organizatioirk
In the Cleveland column a special feature of the mass 

meetings was the dai'y plays composed and performed on 
the experiences of the day. The chief aim of these plays was 
analytical clarification of the events that the marchers had 
participated in that day. The plays were prepared only on 
the basis of an outline of the event that had taken place. 
No words or speeches were prepared beforehand. This method 
was of course necessary because of the limited time available 
for the preparation by the actors. Usually only an hour or 
two was open to rehearsals and therefore the actors were 
allowed to develop their own speeches in accordance with 
the progress of the play, which, as I have mentioned before, 
was based upon a struggle with the police or some other 
struggle that had taken place that day.

Beside the mass meetings already mentioned other types of 
meetings were held. Numerous lectures on subjects such as 
*‘Reforestation Camps”, “Industrial Control Bill”, “Role of 
Women in Industry” and “Workingclass Youth”, were held 
and discussions followed in which the visitors participated 
as well as the relief marchers. And there were also health 
talks concerning poison-rvy, snakes, etc.

A great deal of publicity was obtained by the “March”. 
Elected publicity committees visited newspapers in the towns 
along the route of the march. For the most part favorable 
publicity was the result. One of the Columbus papers devoted 
its “Enquiring Reporter Column” to the “March”.

Effective distribution of leaflets popularizing the relief 
march was carried out throughout the entire state. This
passing of leaflets and selling of the Daily Worker was done 
by a committee that would precede the march a few blocks. 
Thus territories were reached that had never seen a Daily 
Worker.

The educational activity of the columns did not differ much 
after their arrival in Columbus. The marchers camped in 
Columbus for about four days and during this time many 
neighborhood meetings were held. A truck would take some 
marchers into the neighborhoods where small mass meetings 
would be held. From five to ten meetings would be held in 
this fashion every night. Speakers were also sent to other 
imemployed organizations. At a meeting of a Musteite Coun
cil, 19 members voted to join the united front of unemployed 
in spite of sabotage of their leaders. In this way the ad
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vantage of militant action was brought to the pacifist un- 
2mp oyed leagues.

As for the marchers themseTves, a program was given every 
night until the convention opened. At these programs, plays, 
singing of folk and revolutionary songs by national groups, as 
well as movies of unemployed struggles, and of Soviet Russia, 
were featured.

The march concluded with a convention at which reports 
of past activity and future plans for State organization of 
the Unemployed Councils were given The youth and women 
had their own convention modeled after the main convention, 
except their demands dealt specifically with the youth and 
the women.

I have outlined briefly the educational activity of the 
People's Relief March. The success or failure of the march 
from a political standpoint depends largely upon the educa
tional activity among the masses of peop e as weT as among 
the marchers. There are two things that will have to be 
emphasized for future marches. First, larger mass meetings 
ill the towns along the route of march so that a greater 
mass basis can be established, and second, a better politicaliz
ation of the marchers themselves by a daily connecting up 
of theory and the struggle such as police terror, etc. As for 
the first part; larger mass meetings can only be obtained 
bv the establishment of local unemployed councils. And this 
shar have to be the principal activity of the Unemployed 
Councils of Ohio in their fight for unemployment insurance.

By B. T. Ce (Toledo)

Factory Papers of the C.P. of the United States
(By Mova, from the Inprecorr.i

The papers give sufficient space to the conditions of work 
in the factories, and to the partial demands of the workers. 
Factory papers are comparatively rare which, like the Stewart 
Warner Worker, contain only political material of a general 

character. There are a certain number of concrete, living 
articles on local subjects in the Ford Worker the Crane 
Worker, for example. But the general fault of the papers Is 
that there is an incapacity to choose, from among the various 
questions, the most important, principal and vital questions, 
and to carry on a fight on these. One article speaks of reduc
tion of the hours of work, another of overalls for the work
ers, a third of the necessity of kicking a spy out of the 
works. But one does not know by which means the paper
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proposes to begin the fight The demands foi the figh
are not formulated, and this prevents the papers from hecon- 
ing the organizers of the fight of the workers in the factoi' 
for their demands and daily needs

On the other hand, the papers appearing in the name <. 
the Communist cell usually do not know how to link u». 
the partial demands with the general tasks of the working 
class. They do not explain sufficiently to their readers, wha* 
is Communism, nor do they indicate clearly enough th^ 
objectives for which the Communist Party is struggling, oni; 
very rarely do they mention the final aim of the workinji 
class In general, they sjieak only of partiaj demands, a. 
Chough the title of the paper is followed Dy the tndicatio: 
that it is “Organ of such and such a ce'i of the Communis 
Party’. the text gives only detached, scattered and accident o 
explanations concerning such and such demands as are fough: 
for by the Communists Thus the Headlight on the election 
mdlcales that the Communist Party is the only party whici 
does not fear to struggle for better conditions of labor in th 
factories. The Railroad Worker explains that the Communis* 
Party is for payment in full of the war veterans pension. 
This IS correct in itself but the tasks of the Communis 
Party are not limited to this

Th% a.B.C. Paperworker m an article on the youth, writer 
’Young Communists have no other interests than those o 
the young workers.’ The paper forgets to add that th- 
interests of young workers are indissolubly bound up wit* 
tnooe of the working class as a whole. (n short, cne no> 
Party worker or reformist worker who reads ten or f If tee; 
different factory papers will not have gotten an exact idefa 
of the tasks of the Party, sti’l less will he know tnai thi.- 
Party fights in practice as much for the partial demand- 
aa for the final objective of the working class, while sun 
ordinating <he former to the latter

The papers of the factory cells reflected the Communis- 
Party"® campaign at Che time of the Presidential elections 
A aumber of mistakes were shown therein The papers se. 
forth without any comment the six points of the Communis- 
Party"® election platform, for mstance, the Cranr Worker di^ 
this With regard to the capitalist candidates, the factor' 
papers confined themselves to general statements expiainini. 
tnav there was no difference tn essence between the Reput- 
iicans, Oemocrats and Socialists /T mplate Worker Steu/or 

Warner Worker^ The papers made no attempt during the 
elections to nnng out the position oi the Communists a^ 
opposed to bourgeois democracy and the aim that the Part>
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pursued by taking part in the elections. One of the rare 
examples of a good electoral agitation is furnished by the 

Railroad V^orker, which makes use of Roosevelt’s intervention 
in favor of a cut in the wages of the railwa3rmen to shov 
the policy that this candidate would apply if elected President.

Many factory papers are not edited by the workers them
selves and are not even made at the factory; whence a number 
of mistakes appear as a resu t of the lack of knowledge of 
factory conditions. A lack of initiative as regards demands 
that there is a chance of putting in each given case; abstract 
formulas about the need of organization. Sometimes the 
factory papers ask worker correspondents for articles to be 
sent to such and such an address—^which from a conspirative 
point of view is absolutely impermissible.

The question of organization of the workers* press, of join
ing the Party and the trade unions is not put clearly As
a rule, there are simple appeals; ‘Organize, organize im
mediately,’’ without indicating how it is to be done.

As for the trade union factory papers there is scarcely any 
difference from the Party papers, and in general, it is only 
from the heading that you can know who publishes the paper.

The question of forming various committees of action is put 
forward on'y in « very abstract manner in the various papers. 
But who should take part in these and what their tasks should 
be remains unknown. Sometimes the papers call on the 
workers to create at one and at the same time several dif
ferent committees. Utcket Worftei for example, proposes
the creation ot shop groups, of anti-wage-cut committees, of 
anti-war committees, in such a way that the worker reader
does noi gam an exact idea ot what has to be do* r first of
a.ll A-.'j ar* exception t<> this may be mentlontvj :he ilUrjois 
Steel .i«r* which gives some practical me;’ . .vus as to

the way u> which a grievance committee can ot organizeo
in the factory

The struggle against imperialist war ane the popularization 
of socialist construction takes the foin. ’n the majority of 
the papers, ot smali articles oi *> rachT-^ schematic Kino ending 
with a long list of slogans, very raiely are these questions 
linked up with the Ufe ana struggle ot the workers ot each 
given factory Some papers give gooo examples of this 
work r ( rant IVorAiei publishes an article on sociai in* 
surance in che U.S.S.R., and oesides it a note about a Crane 
factory worker who lost nis sight ano a. limb at his work 
without receiving any compensation There we nave a con
crete example which shows up the profound difference be
tween tne n S.S.K aiio «;.apitalisi countries The 
Steei W'urtiet, points out tji.e part that Oit^ Illinois ^tee) Co. 

shop will play in the in:xi wai, and puts forward the follow
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ing demands:— ‘The war budget ^should be made into a 
fund for the unemployed." In this way the paper shows the 
worker the manner in which the war danger concerns workers 
directly-

The Armour Wornei publishes a dialogue which looks very 
popular. It IS between workers, one of whom wants to know 
what the Communists are, the other replies: “Tomorrow I'll 
bring you their program, ana if you do not see me tomorrow, 
get the pro^am from the Daiiy Worker iieller at the factory 
gateFor the Communist worker this dialogue is not at all 
a model of the way m which to approach a non-Party worker, 
and the non-Party worker, too, can get nothing from it. 
There ts no rhyme nor reason in inserting, as the Armour 
Worker does, % blank to be filled up by name and address 
and the words • ‘T should like to be sent information about the 
Communist Party '* information on what the Party is and 
does ought to be found in the paper itself. Sometimes the 
papers insert workers' letters without reply or any explana
tion

The question of • National Minorities in the midst of the 
working class, and particularly the policy of the Communist 
Party on the national question, are left unexplained in the 
factory papers. And it is the same with the situation of the 
Negro workers Many papers appearing in factories em
ploying Negroes do not mention them, and in the election 
articles do not even point out that the Communist Party's 
candidate for the Vice-Presidency is tx Negro worker The 
papers do hot put forward demands looking to an ameliora
tion of the situation of the Negroes, equal rights and equal 
Wages- with those of the white workers, comradely relations 
between white and Negro workers, questions of organizing 
the mass of Negro workers, etc.

To overcome this big lawik, Negro worker correspondents 
must be induced to take an active part in the factory papers.

The Worntt can help in the factory papers very
much On the >ne hand the factory papers can carry on
propaganda and readers for it in the factories On the 
other hand, the^aiu Worked' ( mid from time to time, print 
fundamental articles showing now both general political ques
tions and local questions should be dealt with in the factory 
paper It should also publisli r eviewa of the factory paperA 
reprint articles and the most characteristic letters and set 
forth the experience of this work, both good and bad
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WHY THE OPEN LETTER?
^'Why are we holding an extraordinary Party con

ference at this time, and why are we proposing that this 
conference shall issue an open letter to the Party? It is 
not alone because of the extreme sharpening of the crisis 
and consequently of the class struggle and of the danger 
of imperialist war. Above all, the reasons for these ex
traordinary measures lie in the fact that in spite of the 
serious beginnings of revolutionary upsurge among the 
masses, yet our Party has not developed into a revolu
tionary mass party of the proletariat.

^'This extraordinary conference and the open letter are 
designed to rouse all of our resources, all of the forces 
of the Party to change this situation, and to give us 
guarantees that the essential change in our work will be 
made. The letter represents the most serious judgment 
of the situation and tasks of our Party and our leadership.” 
— (From Comrade Bro%uder^s report at the Extraordinary 
Party Conference).

''To carry out the task of winning the majority of the 
working class every Communist Party shall establish, ex
tend and strengthen permanent and intimate contacts with 
the majority of the workers, wherever workers may be found.’’ 
{Resolution of Twelfth Plenum of the E. C. C. L)

^^Tbe American Party must mobilize the masses and con^ 
cent rate chiefly on the struggle: 1) For social insurance,
against wage cuts, for immediate relief for the unemployed,
2) For assistance for the ruined farmers, 3) For equal rights 
for the Negroes and the right of self-determination for the 
Black Belt, 4) For the defense of the Chinese people and 
the Soviet Union, It is necessary to carry out the decision 
on the turn in the work of the Party and the Trade Union 
Unity League,—(Resolution of the Twelfth Plenum of the 
E.C.C.I.)
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^TT^HE Open Letter of the Extraordinary Party Conference to the 
^ membership of the Party aimed to arouse the entire Party to 

action. The Open Letter re-emphasized in the sharpest manner that 
our Party, if it is to become the indisputable leader of the American 
workers in the day-to-day struggles against capitalism, winning them 
for the battle to destroy capitalism, must make a rapid turn to 
approach, organize and win the decisive elements of the American 
proletariat, especially in the mining, steel, marine, railroad and 
textile industries.

The Open Letter found immediate response in the ranks of our 
Party members. Even non-Party workers and poor farmers greeted 
the Open Letter as an instrument which will spur the Party to 
greater activity. Dozens of letters poured into the Daily Worker, 
from workers and farmers. Communist and non-Communist, en
thusiastically pledging to improve the work, critically analyzing 
wrong methods of work. These letters have many lessons for our 
entire Party.

What do these letters show? These letters once again reafErm 
the deep revolutionary ferment rapidly embracing large strata of the 
American workers and toiling masses, a ferment which is pregnant 
with sharp class battles already evidenced by the growing strike 
movement involving hundreds of thousands of workers. This is 
only another indication that the American workers are looking for 
a way out—and will follow a militant class struggle policy provid
ing we know how to bring it to them simply and clearly. These 
letters emphasize once again that the task of the entire Party is 
to organize and lead the masses into struggles.

Secondly, these letters fully bear out the statement of the Open 
Letter that our Party members will work, that our membership will 
prove itself in the present situation as the force which can move 
the Party forward on the path towards becoming a mass Party.

Our Party members have been stirred. This is also evidenced 
in the district and section conferences that are now taking place 
throughout the country. What is necessary now is to organize, plan 
the activity of the members, direct this activity precisely in those 
channels which will entrench the Party among the basic sections of 
the American proletariat.

Need Resolutions, Experiences from Shop Units

But letters and resolutions have not yet come in from our shop 
units, from our comrades in the large steel plants, from the mines, 
from the waterfront, from the railroads—from those workers upon 
whose activity depends that change in our work necessary to trans-
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form our Party into a mass Party. This still reflects the insufficient 
mobilization of these decisive sections of our Party membership.

The Open Letter gives the key by which the change in our Party 
will take place—through concentrated activity, systematic day-to- 
day work of the major forces of our Party in selected large plants, 
developing struggles around immediate issues, preparing the work
ers for strike struggles, and convincing them by our unflinching 
and determined defense of their interests that the Party has the cor
rect policy and can lead their struggles. When the Party will be 
able to win under its influence the workers in the strategic plants, 
set these workers in motion, these struggles will serve as a lever 
for the penetration into other factories.

From almost its very inception our Party has put forward tlie 
need for rooting itself in the factories, mines and mills, converting 
each factory into a fortress of Communism—a stronghold of the 
Party. But while the Party has made some headway in this con
nection, has done some good work in the shops, in the main it 
still remains isolated from the most important sections of the 
American proletariat. It is this fundamental problem that faces 
the entire Party today—how can we root the Party in the important 
and decisive factories?

Must Root Party in Strategic Factories 
Our Party cannot penetrate all the factories at once. We have 

to select the most strategic factories, those factories which have a 
key position in capitalist production, which embrace the largest 
number of workers, and carefully, persistently, tirelessly win these 
workers under our leadership.

It is of the most tremendous political importance that our Party 
shall therefore throw its forces in the first place into steel, mining, 
railroad and marine industries. And in these industries to select 
those factories in which through the systematic and planned activity 
of the Party, we can gain a foothold.

Need Permanent Organization in Basic Factories 
In line with our final revolutionary perspectives, in line with 

winning the masses of American workers not only for immediate 
struggles, but for the struggle for power—these key industries, 
these strategic industrial cities and towns will be a determining factor 
in deciding the victory of the proletarian revolution. Unless per
manent organizational connections are established with the workers 
in these industries, there can be no guarantee for a rapid develop
ment of our Party, nor that we will be able to effectively organize 
tl^ resistance of the working class to combat and defeat the capitalist 
offensive.
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Tks IS the central Ime of the Open Letter It is this fundamental 
problem which must be understood by “verv P«ty committee, by 
every Party member. It ts in this dirLti^^that eLry task of the

will, the determmation, the prerequisites, to solve this fundamental 
problem. What is needed is more political clarity on this central 
task, mote direct personal guidance and assistance from the higher

ss p'-ea wo*. -««CO,.The exchange of the vital experiences of our Party m c«rying 
out our work of concentration will be a medium through which to 
improve the work of our Party as a whole "It must be absolutely 
clear that positive criticism and practical proposals, and comradely 
material exchange of political opinions for improving the work 
of the Party are a vital necessity.” The^ critical examination of our 
work made by the Open Letter requires that every one of us ap
proach our work with the same seriousness, but also requires an 
exchange of experiences and "political opinions” in P^^ce
on our work among the workers in the factories, mines, railroads 
and ports.

Political Clarity and Collective Action Guarantee 
Carrying out Open Letter

This issue of the Party Organizer, which contains some of the 
best experiences of our Party, some of the best contributions to the 
examination of our Party work, by the comrades gathered at the 
Extraordinary Party Conference, should be carefully studied by 
every Party member. This issue of the Party Organiz.^^ should be 
one of the instruments through which to bring to every Party 
niember the tremendous requirements demanded of our 
day, especially in the light of the present developments in the United 
States and the concerted attacks upon the masses of toilers con
tained in the Roosevelt program—in the National Industrial Re
covery Act.

What is needed is collective action of the entire Party member
ship, from the top to ^the bottom. If every Party member, every 
Party committee will pull in one direction, the Party can and will 
carry out the tasks laid down in Open Letter.

------------- o-------------
^^Witbout daily work among the broad massesy without 
daily struggle for the defense of their living interestSy the 
CommunistSy in laying claim to the leadership of the masses, 
can only isolate themselves,*’—Kuusinen.
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ROOTING THE PARTY IN 
BASIC industries

Whether the toiling masses of 
go upon the path of determined class >
whether they will take the road tow^r . 
olutionary way out of the crisis of capi >
or whether they will be turned into the c ann 
of social-fascism or fascism—this question w 
be decided by the work of the Communist ar y* 
If our Party can gather all its forces for a 
found change in its work and really make a 
shevik turn to the masses, can assume the full 
responsibilities of leadership of the growing 
strike movement, the struggle of the unem
ployed ; really build a solid base for itself among 
the most decisive strata of the working class, 
the workers in basic industry; if our Party can 
really gather around it the non-proletarian 
masses who are suffering under the crisis—only 
then will the Communist Party of the United 
States really have measured up to its historic 
responsibility. Only then will we really have 
shown that we understand the basic teachings 
of Lenin. (Frow Comrade Broivder^s Report.)

MINING
From Speech of Jack Johnstone, Organizer of Pittsburgh District
X want to take up a couple of our strike struggles and the work 

in one of our concentration steel factories, and try to analyze 
them in the light of the Open Letter and the report of Comrade 
Browder.

I will take first the Avella strike. This strike involved eight 
mines, led by the National Miners Union on the basis of the united 
front from below. We had a tendency throughout our Party to
ward the theory of the general strike, that is, that the miners could 
not win victories unless they went out on a general strike. The 
result of this was extremely disastrous, because this ideology also 
permeated the workers.

So what was the result when the strike took place? Our analysis 
of the situation was that we could not expect a general strike and 
that we could probably have 10 or 12 or 13 thousand miners on
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strike. Our analysis was correct. Thirteen or fourteen thousand 
miners came out on strike, but some of our leaders and many of 
the miners were disappointed; they expected 50,000 or 30,000 or 
40,000. The result was that although the Avella strike lasted a 
month, at no time were we able to develop enthusiasm and a fight
ing spirit.

Did we mobilize our Party members? Yes, we mobilized our 
Party members in preparation for the strike and we defeated every 
effort of the LJ.M.W.A. to split the ranks of the strikers. We de
feated every effort of the government which made a cut of 75 per 
cent in the relief of the unemployed miners in order to force them 
to take the jobs of the miners on strike. We organized two hunger 
marches of the unemployed and strikers and not only defeated this 
cut but forced on the relief list every striker down to the last man. 
We had a broad united front strike committee; we carried out every 
necessary and correct action. But something was fundamentally 
wrong with our strike—a strike under our undisputed leadership, a 
strike in which there was no question about our leadership—^when 
one day of terror could wipe us out of existence so completely that 
we were blown out of the picture, imtil today we have not yet made 
contact in that strike area.

Wrong Concentration Fatal Error
Why was this possible? First of all we were not concentrating 

correctly nor sufficiently. Neither our units, nor our N.M.U. 
locals, nor our fractions functioned during the strike. This is a 
fatal error. In strikes a constant daily check-up on decisions is 
necessary. Yet it was two weeks before we found out that no re
cruitment had taken place for our union or for our Party, that 
the Party organizers and the union organizers down there had not 
even asked one miner to join the union itself. We were kept 
busy chasing the U.M.W.A., to keep them from splitting the ranks 
of the strikers—^very correct to follow them up, correct that we 
should stop them. But in doing this we neglected to mobilize our 
own forces and allowed the enemy to secretly organize their ter
ror forces while we didn’t even carry on a campaign or organize a 
defense corps to meet this terror.

In strikes and in concentration we must not allow anything to 
interfere with the proper functioning of our Party, our Y.C.L. and 
our revolutionary union. These functions must not be less, but on 
the contrary, they must be increased, not as a separate force from 
the strike but as an integral part of the strike itself. W^e have to 
learn how even to lose a strike and still win the workers.

In the Avella strike we said that we must permeate every organ-
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Ization in Avella, but we did not do it. We don’t band the rank 
and file of the American Legion over to the fascists, yet we did so 
with the rank and file miners.

Party Face Hidden in Our District 
In our District our units never appear as organizations of our 

Party; they appear as Unemployed Councils or the N.M.U. and 
never as Party organizations fighting against the lower units of the 
government. And, of course, their political level is never above 
that of the ntass organizations in which they have contact. In 
Westmoreland County our organizer. Comrade Wolly, appeared for 
the first time in the name of the Communist Party. Wolly was 
the leader of the Needle Trade Workers strike. Miss Pitt, a gov
ernment conciliator, trying to disrupt the strike, came out before 
a mass meeting of strikers and accused our comrade of being a 
Communist. He had to admit he was a Communist and explained 
to the workers present the program of the Party. And no one was 
more surprised than Wolly to find that the girls voted to accept 
him as leader and sent the government official back to Harrisburg. 
Thus it is very clear that we must bring our Party before the 
workers. The fact that we do not indicates, of course, a lack of 
faith in the workers, an idea that the workers cannot understand 
and do not want our Party.

United Front Action Defeats Wage-Cut 
A few words about concentration in the Jones-Laughlin mill. ^X^e 

have been concentrating in this mill for years. The comrades said 
the mill was 85 per cent foreign-born, and there were no youth. 
But there were many young workers and Negroes. Here we were 
able to create a tremendous foment by organizing anti-wage-cut 
committees. We also developed a united front of organizations on 
the outside that helped the workers fight against the wage-cut, so 
that the employers were not able to put the wage-cut into effect. 
Then what happened? After the cut was withdrawn all our new 
workers disappeared, because we did not press forward these anti
wage-cut committees into action committees inside the mills, to fight 
for their daily grievances. There was also a struggle of 30 young 
workers in the mill who refused to work until they received overalls, 
and they won this demand, separate from our committees and without 
our knowledge. Though the mill is all on part time, yet every 
worker is compelled to be at the gate every morning to find out 
whether he has work or not. This is a general grievance which we 
can utilize to carry on real activity. It is necessary to know the 
most simple, elementary demands of the workers in the mills and 
to recognize the importance of struggle around them.
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WE BUILD THE UNION
From Pat Toohey^s Speech^ D. O. of Colorado District

T should like to relate some of the developments which have taken 
place in the state of Utah. There are 2,300 coal miners as well 

as other miners. Among these miners are Japanese, Chinese and 
other nationalities. Our district buro decided to commence a cam
paign in that field.

Some two months ago the Utah section of the Party held a 
special conference to consider penetrating the mining fields and 
industry in Utah. Up to that time a phenominal growth of the 
Party in Utah had taken place from six members in 1932 to about 
300 several months ago, but it was hollow and based on the un
employed. The special conference decided to try to penetrate the 
coal sections of Utah and establish the union and Party in those 
sections.

1,300 Join National Miners Union

After the conference laid down decisions the comrades went to 
that section and found a few connections in the field. They com
menced working from door to door, and mine to mine. 
established new connections and took advantage of the existmg 
economic conditions. After a while the beginnings of a union 
organization were established. Later on the possibility of a strike 
arose, and by that time the National Miners Union was established 
side by side with the Party in the field. After one month’s activity 
among these 2,300 miners, 1,300 are definitely signed up in the 
National Miners Union. The same can be reported, on a lesser 
scale, in the state of New Mexico.

U.M.W.A. on the Outside Looking In

By that time the U.M.W.A., under the provisions of the 
Recovery Act, decided to enter the field, but were a little too late. 
Our comrades had a firm control over these workers and the U.M.W. 
A. was looked upon as outsiders. The U.M.W.A. immediately 
began working with the coal operators and the authorities, trying 
to horn in. There was such open collaboration between the coal 
operators and the U.M.W.A. that every miner in the field im
mediately rejected the United Mine Workers. And after all their 
conspiracies and all the pressure of the A.F. of L. union, we can say 
that the situation is firmly controlled by our Party and the National 
Miners Union in Utah.
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Build Party Side by Side with Union

Another point I would like to speak about is the age-old question 
of when the Party comes into a situation. In the past we have 
gone through many huge struggles, with thousands of workers in
volved, and after it was all over and the band stopped playing, we 
looked around and found nobody left. Adequate preparations 
were made to guard against this by making the comrades under
stand that the Party is not something isolated from the general 
struggle, but simultaneously with the development of struggle, 
Party organizations must be set up.

We Utilize Struggles to Involve Farmers
Our Party has attempted to utilize the struggles of the miners 

to establish connections among the farmers, not only for struggle 
but for relief in the strike. We also mobilized the unemployed 
throughout the district to check on the scab employment ofBces and 
shatter any attempt made by these offices to send in scabs and 
strike-breakers.

What will come of the situation in Utah I do not know yet. 
Great pressure is being brought by the national and state A.F. 
of L. by the authorities, by the Mormon Church and by the com
panies in an effort to oust our comrades from the field and bring 
in the United Mine W^orkers. But because our comrades entered 
the situation first and became deeply entrenched, it will be very 
hard to oust us.

--------------o-------------

ILLINOIS COAL FIELDS
From Speech of Leading Comrade of National Miners Union

JN the mining field the Open Letter must mean a whole lot, 
but we have something else that calls for our attention—^we have 

the United Mine Workers, this organization that we speak about 
bemg so discredited. This organization is carrying on a big cam
paign throughout the mining fields. We also have an example in 
Westmoreland County of what can happen if we who are building 
the oppositions, if we of the N.M.U., do not hesitate and lag 
behind, if we are there at the proper time to give the proper lead. 
Westmoreland County was never organized, although they had 
strikes and yet while I was there I found that every coal miner 
in that town belongs to the U.M.W.A.
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Concentration Lacks Continuity
Now in Ulinois In Illinois we have Trotskyites I W W’s. Social

ists, Musteites, the Progressive Miners, tho • Uaniza-
tion that is in control of the Progressive Min ° ^ peo
ple trying to organize a new federation of *^^nete with
the AJJ. of L. Here our organization had *°i-‘^?‘”^nfluence. 
We carried through a poUcy of concentration/" Burbetween the 
last plenum and this one we did not confim, i_* e>«rration, 
and therefore we had some bad results. j concen-
trate on Gillespie the key place We buil7unempWed organiza
tions, we got mdividual cases and fought fn. .u !l »r.t relief 
for them, and as a result of these strokes L “ make
the relief in this county ^e second highest in thrsmte We were 
able to orgamze a State Hunger March. We Met to get into
d.. locji of the «.d Zo *. .tilUnl Bu<
after this we moved the headquarters to Springfield I was sent 
to Springfield, and ^e went away from our base^of activity. How
ever, when we left Gillespie, the Trotskyites and other elements 
did not leave.

Not Budding Party Biggest Mistake
Our biggest mistake was that we did not build the Party. Very 

few members were recruited and no units were built at all.
I believe that the lessons we had in the beginning when we car

ried through a policy or concentration are very important and we 
have to continue that policy of choosing certain places to con
centrate on and using places to spread out.

In connection with the Pittsburgh District; when I was there we 
were preparing a strike. We decided that the proper thing to do 
was to let everything go and pull Vesta Mine No. 4. We pulled a 
strike in No. 4 and the next morning the other mines came out 
too, and I thiri the same policy must be followed in every mining 
town. There is Jways a key mine to which the workers look for 
leadership, and what this mme does it is very easy to get the other 
mines to do.

»Wben tve search for the reasons for our previous failures 
to make this dectswe change^ emphasize one key
question which explains most of our failures. The Open 
Letter states this very sharply, u clearly establishes that 
among all our weaknesses, the central point is the failure to 
understand the decisive role played by the workers in the 
basic industries, in the most decisive industrial centers, in 
the most important big shops and mines.^*—^From Comrade 
Browder’s Report,



speech of a Leading Comrade of the Steel and M

Workers Union . t
^ ^^^^ERING the conditions in the steel industry ^

Act
out

now workers to the Industrial indus
try fri^ 1^ opportunity to do some real work in the ® Indust,>,^^Iding both the Party and the Steel and Metal Workers

amon&^^ been the eflFect briefly of the Industrial Recovery
(Comr j ^ steel workers? Several comrades have poui e ^ 

the^T^ Williamson of Chicago, Comrade Zack) that e 
extent Recovery Act is one of arousing to
laborin masses of steel workers. In many respects they
steel ^der certain illusions as to what this Act i
steel wwU true, as some comrades have
exDre<:c. di^t they have now the right to
"’hich 1 ^^^^selves and I want to bring this out by a little ina 

In ^l^P^^ed recently. r
our -----Steel Corporation, at------- (a company
Panv tnembers was nominated to run for office m the
speerK^^^^^* day of the election he got up and ma c
office ’ ^ workers that he was nuin^g
Panv company union not because he believed in the com
couIrJ^^^-^^ because he thought it would help the workers i ® 
trial t program of the Steel and Metal Workers fcdus-
_____company union. This was unheard of in the

* Wat a worker should get up in the company union ^d 
refle^ ^^^^ent against the company right in the mill, but he 
'vIio^tT r illusions of many thousands of workers in the industry 

^lieved that they had the right to express themselves in the 
union.

gij therefore, as Communists, must take advantage of this
as much as we possibly can to entrench both the Party and 

union in the mills.
_ New Developments Due to Recovery Act 

new d ^udustrial Recovery Act has also brought forward another 
Q ^'^^lopment in the steel industry which is very significant for 

frty and union. Namely, that the A.F. of L. has come for- 
^ ^ ^be steel industry in certain sections (Youngstown, Ohio)
to campaigning there for the first time since 1919, attempting
th ^u*^hers into their unions and are utilizing our approach to 

e workers in this campaign, talking industrial unionism, utilizing
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our phraseolo^, conducting street corner meetings, soap box meet
ings, house-to-house campaigns, etc meetings.

Briefly the Industrial Recovery Act has to a big extent aroused 
the workers m the industry. What have we done? I tbink we 
have been very slow m reactmg to this situation. It has taken us 
a long nme, m fact, to realize particularly tn this period, that the 
workers are beginnmg to move. The breakhTg out of strikes up 
Monroe, Buffalo, etc is ^ indication that workers are getting 
ready for struggle and we have not been politically alert enough 
come into the situation as an independent force. A

Our organizational position is very weak We have only issued 
in the umon some 1,400 membership books- we have some forty 
groups throughout the country and we are n^t conducting sufficient 
struggles of workers or wmnmg workers to struggle in this situation-

Sharpest Reorientation of Districts Toward Steel
I want to say that if we expect to accomplish even the minimum 

of the tasks assigned to us by the Open Letter there will have to be 
the sharpest reorientation in these districts towkrd the steel industry- 
There will have to be an assignment of the very best forces in the 
district for work in steel. There will have to be the very closest 
political attention given to this problem Forces, finances, mob
ilization of the language organizations, etc are necessary in order 
that these things are properly carried through What are our tasks 
in mobilizing the Party and union to carry through the tasks that 
are facing us?

It is necessary that the Chicago, Cleveland and Pittsburgh dis
tricts immediately select certain concentration mills—in Illinois, steel j

! ’’ ; that these mills become 1°*"®
points of attention for the entire district from the district buto 
down to the units in the districts. It necessary that we assign 
not only ordinary forces but that we assign our best and most ex
perienced forces for this particular task^ and above all that we 
draw in from within these mills local forces that are and that can 
Ilf* flrawn infn activity.

Utilize Unemployed to Build Union
In the Pittsburgh district we have taken steps recently for the 

development of these local forces and we have found that there 
a wide field that we can reach^—forces that we can reach at the 
present time. For instance, in the Pittsburgh district there are fifteen 
thousand registered members in the Unemployed Councils. M^ny 
hundreds of these are steel workers. We have been able through 
work in these Councils to gradually draw in some of these local
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'vorlcers* Unemployed Councils as union the
x-orkS .•'««»« th. mill. „d have to L

^ mills and know the problems of the

elements, these local new fresh —30-
tice anrj'^^ struggles in the industry. It has been ® S deve-

^ Pittsburgh distnct j j
the ■ j districts to consider work among

’^hlizin '^^'jtJstrial town as entirely separate from the tmio • j i 
‘**8 the^t>^^*^ forces for work in the steel mills, for w°r 
to a K union that we will be able to accomplish our task

*^‘8 extent.

Nor...
^nion^ speech -was made, the Steel and Metal
^*o.naI on an extensive campaign in connection e

-”<1 -ode hearings in Washington as ell as
svorh.er o result of this thousands of stee an me

^ have since joined the union.

^hssons of the acme steel strike

Acme strike is a direct result of the successful termmation 
North Buffalo Hardware Foundry strike. T e cme 

J- Malleable Iron Works employs about 200 workers, m-
Wa M^^gros and women. The average wage before the strike
an « u ^ hour for men, and 20c for women. The strikers demand 
cond-"" ^ molders, ^4 a day for grinders, improved

recognition of their shop committee.
We ^ strike assumes tremendous importance primarily because 
g able during the course of the 2 weeks struggle to arouse the

Folish Section of Black Rock and involve thousands of work- 
^s, men and women and children, unemployed and shop workers, 
g ^8*^0 and white. As a result of the correct leadership and most 
^ tenuous activity we succeeded in: 1) breaking through, to some
xtent, the most vicious terror unloosed in Buffalo, by rallying as 

st^'k^ 5,000 neighbors on the picket line in support of the 150 
Organizing the Acme shop into the Steel and Metal 

Industrial Union during the strike, thus making it easier to 
orce the bosses to recognize the shop committee, 3) organizing a 

^ council, 4) make a start in organizing the children of the 
neighborhood and of the strikers, 5) organizing a shop unit in the 

cme during the strike. Many outstanding mistakes and weaknesses
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could and should (in subsequent articles^ h,> ^liscussed. However, 
the purpose of ^ «« to analyze the r^e our Party playe^
in this struggle. What were the tasks\>f ou, Srty? How weU did 
we carry througli these tasks? ^

How the Strike Was Called

On the 10th of July, several of the workers of the Acme plant 
came to the Section org^zer of the Party tLd told him they are 
ready to strike and asked for directions on^how to proceed. About 
40 workers were rounded up, <^mands worked out and arrangements 
for a larger meetmg made. The next day about 75 workers caffic 
to the meeting at wkch they decided to «rSte the following day, 
July 12th. About 125 workers responded Some of the machinists 
(at least two of whom are members of the A F. of L-), the whole 

patternmakers’ department and the straw bosses refused to go out. 
The molders are the decisive department;* they took the initiative 
in calling the strike and are out solid.

There are a few Negro workers in the shop. The comrades in the 
first strike meeting had the white Workers take a unanimous vote to 
support the Negro workers in the struggle and vice versa. A fe'V 
women work in the shop also, and they receive less wages than the 
men, but are supposed to be doing lighter work. i

At the outset a strike cot^ittee of 13 including Negro and 
women workers was organized, representing each department 
except the pattemm^ers. Picketbg was organized. A publicity 
committee was elected, which was successful in securing considerable 
publicity in the local press; a functioning relief committee, capable 
of carmg for the nee^ ot the strikers; a defense committee, though 
too narrow, effective in the h^dli,^g preliminary steps in ar
rests. Abo delegations trom the strikers have been sent to the police, 
etc., to demand the stopping of police interference on the picket line, 
demanding the right to carry banners on the picket line, etc. Also 
later in the strike, women s auxiliaries have been organized with a 
large number signed up, and perspective of permanent organization. 
Likewise children’s troops have been organized.

The strike is led by the j'-wted strike committee, which meets at 
least once each day. Ine leading Party members are not members 
of the strike committee, but meet with it, where all steps to be taken 
up are planned and discus^d, and then presented to the general 
strikers’ meetings. The members of the strike committee are assigned 
the part each b to bring to the meeting and given guidance on hoW 
this should be done. The Party members speak on questions which 
come up during the general meeting and which the strikers are unable 
to solve themselves, abo raising the discussions to a higher political
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tooplane. During the first few days the Party members P 
much and too often, but this was soon corrected. night at

Mass meetings of the strikers and others are he ^^j^bers poli- 
which the strikers are the main speakers, the Party ^.^mitering 
ticalizing the issues, exposing the A. F. of L., as we i the
such suggestions as bringing rifles to the picket hnes, ^j
plant, etc. Because of the newness of the workers to ,
the relatively small number of strikers, the leading co 
compelled to picket with the workers the first i r |.Ug.0
prevent the collapse of the picket lines. One definite raise the
mass meetings, which were undertaken for one thmg i 
morale of the strikers which was very low in the «^rrhed
that on Friday (21st), over 5,000 men, women and children , 
to the picket line, stoned and broke all the winders on the 
transporting scabs, sent several scabs and one bus driver to 
pital; with mass indignation against the police, scabs, etc., r 
high.

The Party and Union Built during Strike

Before the strike the Party and the T.U.U.L. had 
this plant. Within the first few days four ^lembers were recrui^a 
into the Party and a nucleus formed which is the leader m 
committee. These four constitute the leading memb^s ® ^ ^
From the first day, members were recruited to the Stee ^ clir»n 
Workers Industrial Union. To date, about 125 workers o s 
have signed applications, and 30 have paid full initiattons, an 
others have paid part. The workers of this plant receive 
wages and need relief, being unable to pay initiations an ues. 
The vice president of the union is a Negro.

Shortcomings and Errors
Despite many significant achievements for the Party in this strike, 

there are on the other hand very serious shortcomings and ^ errors. 
The first and decisive error made was that the Party section or
ganizer permitted the workers to tell the night watchman not to 
fire the blast furnaces when they were ready to strike. The demands 
should have been worked out more carefully; the present ones being 
maximum demands. (Note: the strike is still on, and the errors and 
shortcomings stated have been criticized, and steps taken to over
come them. The period to which this criticism applies is mostly 
for from July 12th to 22nd.) The neglect of the Party is partly 
explained, but not justified, by the fact that must of the leading 
comrades were absent from the district during the early part of the 
strike. Briefly, the main shortcomings:
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InsufiScient Mobilization of Pa«y around Strike

1) The Party units m the strike area were not mobilised in suP' 
port of the strike, and for recruitin not^ ^ 1 t 2 new Partv inemhers, etc., 2) n
directives were sent to the other sections and ulits on the strike or on 

other issues, 3) the Party was not bro^ht forward in its .n- 
dependent role, organizing mass meetings efc., in support of the 
Strike, having Party representative speak at the strike meetings, or- 
gazing Party members from the units to go on the picket line, 
selhng hteratute, Datly Workers, etc., 4) Though the Y.C.L. organ
izer h^ been m the strike from the first day, yet no Y.C.L unit has 
been formed, not only from the strikers, but the whole neighborhood 
which is there and struggling. The Party bears the responsibilitV- 
5) Insufficient publicity in the Daily Worker on the strike. The 
Daily Worker h^ not been sold in sufficient numbers, and most of 
the time not at all. In this connection it is necessary to point out that 
the Daily made an error in cutting down the article on the strike, 
appearing in the Monday (24th) issue. 400 copies of this issue were 
ordered to be sold to the strikers, and the article having been 
was discouraging to the strikers. 6) The Unemployed Councils 
have not been involved as an organization, though the members have 
been very active from the start. The I.L.D. has been brought 
into the situation. The strikers’ defense committee was elected 
under the direction of our comrades, yet the I.L.D. was not suffi
ciently brought forward in its independent role; a commit^ 
was formed to work with the strikers’ defense committee. I.L-U* 
attorneys will be used, and the strikers’ meetings are utilized fot^ 
protest and demanding the release of the arrested workers, rousing 
the strikers and others against the police. The W.I.R. is as 
in no contact with the strikers’ relief committee, though the W.I.R- 
has an office there.

Scabs Recruited Because Party Failed to Mobilize Masses

An extremely important issue arose in this strike from the fact 
that the employers resorted to the tactic of using Negroes to scab, 
creating a situation threatening race riots. The Negroes were 
cruited in the Negro section of the city, miles away from the strike- 
This is important to bear in mind, in connection with the falling 
down of the activities of the Party units in this and in other areas, 
as a result of neglect of them, and it was far more difficult to mobilize 
the masses in that area (especially the Negro territory) to combat 
this vicious practice. This is being done, however. The L.S.N.R*> 
I.L.D. and the strike committee have issued joint leaflets, held joint 
street meetings in the Negro territory, mobilized Negroes to go to
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the picket line, etc and thus have succeeded to rouse sentiment 
against Negroes beine used as scabs, directing the anger of the 
white workers against the real culprits, the bosses; informing the 
Negroes that they are being hired to scab, since many of them 
do not know this. *
„ 'rJ",f„®*«ployers‘are aware of the significance of this seemingly
small struggle. They have concentrated upon it aU their forces, 

the police attempting to introduce the A. F. of L. through the 
police and the employers, radio talks apmst the strike by the 
Chamber of Commerce, Johnston of the local A. F. of L. Central 
Labor Council declaring it an ''outlaw” strike.

I>id We Carry thru Our Tasks?
In the main we did. But how? Not in an organized and 

planned manner. Party" members were on the picket line. Party 
members were collecting relief, helping in the defense, speaking at 
the mass meetings, etc. Leaflets were issued, open air meetings were 
arranged, resolutions were sent in. However, this was done in a 
haphazard, unorganized way. The Party members did these things 
not because their units planned them, not because they received direc
tives from the District to do so, but because many Party members 
had nothing else to do and when they came to the strike head
quarters we involved them in the various phases of work. Our Party 
apparatus and organization were almost entirely neglected. There
fore, in spite of the good work of the few Party comrades who 
were leading this struggle, we can say definitely that th^ entire 
strike was weakened because of our failure to have mobilized the 

arty in an organized manner. These lessons, once they become 
e property of our entire Party, will help us improve our work in 

t e other strikes and struggles brewing everywhere.—Steel Worker,

It is idle chatter to speak about the leading, role of the 
Party without establishing contacts with the decisive strata 
of the workersy mobilizing these workers and winning them 
over to our side,**---From Open Letter.
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CONCENTRATION
From Speech of B. D. Amis, District Organizer of Cleveland, 

Polhuro Member, C.P., U.S.A.

The question of concentration in our District revolves around not 
only more and better forces for the Union, but also for the 

Party and mass organizations, including the press—especially the 
language press. Here in these decisive sections it is necessary that 
we take more seriously the question of utilization of our forces. We 
have to work out the particular task of each unit, of each nucleus 
in the mine or in the factory, of each branch, of the mass or language 
organization; how to mobilize comrades to keep in touch with activ
ities going on there, to send reports to the language press, to develop 
struggles and activities of these workers.

Around such a program it will be easier for us to carry out cam
paigns of exposure of our enemies in this particular point and tell 
the workers who are their friends and who their enemies.

First Task—^Building Solid Contact With Workers

The question of concentration has been approached from a diflFer- 
ent angle by some comrades in our district. Our comrades have 
voiced the opinion that if we are going to build the Steel and Metal 
Workers Union (that is some of the comrades—not all of them) or 
if we are going to build up a strong movement among the miners, 
the first thing we must do is open up a headquarters, have a trade 
union center where workers can meet and gather. My opinion is 
that this is incorrect to start with.

The first thing that we have to do is build up a foundation for a 
trade union headquarters, create a basis for this union headquarters 
by making solid personal contacts with the workers in the neighbor
hoods, shops, factories, mines, winning their confidence, organizing 
them into small committees, such work, comrades, gives us a basis 
not merely for opening up a union headquarters but also creates a 
basis for dancing such a headquarters.

The incorrect methods we have used in concentration work are, 
in my opinion, the reason why we have not been able to lead a 
great number of strikes. It has been noted by the majority of com
rades here that we have not been the real leaders in the great num
ber of strikes that have taken place. Many comrades have spoken 
about the will of the workers to struggle, not only to struggle but 
to come out on strike. Many know that. The A. F. of L. and 
other reformists who have led strikes know it. This only shows, 
comrades, the great possibilities that exist for us and shows also that
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our methods of concentration have not been serious in that we have 
not concentrated our forces in a particular spot, we have not thrown 
all our energies into a certain spot and carried on a struggle right 
there.

Again the poor methods of concentration give rise to the cry 
for cadres. Surely if we carry through correct methods of con
centration, if we were actually among these workers, participating 
in their struggles, right out of these struggles we would be able 
to develop new cadres and get real American elements who would 
become excellent forces for the trade union and the Party. There
fore, comrades, my opinion is this: One of the central points in 
the Open Letter, and that was given great emphasis in the report 
of Comrade Browder, is the question of the methods of concentra
tion. We have already seen some excellent results from Detroit, 
also from one or two strikes in New York—the needle trades, etc., 
as to how comrades carried through concentration work correctly.

UNITED FRONT ACTION
From Speech of M. Johnson, Buffalo District Organizer

^TT^HE Mooney campaign was the first major united front action 
carried through by our district. It was very successful, con

sidering the inexperience of our comrades. We succeeded in bring
ing to this conference 14 American Federation of Labor locals, in
cluding switchmen and railway clerks. We also united many or
ganizations from which we were isolated in times past.

The conference has served as a stimulus to building up the move
ment. As a result of. a follow-up we have succeeded to some extent 
in penetrating four more A.F. of L. locals and in making many 
contacts that we are planning to crystalize into an opposition move
ment within the A.F. of L.

At the mass send-off of delegates to the Chicago Mooney con
ference we carried out an exposure of the Socialist Party leaders 
for their failure to participate in united front actions. As a result 
we were able to contact many Socialist workers and we can say 
that through this exposure we were able to win over a Socialist or
ganization of nearly 200 members.

In the Unemployment League we have succeeded in building up 
a powerful opposition movement against the Executive Committee 
of the Socialist Party. This unemployed organization went on 
record condemning the Executive Committee of the Socialist Party 
and elected delegates to our united front conference. This is out
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first serious beginning in the penetration of these organizations 
under the influence of the S.P.

These experiences have been popularized throughout our district 
so that they can become a guide to the other sections and units 
in their dealings with the Socialists and other organizations in the 
work of building the united front.

We have developed some strike struggles—approximately 13 
shops Ijave been on strike in the last few months. One of the 
most outstanding was the strike of the North Buffalo Hardware— 
a shop that employs about 400 workers. They went on strike 
against a wage cut of from 23 to 31 percent. The comrade who 
was in the situation from the start was carried away to some extent 
by the spontaneity of the movement and did not realize that he 
is there to give direction and purpose to this strike. As a result^ 
a set of demands were worked out that were impossible to win at 
that stage of the fight.

Win Minimum Strike Demands

Immediately after the first meeting of the strike committee when 
we discussed the question of demands, one of the workers came in 
and objected to the demands. He stated that the demands raised 
by the strikers are too advanced. I asked him what he proposed 
and he said that at the present time the demands should be the 
following: Recognition of the shop committee; no discrimination 
against strikers and withdrawal of the 23 to 31 percent wage cut. 
This worker said these demands would strengthen the workers and 
they will be in a position to win the day rate. Some comrades felt 
that he was there for the purpose of breaking the strike, but I 
thought we should accept this set of demands and present both to 
the workers for final adoption.

At the meeting of the strikers it was decided to keep the original 
demands and hold the minimum demands in reserve. We succeeded 
in winning the minimum demands from the employers. This victory 
greatly stimulated the morale of the workers. Already 308 workers 
have joined the Steel and Metal Workers Industrial Union. The 
Union is carrying on activity openly in the shop for 100 percent 
organization.

Make Contacts in Airplane Shop Strike
There was also a strike in the Consolidated Airplane Shop, 

involving more than 450 workers. They went on strike against 
a reduction in wages that came as a result of reduction in hours. 
They stayed out on strike two days and forced the employers to 
reduce the hours and guarantee them the same wages as for the
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longer hours of work. During the strike we succeeded in making 
quite a few contacts and through these contacts we are attempting 
to overcome the mistakes which they made during the struggle, 
such as the failure to build up the union in the shop, etc.

Now with regard to the struggles for Negro rights. We can 
register some progress in the tying up of actual instances of dis
crimination against Negro workers with the Scottsboro case. We 
did this on the basis of comparison of relief given to white workers 
with relief given to Negro workers. As a result of these struggles, 
we have developed a mass influence and following among the 
Negroes. A couple of months ago a Negro stevedore was murdered 
by a group of white hoodlums. We organized a mass protest 
funeral in which more than 3,000 Negro and white workers par
ticipated. So effective was this that we forced the Negro reformists 
and clergy into the action. Our most outstanding achievement in 
this action was our ability to direct the indignation of the Negro 
masses into the channel of class struggle.

MARINE
From Speech of a Leading Comrade of the Marine Workers 

Industrial Union

^"T^HE line of the Open Letter and the report of the Political 
^ Buro are to enable us to understand why we have not been able 

to establish a firm basis among the decisive sections of the prole
tariat and to indicate the steps which we have to take to overcome 
this gap.

We still have the fundamental task of establishing firm contact 
with the workers in the basic industries. What contact have we 
with the workers in the marine industry—one of the most im
portant sections of the working class, one of the decisive indus
tries in the struggle against war? Comrade Browder brought for
ward a correct estimation of our position in this industry. The 
Marine Workers Industrial Union is not a mass union nor has 
it led mass struggle. We have not consolidated our organization. 
There is still a large turn-over in the membership, but the re
cruiting of new members in most ports is more satisfactory than 
it has been for a period of three years. A national organization 
that is carrying on systematic work under the control of a national 
leadership has been developed. A relatively large cadre of forces, 
most of whom are young Americans, has been developed. A 
number of small struggles have been carried through on the ships
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during recent months and the li
the longshoremen and is really k established contact with
work among them. ^Sinning to carry on systematic

Must Change M
Of equal importance is the stri Work

union has initiated. Mass struacrl^^^ unemploy®^ that the
developed due both to subjective ^ industry have not yet 
recent struggles, the growth of rk objective reasons, ut t c
of the activities of the reformist*!^ ®*^8^nization, the intensi cation 
indicate the growing mood for renegade organizations, a
even with the base that the Parfi, among the masses. n>
favorable opportunity for penet^a^•^°''^ have^ an extrei^ y
Party must be aroused to this possikT^ decisive m us JV*
and establishing a mass Marine W Perspective o ^comings, weaknesses and Industria J
must be overcome by the mSt ^ the W
of the Open Letter Ld Comrade^etk application of the line

Why have we not progressed -
dustry? The basic reasons, of cou«. of work
the slowness of the leadership b deveioSg°r's«ugg>« om
sectarianism, isolation from the workers in r<»fnrmist organizations. 
Even where we are weakest, where little or no support is given to 
the work, mistakes m policy are responsible for^ unfavorable re
sults. I emphasize this because there have been tendencies m out 
own tanks to fail to understand that the solution of our problems 
liw first in an improvement of our daily work and carrying 
through a correct policy. '

Orientate Party toward Marine Industry
The fact that the work m our industry is largely separated from 

the general work of the Party is also a major factor; Party com
mittees have httle contact with the work do not assume respon
sibility for work m the mdustry as a major task The Party in 
seaport towns is not orientated or mobilized for the task.

What is the basis of this problem? j want to cite an example: 
We have had requests from Norfolk for the past six months for 
a longshore organizer. This section is new and especially weak. 
We sent an organizer down there—what did we find? We found 
a longshoreman who was a Party member, a capable agitator and 
fine speaker; one who has considerable influence among the long
shoremen, who can be developed into an organizer. And all the 
time the section has been clamoring for forces to be sent in. How 
was this comrade used? While he was working on the docks, largely 
through his own initiative, he developed groups on a number of 
docks. But mainly because there was no guidance from the Party,
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mistakes were made and a number of workers, including this 
comrade, were victimized and ousted. He was then drawn into 
what the section and he term "mass work, away from the water
front-general activity, building the IX.D., circulatmg petitions. 
He became completely isolated from the docks. The Ii.A. had 
a group which they were maneuvering wth. This group didn’t 
wait, but continued to grow and built its own dock committee. 
These unorganized workers struck for an increase in wages, and 
the Party didn’t have anything to do with it, except beginning 

then dropping it.
This is an extreme example, but generally true of all seaport towns. 

The conception is that some little section of the movement is respon
sible for the work and that it is not the major task of the Party 
as a whole to work in any decisive industry—marine, metal or 
coal, shop work to develop the economic struggles, whether marine 
°u industry. The Open Letter is correct when it states
there is a lack of political understanding of the necessity to 
strengthen our base among the decisive sections. Until we acquire 
this understanding and assume the responsibility of centering our 
major activities in the important industries, we can make no pro
gress.

Bring Party Face to Waterfront
Recently there has been some improvement in connection with the 

Marine Workers Industrial Union and the orientation 
of the Party as a whole. But there is not enough and not as much 
being done as can be done under the present situation. Much of the 
change has been formal and forced. It is reflected in reports, but 
not in actual work.

The problem of bringing the Party’s face to the waterfront is a 
burnmg one. It will not be solved if the Party will appear only 
through the fraction in the union. It must appear through the frac- 

t)ut also as a Party openly before the workers.
1 believe that the line of the main report and the line of the Open

L.etter can insure our going ahead, if it is carried out. I say this
become an Extraordinary Conference, only if it does

somethmg extraordmary; if it goes over from words to deeds. And
**»ere is going to be a change. We

SiSrs ani^ ‘*>“e open
letters and remove some of the obstacles that prevent progress.

th7L revolutionizing of
I % conquers a

^ZZh for Jtself among the miners, metal and steel
tvorkers, ratlroad svorkers, auto, marine and textde u,orkers.» 

from the Open Letter.
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HOW AND WHERE TOconcentrXtI

ir^ «■ V. O^.rU.

Concentration in connection , • r i • be-
ginning of the solution of our prohl ^ not

underestimate the difficulties that We '^^ rHur
past methods. We can see from wh«e Ncvv
York that we have never taken concentrar' ^ave
worked hard, being everywhere and theref l3nff no
where. We must understand that to th, generally being n^_
cessful in gaming J^o«antfi id3^ we willTavTtremendous effect

“• on. Ti.„ » . poin.

Now «n concentration on the industries that are im
portant: Marine first and foremost for New York City. New York
City is the biggest port m the world. 1^ 13 a question here
of ‘he number of worker in the industry; the political importance 
must be seen by us. And faghting the war danger does not mean 
for us only mass meetmgs. It means work in the basic industries 
that are so close to war, mdustries that will rlerisive in war.

Our Approach in the Past
What has been our approach in the past? We take a comrade, 

assign him to the water consider the problem solved. But
the real problem is to down the mechanical separation of
Party and mass work, izing the Party members on the water
front so that we multiply the efforts of any specialist we send down.

Next, metal. Metal is very important for us. Although the com
rades in the Metal Workers Industrial Union have done good work, 
they have not yet i*^portant concentration. For example,
we had a comrade in Brooklyn where a section of this basic industry 
is located, and because of strikes in little shops here and there that 
came up we pulled him out, kept him out for four or five weeks, 
and by the time he returned those we had worked with had no 
further confidence in us. If we mean concentration seriously, then 
we must see that our comrades stay put.

Concentrate on Transportation
Next on concentration for New York: railroad. On this we have 

done practically nothing, although the issues are there for us to 
mobilize the railroad workers.
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Another point I think we should consider for concentration is city 
transport. Transport in all big cities plays a very important 
political role. I a field that we must concentrate on. We
have nothing there yet In addition to concentrating on transport 
we can use the electin' campaign that we are now entering to put 
forward the proper bsues, connecting the question of low fare, as it 
aftects the workers generally, with the conditions of the transport 
workers. ^

Now I Qn the question of concentration the
District leadership must set the pace. Each and every one of us 
on the staff must give his major attention to a point of concentration. 
I don’t mean the whole industry; I mean picking out certain points 
of concentration within the industries. We must set the pace.

We Must Guide the Sections 
Section leadership: we have got to give very serious consideration 

T n What is the situation today in our district? Today we 
find a flow from the sections to the District—the section organizers 
come in, we take up problems with them, they go back to the sec
tion. This is not the way to develop section leadership. Systema
tically, regularly, we must go down to the section committee, take 
up their problems with them, so that the whole section leadership 
is developed, in place of bringing one comrade into the center and 
developing only him as a result. Furthermore, we must immediately 
review our entire leadership, our entire activity in the sections; see 
who is engaged in mass work and bring these comrades into the 

. On the other hand, some of the comrades now 
must get into mass work, and this must be done

secrion leadership 
in the leadership 
simultaneously.
Unemployed Members Responsible for Unemployed Work 

What do we find in the unemployed situation? I venture to say 
^ ® percentage of unemployed in the Party is greater, because

''^^^^^^ization, etc., than it is in the mass as a whole, yet not 
over 0 percent of our unemployed comrades participate in un- 
emp oyed work. Our unemployed comrades do not consider unem- 
p oyed work as their main field of work. They are not working, they 
^ff n ^ unemployed likewise are not working and are
o a 1 day. The opportunities are tremendous and we must see to 
It t at every unemployed comrade has as his main task the un
employed work.

• f san^ applies, of course, to other fields. VC^e have a situation
Unions where less than 50 percent of our comrades

in thf* trfri ^ fractions and less than 10 percent are active
in tne trade umons.
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On the Election Campaign; I want to say that this campaign will 
be successful if we are successful in our unemployed work and in 
our concentration. Only to the extent that we broaden all our work, 
will we have a real broad election campaign.

Build Daily in Election Campaign
I want to say a word about the Daily Worker. New York, of all 

districts, has the main responsibility to the Daily Worker. We 
must see to it that this question is seriously put in the foreground. 
We must see to it that the Daily Worker plays its role in every 
bit of work we do. During the election campaign we expect to have 
a Sunday edition, building it up to 100,000 each Sunday. The 
Daily Worker must be the organizer of struggle, and out of struggle 
we must build greater circulation.

On the question of the exposure of the bureaucracy in the A. F. 
of L. and the S. P., I want to say that to the extent that we do 
basic concentration work, to the extent that we develop our mass work, 
to the same extent will we win the A.F. of L. and S.P. workers 
to us and at the same lime will we expose the fakers, because we 
expose their faces on the basis of the day-to-day struggles.

Develop Political Life in Units
In closing I want to refer to the question of recruiting. To the 

extent we do mass work, to the extent we are conscious of the 
need of building the Party, to the extent that we concentrate on 
basic industry, will we be able to solve the problems of composition 
of the membership, of building shop nuclei—the building of our 
Party. Mass work means real political life in the units. Real 
political life in the units means interest to the workers we bring 
in, it means their development, in means working for results and 
it means keeping our Party members.

I want to conclude by saying that if we work out the correct 
solutions for our problems, we will go ahead by such leaps and 
bounds that even the most optimistic of us will be surprised. 

-------------o-------------
On the question of recruiting and that twin question 

of Daily Worker circulation, these two things that are the 
very lifeblood of our whole movement, how many com~ 
rades take this question seriously? We must establish re- 
cruiting as a normal part of our Party life, so that every 
member of the Party constantly has two, three, four or five 
workers that he is in contact with, preparing them to be
come members of the Party, working on them systematically, 
talking with them, giving them literature, engaging them 
in discussion, developing them politically, bring them to the
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‘Party, and himself personally taking them to the Party 
unit, adjusting them to Party life, becoming their guide 
in the very difficult task of becoming a Communist Party 
member*

These things, building the Party, recruiting new members, 
circulating the Daily Worker, these are the very essential 
elements of carrying through struggle* Before struggles, 
during struggles and after struggles, these things are the 
constant tasks of the Party* But we forget it* We divert 
all of our attention to things of second consequence and 
neglect this basic task. In this respect also we even forget 
the history of our Party* How many times has the Party 
celebrated the anniversary of its birth? It is one of the 
tests of conscious existence if a Party will remember its otvn 
birthday or not* Our Party forgets its birthday* Our 
Party has got a birthday coming next September, and we 
want to make this Party birthday a campaign of education 
of our Party members and broad circles of sympathizing 
workers in the history of our Party, the significance of our 
Party, as a means of Party recruiting and Party consolidation*
—From Browder’s Report at Conference.

------------0-----------

BUILDING PARTY INTO MASS 
PROLETARIAN PARTY

^T^HE Open Letter of the Extraordinary Party Conference raises 
very sharply the problem of building the Party into a revolu

tionary party of the proletariat. It states that ”in spite of the 
spread of the mass movements and, above all, in spite of the radical- 
ization of the masses of workers, the Party has not developed into 
a revolutionary mass Party of the proletariat.”

The influx of new elements into the Party during the past few 
years emphasizes the powerful attraction of the Party to the large 
masses of toilers. More than 35,000 workers joined the Party in 
the last three years.

During the past six months, our Party recruited 8,300 members. 
These workers joined as a result of the general activity of the Party, 
rather than through any special effort on the part of the Party 
membership. In proof of the above facts let us compare the figures 
of the last recruiting campaign (1932) with the recruiting during 
the first six months of this year.

During the 1932 three-month recruiting campaign, 6,300 workers 
were recruited into the Party, with a monthly average of 2,700 in the 
last two months of that period.
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In the past six months of this year, the Party has had no special 
campaign, but led many successful strikes and struggles, yet reached 
only half the monthly average as compared with the 1932 campaign. 
We have not fully attained the realization that daily recruiting of 
the best element in struggles and activities is of vital importance.

As a crass example can be cited the Furriers Union. Under the 
leadership of the Party, after a victorious struggle, the Furriers 
Union has established itself as the only union in the industry, wiping 
out the reformist union and organizing 10,000 workers into its ranks. 
Yet, today, after more than one year’s existence, the Party fraction 
numbers only 100.

Failure to Recruit During Strikes Weakens Proletarian
Base

In going over the figures of new recruits of 1933, it is seen that 
only a very insignificant number were recruited from those workers 
involved in strikes and struggles (Detroit auto strike, Penn, miners 
strike, shoe and textile, metal strikes, etc), with the bulk of the 
workers coming from the ranks of the unemployed.

In the Detroit strike, led by the revolutionary union, we did not 
pay sufficient attention to recruiting into the Party and to building 
and strengthening the factory nuclei. In the April strikes in Pitts
burgh District, only a negligible number were drawn into the Party.

The same holds true in most of the struggles during this period, 
with the exception of the St. Louis nutpickers’ strike, where, through 
conscious efforts of the section leadership of the Party, they succeeded 
in building a Party nucleus in almost every department of the fac
tories, building the Y.C.L. also. The Party in St. Louis, in contrast 
to the other districts, knew how to boldly bring forward and em
phasize the role of the Party in the course of the strike.

Central Tasks of 14tli Plenum not Carried Through
At the Fourteenth Plenum, the Party set itself, among others, 

the following task: the organization of a firm basis for our Party 
among the decisive strata of American workers in the most important 
industrial center.

Still the existing shop nuclei in the basic industry did not grow. 
Ninety percent of those who joined the Party were unemployed 
and a very small percentage of the employed workers came through 
direct activity in and around the factory. An analysis of the com
position of the membership shows that only 3^ of the member5 
are steel workers, a little above 5% miners, not quite 3^ automobile, 
only 1% marine, 1.3% railroad, .3% chemical; 28% of the em
ployed members, or 7% of the entire Party membership, are work
ing in mines and factories which employ 500 or more workers.
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The tremendous fluctuation in the Party which in some concen
tration districts exceeded in the last period the 100% mark, took 
place mainly in the street nuclei. In the shop nuclei, even in those 
instances where we did not succeed in carrying on effective struggles, 
we did not lose members, but at the worst, remained stagnant, 
proving that organization at the point of production is more stable 
than on territorial basis. In the Chicago district, in spite of the 
unsatisfactory factory work in the past, the membership in the shop 
nuclei grew steadily while at the same time there was an 80% 
fluctuation of the membership, although militant mass unemployed 
struggles were carried through.

Extraordinary Conference Adopts Control Tasks to 
Carry Through Open Letter

At the Extraordinary Party Conference, the task was set to 
root the Party in the decisive elements of the working class in the 
basic industries. Emphasis was again placed on the necessity of 
concentration and the Conference concretely laid down the plan 
for the next period. The five concentration districts, Chicago, 
Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and New York, were assigned the 
special task of concentrating on altogether about 50 factories in the 
steel, mining, railroad, marine, automobile, besides those specific 
industries and problems which the districts have (stockyard, Negro 
territory, etc.).

The Extraordinary Party Conference set the following control 
tasks:

1. To establish active Party units, drawing in the most 
advanced workers through personal work with them.

2. To build real mass trade union groups with function
ing Party fractions in the sections.

3. To issue popular factory papers, or, for the beginning, 
factory bulletins.

4. To develop united front action, win the social-re
formist workers and expose and fight reformism and social- 
fascist leaders.

5. To develop strong corps of proletarian cadres, ex
perienced in mass work, and establish collective leadership 
of sections and tried secretaries in units, establish around 
the lower committees of the Party broad, active cadres 
which must be constantly instructed and utilized for the 
effective mobilization of the Party membership and for mass 
work; to draw active workers, members of the Party, from 
the factories into the leadership of the section committees.
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Build Party into Mass Proletarian Party

Every Party member, every leading committee, imbued with the 
central task of building the Party into a mass Party of the American 
proletariat, must exert all energies toward the carrying out of this 
task. The Open Letter states:

”A Communist Party, with a very weak and inadequately 
functioning organization in the big factories and among the 
decisive sections of the American industrial workers, a Com
munist Party whose entire agitation and propaganda, whose 
entire daily work, is not concentrated on winning over and 
mobilizing these workers and winning of the factories, a 
Communist Party which through its revolutionary trade 
union work, does not build highways to the broadest masses 
of workers, cannot lay claim to a policy capable of making 
it the leader of the working class within the shortest pos
sible time.”

—J. P.

-------------O-------------

PROBLEMS OF SHOP NUCLEI
From Speech of Wm. Schneiderman, District Organize 

of Minnesota

"IT want to say a few words about one of the shop units where we 
have been doing some work and where, due to the fact that 

some concentration has been carried through, some results can be 
recorded, and that is the packing plant of South St. Paul. Here 
we assigned a comrade for work, and due to patient work over a 
period of months, more than a year, and the fact that this comrade 
had the idea that concentrating does not mean merely attending 
a unit meeting once a week, but participating in the activity seven 
days a week with the workers of that plant, he was able to build up 
a packing house union and organize 75 per cent of the workers in 
one plant and establish important contacts in a whole series of 
other plants in the stockyards of South St. Paul.

It would have been impossible for these comrades to make 
headway among these workers if they thought that building a union 
would mean developing only strike struggles. We at first had no 
conception of gaining partial demands except by striking. And this 
is especially important because the experiences in the 1922 packing 
house strike made the workers afraid of the disastrous results of 
a strike; they didn’t believe a strike could be successful unless it 
was a general strike in all packing house plants.
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Union Built Through Struggle for Partial Demands
But when we started to tackle the problem of raising partial de

mands and fighting for them, showing the workers it is possible to 
win them without a strike, it was possible to make headway with the 
union. The bosses attempted to tax the workers in the plant with 
a community chest tax, and when the workers mobilized and sent 
a delegation to the boss, saying that they would refuse to pay the 
tax, they won this demand. This had a tremendous effect upon 
the workers, showing them that it is possible to win smaller de
mands without endangering their jobs, without necessarily going out 
on strike, and to build their union side by side with this.

After this, the confidence they gained with this victory made it pos
sible to force the rehiring of a worker fired for union activity, and 
finally to force the withdrawal of a threatened wage cut.

But because of the fact that the district committee has not given 
sufiicient leadership to our comrades there, we find the shop unit 
in South St. Paul at the present time functioning more or less 
as a trade union fraction, and not as a political unit, a Communist 
Party unit. They hardly take up any o^her question than the work 
in the shop, the union, etc., in no sense bringing forward political 
issues before the workers in the shop, but functioning merely along 
the narrow lines of a trade union fraction, within the Packing House 
Workers Industrial Union. This is one reason why we have not been 
able to build up the Party inside this plant and in the union more 
than we have, because of the fact that political questions were not 
brought before the workers, and because our comrades considered 
their task was taking up the union questions and nothing else.

Must Give Daily Guidance to Shop Units

This was a comparatively good example of concentration as far 
as our comrades were concerned. In another shop unit, the rail
road nucleus in Minneapolis, we had an experience where we as
signed a leading comrade to work in the unit. His conception of 
concentration was to meet with the unit once a week, and the re
sult was that after meeting with them once a week for a year, the 
unit has recruited one new member, has not grown, is not taking 
up the problems of the workers, because this comrade has this 
formal conception of approaching the workers in the shops.

In the------------- Mine, the Party and N.M.U. comrades mobilized
the miners and defeated a wage cut. However, our union did not 
grow. Only 8-10 members among 150 miners. Our comrades 
did not know how to bring forward the union correctly. The result 
was that for a long time our comrades did not know why we were 
unable to recruit members for the union.
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'Because in the "Party, and -particularly among the leading 
cadres, there is a deep going lack of political understand^ 
ing of the necessity for strengthening our basis among the 
decisive sections of the American workers. From this follows 
the fact that the leadership of the Party has not adhered 
to a fixed course for overcoming the main weaknesses of 
the Party, allows itself to he driven by events, and does 
not work out carefully with the comrades of the lower or^ 
ganizations ways and means for the carrying through of 
resolutions and checking up on their execution. The result 
is that we talk about factory and trade union work in 
countless resolutions, without carrying this work out,
—From Open Letter.

-------------O-------------

CHANGE METHODS OF WORK
From Speech of J, Williams, Org Secretary of Chicago District

TN the control tasks it says, ”The building of the strong prole- 
tarian base of the Party in big enterprises in the main indus

trial centers of the country is the primary task of the whole Party.” 
This is the central question here in relation to penetration of the 
shops, the building of our shop nuclei. It means, of course, that 
to attain this primary task we must develop and lead the economic 
struggles of the workers in these factories or industries we decide 
to concentrate upon; we must tie up all the political activities of 
every organization around this; we must build our unions.

400 Out of 3,000 in Shops
If we examine some of the reasons, in addition to the central 

reasons laid down in the Open Letter, why the concentration and 
penetration of the shops have not been carried through, we will 
find, for instance, in an examination of a registration of 3,000 
Party members in the Chicago district at the beginning of the year, 
only a little over 400 were employed in any shop whatsoever. Nov/ 
these 400 members who are in shops are our main instrument in car
rying out the directives in the Open Letter. The Open Letter deals 
with the fact that only 5 per cent of our members are in shop 
nuclei. In the Chicago district, out of some 250 nuclei, only 30 
are shop nuclei, comprising only 5 per cent of the membership.

I am in full agreement with the comrades who stated that in 
carrying out the directives of the Open Letter we must simplify our 
work, cut out a lot of our campaigns. When it is necessary to carry 
through certain major political campaigns, the directives must be of 
such a character that they apply to steel, to mining, to railroads—
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the three main points of concentration in the Open Letter. This 
same practice which I refer to in the center is duplicated by the 
districts and in turn by the sections.

For instance, we had a situation in one section where a shoe 
strike of several hundred workers took place. Practically none of 
the leading comrades of the section in this territory was involved 
in the strike. Precisely because the leadership of that section was 
not actively involved in the strike, that leadership has very little 
authority with the workers in the shoe factory, and they actually 
do not take directives from the section leadership.

In an effort to improve this in the city of Chicago, we have tried 
to cut down the size of some of our sections. We have tried to 
build new sections around specific big plants, a stockyard section, 
a Western Electric section, a South Side section (which means 
Illinois Steel). All their work must of necessity be directed to 
the workers in that factory or mill, because that is all that they can 
find in that particular territory.

Party Face Hidden in Shop Nucleus W*ork 
Another fact with reference to our shop nuclei. Because of our 

underestimation of the shop nuclei in the Chicago district we have 
a situation where the most elementary activity of the shop nucleus 
in bringing forward the face of the Party (through the shop bul
letin, for example), is neglected. In our total of 30 shop nuclei, 
the highest number of regularly issued shop papers we ever have 
is ten.

Another point which needs to be emphasized is the role that the 
shop nucleus will play in guaranteeing our success in economic 
struggles. We must build the Party out of every one of these
struggles. It must go hand in hand. In the St. Louis strike we 
recruited some 1,500 members in 12 shops for the union. And at 
the same time we organized six new shop nuclei. In the small 
shoes workers’ strike in Chicago, in addition to building the union, 
we organized three new shop nuclei. But in the recently concluded 
Sopkins strike of 1,500 Negro girls in the Chicago South Side, we 
did not organize as yet a single Party shop nucleus and so far re
cruited only 18 Party members.

Main Responsibility Lies with District 
Why is this so? Of course, the main general responsibility must 

be placed on us in the district. But it is interesting that while in 
the St. Louis strikes we had no old experienced forces, the leader
ship in the Sopkins strike included old union comrades, and it 
was precisely these old comrades and so-called experienced union 
comrades who resisted the building of the Party simultaneously with
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the building of the union despite all our decisions. This is going 
to be a very great handicap in the consolidation of the Sopkins 
strike because now we go back with no recognition of our shop com
mittees, no recognition of our union, although there were certain 
definite economic gains.

Must Be Ready to Lead Struggles in Steel Section 
I wish now to spend a few minutes on the steel industry. It is 

true, comrades, that the sentiment for organization in the steel in
dustry today has definitely changed. This is reported not only by 
Party members but by non-Party members. While the Industrial 
Recovery Bill raises all kinds of illusions, at the same time the 
workers, even in the steel industry, where the company union is 
being carried through, feel a little more free to talk than they did 
previously, and we must be alert and alive to take advantage of this 
situation. When we examine the situation in the Calument in Gary 
and Indiana Harbor, which are exclusively steel towns, we find that 
our leadership and our membership are very busy, but all of this 
busyness does not lead to a decisive change in penetrating the steel 
industry, in building the union, in building the Party.

We find in Indiana Harbor with some 50-60,000 people that our 
Party during the last election campaign held meetings with two 
and three thousand attending not only one meeting but many meet
ings. And in debates with the Republican Party, with the Liberty 
Party, with thousands present, our speakers got the greatest sup
port and applause. The united front conference that was held 
around certain immediate burning issues of unemployment brought 
in a total of 119 organizations, of which only about 17 were under 
our control. And in this conference where a dispute took place as to 
our nominee for chairman being a Red and Communist, the Com
munist carried it. But in Indiana Harbor we have a Party mem
bership of twenty.

Need a Revolution in Language Buros’ Work 
One problem is of great importance in steel. That is the ques

tion of our language work. In my opinion when we talk con
centration, we need a revolution in our national language buros. 
If there is any place where we are backward, it is there. Our com
rades claim that they get two sets of directives, one from the Party 
committees stating *'your main concentration is steel,” and they gel 
other directives from the National Language Buro, which gives them 
something a million miles away from steel. We must overcome this. 
Our language press, our language resources in steel or mining where 
the majority are foreign-born, are an absolute prerequisite to carry 
through successful work.
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Question to Williamson: What methods were used in the Sopkins 
strike in the bringing of the Party before the workers?

Answer: The methods included the following: First, those Party
members who had been drawn into active leadership in the course 
of the strike (there were some, including, for instance, a Negro 
comrade who was one of the section organizers of the South Side) 
should not be afraid in the course of their activity to announce 
quite openly to the workers that as well as being active strike lead
ers they are also Communists. The concrete help the Communist 
Party gave the strike in contrast to the activities of the other 
political parties as represented specifically by Oscar De Priest, who 
is the representative of the Republican Party and dominant in tlie 
South Side, is very great. Also, of course, the issuing of leaflets 
by the Party and explaining our position towards the strike, our 
position towards the union, etc.

AUTO
From Speech of John Schmies, District Organizer of Detroit

COMRADES, in the Open Letter there is one little point which 
in mv opinion explains everything—^why the tasks set for the 

Party at the Fourteenth Plenum have not been carried out. Here 
it says: ''But these tasks have not been carried out. Why? Only
4% of the members are organized in factory nuclei”—and then 
it says that out of the 4% which in itself is a very small percentage 
—only a small percentage are organized in the shop nuclei in the 
basic factories.

In Detroit we felt that the Fourteenth Plenum Resolution means 
everything it says as far as our district is concerned, that basically 
there was no change.

We began to discuss the situation and in connection with this 
some of us had the opportunity to read an article of Piatnitsky in 
which he described in detail the activities of a factory cell in the 
Bolshevik Party before the revolution. And he developed this idea, 
how it is possible that one Party member can begin to organize 
around himself a group of other workers, and, Piatnitsky goes on 
to say, he doesn’t even have to say he is a Party member; he doesn’t 
even have to say he is a union member, but in some cases he might 
even say he heard, somebody informed him, of reading a story of how 
workers improved their conditions in the other plant or department. 
And Comrade Piatnitsky explains how due to such an elementary 
approach of trying to explain or to ask the worker if he heard certain 
things in relation with the department or shop, it is possible to discuss
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the problem in the particular department, too. So, by making 
contact with a friend, with whatever means they, as Party members, 
had, they succeeded in organizing a department strike and made out 
of this department strike a general strike in the factory. They were 
even able to create a strike wave in one city, which resulted in many 
cases in developing a general strike in the city. The militancy of 
the workers was directed into street demonstrations, thereby im
mediately connecting up the political struggle with the very elemen
tary economic struggle that started in that particular department.

Detroit Strikes—Direct Result of Shop Work
How did we organize the strike in Detroit? In one case we had 

one comrade in a department. Now this one comrade couldnV 
organize the department. He had to make a contact first and he 
had to find some workers who were willing to fight for better con
ditions. So we have the experience that through one comrade we 
succeeded in organizing shop groups and later on the struggle was 
developed. And then we had the experience where we had 3, 4, and 
5 comrades whom we organized into a nucleus and then the problems 
of the shop were taken up.

The building of shop nuclei, recruiting members into the Party, 
will be a tremendous political factor in breaking down the idea that 
the Communists or revolutionary unions work from the "outside.” 
If our nucleus gains the leadership of this movement and if this 
Communist nucleus explains the role of the Party, and of the 
unions, the workers in that factory will not look at the Party and 
the union as outsiders.

Wherever we made an attempt and succeeded in organizing two 
or three Party nuclei, we have the union to a certain extent estab
lished, and where we have more or less a strong nucleus as the 
result of the strike, we have a situation where the workers themselves 
under the auspices of the union have issued two leaflets, one against 
the New Deal, and one against the A. F. of L. There we can see 
the initiative from below.

Canftot Do Real Shop Work Without Party
The next question: did we assign what we call concentration

groups from the outside, or did we first see what we have in the 
factory and begin to concentrate on the forces in the factory? We 
merely assigned, as far as outside forces are concerned, leading 
comrades to some of the shops.

In addition, of course, we mobilized the sections around these 
two concentration points and here I may add is where the biggest 
mistake was made in the sense that, for instance, the section organ
izer and the active members in the Section Committee got so interest
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ed in these organizing groups that they forgot all about calling the 
Section Party Committee together or taking care of the section. 
In fact the section organizer did finally call a section membership 
meeting together after pressure, but he was absent. He said he had 
to meet three workers in the restaurant at 10 o’clock in the evening. 
This is excellent. But to this we must add the question of how 
is it possible for this section organizer and how it is possible for us 
to direct and help him so that these 5 workers will be taken care 
of in such a way that all members in this particular section have as 
their task to get 3 or 5 workers together.

Lack of Faith in Local Leadership Greatest Mistake

One more point is very important for us.
The strike developed in one of the B---------  plants, and then in

another plant. So we rushed over to the other plant and settled 
this very fast. And while we were doing this, another strike broke 
out, and we rushed over there. By the time we were through we 
were at the head of all this movement, but finally we looked around 
and we couldn’t see anybody around us.

What is the lesson? Why didn’t we organize a group of comrades 
in the first strike? Why didn’t we make them the leaders and say 
to the section: here is your new group, here is where you have to 
work—and distribute the forces on the other strike. We did not 
lack forces; these new Party comrades who organized the first and 
second strikes, why didn’t we make them leaders of this movement— 
that is the real Bolshevik criticism. They started the strike, and we 
forgot all about them; they were the real leaders of this strike. We 
led all these strikes and were responsible for organizing them, but we 
did not create anything in the center that would keep around us 
these hundreds and thousands of workers.

If we can settle down and continue this Bolshevik point of con
centration, organize the Party, organize the fractions in the union, 
have these workers that can control the situation, make them feel we 
believe in them, have confidence in them, and are with them every 
day, then the Party will grow.

------------- o-------------

BUILDING PARTY DURING STRIKES
From speech of a Leading Comrade of Auto Workers Union

WE have just had a convention of the Auto Workers Union 
where 110 delegates were present, half of whom actually 

represented workers from the shops. The big majority of these 
delegates had had strike experiences this year. Many of them had
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initiated the organization of little groups in the shops that pre
ceded these strikes. The number of workers represented was in the 
neighborhood of 45,000.

We have to record the fact that we were not able to keep all 
who came into the union during and as a result of the strikes. 
Also at the convention there were very few Negro workers and prac
tically no women from the shops. The main reason, of course, is 
the fact that we failed to carry on the day-to-day struggles that 
were necessary after the strike was over, especially in behalf of the 
laid-oflF workers.

It was mainly because of the fact that we failed to develop 
struggle in defense of the leading elements in the union that a 
dwindling of the membership took place. And probably the most 
important fact is our failure to build up shop nuclei in these fac
tories to get in members in the Party during the strike. This 
resulted in weakening our resistance to the company agents, to- the 
elements that are utilizing the red scare. After the strike it be
came almost impossible to combat the various schemes to sow dis
sension in the union without a strong nucleus of the Party.

Our Clumsy Methods Antagonize Workers

It is not true that workers have got any antagonisms towards the 
''reds.” It is more often because of our clumsy methods in carry
ing on work, in carrying out some of the program, that we antag
onize workers—methods that make it seem to non-Party workers 
that we take an attitude that we are the Communists, that the 
union is ours, and that we can do anything we want with it.

At the convention there were quite a few instances brought up 
where we had carried on the day-to-day struggles, and in such shops 
we maintained the organization more or less.

In the------plant we carried on a few struggles after the strike
and one struggle resulted in increase in the wages of the workers.

Another struggle in which we had a united front with the------
union, resulted in an increase of from 52 to 90 cents an hour.

At the convention there was a delegate from the------ who reported
a struggle in that plant which involved the stopping of work 
of several hundred workers who remained in the plant until a 
10 percent increase was granted.

However, we have only a few instances which demonstrate our 
ability to carry on the every-day struggles against victimization, 
against lay-offs, for unemployment relief which is the cause of 
quite a number of members leaving the organization.
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Failure to Hold Union Meetings During Strike 
Fatal Mistake

During the strikes, I have to report the fact that in the------
plant, for instance, where we had a struggle against the company 
agents, we had a local even before the strike took place. But 
during the strike itself, we forgot even to call this local together, 
which meant, of course, that our enemies were organized while 
we were not. They carried on every-day activities among the work
ers. And we were trying to fight against them from the top. We 
did not even try to call together the Party members employed in the 
plant. This, of course, is one of the main reasons for the com
mitting of a number of mistakes in the plant.

Must Find Methods to Protect Employed Workers
One year ago, we had a group of some fifty workers in the------

plant. This group was disrupted, the majority of the workers were 
fired and suspicion was laid against a certain individual. At the 
beginning of the year we began to reorganize once more. The 
group was disrupted, about a dozen comrades were fired out of the 
plant, and suspicion is against the same individual. Just before I 
left Detroit, several comrades came to me, feeling that they were 
getting absolutely no direction in carrying out work in their shop 
nucleus, feeling they do not dare inform the leading; comrades 
when they get a job in the shop.

I think it is about high time we began to examine this work 
more carefully and find out whether or not we are using the best 
methods to protect the workers employed. To show the spirit 
of the workers, since that time we have organized three dijfferent
groups in the------------- plant. This time we are not putting them
all together, and we are trying to make connections between these 
groups not By bringing them together in one local, but through a 
system of representatives from each of the departments.

Leading Bodies Must Help Members of Shop Units
We assume in carrying on the work in the shops that every com

rade is born with the knowledge of how to carry on the work. 
This is not so. Some comrades have the ability of attracting the 
workers around them, of really being leaders inside the shops. 
Other comrades, even though sincere, antagonize the workers because 
they are in the habit of telling the workers they are wrong every 
time they make a statement. Some comrades even make them
selves a pest. When the workers call them a Bolshevik, instead of 
the term meaning a militant worker, it has the meaning of some
one who makes himself a nuisance.
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It is about time that the District and National leaders up ^ 
to take up some of these problems of carrying on the , shop 
shop. I find that a good beginning is often made in t o ^ 
work and then some of the key comrades are taken out to pf 
for a demonstration. These comrades are 
ginnmg is left to go to the dogs. Comrades assigned to ^ 
should be allowed to concentrate all their attention on this 
and even when a demonstration is being arranged, and this co 
can bring ten workers or so to the demonstration from that s i ^ 
is doing a big part of the work. If we take this attitude, 
the demonstration will be less, but I am inclined to think th^/

bigger and better demonstrations because they will actually 
workers in the shops. I think the demonstration such as the co
rades had in the------------- plant is a very important demonstration.
Proper activity of the shop nuclei can raise such demonstrations 
to a higher political level.

—---------- o--------------

WAR INDUSTRIES
Talk about the defense of the Soviet Union and struggle 

against imperialist war is nothing but empty phrases unless 
systematic work is carried out in the war industry plants 
and in the ports.—From the Open Letter.

From Speech of Leading Shop Nucleus Member
T come from a nucleus situated in the New York district. In 

order for the comrades to understand some of the probl^'s 
which I raise in connection with this shop it is necessary that they 
understand the type of shop. Three thousand eight hundred workers 
work in the shop, among them one hundred young fellows ap
prentices. This plant produces only war materials.

There are twenty-one trades in this shop and ten locals of the 
American Federation of Labor in the plant, among them machinists, 
sheet metal, plumbers, and other numerous locals of the A.F. of L. 
of this type. We have a shop nucleus of five comrades. All of them 
are young comrades, members of the Y.C.L. We also have an 
opposition group in the machinist local and an apprentice association. 
This apprentice association has a history which I will try to give 
in brief.

Hold Shop Meeting during Work 
Some fellows in this shop decided that in order to get their 

conditions bettered they were going to form an organization. When 
the officials heard of this, they called a special meeting of the entire
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group of one hundred young fellows during working hours. For 
about four hours they tried to get tins group of apprentices into an 
organization that would visit other shops of similar nature and while 
visiting these shops look over the methods of production, and so 
make better mechanics out of the apprentices. The response of the 
apprentices to this proposal was: ”We are not interested in visiting 
these other plants, we are interested in having an organization and 
getting something for ourselves.”

With the help of the comrades inside the shop we finally built 
an organization that says definitely in the constitution that its main 
purpose is to better the conditions of the apprentices. Through 
our work and by getting very friendly with these fellows we 
managed to elect one of our comrades as secretary and another com
rade as shop delegate of this organization. We had a system of shop 
delegates from each shop represented in a central organization which 
has three or four officers.

Organize Against Wage Reduction
The first act of this organization was in connection with a fifteen 

percent wage cut which came through the plant at the same time 
that the automatic raises of the apprentices were taken away. The 
apprentices are given raises every year and at the end of four 
years they are supposed to be made mechanics and get mechanic’s 
pay. Among these apprentices there were many who had finished 
their four years’ apprenticeship and were still working as apprentices.

We drew up a petition and most of the apprentices signed il. 
In this petition we stated that we oppose this fifteen percent cut, 
especially with the low wages which these young workers were 
getting. At the same time we pointed out that not making the^e 
apprentices full-fledged mechanics also affected the standard of 
the mechanics.

The second act of this organization was to organize a paper to 
deal with the conditions of the fellows in the plant, to be distributed 
to them inside the plant, to the adult workers, and also outside 
the plant, in order to mobilize popular opinion.

We Carry Activities to Other Plants
Third, we decided to gain more strength. Throughout the 

country there are other plants of this nature which also have 
apprentices. We decided that we were going to build a national 
association of apprentices. So we began to send letters to different 
shops of the same type. To date we have received answers from 
many shops throughout the country and probably within the year 
we will have started this national association.
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Let me point out how we were able to do some of these g • 
First of all, we could not have done anything without the 
inside the organization, working at every meeting and actua y 
ing as the leader of the organization. adult

We had a peculiar problem in the shop—there are 3,/^ 
workers and 100 youths. Our entire force of comrades 
the youth, not the main section of these workers, so we M 
problem of penetrating the ranks of the adult workers in 
of L.; any struggle inside the shop would not be among ^ ^ 
prentices, but would take the form of a struggle among the aciu s.

We Have to Deal with Delicate Questions
Since we had to get to these mechanics, we came up agamst the 

following problem: Although more developed politically than t e
average worker because of long experience in the A.F. of L. and 
labor movement—^many of them so far back as the eight hour day 
strike in 1918—these workers depend upon building these war 
materials for their livelihood. It was necessary for us to dea 
with some very delicate questions.

First, we had to explain our proposal in connection with all war 
funds to the unemployed; second, defense of the Soviet Union, 
third, the question of what they can do. We decided to issue six 
leaflets through the shop, dealing with all these questions, pointing 
out in detail what this shop was producing, and how these wx^kers, 
although unconsciously, were helping to prepare for a new world war. 
With these six leaflets, we expect to clarify the workers to some 
extent on some of the basic questions.

Second, we had to penetrate the A.F. of L. We started in the 
strongest local, where we had sympathetic workers, and organized 
a group consisting of fifteen members of the machinist local. We 
had meetings with them and discussed the problems inside the A.F. 
of L. local and how to fight for certain proposals against the 
officials.

We Make Mistakes—Fail to Build Y.C.L.
We have made some mistakes: first, and most serious, all our 

League members were in the League before they got into the shop. 
We haven’t recruited a single League member. Among these ap
prentices we have some valuable contacts, we have fellows who 
could do systematic work and whom we should draw in; we have 
not done it. We haven’t penetrated the A.F. of L. to any extent. 
Our work in connection with the one local has fallen down, there 
is no work being done at the present time.

Second, the question of safeguarding members. We drew up a
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letter to a nucleus in the Soviet Union that works in the same type 
of plant we have. We drew up the letter and sent it to the comrade 
in charge of International Correspondence and this letter, in its 
entirety, dealing with where we had our organization, where all 
of us were concerned, what our tasks were, everything was printed 
in the Daily Worker—the entire thing, and the next day in the 
apprentice school in this shop the teacher delivered a lecture for an 
hour and a half on the question of our work in the shop. To this 
date, none of us has been fired out of the shop, but whether this 
is because we aren’t troubling them or whether they don’t know 
of us, I can’t say. But certainly we have to develop much better 
methods of safeguarding our members inside of these nuclei.

------------- o-------------

WORK AMONG GOVERNMENT 
EMPLOYEES

From Speech by Leading Member of Shop Nucleus

A BOUT a year ago there were three comrades in my shop; we 
are government employees. There were practically no milintant 

rank and file workers nor any mass organization. Just about a 
year ago, the workers in my place got a wage cut. Immediately 
a few workers got out a petition against the cut. In the process 
of fighting against the cut we built up a rank and file organiza
tion, and today we have 1,800 or 2,000 workers in that particular 
organization.

The work of this group of new comrades was good. They 
started out by building committees. Our industry is so situated 
that we had to recruit workers and today in this particular craft 
we have influence and control of the 15,000-23,000 workers all 
told. During this time we were doing recruiting and we have 
today 23 comrades. In the process of working in this mass organ
ization and in the shop we realized that the only way we could 
carry out the Party line and build the organization, was to build 
T.U.U.L. groups, that is, not actually having T.U.U.L. books. 
We built up informal groups. The fellows got together, held 
discussions and fought as the left wing in the organization and on 
the job.

Organize Shop Committees and Groups

Our young comrades had to find a method of work that would 
enable us to bring these workers into the organization. Being 
government employees, these workers had many illusions. They
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believed they could not strike, etc. Under great Lq®
were able to organize on the basis of shop committees ^ 
groups in every department.

I think it is the first time in the history of this particular 
where the workers actually went out in a demonstration. 
first demonstration is the beginning of a movement that will grow 
throughout the entire country. We have gotten out a magazme 
that today has a circulation of 5,000. We have also gotten out 
pamphlets attacking the wage cuts.

In the shop there are many trade unions, quite a few 
built on craft lines. Some of them are affiliated with the A. 
F. of L. The A.F. of L. has little or no influence in the shop 
although getting dues from 30 per cent of them. The worl^rs 
belong not because it’s a union that does something for them but 
because of the side and death benefits. These workers are be
ginning to demand something concrete. They demand action.

Work towards Establishment of Industrial Union

The workers are looking to our young rank and file organization 
and soon it will be possible to convert it into an industrial 
taking in all crafts and start working among all of them. We 
have been able to talk to the workers in the other trades 
particular shop and show them that they must organize. They 
asked us to come in and organize them. We told them this was 
not the way. ^X^e told them, "you yourselves must form yoin 
committees, get out petitions and get into struggle. We will work 
with you, help you and will actually take leadership whenever 
necessary, but we cannot build your organization for you.

No Fluctuation in Shop Recruitment

In the beginning we were able to recruit the comrades very 
slowly. One or two comrades got in one or two others. We be
gan building little groups and recruiting them into the left op
position groups and directly into the Party, and today we have 
23 comrades. These 23 are rapidly recruiting others, at the rate 
of one and two a week. W^e have had no fluctuation at all. Since 
the very beginning we have had only one comrade transferred and 
that was because he left the place of work. The others have re
mained in the Party and have been developed. They are only 
four, six and eight months in the Party and today they are the 
leaders in the mass organizations and carry on Party work.
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VETERANS’ MOVEMENT
The Party is notu faced with the task of organizing 

the united struggle of the American workers and all toiling 
masses for their vital immediate demands. This includes 
the organization of the struggle against the reduction of 
veterans^ disability allowances and for the payment of the 
bonus.—From the Open Letter.

Excerpts from Speech of James W. Ford, Member of Polburo 
Communist Party of U.S.A.

The PolBuro of the Party has seen it necessary to put on the 
agenda of this Conference the question of the veterans.

I want here to emphasize the need for a political understanding 
of the necessity of strengthening our base among the veterans, the 
various veteran organizations and also to build the W. E. S. L.

What is the significance and importance of the veterans^ move
ment and the work among the veterans in this country? (1) Every
body knows and has seen that the movement was more or less but 
not altogether spontaneous. It has been a broad movement of a 
nation-wide character of great sections of the American population, 
workers, poor farmers, etc. (2) This movement can be seen as an 
instrument for fascist development against the working class. The 
bourgeoisie quite well understands the possibility of utilizing this 
movement against the working class, and herein lies the importance 
of work among the vets.

On the other hand the lessons of this movement are that with 
the bankruptcy of the Roosevelt Recovery Act, the bourgeoisie will 
attempt to utilize this movement as a fascist movement against the 
workers. We are in a favorable position today not only to prevent 
the use of this movement as a fascist movement against the working 
class but to get support of the movement for the working class.

What is this movement? It is composed of advanced elements 
of the working class, backward workers, clerks, doctors, lawyers, a 
whole cross section of the population, including both Negro and 
white. In this movement also are a number of Spanish-American 
War and Foreign War Veterans. Some comrades view these vet
erans as "fascists.”

Wrong to Brand Veterans as Fascists
But, comrades, I think this is incorrect, as many comrades do, 

to view this movement as a whole as a fascist movement. Certainly 
we have found in the course of this movement in 1932 and also 
this year that there are fascist leaders, agents of the government
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Js s?““^
ance. There was a cut m the soldier’s Day the establishment 
forced labor camps. *uier s pay,

Comrade Browder also pointed out that it is the same with the
Rooleveh deaTrmTrrdrceUfuUy tij® Hoover jdmmtstration.

Now with rega^s to the question tf thT returning of the

(« the veteniu. On thi, „ ^|| ide. oi
changes on the whole question of SnrJal ^md Unemployment

Develop Anti-War Activities through Vets
Another question is the question of the anti-war activity which 

be developed—anti-war sentiment and struggles among ex-soldiet 
who fought for the government. The most important thing I vvau 
to emphasize is the question of what can be done. How can 
guarantee that every District Organizer, every Party comrade 
develop and organize the movement among the ex-servicemen?

We have laid down a program for developing local struggle 
around the local relief stations. To develop the movements of tn«5 
veterans in the neighborhoods for local relief, around veterans’ bu
reaus, in every city, around state legislatures, in the congressional 
centers of the congressmen who are in Washington, for the eU' 
forcement of legislation which has been passed in many states 
for relief to the veterans. .

The New York State legislature, for example, has passed special 
laws for relief to the veterans which are not being enforced for the 
benefit of the veterans. We must develop a broad united 
movement to break into the American Legion, into the Spanish- 
American War Veterans organization and to build up a united 
front of all these veterans in the neighborhoods and locals to struggl® 
for local relief.

Build Rank and File Movement around Demands
In my opinion these points are: 1. Local relief. 2. Special relief

to the veterans. 3. Fight against discrimination in any of the relief 
stations where veterans are discriminated against. 4. Special medical 
attention and aid to the veterans in various hospitals. This can on Y 
be done by day-to-day systematic work. Here I want to draw atten
tion to the methods of work shown in the report made here by the
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U nalvzecJ the day-to-day work 
young gitl comrade yesterday, how she - apply this to
^one in the dress fLtory. We wdl able, Americ^ Legion

ita '>."«> -“f'«“■* ,
Build up und yi/^ "^'"houl“ be'.bre“o°p.«bfcI.

for the emands that I outlined. p jy a quota that they shall 
for the most important districts m the fa y S jqq.
get in direct contact with a certain number of 
200 veterans and to continue to work u^n these co . ,
like New York, Chicago and Detroit should see that the comrades 
establish such quotas.

Party Concentration Lays Basis for N.T.W.I.U. Lead

I want to take up another question, the question with r^a«rd to 
Strike struggles, especially the struggles in St. Louis and Chicago. 
Here we have a concrete example of how we can by systematic work 
develop strike struggle. Comrade Gebert has spoken about e 
St. Louis strike of Negro women. In Chicago they have shown us 
how to concentrate, they began a year ago. Through activities o 
women’s work in South Side section, Negro women workers were 
contacted. The contacts were given to the Needle Trades Woj^rs 
Industrial Union and the Union began to organize these. They 
took them out on strike and these strikes are in my opinion two of 
the most important, two of the most historic strikes that have oc
curred among Negroes.

I shall not have the time to go into the details of how the strike 
committee worked, how they organized their fight, how we were able 
to get the whole sentiment of Chicago in spite of the police and 
the employers. We were able to get support among the churches. 
We can learn from Chicago how to develop the trade union or
ganization among the Negroes. I think these strikes are important 
lessons for Harlem.

I want to agree with how the Open Letter characterizes the im
portance of the Negro work. It says: ''The other important ally 
of the American proletariat is to be found in the masses of Negroes 
in the struggle against national oppression.” The Communist Party 
is the only Party that can lead this struggle of the Negro masses. 
In Harlem I believe we have great possibilities for developing this 
movement among the Negroes, and I believe the St. Louis and 
Chicago strikes show us how, on the basis of developing economic 
struggles of the Negroes we can find and develop the Negro cadres 
for such a movement.
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Negro Comrades Must Secure Confidence of Negro 
Masses for Our Party

We must understand what the Letter says: “The Party, and
the first place the Negro comrades, must genuinely improve 
methods of patient, systematic but persistent struggle against

and UinUCtlCCS of I___ __ tatnir^nCT t**ideology and influ^ces of oetty bourgeois nationalism among 
Negro workers. This makes it the first duty of the Negro 
rades to create confidence among the Negro masses in the Party a*'
raaeb tu tne iNegro xxx «-xx^ j. <1x^7the Central Co^ittee and the Polburo. I do not think there 
sufficient of this work done by the leading Negro comrades no'*'* 

Comrade Kuusinen once said that it is the task of the white cot"' 
rades to fight ev«ty remnant of white chauvinism and on the other 
hand the task of every Negro comrade to gain the confidence o* 
the Negro masses for our Party and not to destroy it, and this is tt* 
line with fighting Negro nationalist bourgeois ideology.

I want to further agree with the remarks made by Comrade 
Browder, and Hey wood will further emphasize this, that the 
- T T** !-»#> Kiiilf* anri ciii-U IS needed for

should take some ^ v.** --- .. ..
I • g this Open Letter mto the struggle of the veterans, into ttie
N^^o liberation movement.

penetrate armed forces
From speech by Leading Comrade of Workers 

Ex-Servicemen^s League

ON the question of the struggle for relief and unemploy
ment insurance, five million of the population, the veterans, 

which represent according to the figures of the bourgeoisie ten 
cent of the electorate—with their families twenty per cent—citizens, 
the native sections of America today, have lost their social insur
ance. This has been taken from them directly by the government in 
the New Deal. The Economy Bill changed the entire policy on 
Veteran Pensions. That has not moved us a bit in the past year. 
In spite of the fact that the Party has had a line and orientation, 
the documents have pointed out that these things are happening.

Let me give a few examples of concrete work, examples of co
ordination of work of the Ex-Servicemen’s League with some of 
our major tasks. In the trade unions, say in the A. F. of L., the 
''Big Six” (Printing Trade) Post of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
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Sent - protest against the use of veterans. In
one of the unions there are secuons of the American Legion, 

the Veterans of Foreign Wars. Comrad^, on the question of 
Veterans Relief, on the question of their back pay—the bonus— 

«^ertainly we can easily bring these questions up in these unions.

Through Vets’ Movement Can Penetrate Armed Forces
I could give details on the struggle against war, the co-ordinating 

this so that we will reach the armed forces. And when I say 
''eterans I don’t mean only those who went to war. We have to 

a change in the leadership in the Veterans movement. We 
*^ust put'forward the World War veterans, but remember the peace
time veterans. They get a certain insurance also, and these 

some of the best contacts, fresh from the armed forces to make 
‘Contact with the men in the armed forces today.

. Right here in New York City, after sending veterans to Wash
ington, the United Front Committee, a group led by the Social
ist Pa,.jy^ split the ranks of the veterans led by the renegades 
against the Party. Within a few weeks’ time the rank and file 

the veterans repudiated those methods and those active in 
me leadership of it are the ones now active in repudiating the S.P., 

exposing their making this attempt and trying to bribe them.

Sectarianism in Veterans’ Alovement
In the Ex-Servicemen’s League, the veterans feel that unless they 

nave a red card of some kind they can’t join the Workers’ Ex- 
Servicemen’s League. A narrow, sectarian tendency that reflects 
our sectarian tendency throughout the entire Party. That must be 
seriously and sharply stopped. And we will be able to carry it out 
only if we study this problem.

fl iTH pressure of the veterans today has turned away the
nght from bourgeois control and we are able on our three-point 
program to bring the question closer to the unemployed and 

tth the farmer. This kind of a movement has been started; 
unity of veterans with the general mass struggles. We must carry 
out the line of the Open Letter for winning over large sections of 
native American elements. Building up of the veteran movement 
and Its proper co-ordination with our basic tasks will be one of the 
methods to carry out the intent of the Open Letter.
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TEXTILE

Excerpts from Speech of Leading Comrade in Trade Union Work.

A BOUT the Salem strike. What is the importance of this one 
strike of some 1800 workers, organized one hundred percent in 

the U.T.W.? First, this has become a strike against the Recovery 
Act. It shows—recovery bill or no recovery bill—^the workers will 
fight for improved conditions. Secondly, it show^ that even where 
the A.F. of L. has its best organization the workers will fight and will 
follow our leadership if we know how to get to them.

There is one example of how to carry on a correct policy in such 
a difficult situation. How did our comrades get into the Salem 
strike? We had no one there, no Party or T.U.U.L. member. Our 
organizer. Comrade----------went down there. She found the work
ers were willing to fight. The workers elected their own committee, 
did not trust the officials who came out against the strike. The com
rade did not come down there denouncing everybody and just say: 
join our union, something which we did in the past but with no 
success. The comrade began to talk to individual workers, began to 
get acquainted with some of the members of the Strike Committee, 
did not denounce these workers as misleaders but tried to find out 
who they were. She began to give them concrete advice and won 
their confidence by showing them how to defeat a plan of the com
pany and the A.F. of L. to drive the workers back to work and to 
victimize them by making them vote with marked ballots. Our 
comrade gained a lot of prestige among the workers through helping 
them with the relief machinery, by giving them concrete assistance 
to win their economic demands.

I think, comrades, this strike is a great lesson to us, the militancy 
of the workers, the confidence in their own Party, the ability to get 
the workers to follow our class-struggle policy. (Since that time the 
strikers won their demands and unanimously seceded from the AJ^. 
of L.,—organizing an independent union, the Textile Workers 
Union, by carrying through the above correct policy and by leading 
textile workers in strikes the Slavery Code—recruited over 1,500 
members in the Union in the last month.)
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CORRECT PAST METHODS OF WORK
From Speech of A. Davis, Org Secretary of Philadelphia District

COMRADES, just a few words on our concentration in Allen
town. In the Open Letter the situation in Allentown is given 

as an example of the wrong method of work. In the struggle of 
1931 we were successful in discrediting the United Textile Work
ers Union in Allentown. But when the strike was over, we packed 
our bags and cleared out of the city of Allentown. The workers 
did not see us for two years, until the Amalgamated entered Allen
town and began leading strikes in the shirt shops. The girls were 
working for ^4 a week. They settled the strike, gaining a 10 per 
cent increase. But actually the gain didn’t amount to anything, 
since they had to pay 25 cents dues to the union every week.

W^e Concentrate in Allentown 
Our comrades began to react to the problem. W^e sent com

rades in and began concentration in Allentown. What happened? 
The U.T.W. decided to call a meeting. We discussed the prob
lem and we felt that it was necessary for us to take the initiative. 
With hard work we succeeded in having the best meeting of silk 
workers held in Allentown since 1931. The meeting was called by 
the National Textile Union and there were about 200 workers 
present representing 17 shops. We propo^d to the workers the 
organization of mutual committees on the basis of a united front 
of National Textile Workers and U.T.W. members.

On the basis of this conference we decided to begin immediately 
a campaign of struggle in some of the mills in Allentown. The 
bosses, feeling the growth of our organization, began a system of 
voluntary raises of 10 and 15 percent to the workers. We decided 
to concentrate on one mill where conditions were especially bad, 
where there were no clocks to measure the amount of silk produced 
and workers’ wages were stolen doubly. In a period of a week 
one of the mills in that city went on strike and in this strike a 
worker who had come in contact with our movement through listen
ing to speeches at Union Square, etc., became a leader of the strike. 

Workers Want Independent Union 
Our comrades began to speak about organizing revolutionary 

unions and bringing forward the N.T.W.U. What was the re
action of the workers? They felt that the N.T.W.U. was a 
militant union, an honest union, but were not convinced that it 
could win better conditions for them; the workers felt that if they 
developed their own independent union among the Allentown silk 
workers they could win better conditions.
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It is my opimon that we must bring forward before these work
ers our revolunonary trade unions and the need for building these 
umom. same tune, however, we must not make a
of this. If the workers insist upon organizing an independe 
union on a mass scale, in which we can provide leadership and » 
active work, I do not think we can place the question of the 
of the union against mass organization of the workers. At the 
same time it is important for us to bring forward our own *'®''°*‘** 
tionary unions and urge workers to join, particularly because

a tendency in many sections, due to the Industrial Recovery Bd ^ 
negate the role of the revolutionary trade union and to tato

concentration in LAWRENCE
From Speech of a Leading Member of National Textile orkfif^

Union

IN Lawrence, which is the concentration point for the textile 
dustry, we have seen the correction of one mistake, that of sni ^ 

ing around the leadership and have had continuous leadership 
one year. The Open Letter nevertheless applies to us with 
force. -

The National Textil|j Workers Union has mass influence 
Lawrence and the Party is known to the workers, as a result 
ticularly of the effective campaign we conducted against nign^ 
work for women. Both the union and the Party have led and con“ 
ducted small struggles for unemployed relief. Por more than ^ 
year now the workers of Lawrence have seen a N-T.W^.U. on tn^ 
job continuously and appreciate the fact that it is the only organi
zation in the field fighting for their interests. *

There are many reasons for this but the basic one is to be 
in the fact that we have not yet succeeded in convincing the 
ers that the union is not an organization that you join only 
you go on strike. Having suffered defeat in the 1931 strike the wor 
ers are very reluctant at present to join the union.

This of course is due in large measure to our mistakes in the pns 
But we have learned. For instance, during the strike wave that 
spread in the textile centers a few weeks ago and especially follow
ing the strike in the Amoskeag Mill in Manchester there was a very 
definite strike sentiment in Lawrence. The mill owners sensed it 
perhaps better than we did. They are in the mills with the workers 
day in and day out and often know the moods of the workers better 
than we do. The result was that they announced a llYz percent
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wage increase the very week that we were preparing for an intensive 
campaign to stimulate a struggle m Lawrence.

We did not make the mistake we might have made m the past; 
namely, to denounce this increase as and calling
upon the workers to strike for more. We decided instead to test 
out the reaction of the workers and tound they were not ready to 
strike for a greater increase. . , . , . ,

We called a mass meeting for which we carried out a very good 
preparation. Utilizing the strikes in the nearby New England cen
ters we invited the workers and announced that strikers from the 
Amoskeag, Dover and Salem strikes would report. Nevertheless, 
although we did not talk about the strike in Lawrence in our 
leaflets or preparations for the meeting, only 50 workers turned out. 
This was our answer. The workers understood the significance of 
the meeting. Their answer showed they were not in a strike mood.

Workers Ready to Fight for Partial Demands
Analyzing this we might have drawn the conclusion that this indi

cated a no-struggle perspective. This would have been a mistake for 
in that very week numerous department struggles were carried out 
by the workers on department grievances, such as demand for lunch 
periods, no overtime, against speed-up, etc. This gave us our line. 
We have to find a way to convince the workers of our sincerity 
and ability to protect their jobs while winning immediate improve
ments. We hammered out a system for providing leadership through 
department leaflets. In one mill, the Arlington, which was a par
ticularly backward mill during the C^tober strike, we succeeded in 
this manner in winning a lunch period and stopping overtime for 
from 400 to 1,000 workers, which is something to the credit of the 
union and of great benefit to the workers. Our leaflets were simple.

For instance, where the company tried to steal the lunch hour 
which the workers had won about a month earlier with our help, 
we called upon them: when lunch time comes walk out as usualy 
no arguments necessary, everybody will do it. The leaflet reached all 
the workers in the department. They were filled with confidence 
and actually walked out as we had directed. When the management 
called for the leaders, a representative committee, they were told 
there aren’t any. When the superintendent attempted to intimidate 
some workers by demanding to know why they had stopped the 
workers answered: "Everybody stopped, so I did too.” The demand 
was won and no one was fired.

This is our work: to win one small department struggle after 
another for the workers without their resulting in discrimination so 
that they can learn from actual experience what the union stands 
for.
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MUST concentrate ON BASIC
SHopq

^JpeecA o/ G^echt, Org.««- of Ner. Jers^^
QN page 4 of the Open Letter it is stated fi«t, that there is “J 
W deep-going lack of polities! undeL^d^ng of the necessity oi 
strengthening ourselves among the decufvTsectfons of the America^ 
masses, and then it says. From this fnll ^act that the
,Up o( hp. no, .dh.,2 ‘'°“7'for ove,oomi?»
the main weaknesses of the Partv j n ^ ^ If tn be swaved 
the drift of events.” This is TIux of our failure
to do concentration work. We do not feuoV affixed course. WheU 
we deade on a specific factory concerttratinn on a specific neig^ 
borhood concentration, we find L the midst of’it that a hundred and 

one other thmgs arise that for the \ more importan*^'
Ae biL T*'*' to iSc for the spectacular,

to look for the big thmgs, the things that can produce immedi^^'' 
results, and not to base ourselves sufficiently on that kind of daV' 
to-day, concentrated activity which brings fundamental results, even 
though these are not so quickly apparent.

I know how it has been in District 14. We have had in our ex
perience precisely this—that had we followed a fixed course in con
centration work without permitting ourselves to be moved by every 
current happening, and events that arose, we would today be able 
to report far many more strikes, far many more new nuclei in shop® 
of basic industry.

In the last six or seven months, there have been in the Patersoti 
section at least 30 to 40 shop strikes, many of them under th^ 
leadership of the National Textile Workers Union. However, 
happened there? In spite of the fact that these struggles have 
succeeded to a certain extent in breaking the wall that existed last 
year between the union and the masses one fundamental problem 
has arisen, and this is, the necessity of concentration on a number 
of basic shops—silk, dyeing and woolen mills. This was resisted- 
Why? Because in all of these little silk shops of fifteen or sixteen 
workers it is much simpler to carry on the work, results are seen 
much more rapidly. When it came to the dye houses, of two or three 
thousand workers, that meant much more patient and persistent 
work. For six months we have been driving and driving away on 
this question, and it is only now at this moment that we can at least 
report that precisely because of the beginning of concentration work, 
we have esablished a shop nucleus in one of the largest silk dye 
plants in the country employing about three thousand workers. 
Only now the comrades are becoming convinced that we can con
tinue to concentrate more basically on this plant.
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OPPOSITION WORK IN F.F.H.W.U.
From Speech of Leading Member of Textile Workers Union

'T'HE Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers Union h« become famous 
for its wage cuts. At one time we wejre Ae best paid workers 

in the United States. Wages of ^80 and ?90 for a forty hour 
week were nothing unusual. At one time the whole mdustry was 
organized and we were considered the aristocracy of labor. Today 
the picture is different. Statistics of the United States Department 
of Labor show that average wages have fallen to 017 for skilled 
men and to ^10 and ^11 for skilled girls. We have taken more wage 
cuts than any other skilled trade in the United States. Of the 10,000 
organized workers in the city of Philadelphia, 94 percent are un
employed. The conditions of the hosiery workers are deplorable. 
Despite this, we became a battle ground of social reformism in the 
United States.

Build Fractions in F.F.H.W.U.
Today we have a Party fraction of about 12 Party members in 

the local union in Philadelphia, and some sympathizers in other 
local unions. But we have built up a Party fraction in the last 
year of ten members in the biggest local union, which is good when 
we consider the fact that a year ago we had only one Party member 
in that particular union.

The full fashioned hosiery industry is composed mainly of young, 
native born American elementSj^ and our Party members are, with 
one exception, native born Americans. Lately some of them have 
come forward actively in the leadership of our District. Thus one 
is section organizer of an important section in Philadelphia and 
another is district Daily Worker agent.

Opposition Work Forces Referendum
Now on our work in the union and the struggle we have carried 

on. About three or four weeks ago, the National Executive Com
mittee of the Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers Union met, adopted 
a motion to do away with the constitution, and elected a sub-corn- 
mittee of five with the right to negotiate any wage cut that seems fit 
in order that the union shops may be in position to compete with 
the non-union section of the mdustry. We immediately began a 
struggle, and forced the union officials to carry through a referendum. 
The workers in Philadelphia were called to this referendum. The 
biggest meetmg ever held in the history of the union took place 
m Kensington Labor Lyceum. About 1,400 workers came out. The 
Patty traction had met and discussed the question very thoroughly
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Tk. d.cK..d upon »» ch*. «he» 
oppose the®waiTuT *P-kers would ask for the floy
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and file worker got^nn J speaker got down,
official that put through ^
previous question. Tk therefore he mov
booed down and nnn ^ ®^chine tried to speak, but they ^ 
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machine on the union floor.
F.F.H.W.U. Leaders Betray Workers 

What did the machine do? It immediately started propagan^® 
mir^The^® the H^cock mill and the Aberl/
miU. The umon officials made a propoVal to call a general strike 
eenerar^t*1r^’- ^taction immediately raised the proposal of ®
K of hidustry, not only in the open shop.
eveniL^Jr read and heard of what happened th
evenmg before the general strike was called; how 1,300 worketj 
showed up at the meeting to make preparations. The meeting du* 
whlh ^T'!J *{”“/ ^ seen the famous telegr^
which asked the leaders of the F.F.H.W.U. to call off the strike. 
the leaders, without consulting the workers, called off the strike at 
the request of the U.S. government. ,

Next I will deal with the strike in Reading. How a general 
hare-up exists in the county. The Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers 

weeks and weeks for the Industrial Recovery 
^lil. They put out a leaflet which read: ^'Roosevelt has done
his share, now you workers do yours; join the union; without joining 
the union you will be lost in the Industrial Recovery Bill.” And let 
me assure you comrades, the American Federation of Full Fashioned 
Hosiery Workers, which has a membership of approximately 18,000 
to 20,000, has recruited ten to fifteen thousand workers in the last 
lew weeks. Every mill in Reading is tied up, every mill in the small 
town of Boylton is out on strike. Eighty percent of the hosiery 
made in the United States is made in this particular section of the 
country, and every mill there is tied up.

Workers Militantly Defend Their Interests
Simultaneously with the movement of the F.F.H.W^.U. the 

Amalgamated Clothing Workers came into the situation. There 
were thousands of workers on the highway, there was actually ^ 
general strike, and our Party was not in the picture, our Party did
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not know about it. In Reading that same mght, the workers ever/, 
where marched through the city streets with bands marked Strikers.”

Everyone knows the Pennsylvania Dutch, how conservative they 
are, and how in 1931 picket lines of thousands of workers could not 
stop them from going to work. And now there is the most enthus- 
iastic picket line. On one day about 5,000 yoiing American workers 
blocked the roads to the mill so completely that nobody could get 
near the mill. They recruited almost 480 members on the spot, 
right on the picket line; tied up the bigpst open shop in the 
textile industry, a shop that has the most scientific spy system.

One of our fraction members in the F.F.H.W.U. hit the nail 
on the head, I think, when he said that the American workers 
believe in the impartiality of the state, and now they have the idea 
that this great impartial man, Roosevelt, sitting in Washington, 
D. C., is going to arbitrate all the conflicts of the proletariat and 
the bourgeoisie. This is where our struggle must start. We must 
raise the struggle in the trade unions, explain politically to the 
American working class what it is all aboilt.

NEEDLE

From Speech of Leading Comrade of Shop Nucleus

^^OMRADES, I am going to report on the experiences of a 
shop nucleus in one of the largest dress shops in New York 

City, working on the piece-work system.
In the shop we had a Y.C.L. member and a Party member. The 

workers were among the most exploited you could find in New 
York City. The boss had come from Maine and brought to New 
York City the methods he had used in Maine. He kept the 
workers in constant terror, barking at them continually and remind
ing them that they should be thankful they have a boss to work 
for, killing the confidence of the young workers that they could 
ever become dressmakers. In this way, the workers were afraid 
to speak to the boss, he was some sort of a god higher up.

The workers were not friendly to new workers. The first task 
facing the comrades was to win the friendship and confidence of the 
workers. The comrades were in the shop only two weeks when the 
boss gave a 5 percent wage-cut to the operators. The younger 
workers were rebellious but the older ones took it sort of quiet. 
The young workers hollered "Strike,” and the comrades urged the 
workers to get together and talk to the boss. It was decided to do 
this the next morning, but by morning they had calmed down and
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didn^t want to talk to the boss. They said to our comrade: ”WeIl, 
you speak to the boss.” She said, ''All right, I will speak to the 
boss at lunch time but you must follow me up.” When lunch time 
came around she approached the boss, but the other workers did 
not follow, as they had promised.

The boss argued with her, he said, "How dare you come and 
argue about the price!” And she said, "Well, I want to increase my 
salary.” This put oflF the boss’s suspicion and gained prestige for 
our comrade among the workers for showing the spunk to speak 
to the boss.

Soon after this, we recruited into the shop a Y.C.L. member and 
a Party member.

The Y.C.L. comrade worked among the young workers, who were 
doing stamping work, which blistered the hands of the girls. They 
wanted rubber gloves, but were afraid to ask for them. The Y.C.L. 
member showed them how to get these gloves and this won the 
comrade some prestige. In the cutting department we were able 
to recruit another Y.C.L.* member through union members sent up 
from the union to colonize the shop. These two colonizers from 
the union are still working.

Break Isolation from Workers
We tried to show the other comrades the advantage of carrying 

on the role of having the boss like them and make him think they 
are good slaves, at the same time pointing out to the workers the 
boss’s maneuvers; we saw how he kept the workers divided. By 
keeping a certain number of workers’ boxes piled up with work, 
though they had no more right to open their mouths than the others, 
the other workers were jealous and so they were kept divided. We 
were not able to overcome this until we were in the shop two 
months. We had to win these workers through friendship, through 
social discussion, a conversational manner, a real friendly basis, so 
that the workers would not feel we were trying to get something 
from them. If they brought lunch, we brought lunch; if they 
went out, we went with them, and in this manner we were part of 
the workers and not an isolated sect.

The workers began to watch how the boss maneuvered and agreed 
that we were correct. The boss began to sense that there was some
thing going on in the shop and we warned the workers that we had 
to be careful, not to associate with us too much in the shop. Stool- 
pigeoning was going on to the point where comrades were followed 
into the restaurant. When this was observed, our comrades invited 
the forelady and other stoolpigeons to sit at the table with them. 
The workers admired our technique and it raised us in their estim
ation.
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Hold Meetings in Ladies’ Room

We were alsc» able to hold meetings. in the diflFerent floors, in 
the ladies’ rooms. The workers began to realize they weren’t fooling 
around with workers who did not have a head on their shoulders.

The hours in the shop were tremendous—8:30 to 7:00, and all 
day Saturday and sometimes on Sunday. We prepared the workers 
against working on Sunday. How did we do this? It happened 
that the boss did not tell us a day or a half-day before, in fact, 
he told us an hour or so before closing on Saturday, so the workers 
were not ready with some back talk. He would come and bark at 
them that they had to work on Sunday, and the workers were ter
rorized. But this time our comrades spoke to the boss and said 
they were not coming in to work on Sunday because they were told 
too late and had made other arrangements. The workers saw 
this, and going out of the shop the comrades realized their position, 
that they might be thrown out. So we got hold of the boss outside 
and told him not to feel sore, and he told us, ”It’s all right, you 
keep quiet, just don’t come in.” The entire shop came in except those 
two comrades. The next week there was much bitterness. Although 
he had prepared to have them work again the following Sunday, 
they were prepared to refuse, ^d he dared not ask them to work.

We Organize through Small Group Meetings

In the beginning we formed a group of five workers and called 
them to a meeting. After this meeting of a group of five, we had 
a group of three, and then a group of 28, at which we organized 
a captain system, which meant that every plant had two captains 
in charge of the work at the plant; where any issue should arise, 
the captain should be informed and then inform the leading cap
tain, or if the workers heard of it first, inform the different captains 
and the leading captain. It was so well organized that we put it 
to a test at a time when additional work was added on to a garment 
previously done by a different craft. We had a group of 28 but we 
had won the confidence of the entire shop by drawing in workers 
that we took from the cliques in the shops—^we knew these were 
the leaders and we knew that through these leaders we could 
penetrate deeper. Thus we neutralized the rest of the workers so 
at least if they were not with us they were not against us.

After this we took another major step. The Party and Y.CJL. com
rades were coached on how best to approach the workers in the group, 
not to antagonize those that did not immediately come in with us 
how above all we must maintain their friendship. When we had 
a more difficult garment and the boss told the workers they had
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to make it for the same price as a plain garment, the workers in 
the group demanded action. Captains got together and discussed 
the plans. The decision was made that the leading captain 
proach the boss for a raise and the other captains mobilized the 
workers. After a 20 minute struggle we got a 10 cent raise, from 
25 to 35 cents. This was done in such a manner that nothing was 
known by the boss until the action occurred.

Later on rumors began to spread that he was not really going to 
give the workers the 10 cents, which began to discourage the work
ers, but we were determined that he was going to pay us the 10 cent 
raise. pointed out that we still have to fight for it.

Take Steps to Guard Workers from Exposure 
The group decided to call a meeting to discuss what steps to take. 

The meeting was arranged so that workers would meet at certain 
corners and no one knew the address where we were to meet except 
the leading workers. We told them that if they had any suspicion 
that they were being followed (the boss’s stoolpigeons were getting 
active) they were to go home and not bother about the meeting. 
We held the meeting and pointed out that the boss is not going 
to give the 10 cents without trying some maneuvers, perhaps firing 
one worker as a start and finally firing all of the leading group. 
This, by the way, is exactly what did happen. Two days before 
pay-day, the boss picked on a comrade whom he thought the workers 
wouldn’t fight for. The day before firing the worker the unit 
met and discussed what method to apply to the new situation. The 
comrade in the leadership would be the spokesman. The stool- 
pigeons of the bosses were there, however, and pointed out to the 
workers that we were being led by the Communists, but we suc
ceeded in counter-acting all their maneuvers. We learned that wc 
have to be very sharp in exposing these stoolpigeons, but we must 
not attack them personally but expose their tactics and in this way 
the workers will fight with us instead of against us.

Must Be Flexible in Our Work 
The strike was won and although the economic gains were not 

so big, the workers feel they have gained some freedom as well 
as stopping the danger of wage-cutting.

What I want to bring out is that though we disagreed with these 
workers on many points, at least they did not come and fight against 
us. We must not raise a fence against the workers because they 
disagree with us. You cannot speak to young workers as you would 
to older workers and to inexperienced workers as you would to ex
perienced ones. We must be flexible and our application must be 
very dialectic.
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'With regard to the work among the women, we have very 
important experiences in this field which should be fully 
brought out, especially in the reports from the districts, I 
have in mind especially the strikes of the Negro women, the 
nut pickers in St, Louis and the needle workers on the South 
Side in Chicago, These are really historical strikes. The 
strikers were mostly young Negro women who were striking 
for the first time; they carried through struggles, established 
their own leadership, won battles and built up unions—these 
are things which certainly should fill us all with enthusiasm 
and confidence for a real tremendous mass movement in this 
country. When we see young Negro women doing these 
things while we are sitting around complaining that we were 
not able to do them, among miners, steel workers, etc,, we 
must blush for shame. In this connection it is very interest~ 
ing to note that these Negro women are doing good political 
educational work. In St, Louis they have just sent in an 
order for 5 00 copies of every issue of the Working Woman. 
They are carrying on a systematic campaign of education, 
distributing literature, bolding discussions, etc,—From Com
rade Browder’s Report.

•O

EXPERIENCES IN WORK AMONG 
WOMEN

From speech of Anna Damon, Head of Women's Commission, 
Central Committee, C,P., U,S,A,

T believe that in spite of the fact that work among women did 
not receive any too much attention at this conference, through 

the various reports we have received a real expression of problems 
in the districts, particularly among factory workers, with regard to 
work among women. If we are going to take the Open Letter 
seriously and work along these lines, especially in the shops, we can
not isolate the question of how to involve the women.

I want to review briefly the strike struggles of the first six months 
of 1933. Almost all industries were involved in strikes. However, 
outstanding in these strikes were five industries, textile, clothing, 
shoe, food and tobacco. More than half of the workers involved 
in these strikes were women, and the majority of these strikes werf 
spontaneous.

In many instances the A.F. of L. came into these strikes at the 
request of the bosses and succeeded in diverting these militant 
struggles of women. But we must ask ourselves: where were we?
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We held the meeting and pointed out that the boss is not gomg 
to give the 10 cents without trying some maneuvers, perhaps firing 
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This, by the way, is exactly what did happen. Two days before 
pay-day, the boss picked on a comrade whom he thought the workers 
wouldn’t fight for. The day before firing the worker the Uin* 
met and discussed what method to apply to the new situation. 
comrade in the leadership would he the spokesman. The stool- 
pigeons of the bosses were there, however, and pointed out to th^ 
workers that we were being led by the Communists, but we suc
ceeded in counter-acting all their maneuvers. We learnecl that 
have to be very sharp in exposing these stoolpigeons, but we must 
not attack them personally but expose their tactics and in this way 
the workers will fight with us instead of against us.

Must Be Flexible in Our Work.
The strike was won and although the economic gains were not 

so big, the workers feel they have gained some freedom as well 
as stopping the danger of wage-cutting.

What I want to bring out is that though we disagreed with these 
workers on many points, at least they did not come and fight against 
us. We must not raise a fence against the workers because 
disagree with us. You cannot speak to young workers as you wouW 
to older workers and to inexperienced workers as you would to 
perienced ones. We must be flexible and our application must b® 
very dialectic.
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Wherever our mdustrial unions did com. in directly or indirectly, 
helpmg and guiding the workers daily “in the Salem, Mass- 
textile strike, and wherever cur leadin „lr an active paf*
in these strikes, some successful resultf rded We canno*

the fifty-five str^es m the Southern eSTld, but one thing ^ 
clear, that we did not put ourselves It th^head of this strike 
movement to defend the dafly interests of the working women.

No Fight for Labor Legislation for Women 
With regard to labor lepUtion for women, the drive in the 

Eastern textile districts for bringing down the living and working 
conditions of Ae textile workers to the level of the South and Gov
ernor Ely’s (Mass.) proposal for abolishine the laws prohibiting 
night work by women, our activities were ahd remain very limited- 

The weakness of our organization and agitation in the textile 
field in the face of the outright betrayal of the United Textile 
Workers in the interests of the bosses, the lack of organization 
among the textile workers as a whole is one of the factors goveriiing 
the choice of the textile industry as the first in which to put over an 
industrial code. The U.S. administration realized that the 
attack should be made upon the weakest and least organized h'" 
dustry which would set the pace for the other codes to follow.

We have about 20,000 members in the Party, with an averag** 
dues payment of 17,500, Out of these, 3,287, or about 19 per cent» 
are women. Of this number, 1,568 are housewives and 1,719 are 
working women. A large number of registered housewives are also 
part-time workers, particularly the Negro women. This is a definite 
improvement in the social composition of the women Party mem
bers in the past year; we have now close to 300 Negro women in 
the Party and approximately the same percentage of the total Negro 
membership as that of the general percentage of women in the 
Party, namely 19 to 20 per cent.

Since the Sixteenth Plenum we have a recorded increase of 700 
women in the Party, that b, those that remained after the turn-over. 
The situation in St. Louis, and the positive results for the Party 
in recruiting Negro women should make the districts extremely 
conscious of the possibilities to make gains among the most op
pressed section of the American working class.

Comrades, I want to point out that if we are to judge the work
ers generally, the young workers, the Negro workers, the women 
workers, as to how long we have had them on trial before we admit 
them in the Party, we will not make the headway demanded of us in 
the Open Letter. We must judge the workers according to their
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Combats ”Red Scare”
Non-Party Worker

j tell you about Comrade Carrie
If you want an examine, ® . g^,.ike committee, in contact with

^ith, chairman of the St- who defended the Commimist
our movement only about two^ attacks of the city administration.

arty against the ”red of some of our comrades who
|-et us compare her stand vntn leaders in the unions for
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She told lum: "The fhop for nothing. None came
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now have over 100 Negro women andTf ;e u d. 4-U^f wc now have over luu ixegro women and
^irls in the Party Ind Y.C-L. in St. Louis and that the prestige of 
the Party in St. Louis is very high.

One Task in Plan Carried Through
After the Fifteenth Plenum of the Central Committee the 

^X^omen’s Commission, C.C. set iteslf a number of tasks. One out 
of these was carried through. To date we have printed five issues 
of The Working Woman in improved magazine form selling for 5c.

The magazine is well received and really has a mass basis and can 
be distributed by tens of thousands among the working women in 
textile and other basic industries as well as wives of workers at 
concentration points. But what is the actual situation? Instead 
of increasing the distribution, we have had to limit each issue to 
8,000 copies, because the districts are not using the magazine for 
specific agitation and propaganda.

As to finances, it is worse than scandalous. It is considered a 
legitimate practice in the districts to use Wording Woman money 
to make up all sorts of expenses for leaflets, halls and deficits in 
connection with work among women.

The districts in taking stock of financial responsibilities to the 
C.C. must also consider The Working Woman,
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It is a scandalous situation that in the ten years of the 
Daily Worker’s existence and in the fourth year of the crisis, 
with seventeen million unemployed, with strikes and wage 
cuts, and struggles of all kinds going on everywhere, the 
masses beginning to surge upward, even the petty bourgeoisie 
coming into mass struggles—and the Daily Worker circula
tion does not grow, it goes backward. And nobody seems to 
get excited about it. The question of Daily Worker circula
tion becomes one of life and death for our "Party.—From 
Comrade Browder’s Report.

----------- O------------

THE DAILY WORKER
Excerpts from Speech of Clarence Hathaway, Editor of 

Daily Worker

COMRADES will be interested in knowing what the results 
of the circulation drive have been up till now. I will 

take the concentration districts. New York, for example, dur
ing the month of May while the subscription drive was on, 
secured 67 new subscribers to the Daily Worker. But while 
it was securing 67 new subscribers, they dropped 90 old subscribers. 
If you take District 5—Pittsburgh—during this month, they took 
in 17 new subscribers. They dropped 35 old ones. EHstrict 6— 
Cleveland—took in 41 new subscribers and dropped 62 old ones. 
District 7 took in 46 new subscribers and dropped 48 old ones. 
Take Chicago—66 new subscribers—and they dropped 92 old ones. 
This is the subscription drive that is now being conducted by the 
Party for the Daily Worker.

Daily and Mass Party
I think, comrades, that these figures speak more emphatically 

than any words that could be said by myself. Every comrade that 
hears those figures and does not feel really ashamed as to the posi
tion of the Daily Worker certainly does not take the work of the 
Party seriously and is not in a position now to take the Open 
Letter seriously. We have got to make the comrades realize that 
with figures of this kind we can never become a mass Party of the 
American workers. We can never make this turn demanded by 
the Open Letter, we can never place ourselves, seriously place our
selves, forward as that force capable of leading the struggles of 
the American workers.

Staff Isolated
I know that the comrades of the Districts have many com

plaints against the Daily, many of which are justified. The paper
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has not been able to fulfill its functions. But here, comrades, we 
have to bear in mind that there are also reasons for this. We 
have had a situation where, to begin with, the staff of the paper 
has been isolated almost completely from the life of the Party as 
it developed from day to day. Likewise from the life of the workers. 
We have also had a situation where the staff of the paper were 
journalists not deeply rooted in mass struggles of the workers, but 
who came to the paper with little experience of these struggles.

Secondly, we have not had a close living political contact be
tween the Daily Worker and the districts of the Party. The dis
tricts of the Party today send us a little news item in which they 
will tell us about one or another demonstration that took place In 
their district. These are important, comrades, and the Daily Worker 
must find ways and means of getting this material into the paper. 
But there are things that are even more important than these, 
and that is that the comrades really read the paper and give to the 
editorial staff of the paper their opinions of the manner in which 
we handle each question that comes up.

Workers Advisory Committee
How are we going to do this? We cannot do this merely in 

the editorial office of the paper. We have to introduce a policy, 
all the way down the line, which ties up the paper closer to the 
masses of workers. One of the things that we have to carry out 
is the building up of a Workers’ Advisory Committee, organized 
from the factories and trade unions, that will meet to discuss the 
problems of the paper. We want to build up a real representative 
committee of workers who will come to us not for just an occa^ 
sional meeting but who will meet regularly with the leading com
rades, to help us very quickly carry through this change.

Furthermore, under the direct and personal leadership of the 
District Organizer of the Party in every district—and particularly 
in the concentration districts, there must be set up a Workers’ 
Advisory Committee that will meet not less than once a month 
with the District Organizer, to discuss the manner in which the 
Daily Worker has reflected the struggles of the workers, the needs 
of the workers, etc.. On the basis of this discussion, the District 
Organizer must assume personal responsibility for seeing that a 
full report is sent to the editorial office of the Daily Worker. This 
is necessary, comrades, if a real change is to be brought about in 
the paper. Furthermore, this is necessary if you are going to 
develop a Daily Worker consciousness in the districts and build 
the paper as a popular mass organ.
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WORK AMONG UNEMPLOYED

Antony the nuemployed masses, the struggle is being except 
tionally sharpened by the latest phase of the ^^nexv deal*^ 
and we must develop a counter-offensive through our unem
ployed organizations, developing a real mass fight against 
those relief cuts which are taking place almost everywhere 
throughout the United States today. We must take much 
more energetic steps to bind together the struggle of the em
ployed and unemployed, to bring expressions of support from 
the workers in the shops to every struggle of the unemployed, 
even if it is only a resolution or leaflet, even the smallest ex
pression will grow and develop into something bigger. At the 
same time, more carefully and more systematically and ener
getically bring the unemployed workers into active participa
tion in every struggle that takes place in and around the 
shops in support of the demands of the employed workers, 
—^From Comrade Browder’s Speech.

From Speech of Leading Comrade of Unemployed Councils

The weakness of our unemployed movement has been recently 
most sharply brought forward through the conventions that 

have taken place, organized under the leadership of the Musteites 
in Ohio. It is necessary that we take note of the fact that our 
movement is no longer the only unemployed movement in the field, 
and that we are not the only ones who have the capacity to organize 
the unemployed. We have seen in the recent period since the first 
of May particularly a number of conventions of the unemployed m 
which there were represented broad masses of unemployed workers 
entirely outside of our immediate influence.

It is true that the delegates at the Musteite Convention both in 
Ohio and nationally are more politically backward than are those 
workers organized in the Unemployed Councils under our influence. 
But although they may be more backward in their general political 
understanding of the problems confronting them, the/ are no less 
militant than those workers organized in Unemployed Councils and 
just as ready to struggle and to accept precisely such a program 
as we place before the Unemployed Council and organize the 
Councils around. So that we see it is not some special kind of work
ers being organized by these Musteites but the same kind of workers 
that we are organizing and failing to organize in the Unemployed 
Councils.
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Lack of Faith in Workers Narrows Unemployed Movement
Why is our movement so narrow? The Open Letter very clearly 

places some reasons as they apply to the unemployed movement as 
well as the other phases. In the first place, there is still a lack of 
faith in the masses manifested in our Party. Comrade Browder dealt 
with it in a previous plenum. We have said—more faith in the 
masses, but we have not developed that faith. We are still afraid 
to organize broad masses of workers because we are afraid we will 
not be able to control them. We have had comrades frankly state 
that they do not dare to organize a broad movement as we do not 
have enough Party forces to be able to control it. And this attitude, 
this conception that we must mechanically control these broad mass 
movements is one of the reasons why we have not approached the 
task of organizing the unemployed on a broad mass basis. Instead 
we have very often deliberately tried to narrow down the movement.

In New York City where we have 20,000 or 30,000 members of 
the T.LJ.U.L. we cannot get more than three to* four thousand 
organized in the Unemployed Councils after four years of crisis. Can 
anyone say that Unions, who are supposed to be the leaders of the 
unemployed movement, are the leaders when this is thfe case? I 
have seen comrades who have just come into the unemployed move
ment, who know more about the problems of the unemployed than 
those who are supposed to lead them, the leaders of the revolutionary 
trade union movement.

Most of the leaders of the trade union movement do not know 
the first thing about unemployed work. In this connection comrades 
must consider as to whether the program and even structure of the 
revolutionary unions has not to be somewhat reorganized on the 
basis of the experiences of four years of crisis and mass unemploy
ment.
T.U.U.L. Unions Cannot Fulfill Present Tasks Without 

Leading Unemployed
It is manifest now that our unions are not adapted to giving 

leadership to workers in a period of crisis and since mass unemploy
ment is now a permanent problem, our unions, therefore, will to a 
very considerable extent have to modify their structure. The unions 
cannot fulfill their role as far as the unemployed are concerned 
merely by organizing industrial councils.

They will have to be leaders of the unemployed in the neighbor
hood where the struggle takes place and if their organization is not 
adapted to this role, then they must take certain steps to supplement 
their form of organization with an additional form to make it pos
sible for them to fulfill this role. If they don’t do it, they will not
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be able to give leadership to the unemployed masses. As to the 
Councils in relation to this, the comrades may think, now that we 
have as our basic control task the development of work in the shops, 
that this excludes the question of building the unemployed movement.

We will cite only a few of many instances that show how wrong 
such conception would be.

You heard news of how the unemployed are organizing workers 
in the shop. In Greensburg, Pa., where the Unemployed Council 
decided to organize a sweat shop and call a strike in it, they simply 
marched down in a body and pulled the workers out on strike and 
they won.

Now it is evident that these masses of workers who have learned 
the lessons of militant struggle are going to be an important factor 
in the building up of our organization and struggles in the shop.

United Front From Below Only Guarantee for Struggle

The recent conventions held have shown not only the possibility 
of unifying the unemployed and the correctness of this decision, but 
have shown that the workers want to unite. They have also shown 
the sabotage on the part of all elements outside of our movement, 
on the part of renegades. The Lovestoneites and Trotzkyites were 
the ones who took the forefront in the fight against unity, and these 
elements incidentally, the Trotzkyites particularly, are influencing 
the majority of the members of that National Federation Committee 
that was established in the convention in Chicago on May 13, 14 
and 15. We will have to conduct struggles against these elements.

This committee cannot be the unifying force for the unemployed 
movement, but we must not completely abandon it. We must take 
steps to build up the united front down below; build up the Federa
tion in the localities, and the various existing organizations for 
struggle around the immediate issues concerning the unemployed for 
guarantees that we will be in a position to control and conduct a 
campaign for unification and prevent sabotage on the part of these 
elements.

Cannot Let Demonstrations Replace Daily Struggles 
of Unemployed

On the question of marches and demonstrations, we have been 
discouraging in the recent period the organization of further state 
hunger marches. The Ohio Relief March was a good reason why 
we should discourage these actions. We cannot make them a sub
stitute for the basic work of conducting the struggles down below 
in the neighborhoods every day. And the comrades in Ohio by 
organizing a relief march, found out that they failed to stop this,
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but to a certain extent they even accelerated the downward trend 
of the unemployed movement in Ohio, and the manner in which they 
conducted it is open evidence of the manner in which we cannot 
conduct the united front.

Many workers did not participate in this Hunger March who 
wanted to because, they said "we were not consulted in the 
matter,” and I might say nobody else was consulted in organizing 
this march.

Must Strengthen Fight for Unemployment Insurance

Our main emphasis will have to be on the organization of local 
struggles. Unemployment relief in the last year has amounted for 
120 cities for 62 percent of the urb^ population, to ^313,410,370. 
And we see in this bulletin issued by the U.S. Department of 
Labor some interesting figures with regard to relief. For example, 
in face of a general average increase of 79.4 percent in relief 
throughout the country in 1932 as compared with 1931, relief in 
the city of Detroit has been cut 15.2 percent. That is entirely con
sistent with the decline of our unemployed council movement in 
Detroit.

We did not keep and develop the unemployed council move
ment in Detroit. As a result relief was cut, while in Chicago 
expenditures during the same period when the Unemployed Council 
in Chicago was on the upgrade were increased by 182 percent.

Must Lead Unemployed in Fight Against Low Standard
of Living

We are not fighting against the tendency to make the workers 
adapt themselves to a low standard of living, and one of the reasons 
we are not fighting against it is because we are not fighting for 
unemployment insurance.

We are not making clear to the workers that they have a right 
to demand from the government a basis of existence consistent 
with what they have been able to earn during the period they work. 
Therefore, we are fighting a defensive struggle to prevent cuts 
in relief, but not to raise relief.

The campaign for unemployment insurance must be conducted 
as a campaign of struggle. We have a referendum campaign pro
posed in Ohio where the state law provides for a referendum, but 
we must not confine ourselves to these campaigns only on the basis 
u permits us to. In this connection, bear in mind

the correct criticism embodied in the article of Gusev on this 
question. We do not take the position that we scatter our fight 
for unemployment insurance state by state.
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FOLLOW UP DEMONSTRATIONS
From speech of Comrade A--------  of Connecticut

IN New Britain we have carried on many struggles. We were 
able to mobilize thousands of workers at meetings of the unem

ployed council, thousands of workers came to our demonstrations, 
and still today we cannot show any kind of organizational results.

Why? Because, as the Open Letter points out, there is a lack 
of training and education among the Party members. In the unit 
in New Britain we have comrades who have been in the Party for 
three, four and five years, but who today are not able to give 
the necesary leadership to the new workers entering the movement. 
About a year ago, when I first joined, the unemployed council called 
a demonstration in New Britain protesting against single workers 
losing their jobs working for the city. Thousands of workers dem
onstrated. We were able to establish four or five ward committees. 
Hundreds of workers wanted to be active. For instance, the workers 
were willing to go out among married workers still working on city 
jobs and try to organize them to strike on the job in sympathy with 
single workers who were put out of work. With these non-Party 
workers we were able to sell 200 to 300 Daily Workers every day 
for about a month in this city where the population is about 70,000. 
We sold 1,000 Daily Workers in one day, August 1st. But today 
there is not one paper being sold.

Must Convince—^Not Order Workers Around
We held weekly meetings of unemployed for about a month; the 

Party unit organizer used to come to these meetings and just issue 
instructions to these non-Party workers, saying "you must come here 
tomorrow, you will distribute some leaflets and next week attend a 
meeting,” etc., not showing them how to organize and fight for 
their everyday demands.

What happened? After a month we lost about two hundred 
workers.

Why? Because there is no training, no education of the Party 
members; the Party members do not understand the line and the 
district leadership must take the responsibility.

Today we have about 30 members in the Communist Party in that 
city. We are starting to get some small results.

When I came out of jail I found some of the Party members 
themselves did not understand the line because they never read. 
They told me they went out and spoke to the workers and the 
workers are satisfied with Roosevelt. "We will have to wait imtil 
they find out themselves,” they said. I asked them if they dis
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tributed the Daily Worker in front of the factories when it carried 
articles on the National Industrial Recovery Bill, if they distributed 
literature from house to house. No. Well, how do we know that 
the workers are satisfied? If we do not understana ourselves, how can 
we convince the workers? How can we know they are not militant?

Demonstrations not Followed up Organizationally

We have a Red Square in New Britain, similar to New York’s 
Union Square. When the Unemployed Council issues a leaflet 
calling workers to demonstrate on East Main and Main Streets, the 
workers come out and demonstrate, because they are suffering, they 
are looking for a way to fight and get better conditions.

We were able to mobilize 8,000 workers on March 4. But we 
did not get organizational results. We should have gone to the 
neighborhoods with the campaign, distributing our literature, find
ing out what we can do for the workers and what they must do 
for themselves.

Now, for instance, we issue a leaflet calling an Anti-Fascist meet
ing. How do the workers know what Fascism means? If we do 
not distribute literature telling them what Fascism means, they will 
not know what we are talking about.

------------o------------

BREAK DOWN WRONG CONCEP
TIONS OF LEADERSHIP

From speech of Careathers, Section Organizer Pittsburgh

TT want to tell you how a Negro alderman in the Hill section 
* of Pittsburgh was forced to support the struggle for the free
dom of the nine Scottsboro boys.

First, we sent a committee to this alderman, demanding that he 
take a position. He refused even to give a hearing to this com
mittee. We organized a demonstration of 600 to 700 workers be
fore his ofiice. He called the police station which is about a block 
from his place, but the police were unable to break up the demon
stration, and he was forced to contribute ^15 to the Scottsboro 
March. This is one instance which shows that the Negro reform
ists, like all the rest, when forced by mass pressure of the Negro 
and white workers, will come into the struggle, only, of course, with 
the purpose of diverting the mass pressure of the workers.

Comrade Markoff in his report said that sometimes we lag behind 
the masses of workers. In the Hill district, where I happen to be
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IS Known as a KKK town. We oreanized a unit and began an u» 
.mploH n.v«.en., „„ggU., „d *P
movement began to grow. On one occasion the workers organiz^*^ 
a big m^s meetmg in the school house. The workers came to the 
District Office and asked for speakers for this meeting. They toW 
W7 j “ ^ a speaker who was known to be a Communist.
We told them we would send a Communist to speak at this mect- 
mg, and when these Party members found out that the speaket 
was not only to be a Communist, but a Negro, they threw up both 
arms, they said it could not be done in the KKK town of WilkinS' 
burg, that the workers were not ready to listen to a Negro. But 
we convinced them we could send a Negro speaker to this meeting-

We sent a Negro speaker and a white speaker who is also ^ 
Communist. The white comrade spoke, and then the N^egro com
rade was introduced and the audience of about 600 to 700 work
ers by their applause actually repudiated the position of the Party 
member who had said that the people in Wilkinsburg were not 
ready to hear a Communist speaker, nor a Negro speaker.

I point this out to show that in many instances the workers 
themselves are a little in advance of the Party members.

BUILDING A. F. OF L. OPPOSITIONS
From Speech of Leading Comrade in A. F. of L. Opposition Work

The Cincinnati Conference marked a turning point in the history 
of organized opposition inside the American Federation of Labor. 
The Conference was called on the question of fighting for unem

ployment insurance inside of the A. F. of L. It was organized on 
this basis. It was a result of a referendum campaign conducted 
inside of the A. F. of L. for unemployment insurance. If we put 
the question to the District Organizers, to the District leadership^ 
whether the comrades have taken the trouble to familiarize them
selves with the decisions of the Cincinnati Conference, whether they 
have studied these resolutions adopted at the Conference, which 
were supposed to be carried into practice after the Cincinnati Con
ference, I can state very definitely, comrades, that it was not studied 
by our District Leadership and it was not carried into practice.

Comrade Browder in his speech stated that if he would call upon 
the comrades in this room to stand up and make a report and 
analysis of the Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill and com
pare it with the other unemployment insurance bills introduced by
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various capitalist oarties. and state federations of labor, many 
^ouMn’t be able to do that, for ^^e simple reason that they did 

„,ake a thorough study of the Workers Unemployment In
stance Bill. And it naturally follows, that the decisions of the 
'^tticinnati Conference have not been carried through.

Bxxild Oppositions in A.F. of L. Locals
NTow if it was important for us to orientate ourselves in the past 

'®ats to work inside of the reformist unions and build our revolu- 
tonary opposition, today it is ten times as important in the face 

the Industrial Recovery Act and the consequences inside of the 
L. of the Act. .

'comrades, last year and months before, we came to Plenums, 
^entral Committee meetings and we reported that the A. F. of L. 

weakened. They have lost membership, according to their 
figures, six to seven hundred thousand members. know

^®t the actual membership of the A. F. of L. at the last convention 
a million and a half or not more than a million eight hundred 

.thousand, but today the N.I.R-A. gives them the opportunity, as 
Was pointed out by Comrade Stachel and other comrades, to re- 

hundreds and thousands of members into the A. F. of L. and 
it was necessary and important to work inside of the A. F. of L. 
the past, it is certainly necessary to work today.

, ^ do not want to give too many figures, but I tell you comrades, 
A. F. of L. has the machinery to utilize such a situation as 

*^*"®®ted by the Act, and there is a possibility that Lewis, Green, and 
others will come to the next convention of the A. F. of L. and 
*"®Port the growth of one million new members.

On the preparation for the coming convention of the A.F. of L.
the comrades the machinery of the A. F. of L. 

^®ve hundreds of weekly and monthly journals, small trades 
^d Labor Council journals, in almost every city in the United States.

have 105 monthly trade journals, and to give more facts, I 
Will give you an illustration of how this organization is built up. 

he A. F. of L. in 1931 reported the following:
104 Kationally established trade union rganizations.

State federations of laboi* all over the Union.
804 Central Trades and Labor Councils all over the country. 
They have in these 104 Trade Union organizations about 

2 5,000 union locals all over the country.

Now, comrades, I do not say that all these local unions and or
ganizations function, but we see from experience that after the 

ecovery Act was adopted, all these organizations which had not
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been functioning in the past came into existence, issued leaflets, and 
came out to the workers to organize.

We propose that we organize ourselves and concentrate on the 
coming A. F. of L. Convention. We believe that the coming A. F. 
of L. Convention which is going to be held in Washington is going 
to be a historical convention, and if we were able to mobilize at least 
100 delegates last year to Cincinnati, to the convention this year 
we must mobilize at least 500 delegates from the A. F. of L. local 
unions and from the functioning opposition groups, and the com
rades in the Districts should concentrate on the Central Trades and 
Labor Coimcils. The Districts should take seriously this coming 
A. F. of L. Convention. In the past we have not paid enough atten
tion to these councils.

------------o------------
From Speech of a Leading Comrade of Shop Nucleus

There are about 500 to 600 men in the yards where I work 
and the conditions are terrible, due to the fact that there is 
no organization there whatsoever. If a man steps outside of the 

gate and listens to a speaker or accepts a leaflet, he can be 
stopped from work. If a speaker stands outside, the workers have 
to go right past without stopping.

About five months ago we started a nucleus in the yards and 
today there are eight members. We do all kinds of work. The 
bosses found out that something was going on, and they im
mediately started a terror threatening that everyone who had any
thing to do with the nucleus, if foreign born, would be deported, 
and if American born, he would not be able to work.

The painters who work in the yard are members of local---------,
A.F. of L. They have the same conditions, wage cuts, speed-up, 
and all kinds of grievances and our executive of the union will 
do nothing about it. All kinds of complaints come in.

Through the nucleus we started a painters’ social club for the 
organized and unorganized workers. There are only about 156 
members in good standing in the union and about 400 unor- 
organized painters. The local closed the books, so what could 
these 400 do? We organized a painters’ club, and took in both 
non-union and union painters. Immediately the A.F. of L. came 
in with propaganda that it was a Bolshevik club, but nevertheless 
today the club has 42 members and is progressing.
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From Speech of Katherine Erlich, Kansas District Organizer

I want to deal with our experience in the work in the packing 
plants. There we had some experience which will help tlie 

comrades in other cities where there are packing plants. Just two 
weeks ago we held a District Plenum and decided to concentrate 
on packing plants in three cities of the district. Comrade Gebert 
was present at this plenum. This district takes in five states and it 
is impossible to build a Party with such small forces. We, there
fore, decided on the concentration on these three cities rather than 
spread our activities over the entire district and get nowhere.

In one packing plant, with thousands of workers, Negro and 
white, we had several connections for years. Meetings of these 
workers were called. The workers were told that we have to take 
up the fight against wage-cuts but not told how to begin. The 
workers didn’t know how or what to do, and soon lost confidence 
in our Party.

Direct Guidance Given to Concentration Places
Finally, the district took up the question and sent a represen

tative to work in this city and lay a basis for building something 
in the packing plants. This comrade had a hard time convincing 
the contacts that something could be done. He met with two cr 
three of them, met with individual workers at their homes and in 
this way made connection with these workers. The entire unit 
was concentrating in the neighborhood of the plant. A Scottsboro 
mass meeting was held with 500 workers in attendance. The Negro 
and white workers after the mass meeting were heard saying that 
*'if we organize and stick together, something can be done.” We 
organized a shop unit of five members. They began to take up 
the grievances of the workers in the plant. They decided to give 
out leaflets and stickers in connection with a certain grievance and 
the demands were granted. One grievance for instance: more 
cattle were driven into the slaughter house than could be killed in 
nine hours. The workers were compelled to kill those remaining 
even after the whistle blew without receiving extra pay. The work
ers carried on a fight against this; they also carried on a fight against 
the efficiency experts, who were taking the jobs away from the work
ers. There is a sentiment in the plant for organization and our 
comrades sensed this. As a result of these struggles a shop group 
was organized.

Then came the Recovery Act. The newspapers in-the city stated 
that the president of the A.F. of L. wants the workers to organize, 
and the comrades reported that in some departments there was
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word going on of a meeting to be called by the A.F. of L. The 
capitalist press in fact stated that the A.F. of L. was coming to 
the city to organize the packing house workers, to organize all 
workers, because the president says so. The workers said, ''Fine, 
we have the president behind us and now we can organize some
thing.” We had an idea and feeling that the A.F. of L. was calling 
this meeting and we had to prepare our comrades for it.

On Thursday before the meeting we had a meeting of nine pack
ing house workers and they were told to prepare a program for the 
meeting. Another meeting was called previous to the A.F. of L. 
meeting and 20 workers showed up. Our comrades proposed that 
they work out plans. The workers were explained the purpose of 
this meeting called by the A.F. of L. But the workers insisted upon 
organizing their own union right away. They also prepared a leaflet 
for the workers coming to the meeting, calling upon the workers 
to take the floor at the meeting and to raise the following points:

1— For one union in the packing house industry; no craft 
unions, taking in Negro and white, men, women and youth.

2— ̂ To raise the question of low initiation fees and dues.
3— ̂ No bosses, straw-bosses or company men to be allowed 

in the union.
4— ̂ Union to take up the question of organizing workers 

in packing plants for higher wages.

Prevent Formation of A.F. of L. Union
The officials of the union at the meeting got up and spoke and 

asked the workers to join the A.F. of L. They read a letter sent 
by Bill Green telling the workers to beware of company unions. 
Those workers who were at Thursday’s meeting exposed the A.F, 
of L. There was a member of the A.F. of L. present, a street car 
worker, and when he protested against an A.F. of L. union being 
organized, saying that the A.F. of L. helped to break their strike, he 
was told to be quiet. The A.F. of L. insisted that the workers join. 
There was a revolt. Finally some A.F. of L. member made a motion 
that this meeting go on record to organize into an A.F. of L. local. 
They took it to a vote and the majority said no. But the chairman 
said the "ayes” have it. The workers revolted, and asked that another 
vote be taken by hand and that was rejected. An old Negro 
jumped up and said, "You are not going to get me to join Local 
No. 28, we want a union of our own,” and the secretary said, 
"Well, if you don’t want Local No. 28 join Local No. 262.” The 
Negro worker said, "Number or no number, it’s the same stuff. We 
want a union of our own.” The attempt of the A. F. of L. failed.

Steps are being taken to establish a union in the plant under out 
leadership.
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,^l,evik collective leadership
J. foe establishment of ^ uisite for development of the 

the Party is a primary tahe an active part in
P-rty. Each Party
creating collective Party ^\eadership without active par^

oan be no . ^ork of each member of
ticipation in Party ^ bear on their shoulders the
t e Party, especially those . factories, shops, mines, 
ma^ wex^bt of the workExtraordinary Conference. 
----From resolution adopted at tne

WORK IN MASS ORGANIZATIONS
from Speech of Max Bedacht, Member Polburo C.P. US.A. 

TlSr order to make the concentration of dte Party upon the basic 
A industries really an effective effort, it is necessary to quite 
- niimh^,- ^ - ^U^r have dommated the minds of our
commdes. ° generally, and even our Party
leaders have s^oSn mid^he distinction that there are different 
kinds of work—mass work. Party work, work m m^s org^zations, 
trade union work—each one set up as a category with a w^l between 
it and some other categories. And we have a division of labor or
ganized within the Party__certain comrades are segregated “
kind of work and other comrades are segregated m another. Then 
we have a distinction as to the importance of the work. Those 
comrades segregated in the so-called unimportant tasks, are the 
fewest—and those segregated in the important tpks are the most. 
Yet the need of the Party is that we do not mechanically subdivide 
our mem'bers into those in one field and those in another, but that 
the Party as a whole is mobilized to work m every field.

Each Member Must Become a Leader 
In order to have a Bolshevik Party, we must now see to it that 

all our work is organized in such a manner that each individual 
member of our Partv becomes a leader of workers, a leader of 3 
group of workersj^ this eflFort must be concentrated first of all in 
the shop, that is, where they are located whether they belong to 
an organization or not. That is the place where every Party mem
ber must make efforts to become a leader of as many workers as he 
can; wherever there are more than one Party member, wherever wc 
have a shop, or a mine or any industrial institution with more than 
one Party member, there the effort to become a leader, to build the 
Party, to organize a union, to organize and lead struggles in the 
shop must be a collective effort of all of the Party members there.

If we concentrate the efforts of our leading committees to initiat
ing and guiding the efforts of this work of all of our Party mem-
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bers, we will change the Party fundamentally. First, because we 
will work among the basic sections of the working class. Secondly, 
because by getting in direct contact with these primitive issues of 
the class struggle our work will become concrete. We will end the 
old and often criticized character of the Party, that of being in the 
main a propaganda Party.

It will be a Party directly connected with the workers and with 
their problems. We will develop the initiative of the Party from 
below. A Party that depends for its initiative only on the top 
must more or less suffer from some abstractions, because the top 
is not in close contact with these issues. The top will get notice 
of these issues only when they become big, when they explode. 
The top will get notice of issues only of larger political character, 
exploding in the country here and there. But these issues that 
the individual worker feels, his treatment in the shop, his wages, 
the conditions of work in general—those issues do not always auto
matically create such high waves that they reach in their details 
the leading committees of the Party. These issues from below will 
strengthen the political life of the Party and will give concreteness 
to the functions of leadership.

How Will Turn AflFect Work in Mass Organizations

One specific question that I want to deal with is how this turn 
in the activities of the Party will and must affect our attitude to 
the work in the mass organizations. We have very serious sins 
to confess in this field. We are confronted with the fact that some 
of our mass organizations, for instance the W.I.R. or even the 
IJL.D. which for years have demanded our serious attention—that 
some, an3 in fact all of these mass organizations in reality aren’t 
mass organizations at all. In reality they are something that ab
stractly attracts the attention of quite large masses of workers, but 
they do not actually draw these masses of workers intimately into 
work for the solution of class struggle issues, they do not actually 
organize these workers. We have got to change our attitude to 
these mass organizations. We have got to drop the idea of the 
lack of importance of these organizations. I have met during my 
travels in the country again and again the idea that the I.W.O. 
is not an important organization; we just tolerate it; we just permit 
it to exist, but it isn’t politically important; why should we "waste” 
energy to participate in the work of these organizations. They do 
not see the possibilities of reaching elements that the Party could 
not directly comprise organizationally, that the Party could at best 
reach only with general agitation, but not with proposals of im
mediate organization.
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Sustained Work Impossible without Mass Organizations
Without these mass organizations the Party could not have leader

ship over these masses in a permanent organizational form. This 
lack of attention and this underestimation have turned in many 
instances into a purely financial approach, to a purely financial 
judgment of these organizations. Comrades that work in these 
organizations are considered to be unimportant because they do not 
do **Party” work.

A comrade told me yesterday that a delegate from----- ^to the
International Workers Order Convention when he came back to-----
from the convention told the comrades back there ”well we have 
snatched Bedacht away from the Party and now we have got him.” 
I want to assure the comrades that while I am in the I.W.O. I am 
not away from the Party but on the contrary, when we succeed in 
putting all leading members of the Party into active position of 
leadership of real organized masses of workers, only then their 
leadership becomes reality and ceases to be an abstraction.

Party Leaders Must Be Mass Leaders

If every member of the Polburo had 10,000, 15,000 or 20,000 
actual organized workers behind him, as a Communist, as a leader, 
then the Party becomes a mass Party. If each comrade of the 
Polburo and the Central Committee—and that will be the policy 
we will carry out in the future—is given the specific task—(for 
instance, one of our Negro comrades who is now the guiding com
rade of the Negro Department)—to become the leader of say 
2,000, 3,000, or 10,000 Negro workers and Negro masses in Har
lem, then he will be a real leader of the Negroes in the United 
States (applause). And we must approach the whole problem 
of mass organizations from that point of view.

If we can build the International Labor Defence into an organiza
tion of 100,000—and that is not a fantastic figure—as a matter of 
fact r think it is conservative—if we can build that organization into 
100,000—100,000 workers not judged as to their quality of mem- 
bership in the I.L.D. exactly by the number of cents they pay per 
month in the form of dues, but by the fact that they become active 
workers in and for the activities of the Ii.D., if we do the same 
thing with other mass organizations such as the W.I.R., the I.W.O. 
and build them into real mass organizations then the Party will be 
able to lead the masses in these organizations; when the Party has 
grouped around itself such a belt of organizations of hundreds of 
thousands of workers, only then, comrades, will our Party be a 
mass Party. Only then will we overcome the isolation of our Party 
and strengthen the Party in its work.
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The Party can stand at the head of the national revolsi- 
Uonary struggle of the Negro masses against Anserican inu- 
per.al.sm only .f it energetically carries through the deci- 
s.ons of the fourteenth Plenum of the C.C. on -work among 
Negroes, The Party must mobilize the masses for the 
struggle for equal rights of the Negroes and for the right 
of self-determination for the Negroes in the Black Belt. It 
must ruthlessly combat any form of white chauvinism and 
Jim Crow practices* It must not only in words hut in deeds 
overcome all obstacles in the drawing in of the best ele
ments of the Negro proletariat, who in the recent years have 
shown themselves to be self-sacrificing fighters in the struggle 
against capital. In view of this, special attention must be 
given to the promotion of Negro proletarians to leading 
work in the "Party organizations.----From the Open Letter.

AGRARIAN WORK
From Speech of Leading Comrade of Sharecroppers Union

I want to point out and explain the present conditions and status 
of our organization in the Black Belt, the sharecroppers’ union 

and also explain some of the victories we have won and our per
spectives for developing deeper struggles in the Black Belt, the 
struggle for the right of self-determination in the Black Belt.

First I want to say, comrades, next month about the 6th will mark 
the first year of the existence of the Sharecroppers Union. During 
this period we have been able to organize between two and three 
thousand members. Out of all of these members we have not been 
able to organize one single white farmer, and have been able to 
organize only five Party units of 30-35 members.

Our union has accomplished something; some victories have been 
won. More victories could have been won especially with the tre
mendous possibilities which we have; but the reason we have not 
spread the union and have not built up a broader and stronger 
Party capable of leading the masses, the Negro sharecroppers and 
tenants, and also mobilize and lead the broad section of the white 
farmers, is because the Party is so small. And secondly it is func
tioning in a sectarian line and manner. Third, because we have 
not developed local leadership.

What are some of our victories? \^e were able to force the 
landlords on three plantations to cancel all debts held against the 
sharecroppers. These debts amounted to, that is the amounts of 
these debts ranged between 12 and 13 thousand dollars. W^hile 
there were 3 or 4 hundred Negroes working as sharecroppers and 
the debts against them were as high as 3 to 4 hundred dollars, on all
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Fail to Organize White Farmers

m regard to our union is our failure to organize 
^*^^Ppcrs and tenants, especially right now whet 

favorable sentiment amons the white farme
out and demonstrated their support to the struggle of the Negroes 
for the right of self-determination. We have not actually orgamz^ 
any white farmers but we have been able to utilize them to a cert^n 
extent so far as getting them to distribute a few leaflets in the 
immunities where the whites are and where it is difiicult for t ic 
Negroes to go in and we have been able to utilize them to confuse 
the formation of lynch mobs against the Negroes but we have not 
been able to actually organize any of them into any-kind of organi
zation. Why? It is because we have not built up a strong Party 
capable of giving leadership to the union, and because we have 
underestimated the importance, not the political importance oi 
f^Suificance of the revolutionary struggle of the N^egro masses 
m the Black Belt, but because we have underestimated the im
portance of building a strong Communist Party in the Black 
pelt capable of giving the correct leadership to the union, thereby 
influencing and bringing into our ranks the white farmers also. We 
ifuot spread the union. By this time we should have had five 

uiembers in the union and 100 members for the Party, 
must first build the Party, secondly, spread the union. How 

Will we do this? Firstly, we have set ourselves a quota to recruit 
for the union 2,500 new members by August First. A part of this 
quota has already been carried out. Second, in the counties where

Negro Masses Will Fight for Self Oetermination
On the question of the right of self-determination, I don’t think 

that this conference placed enough emphasis on the work in the 
South, particularly in the Black Belt. I don’t think the slogan of 
the ''Right of SeliF-Oetermination” has been properly emphasized.

First of all, one of the main mistakes made by the Party was to 
take the L.S.N.R. out of the Black Belt, out of the South; since 
that time continuously we have been asked what happened to it; 
what happened to the Liberator? The Negroes in the South liked 
the Liberator; they like all our newspapers.

The next mistake made was to cut off the Southern Worker. Of

We have the organization built, the quota has been subdivided by each 
county.
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to is being published again, but this
LSTture in rh R. ^ave not been get«^^
eveTZt^d ' We got about ten DaUy Worke^
day and IbotrZWWorkers evej 
Iihp«tnr.7. li J Southern Workers every two weeks, and ^ hi U “ j L.S.N.R. there, an orgLiization which shouW
1 'I* Black Belt to help in the struggle o*
t U frr, r? °f self-determination. We see ag^/j
LQNP “Sbt of self-determination the need {ot tl»
Hili in’io^® struggle of the croppers in Cac»p

1 m 1931 a shi^g example which evidenced the fact that tk
D Belt will fight for self-determinatiot •

In the Black Belt the conditions, the pressure placed on the Neg*^ 
“e enough to urge them on in revolutionary struggle withoti 

gitatog them, ^d telling them to defend themselves against th® 
Ij^ch mob. At the present time, especially in these sections and 
where our muon has been built, these Negroes are going to defend 
themselves aga^t the lynch mohs.

What IS really wrong with the struggle is that it was too narrow, 
t IS struggle should have been linked up better. If had had ^ 
strong, really disciplined Party, capable of leading the struggles ot 
the croppers no matter what form they might have developed into, 
there would not have developed this Realtown situation; and there 

S^tng to be more struggles developed in the Black Belt.
Now, what are we doing now? We are preparing these farmers 

to develop and put through a reduction bill against confiscating of 
livestock, against evictions, and against the compulsory selling and 
holding of cotton.

^^e want the national leadership to explain to us how to win the 
white farmers in struggle with the Negroes, how to popularize the 
slogan "the right of self-determination for the Black Belt.”

-----------o-----------
AGRICULTURAL STRIKES

From Speech of Sam Darcy, Organizer, California District

T WISH to speak on our agricultural strike, on the point
Comrade Toohey raised, that the question of unity between the 

workers and poor farmers, which at first looks almost insurmotuit- 
able, isn’t so at all. We can give you an example of this: On. ^
small farm six workers were working, when the assessors’ deputy 
officers came down to shut off the water because the farmer hadn’t 
paid his water bill. The farmer came down to the workers and 
said, ”I am very sorry but I’ll have to let you go because I have 
no more water.” The workers said, ”The hell you say, we’ll turn
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your water on and we’ll have «^ey went down
and turned it on And in actuahty this bridge bemeen the farm
ers and workers was made through an id^nty of interest The 
poor farmer who has four or five laborers durmg the short harvest 
season has no difficulty in gran^g an mcr^e of 5c an hour be
cause he makes it up by getting his crop to the market early instead 
of being delayed by a strike; our struggle is against the rich farmers,

We Organize and Lead Agricultural Strikes 
And finally, concerning the agricultural workers’ strikes during 

this year, for*the first time the Party and Union led a majority 
of the agricultural workers who struck in California. In previous 
years spontaneous strikes Broke out all over but our Party came 
after the strike was oganized. This year we had 9 strikes ranging 
from 250 in the small ones to 3,000 workers in the big strike. In 7 
of the strikes we organized them, led them, concluded them, and 
formed our local union in the course of them. In two we didn’t. 
In one of these two the Mexican Consul walked off with the sit
uation because the American comrades stood in one group and let 
the Mexicans, excepting the youth, stand separately. The comrades 
came out and spoke in the name of the Party group but in the eyes 
of the Workers it was the American workers who misled a few Mex
ican youngsters speaking to the Mexican strikers, and this gave 
the excuse to the Mexican Consul, who was a slick demagogue, to 
take the situation out of our hands.

In another strike 300 workers struck spontaneously and were led 
by the Philippine fakers. We were not able to get a fast hold.

One last word about the question of forces in our agricultural 
fields; We have the same cry that some districts have about forces; 
they say, we have no forces. We had a meeting in Santa Clara 
County of the Agricultural Workers Union. The Section Com
mittee and the comrades said, ""These Mexican workers, they sit 
around and won’t speak up; how can we lead strikes with them?” 
But while these Mexican workers di^’t talk in the committees, you 
snould have seen them on the picket line. They were the most 
militant and effective of the leaders. Later on we said "'Why 
don t you recruit these workers into the Party’^ and the comrades 
sam they are not prepared enough or solid elements enough.” A 
tew days later 46 of our strikers were arrested and kept in jail for 
a week and tortured, the police tried to get information from them 
and they wouldn t say a word or budge an inch. Yet when we 
^oke to those comrades and asked why we didn’t recruit these 
workers mto the Party, they said they are not prepared! Needless 
Sto^th Ip recruitmg, partly in jail, and got 24 of them
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TASKS IN agrarian WORK
From Speech of Henry Puro, Head Agrarian Commissiot^f

U.S.A.

COMRADES, what do the farmers’ militant struggles 
and what lessons must we draw from them? I do not 

it is only the farmers own situation alone, but also the examP 
which the little contact of the city proletariat with the farm^ 
has been able to give. Lenin, writing on the Russian Party 
tion and the question of winning over the peasants, as early ^ 
1903 and 1905, pomts out that the peasants are coming to the citie® 
and they learn about the workers’ struggle which they do not 
fully understand.

On the question of unity among the workers. In this field 
have had very mterestmg experiences.

In the farmer st>^‘kes, especially unemployed workers in 1°'^ j 
last year, and in the Wisconsin strike unemployed workers assiste 
farmers in picketmg and in fighting for their demands. On 
other hand unemployed workers have been participating in m^ny 
struggles together with the farmers.

In Eastern P^nsylvania we have made some systematic progr^^^ 
on this work. They have also distributed milk for the unemploy^ 
families. In the preparation of the Philadelphia strike it is knoWH 
that there has also been systematic organizational measures in orcl^t^ 
to prepare for jomt action

At the opening or the farmers’ conference in Pennsylvania thi^ 
solidarity with the was not expressed by all delegates
the conference but had been actually recognized in the course o* 
struggles of the workers and also of the farmers. I think mistakes 
made at the conference are definitely mistakes of right opportunis^n 

the face or the Partv ai- r-^«f<>r£^nce.

Must Overcome Resistance to Building Party 
There has been considerable hesitancy and some resistance ui 

building up the Party in some of the most strategic centers of 
mass work among the farmers, for instance, in Eastern Pennsyl
vania, where by systematic and consistent work we have drawn 
over a thousand organized farmers very close under the leadership 
of the Party.

The farmers with few exceptions didn’t know that the Party was 
actually leading these organizations and their struggles. There 
has been systematic resistance to building of the Party up until now 
and the leading people in these organizations have not been drawn
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even; n 1 they andmto the Party, although trney r Partvwilling to accept the leadership o j t j i
There has been even such a theory developed Aat a Party unit

D . r • ormot Hicet ui the countryside, not openly or
or a Party fraction cannot * j /rin a secret form. Of course, corrected. How
will Party units be able to meet m conditions of terror, illegahty,
etc.? There can be no such theory that the Party umt or Part>-
fraction cannot meet. This would me^ hqmdatmg the Party,
this would mean putting such obstacles that would make it impos-
sible to build the Party.

Must Expose Roosevelt’s Farm Bill

Against Roosevelt’s Farm Bill I think we must put more defin
itely the emphasis than even on the c^cellations of the debts of the 
poor, small and middle farmers. We have partially launched this 
slogan already, but when we explain the teal meaning of the 
Roosevelt Farm Fill, that it doesn t benefit the position of the toil
ing section of the farmers, but it means further enslaving them 
and it means more ruthless foreclosures on their homes and farms— 
I think then we are laying the basis for the cancellation slogan of 
the debts of the toiling farmers, and although we have been some
what hesitant in putting forth these slogans, I think when we ex
plain this question thoroughly to a large section of the toiling 
farmers, they will readily rally around this slogan and this slogan 
could become a means of politicalizing and revolutionizing out 
struggles. Around this slogan greater masses of farmers could be 
mobilized, also further militant mass struggles.

Party’s Pasks to Organize Agricixltural Workers

The every-day work of the Party among the farmers and in the 
villages must be planned and has to be in line with our main 
resolution, that is with the draft Open Letter to the Party Con
ference, in order to render active support for broadening and 
strengthening the proletarian base of the Party. This means also 
we must take up energetically the organization of the agricultural 
workers. Some preliminary work has been already done in this 
respect, and comrades, when I speak on this question I do not 
mean just that the Party should give an order to the T.U.U.L. in 
this work. I think we must realize that the task of the T.U.U.L. 
is now to build red trade unions in the main basic industries, and 
therefore in regard to the agricultural workers, the Party with its 
apparatus and its forces in the mass organizations must take chief 
responsibility instead of the T.U.LJ.L. in this respect.
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UNITY OF FARMERS AND
From speech of Ella Reeves Bloor, Member Central Com

C.P. U.S.A.
T WANT to give you three instances of outstanding 
^ that we had recently, one of them only a week ^Qj^ference 
I want to speak of the Philadelphia conference. That ^^5
was organized by the Communists inside. This con Associa- 
called by the President of the United Farmers Protective 
tion of Pennsylvania. They invited all other ^herc I
was held in one of the Esthonian halls in Philadelphia? 
used to hold forth to the textile workers years ago. An 
were with farmers, in these big organizations of the wot »
these farmers were led by Comrade Benzley. nfctcnce

They came from New Jersey and all around and that 
was marked by the fact that there were many workers *jjj^on, 
there, not paper delegates but live men from the 
from the Food Workers, from the Unemployed, from the 
organizations, they came as delegates to this farm 
they did not try to run it. They were organized ^ ^ 
manner. They came to me—two or three of them sxid s > 
have been invited to serve on the Resolutions Committee--^ 
serve, do you think?” I said, "y^s, two or three of you, o co 
After the Resolutions Committee, they came up to me an > 
^Mother Bloor, we did not have to protect the workers 
that committee as we thought we would have to—why ^*"^ve
protected our interests—they said if we raise the price of ^ 
cents a quart, then we must lower the price of milk to t e co 
sumers, who are the workers, and so they continually fought m. 
interest of the workers as well as the farmers.” The con erence 
passed resolutions and went on record against all impctialist war, 
against the national guard and the state cossacks in Pennsylvama.

Break Down Red Scare Among Farmers
And then only a week ago I was way down 500 miles 

home town in Nebraska, at a state conference of farmers 
the Madison County Plan in opposition to the Reno Holiday 
sociation Plan. There was a large bona fide gathering of dele
gates here, at which we also had our Party representative. Com
rade Omholt.

He went down there with us and he said to me, '*How am I going 
to introduce the Party among this bunch?” I said, "Just ^ soon 
as the Ved scare’ comes up, that is your time.” So somebody 
old Norwegian—(Omholt is a Norwegian too)—got up and said,
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"I just heard that Mother Bloor is going to speak on Russia at the 
picnic tomorrow. I think we ought to sing 'America,’ we don’t 
want Russia here,” so all of us sang America with them. Sometimes 
I have even had to pray with them. You ought to hear my prayers. 
Then Comrade Omholt, after the red scare was introduced, came 
up in good time—just after the Farmer-Labor Party man spoke and 
a social-fascist—he came up and said:

"I have been hearing about a red scare, and don’t know what 
you mean by that. Are you afraid of the Communist Party? You 
seem not to be afraid of the bosses’ party that feeds you with all 
kinds of illusions about what Roosevelt promises will do for you” 
—and then he slammed into the Allotment Bill, inflation and gave 
them a political speech against Roosevelt’s policies—and then ended 
up: "I am proud to be a member of the Communist Party.”

Well, you ought to see how they all liked him all the better 
after that. And then at the picnic some of the farmers came to me 
and asked me to speak about the Soviet Union. Why? Because 
they know it is the only hope for the workers and farmers. And 
the day after, Omholt weeded out fifty men who wanted to form 
their own party down there and I will tell you the secret of it all. 
Not what we said there perhaps, but the fact that we had two or 
three copies of the Daily Worker down there in that neighborhood 
that they had read and this made them come to us to find out more 
about the Communist Party. We went to one of their houses and 
with us was a Y.C.L. member, and other comrades and he got 25 
members into the Y.C.L. and established three units of the Party.

Every letter to you from the farmers is backed up with struggles 
just like this Negro comrade who came here, and spoke yesterday 
from North Carolina. Comrades, if these comrades can come here, 
and express themselves so well about the struggles they are conduct
ing down South like these women we ought to be ashamed of our
selves for taking the defeatist attitude that some of us do in this
part of the country, and I want to emphasize what Comrade---------
said to you, that the work that is going and will be going on in the 
South among the Negro workers is tremendous. But as he said, 
it won’t amount to anything, unless we put our whole power behind 
the organization of the workers in the South. I say again to you 
miners—I am almost tempted to leave the farmers and come down 
to your section. But if I do come down—^watch out. Comrades, let 
us have unity—not on paper—not just cold letters—^but unity of 
workers and farmers—unity of our ranks. Brothers—brother miners, 
don’t be jealous of each other—you are all good workers—some can 
read, some can write, some can organize—let us push and pull 
collectively, pull together.
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question of politicar °'^.'"°r»/Lt **

to Be Done” devoted a Comrade Lenin, m
quwtion. He said that n of time and attention to
action to political eventc° education means the immedia
ment and training of wort°*' P»« of the revolutionary 
. T**®, Open Letter deaU ^ understanding of the
•s It that the entire Pam question when it asks.
determine the best wavT^’<^op to bottom, is not working^^ 
most important sections establishing contact
Md patiently help them V Workers; understand and persist^ 
Why is it that the Comm • *Le struggle agamst Lung ^
do not have the correct fractions in the revolutionary
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leading comrades, there U*”
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examination
IN light of open letter

J work in the factories is the
Such systematic - serious preparation of strikes a*id

necessary condition for al proper moment. The work-
for the lannchins of strikes at the ^
ers "will have confidence m us8* nave conn accessary step for the careful pre-see that we take every necessary tr rwe ta the proper moment for theparation of strikes, selecting ^ a £ - rdeclaration of the strike, firmly welding the nn.ted front of 
all workers before and during the struggle, through fightmg 
organs based on proletarian democracy, and if they see that 
we mobilize all moral and material assistance for the strikers 
and know enough to call a strike off at the proper moment 
if the mass of strikers are not able to carry the struggle 
further.*’ (From the Open Letter)

WE work in a shoe shop located in Brooklyn, employing from 
80 to 100 workers. Our nucleus is composed of four mem
bers. For the last year or so, our bosses have succeeded in forcing 

upon us about 32 percent wage cut, although always after a 
struggle. About seven weeks ago our bosses decided to liquidate,
so our shop closed. , - ,

Previous to the closing of our shop, from one wage cut to the 
next we intensified our day to day activity, making positive con
tacts and organized a shop group under the leadership of the Shoe 
and Leather ^W^orkers Industrial X_Jnion.

When the shop closed down we managed to keep a large number 
of the crew together, meeting with them and preparing them for 
the reopening of the shop under one boss or the other. About the 
end of June, the shop was being prepared for work by one of the 
bosses with a few new partners.

Immediately we gathered our forces together and a committee 
Was sent to the firm to reclaim our jobs. This was met with a 
refusal on the part of the firm to reemploy us collectively. With 
the help of our revolutionary union we got the workers together 
and declared a strike against this lockout.

After two weeks* struggle we gained all our demands.
Thanks to our clear solid stand and determination and our mak

ing clear to the workers the maneuvers of the bosses, we were able 
defeat all their machinations. In spite of the self-sacrifice and 

devotion of the Party members and many other workers in the 
shop, we committed many errors and had many shortcomings. Our 
section and somehow our revolutionary trade union failed to give 
us adequate cooperation, support and guidance. So much so, that 
we failed from the beginning of the struggle to put forward sucli
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demands as an increase in wages and recognition of the union.
While the union leadership was acquainted with the weak element 

comprising most of our strikers, we were left alone for almost fuU 
days in succession. The union as well as the section failed to mob
ilize their membership for active support to our strike.

There was the utmost lack of discipline. Especially among the 
Party comrades was it noticeable at any time during our strike and 
shop meetings. Due to the lack of consultation among the Party 
comrades prior to decisive actions, the comrades very often con' 
tradicted and attacked each other in open meetings (this includes 
3Iso the union organizer).

While we decided to try and spread the strike, we failed to do 
so due to the fact that our comrades were all the time on the go, 
trying to keep the strikers together, and to develop their fighting 
spirit. It was due to the lack of support given us by the sections 
and union membership that we failed to spread the strike.

"All leading bodies, especially those in the sections must 
reorganize their work on the basis of the carrying out of 
revolutionary mass work. Revolutionary work is the task 
of the entire membership. The secretaries of the leading 
bodies in their work must not replace the work of the mem
bership. It is their task to plan and organize work together 
with the members, to give the members practical assistance 
in carrying out of these tasks.** (From the Open Letter)

With the exception of the org secretary the section failed miser
ably to lend us any cooperation. In spite of the fact that the 
section buro knew of the coming struggle weeks in advance and 
promises of help were vouched for, they all came to nought. The 
section membership and especially a shop nucleus working four 
blocks away from our shop failed to do their Communist duty, 
when on four consecutive occasions they were called to assist us to 
picket. ^JC^e have failed with very little exceptions to bring the face 
of the Party to the fore during our strike struggle.

In spite of all these shortcomings we have been able to con
solidate our forces, so that every worker in the shop has joined the 
union voluntarily.

In conformity with the Open Letter, we pledge ourselves 
to intensify our work in the shops in order to consolidate 
our forces and make the bosses live up to their agreement.
We pledge ourselves to avoid the repetition of our past mis
takes in failing to follow up our victories by intensified 
organizational work after the struggle is over. We pledge 
ourselves to concentrate upon those who during the strike 
have shown their steadiness and militancy: to bring them 
closer to the Party and into our ranks.
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Resolution on the Application of the Open 
Letter Adopted by Section One Conference, 

Detroit District
Section Conference after a thorough discussion of the.

^ Open Letter declares its acceptance of it, and pledges itself to 
carry out its provisions in Section One. The main points of the 
Open Letter as they apply to our section are as follows:

1) Raising the political level of the membership.
2) Shop work and building up the revolutionary unions.
3) Negro work and the struggle against discrimination and 

white chauvinism.
4) Working out a concrete plan for two concentration

tasks: a) Concentration on------- plant; b) concentration in the
Black Belt.

5) Strick check-up to see that all plans and decisions are 
carried into effect.

6) Struggle against sectarian practices; against social-fas
cists and white chauvinist tendencies.

7) Against financial irresponsibility.

Two Concentration Tasks
1. The concentration task of first importance to our entire sec

tion is the organization of the L.S.N.R. in the heart of the black 
belt. All of our section forces, but particularly units 8 and 9, 
with the cooperation of the District Negro Committee and some 
forces from the downtown sub-section must concentrate on building 
the L.S.N.R. and leading the Negro masses into struggle against race 
discrimination, hunger and mass misery. In the course of this strug
gle we must root out every vistage of the bourgeois poison of white 
chauvinism, both in the Party ranks and in the ranks of the mass 
organizations, including the language organizations, close to us and 
among the working class in general.

2. iDur second concentration task is the organization of the-----
plant workers into the Auto Workers Union. While this is also the
task of the entire section, units 6 and 7 and one of the----- unics
shall concentrate on this task under the leadership of a comrade 
from the section and one from the district.

All the regular work of the concentration units must be so con
ducted that it will aid the concentration task. Leaflet distribution. 
Daily Worker and Michigan Worker sales, unit parties, lectures, 
mass meetings, canvassing for literature sales or signatures must be 
so conducted that it will aid in the concentration, and unit buros 
must carefully work out all activities with this aim in mind.
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These two concentration« r i .mentioned above, but must b property of ^ £ tU^
entire section includin^Sas^ assistance ot

In carrying out these ^*^Sanizations. t f
cruiting new members, of l tasks, t e w
Pioneers, the improvement the Y.C.L. and the X
campaign and all other Par^ "The t Jded
separate tasks taking the pU^ must
be conducted in such a way thaj T ‘"“•u ^Ta to and strengtH®^ 
^r two major concentration tasks * If the criticism of
Open Letter we must learn to nx, * ^ nd bureaucrats^
o,g^&» method, h. ord.r.r"“,°" ““ eh.H
be able to realize the proper ,lts^ The
Organizer is one of the best guid°e?“*"^^“°"“ ne this and the coi*»' 
rades should study it more rlr^ i overcomingy ™re closely than ever before-

Hold Section Conf.
®rence to Review Tasks

out a concrete plan of act^^^The Section Committee shall u
for these two concentration tasks? setting definite aims to De »- 
complished withm six weeks. AfL . ® , Section Functior^aties’ Conference shall be called t^SekTp on £w far the pl-« 
has been accomplished. During the six-week period, the buros of 
the cooperatmg units m the concentration points shall meet jointlv- 
The pl^ need not be accepted in every dLil by the units as pt« 
sented but the units have the right to work out their own plan.

The Section Committee and its Members will have to supervise 
the acavit.es of the units and fractions more closely. The minutes 
of the previous meetmg must be read a strict check-up must be 
made at every sectmn meeting. Leading comrades must be heW 
strictly responsible for failure to fulfill decisions and assignm^^; 
Units and fractions also should keep minutes which should 
read at the followmg meetmg and then turned over to the Section 
Org Department.

Members of the Section Committee must meet with the unit buros 
and help them to prepare their work in such a way that only 3 or 4 
points will come on the agenda of the units in this way assuring 
sufficient time ^r a proper discussion on all points.

In Section Committees, units and fractions, a strict financia* 
check-up must be made regularly by the Section Finance and Org 
Committee.

Unemployed Work
In all sub-sections, the Unemployed Councils are completely out 

of existence. Definite steps must immediately be taken to establisl^ 
at least one Unemployed Council in each sub-section. Every unit> 
sub-section and the Section must elect an unemploynient work director
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Monday afternoon with the Central Unemployed 
-ure their help itt reestablishing our unemployed

^ho must meet , -
'-ouncil and secure their help 
'vorfc.

, The concentration units in canvassmg for contacts in Ae— 
plant concentration streets must not fail to budd Unemployed Block 
Committees, when unemployed cases come to their attention or when 
tHey have a sufHcient group of unemployed wmkers to make the es
tablishment of a block committee possible. The other units must 
unmediately select a certain number of streets of their territory as 
their concentration territory and work for the establishment of block 
committees in these streets.

The units in the Black Belt must connect their unemployed 
struggles with the building of the L.S.NJ^.

International Labor Defense

The section must build a functioning fraction in the I.L.D. 
branches and direct the work in such a way that the IL.D. branches 
participate in our concentration tasks along the line of defense work 
and winning contacts.

Fraction Work

----cixiu uLiicj. -------- —~ cAuepL 111 speciaicases upon which the unit buro must decide.
Party fractions must be established in all mass organizations, or 

strengthened where they already exist, and the Section Committee 
must give close attention to the work of these fractions.

The Section Committee must see to it that the fractions properly 
bring all Party campaigns into the mass organizations, particularly 
i^employed and shop work. An educational campaign on the 
^National Industrial Recovery Act should immediately be organized 
in all mass organizations and connected up with our shop union 
s^nd unemployed work. ’

The fractions, and particularly fraction committees must be 
cautioned not to work in such a way as to stifle the leadership of 
tne regularly elected executive bodies of the mass organizations.

Daily Worker and Michigan Worker 

1. Systematic check-up on all comrades selling tL Daily Worker
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and Michigan Worker, an^ * .Uirh ***
turn must be promptly turnp*^*^*^*^^® prompt

T,.I, over r„ tL Oistrict Daily Woroffice. Lack of promptness ^‘!“i^evUabiy

I

2. Our section must —- - t i:,Vie‘^

confusion which finally result?
This is the way in ISZ
cumulated, and this b 1-g" of
financial crisis. Party press is always in a state

at least at----- and —^^h^ps* establtshe

3. Every unit should estabUsh a route in its concentration stree^^ 
and work W to get readers in a few street rather than trying 
cover ten blocks to get ten reade streets

press. These unit wor£rS?4o?denTs®^"brc“ 
wTker'^Zi ^ wth the Sy Michtg^

5. Section Daily Worker Committee must be elected to 
range ways and means for regular financial assistance to our press*

All work for the building of our press must be carried on 
such a way as to further our concentration tasks.

Literature
The Section A^t-Prop Committee must establish a literature 

fund and develop the mass sale of literature in our section in sUt-U 
a way that it will be connected up with the section concentration 
tasks.

The section pledges itself to organize a full time functionaries’ 
school in the inunediate future and calls upon every unit to 
ganize discussion groups including even close sympathizers where 
a program of discussion on important points can be taken up 
the light of the Open Letter. ^

Our section pledges itself to participate in the District Concentra'
tion on the----- plant, to help in the sale of-and to connect up our
propaganda and organization work with this central District Concen
tration.

We pledge ourselves to turn all----- contacts into the Organization
Department and to assist in the establishment of--------- shop groups
and shop nuclei.
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CHECK.-UP ON PLANNED WORK IN 
LIGHT OF OPEN LETTER

ftatement on the progress achieved tn carping out the Plan of 
^ork in Section -— Chicago during the month of June 1933:
, The Section Committee, reviewing the results, record first of all 

the fact that the units in the section are not guided in their daily 
Work by the Plan. It seems that the prevailing opinion is that the 
Plan does not mean anything for the units. The unit organizers 
and the buros forget about it. The Section Committee has failed 
to remind continuously of the Plan and also to concretize some of 
the tasks.

The results during the first month are as follows:
1. Shop Work—A new unit has been organized in the H. 

shop. A union group has not been started.
In the M. shop there is a possibility of organi^g both a Party 

twit and a union group because of developments in connection with 
Industrial Recovery Bill. In the^ V. and A. shops, nothing his 

been done with the exception of visiting a few of the connections 
from the V.

The only thing done at the W. has been preparations for a 
meeting of Party members who have connections with employed 
workers of the W.
. There is information received that there are favorable condi

tions for organizing in the R.
2. Unemployed Work—^The West Suburban U.C. has not 

°*^g®wzed yet. Attempts were made to organize an U.C. in
----- -Township, but the mass meeting was broken up by the

police and we have no organization there as yet, in spite of favor
able conditions.

I«- we have established the U.C. finally. The open hearing 
at tile end of the month was a success. ®
to^arrxP------ because it has failed
niosTmTc struggles. The Party members in it have faded
most miserably to organize the workers for the strueele A;-
cussion with some of the comrades of unit——we carruJ ^
elusion that it is not advisable to open up other headquarters in-^ 
because it is impossible to raise finances durine th<^ i_ ’

w. w iulJd to org.mz= wom.n', *57““ :
committees in the U.C. borne owners

3. Recruiting—Six units have failed to 
bers. Recruiting is very unsatisfactory. No wr»,.U- mem-
been recruited. workmg women have
, Units—^New units were estahl;cL..J •during the month of June. estabhshed m------ and-------
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5. Young Communist Leasue-JV n t ..nit of 10 members
was established in B----- ___________* • •_____ nothing has been
done to establish Y.C.L. units. has been set up.
Unit----- has even allowed the ^ niembers to go
out of existence. ^of

6. Daily Worker, Workers r t^r^ture—^No subs for
the D.W. No subs for the W.V U * ^__ 'is copies
a week now. We are selling 9nn' . r w/ V7. I.L.D.-Uni«----- and--lh-° d about 20 names for
the formation of an I.L.D. branT The first meeting
will be held on July 7th. ---------

*• '“S*" “”'•■1.. h.v. org.~«J • ■
in----- of 30 members. In------thpfo i ^discussions about theI.W.O, but no o,g»izrto„, £'» .U. Tbe S.C. >.
not in touch with the Czechoslovalr k k

9. Cuturd Ij^or^-No steps were tXn to organize New World 
Club, or a workers chorus or orchestra Comrades are of the 
opinion that not very much can be done until late summer.

10. United Front on Homeowners’ /r^«e^-rThis important 
work has been neglected entirely. The Section Committee has 
failed to assign comrades for thU work ^ and those comrades who 
were active before in this work have not done much to win tax
payers over to our program. This is just what the petty politi
cians, the reformists in control of the taxpayers’ organizations want.
The fractions in the B- - ___  taxpayers’ organizations
are not functioning.

For all this activity the fractions will be responsible in the future.
Comrades G-----  and P------are to call meetings of the fractions.

11. Dues Payments—Dues payments are satisfactory, but have 
not been organized properly as yet, and that is why we have 
not yet reached 100 percent stage.

Thb statement is issued so that the units can check up on their 
work and improve their activity. It should be understood that the 
Plan of Work is not to be read and put away, but should be used 
as a daily guide to action.

Is it possible to carry out such a turn in our tvork? Of 
course, it is possible. The members of the Party have shown 
in countless activities in strikes, in hunger marches, demon- 
strations and in painstaking day-to-day u/ork, that they 
are loyal and self-sacrificing revolutionists. "" mem
bers and all Party organizations must at once proceed to 
determine bow the work of the Party can be improved and 
what practical measures must be adopted in order to guar
antee and carry out the turn in the Party- From the 
Open Letter.
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VI. Octob®*^> 1933 No.

2*>Portm.ism Greatest Obstacle in Recruiting
T*HE sttifc. wav. rapidly sp«»<li"8

T f® To r-t^verv Act on their living con-
^ nst the effects of the National R® gaining numerical
^tiofic 'TU^ __ • j unions . &

in
The militant hJ^^eds of strikes throughout

the process
^lons.

ovj» w.
^^ercommg many of the weaknesses ? „f broad cadres of
new approach towards ® strikes with new locals being

j ^ lip, we have brought forward many 
^^dership of the unions and struggles.-crsnip or tne unions and struggle. and strengthen-In this very favorable situation for *

*nakr« mto a real mass for » exceUent
^^akmg the necessary headway. _^In fact, °-_,:i., „„e in re-new 7^ necessary neaaway. xx, r ^ ^
, forces into our Party is still proceeding ™, . ,
p^on to the rapidly developing movement. y

is not growing more rapidly? recruiting is the
I 1 he main reason, of course, tor tne &f/cfc of systematic planned activity of the fractions and umts; the 
fadure to select the best fighters in the shops and winning them 
for our Party. But behind these weaknesses there was and is even 
‘oday, in many places a dangerous oppprtumstic approach to our 
*«ass work, which is in the main responsible for the failure to bmld 

f^arty. In many instances, we find that recruiting of 
^^litant workers into our Party is consciously pushed to the back- 
^ound. In other places, some Party members have develoj^d the 
<^heory that our work of building the union will be hindered if we 
^k the workers who are participating in the struggle to join the 
Party. We have even cases where the Party units are prohibited from 
distributing Party leaflets to striking workers.

The danger of pursuing such practices can readily be seen in 
some of our recent experiences. The bourgeoisie very skillfully 
**^aneuvers with the **red scare.” The A. F. of L. bureaucrats and 
other agents of the bosses use this issue against the Party and the 
^dustrial unions. Our Party fractions in the unions and the 
Party organizations do not sufficiently meet this issue. In 
*^ost cases we still capitulate before the reactionary forces, fearing 
™at bringing forward the Party in these struggles would endanger 
die strike or the building of the union.
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velop struggles in a given factory the
Party orgamzations no longer act a. . .Ill'

^^o**g Methods
£ti<i

trike breaks out.
rarty orgamzanons no longer act'as a'^llec'tive body, but our co^

Th. P.„, „o ffg,snX” N?Party shop papers, no more leaflets or meetings by the Patty 
arr^ged Or else, the Party organizations are not disturbed by

that their revolunonary duty is to participate in every sttugg^^ 
of the workers. These comrades do not understand that there can 
not be revolutionary life apart from the mass struggles. In bo^ 
mstances we have sumlar results. The P.rrv’s face is entirely hia<ae» 
The workers don’t see the CommunUt Parley!

We have in the struggles that have taken place, comrades ^ho 
have been in the very forefront of the fight, who have ^
prestige and the confidence of the workers. A Party comrade vfn^ 
militantly fights with the workers in their strike has in most 
no reason to hide or deny that he is a Communist. Who coU ^ 
better convince the workers about the Communist Party, than 
this Communist, who fights together with them? And when 
there a better time to build our Party, than during the strugg ^ 
when the Communist workers show the 'non-Party workers throug ^ 
their self-sacrificing, untiring activity that they are not a 
”red spectre” as the bosses and reformists want the workers 
believe, but militant fighters in the defense of the workers’ interests^ 
This is the time when we can show the workers best, that we at 
part and parcel, flesh and blood of the working class. If we 
consciously build around these comrades groups of non-P^*^^ 
actives, at the same time winning them for the Party, the temp^^ 
of recruitment would increase a hundredfold.

No one can deny that our Party comrades, our fractions in the 
industrial unions, in the A. F. of L. and independent unions are 
working hard during strikes. To recruit members from the 
or from the unions is not an easy task. The Party fractions and shop 
nuclei have to work systematically, selecting the best fighters, t e 
most promising workers, and patiently, persistently develop them p^ 
litically and win them for the Party. Sometimes we have to spend 
many days before we convince the worker that his place is in tbc 
Communist Party. We shall not have the illusion that radicalization
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^O: “eans that they are aU ready at . _
only a general leaflet or a mass meetmg k 

a Jj- them to our rSifcs. What is important ^ve all,
^trs to improving our political mass education of the work-

personal attention to individual workers, this planned 
*^^uh. f forces that are being brought forward as a

^ ^toggles. Unless this becomes an mtegr^ part of
we cannot conceive that our Party wdl 

Oft torward at a more rapid pace than heretofore.

Recruit Into Onr Ranks
?>'®‘'®*«atic planned recruiting in the factories and unions 

P*fove if we simultaneously strengthen and im-
tiie agitation and propaganda. The workers should see
®^Pla- e'^ery day, everywhere. The Party must
tile ^ ■/ P®“*'ioaI events in leaflets, shop papers, meetings, through 
tile f^orAer. And in all of the activities in the shops, in

unemployed and other mass organizations, we 
fracri *^®oruit for the Party. No district, section committee, unit or 
Pi^obl meeting should conclude without taking up correctly the 
are recruiting. The Party must be there where the masses

i»vmg, suffering and fighting, if we want to win over 
*'ecri^^''proletariat. And in these places we have to 
'V'orl--. • ^ most class conscious, most active, most courageousor^rs into our ranks.
t>osses^^7^ connection of the government with the

factories so evident as now. There is no economic 
^ole- N.R.A. does not play a strike-breaking

state and federal administration does not 
j intervene against the workers, through arbitration and with 

^ sitrria#^* ^ ^ state police, or national guards. In such
revoliif-; ^ ® Party and every single member of the Party has the 
practif duty to bring to the workers on the basis of their
t>ourcr<*^; the role of the capitalist state, the essence of
otie hand betraying role of the social-fascists on the
the other i*evolutionary role of the Communist Party on

^ thp* ^ ^tter has stated that ''never before was the situation
*^unist favorable for the development of the Com-
uiiderstnn^ k ^ revolutionary mass Party.” This must be 
i^anks of ev ^ Party member. This should permeate the
should not ht^ v confidence and boldness we

SI ate to bring into our ranks thousands of new workers.
-J. P.
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disDsntv between wc hcivc cor / tcyaisparity Detween the initiation and the actual membership -c
bad inner life of the units TU • i another

the fact that the workers actually rtever became members^
Party on account of inefficiency in handling their appheatwns-

Neglect of Sections in Acting on Application®
Delay in acting upon applications or contacts is considered « 

most serious crime by the units and sections. Sometimes app 
tions are taken from the District and are never acted upon- j 
cently in going over the membership material of Section 4 we t 
about three hundred applications and contacts which have not 
acted upon. -

In checking up the records of the District we ^ f
of these who were persistent enough to apply 
membership, through other channels, and joined months ago. 
of these are now leading forces in the mass organizations in 
lem. What happened to the others, no one knows. .

The same occured in Section 6, Williamsburg. Scores o 
plications were found which were not acted upon. e 
given was that letters had been sent to the applicants ^
were returned by the post office as ”not found.” On further checW | 
up on the returns we discovered that the addresses were coP 
wrong and it was not the fault of the workers who gave 
We also found that upon return of the letters, the section , . 
mittee didn’t check back on the returns immediately an trace 
mistakes.

Red Tape in Units Causes Delay
Contacts of workers wantmg to join the Party are as » ^1® 

not taken care of promptly and eflSciently. For example, in Se 
One, a worker sent a letter on January 16th asking or inor 
formation about the Communist Party. About six months late 
June the contact card was sent to the District with a notation 
the Old Broadway is not in their section. In other words it tooK
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§«i«„ 180 day. to Sod oot d»t pa«^ pla« wa, not io 

' «»leory of that tacdon. Match a womao
’^Ott another *the Party sustaining fund

has been contributmg ^jjjg The application was 
^Pphed for membership at a months later the ap-
Pliclri® respective section. ^_]“/^ith a notation "cannot be 

R “ ? «? was already a member of the
through other channels. We 

«« P"^me as that originally turned over 
the Action! ifSm':? ttt Unit didn’t make a real effort 

^ locate the applicant. . t - r
f What happens in such cases is, that the Umt gets the cont^ 

the Section. ThrUnit then assigns a comrade to visit Je 
applicant. This comrade may not show up to a few meetm^ of the 
^nit after he gets the assignment. Such "inyesti^Uom” <^use 
serious delays. Often we fi^determined applicants fuU fledged 
,^et«bers of the Party and functioning, havmg succeeded in 

breaking in” through other channels before the umts get through 
‘th their “investigation.”

Blind Recrttiting
Some comrades are too eager to get ^^credit” for recruiting 

'Workers in the Party. They don’t take time to explam to the 
"pricers participating in strikes and unemployed struggles the namre 

the Party that they are asked to join which often results in these 
'Workers, who sign applications, not replying or responding to the 
^^11 to come to the Section for their membership book.

Very often they state that they are not yet ready to join. A 
^pical case is that of a Negro needle trades worker, 
^uring the last needle trades strike she was asked to sign an ap
plication for the Party. This application was countersigned by a 
tesponsible Party functionary and the membership book was sent 

the Section without any delay through investigation or other 
The Section, however, kept the book for three months and 

*^®turned it to the district with the notation ”does not respond.” 
^ letter and the applicant responded. When we 

^ked her why she didn’t call for her book and attend meetings, she 
stated that she was already attending meetings at St. Luke’s Hall 
^ Harlem and so we found out that this worker was attending 
ttieetings of the IXr.G.W’.U. and thought that this was the organi
zation she joined when she filled out the application for the Party.

—O. L.
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Editorial Note
t of!ultS 0l

*J*HE above examples show clearly the of
ness in dealing with new applicants. I* joining ^et*' 

prevent many good elements party yofl^
^h^ch demoralize some of the new, enthusus«c 
j; examples are taken from the e’^P^^^^^jon whi^^ ^ 

s net, but they characterize the general p -ty, 
a greater or lesser degree throughout the many ® c stt’Jj 

tl»e present time when the Party is rank® °*„,ifie^l
ers / leading forces are springing tip \
rerriiV**'°*'^ metal workers, mines, textile, e ’
Partv Party into ^jncltan''. ^ “re

must take steps to break ^ause th® ^
rotkpfc f____• • •__ .L- D.,rrv. pecau

the
mot® ** tgtaP 1,

mas® ifO
iCCS \0

joining the Party- ’^"''are g‘" 
pL- ® our Party too many workers
P««mn that the Party is a sect that doesn’t want

KcCarry Good Decisions
of ^ '7 »' mate tho drive more effecti« 1>

Was willing to join t , wet® J tJp'

1. f!e» he put into effect y^s
thouW hdve d menibeTS tp J/

2 kS '"’’ ^^Pervision of the Section ^Jplicf< tttf
ought the*

delay. ^^bership committee in order to a
3. TA tl icctt^^ j sed' f ti'

°f the endn*^^^^ membership committee

‘W''r«,(, '■» »*r to erfis* Jvrr''’'j«
4 'IV, ■ Jr, dn // pe4 Tf" Ae 'p^'i

’"^'herr o/'fLapplicants shall be ^J-^s f^ioftS
■’■'* f» »!' eommitoee. N» f V''f> i<

y new members cm the basis gfc 
'o uni,,. ’ on the basis of how many ^ ^ ^

»'■• S *0 , *>Wwioi. o, »orfe «»0»8 it (rtf >

w“”' 8">“P.- ''’Trfcl
”'t manner we will prevent



otic Of meetings
'.cidly of new members, vnlt meeting fl<tce.
id are therefore unable for night other

6. That all sections estab districts and s
On the basis of the ® Tpe«Iy LpS

eps can be taken to secure a ^ preventing *1* 
le new members into the uni
lembers. i;*;cal Leadership

Must Develop ^ps must also^
In connection with this probl^; 2ership. .^Js^times 

prevent the frequent change o leadership j^eans that
tands, in some districts t e ^ year. i _ jing funettot^

^tactically every member of develop th
luting the year. It is very good to ^ the real
■his is not the wav- , i p the unit hm® ^ ^le to

First of all we have to de that the ^ positions m
^f the imit. It is o^y . of the unit to
=ievelop the individual member ^ ^ ^f^fhesc
■aass work. .. _ed many «®gp^ver, aU th^_

This problem has been discus ^ H pot fum
armies were written, based on co-ot^pit funfo^^^f.
good experiences have no y . ^J.^ctions - ijiut, ^ 
««i«d k a small m»«al -X fun«® apf^!
? m»aal wfcich »ouU of 'S'tt .•"'I' Wp *«
f«ent phases of work, the m . ^j^puld a only belp 
l«vss o"f absanco, .«• “^“Xa^

^tution and program of tn , pg^ this is tb®, , Z diey
fadership of the unit but a s realk®g they ,* ly the 

JOjos jam ,h. P«‘y,b“=rt. V
^ leac^g the struggles of ^ Jo »

part of the best fighters, but y 

Ptogram of the Party. ^of w»st

»«-e to measures
«»i what practice ^

guarantee and carry ou n« f^gn, i^.''The dUcussion of this letter org^ task > ^ j
“ general «,«y. Bvery ^'Vut the

w’.,.n .«< it*""""*
*»« 0«t means how

«» the entire work gp tetter-
Carrying out of this turn-
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•'The systematic application of the united front in the 
tories is of decisive significance in the question of lending ^ 
the establishment of a united fighting front, and in 
of the barriers between the revolutionary workers and the ^ 
of other workers. The decisive factor in carrying out this 
front is tireless revolutionary everyday work antong the 
in order to prove in every question the correctness of our s 
and our proposals for action.*^—Open Letter.

Shop Concentration and the Strike of tke 
Dye Workers

*T^HE general strike of 15,000 silk dye workers itr
Lodi, New Jersey, is one of the most significant battles 

since the "New Deal” of misery for the workers was a*
As an example of rapidly developing radicalization of me 
a militant struggle against the N.R.A. codes under t ® % unity
of the National Textile Workers Union, in which the fagti 
of the workers has advanced to a new high level, this striKe
important lessons for the entire Party. j-.._ fcatOte

Here in this article, we deal with only one to
of the strike, namely, that it began as a result of the
apply the Open Letter and to develop factory factory
dye industry in Paterson, and shows the decisive ro e w 
concentration plays in the development of strike .^heti

Paterson is the largest silk dying center m the courwry. 
the New Jersey district was organized, in the summer or i 
District Bureau attempted to turn the attention ot f ®7Y.gvioOS
bership in Paterson to activity in the dye planK. For montiw p 
to the outbreak of the present strike, the Distric . tryittS
been hammering away on the necessity of this »»
to break down the resistance of some of the kadmg 
Paterson, who argued that they had no forces, that Je big 
shops were not as importmt as the small broad 
strikes occurred almost daily, that the dye wot , ctrueele-
and would not respond to appeals for upon

The Dktrict Bureau, however, was not “‘loSsly
a plan of concentration in the dye mdustry, and ^ .
enough mide the work of the Paterson section to enable .
rades^ofiidthe necessary means for carrying 
on dye mill penetration. Consequently, the rumblings of disco 
in the dye plants were not heeded. « • ▼ i fThe National Conference of the Party held early in July of
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«... ^ T aroused the comrades in
pubheation of the Open j to the necessity of or-

^ the District V struggle, of overcoming

•^ee plants of key ind^tries. Conference, when the NJJ^.
*^*4^®“®L** Tlk^ye bosses was produdng wide- 

adopted by the silk ^ j workers, the Party
^Pread discontent W resentment^ong ^^^

5«nS “nryStS” si p'“‘
. wlA some workers m tke key
f «^Partments of the WeSiSLi plant. Through th^ workers, several 
Ifoup meetings were called at which recruiting for the ^on im- 
^^^diately began. For several weeks there continued clo^ daily con- 

with these members, with workers of v^ous departments, 
scarcely a day went by without makmg deWe advances in es- 
"^ablishing connections, holding meetings, reciting mto the i^on. 

Open mass meetings of the
consent of the union members, at whi<* the NJJ.A. codes were 

;f/fposed, the treacherous role of the
•clarified, and the policies of the National Tex^e Workers Union 
^^Plained. Department meetings were called and concrete demands 

hours and working conditions discussed with the workers. Re- 
Suiting into the union developed on a mass scale.
, Finally, after several weeks of agitation and organization, when 
^^dreds of workers in the shop had already been brought into the 

and the demands had been agreed upon, a strike vote was 
and the strike of the Weidmann shop declared. TAiV was the 

first dye shop to close down as a result of organized preparation ctnd 
The striking of this plant was a signal for other dye shops 

the city, and several days later the National Textile Workers 
^^ion issued a general strike call to all dye workers which was a 
^^cisive factor in closing down all the dye shops in Paterson and Lodi.
. ^X^hile the preparations were going on in the ^X^eidmann shop, 
^^^creased activity developed in the Lodi plant of the company, em- 
I^oying over 3,000 workers. There we already had a shop nucleus 
^rough which attempts were made to reach out into the various 
departments of the mill. The work carried on in this shop, together 

the mass picket demonstration of 5,000 workers, made possible 
^he complete shutdown of the mill, an outstanding victory in the 
strike.

During the first two weeks of the strike, a shop nucleus was 
organized in the Weidmann plant, and the nucleus in the Lodi plant
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more than doubled its membership. The workers or tne ^ 
pl^t, the first to be organized, are the most militant 
strikers and are looked upon as leaders of the ^et ^
were many objective factors making the strike possible, V 
clear that the organized preparation of the Weidmann s 
strike was a d^ri^lvA as a whociic urganizea preparation or tne ,strike was a decisive element in the general strike as a w o ^j-^tio^ 

There were, however, serious shortcomings in the not
for the strike and in the methods of concentration. ^ litet^" 
utilize our Party press, especially the Daily Worker, nor ou 
ture, to help develop the understanding of the workers 
their political level. One of the major weaknesses ^ 
while the union was being built in the Weidmann shop 
efforts were made to bring the role of the Party before these 
o recrMI^ for the Party, to establish a Party core among ,

vlti - P»«y memb=Khip as a «hol‘ „f *'

shortcoming was the delay in rallying^^® to PS
pate fot^ stetson, through mass meetings, ’ gstim^^‘°**gle»
the re A' ^ This delay, due partly to an und®

oX one\ concentrate

‘^werican preparation, made . pandit
to rally fh of Labor to step into the situa 'J'.V*

We ];f m plants not touched by the ^
'^he enough intensify our wot jjiy \

^ l^oth S Works, although

‘^^nttatioh , especially when located close h* ^ fo
^he increased and organized ac« given jeS ' i

plant in ft that special attention must i ^

^eidtnaM shortcomings, th ^
°W«utr" “■* P'“« Mo™? be >ol»V
toncentration^T® an example of the results to » ^

Party n,’ lessons of which must be Jilized^ j,tS ^ 
®*Pecially for^*4, Jersey and ® ^ictal P
district. penetration of the steel and

__rebbc<^^

*rict Organizer, District No. N^ JeT-
fsd



- toP to bottom, ts''Why is it that the entire Varty, f establishing
working to determine the best f tPe workers, learn-
contacts with the most important sec t ^ understand
ing to overcome their prejudices, organize the strugg e
and persistently and patiently e (.g^umunist fractions in t e 
against hunger} Why is it tha g^„ete investigation of
revolutionary unions do not ma ^^^^^.g^gry trade unions m or 
weaknesses in the work of thefetter. 
to overcome these weaknesses}

Revie^r of Coocentrotlw^^”^

'HREE months after the to review
membership, it is ^^°'^“g(jiocJs used in down and

concentration plan and , attempt therefore
first time our section has made a basis It^ f„^d.
.. . --------- ;„i«es on ^^ade and that

in our Section K jjjg a
> organize our ^rf^teen made and th
natural that mistakes in Se n^ ^scussmg -
ne of the most serious ^ thoug « jbered at al

we have given a lot o j^ave no , ^ ^that is,
ete and simple plan of ’ organizatmna a result
: trying „ L *. -A »
>an power) with which t P ggction con 
is mistake we came out o
plan but with no people o ,

Concentrate on basic ^^%Tl

'ur plan calls for "nce^tration^^^^ ^^ra^^ -TTX 
marine. I will deal 0*^^^ T j^s, the - on both do^

to concentrate on two dodc ’ ooncenttajon a „uclg
figured out that after pr°P^^ esmbhshmgj^i^ would m^^ 

■ few months we would committee- the
ach dock and a dock acti ^ ®““%sociation was
issible to develop Yongshoremens ^ (Qct. 1st).
be time the International Long owners i
the new agreement wit strugS^®* bave to

pLpndve » n-tHw y

'he struggles of ^ho. con^«® motion of ^ , po^non
strike; any small action on ^ ^ouldthis dicm 
td like fire and from then on ^ ^^^^josion 

this movement to i ^
' out and the reasons are
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In order to accomplish the above it 
things: First, to arouse the section membership cectioi'
or work on the waterfront to the extent where t c . J
bership would feel it an honor to be assigned to wor < l,c
that the comrades assigned come in close contact probl^
on the docks, and begin to acquaint themselves 
acing the workers on the waterfront.

Slow in Getting Forces for Concontf^
It t(»k two weeks after the Section 

tee ed in getting ten Party members who are at 
funcnoning on the docks. Four of these comradc^^ 
do(^s from 7 A. M. to 2 P. M., their main activity b 
with the workers on the shape-up and to contact th 
among them; four other comrades are responsib e i;*gratn'-® 
distribution of the Daily Worker and other Patty g
carry through Party open air noon gate meetmgs* ,ctivif‘®^ fe'*'

urmg the past few weeks as a result of t 'fh®
das been an increase m the sale of the Datly W p^,7y- 

couldn’t even sell a single copy ° 
en ance at the open air meetings has increase 
e ast open air meeting every single man wor mS gte

%^fP>^“ent. . whil‘d
diffir 1 ^ *bat the Party met with good '•^®P°*'T-dustti^.„rf 
ifficult to get response foTthe Marine Workers Inju
b«ra„ . ^ “ ‘be fact that these '^°‘Sncly »

struggles Jh^T" “h tJeScis*” i
a whol! We ctn '"^this idcol^ -rcP^O
worWpfc L course, overcome this J pr

itE ",
, piasent time with

“lands ^ ®““ggles on a united front basis y
ing of the*M “i^e a necessary prereq j

In - j ®‘“i® Workers Industrial Union- gefhc‘ oii‘conL ^ ^^“^‘^Pbsh this, we must call ‘^Upiit 
ings to at a meeting and S J is
»Sn A.rb T‘“- I''’' P’VcWoBi':*'
should d: ^ ^ large group of workers. ^ c rta ^
‘bey are workers decide the °

^ «« ‘eady to build at thb time.
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M.st BuUd S«..S ^ of
We are facing the ^ that we may be in a

workers from the docks “ito Ae um ^ listening to some
position to liven up the inner h ® j.. the
:oncrete facts concerning the ""^e unit an additional n^' 
the docks. We must also comrades
af the best comrades withm the J ^ork be o ,
who will work, rain or shine; ony -»,satv to
^^tuggles developed. . campaign ^ ***the water*

During the present election ^ one day points,
mobilize the whole Section gif meetings^^Jp jy the
front, for holding a s«ies of open the Far^
to distribute a n^nber of leaflet ^tn^“%,gty worker on the 
election campaign, and “ tty ijterature. 
with the Daily Worker and Far y tmportant

M..The Section will immeiately ons for
the name of the Party P°“'‘*Jvhat this sWpP“*L Section mem- 
tnent of the shipping code an ;nvolvmg members
to the workers on the doc s. necessary j to a number
bership on the waterfront it to g° international
of the Section Committee ^ s^atovis br^t o there are
of mass organizations, sue ^ j^gts’ Clob, c ^ jg to become
Labor Daffnsa, GU-GraoJ „h„ cooU “ ^ to
a gtoa, nuoJtot o( AmotK*" a»J »> „ to«
interested in the work on “e We s^ouW j^gnefit
^raw some of them into .tbe strange an a or «
a number of mass organ^ £ j UnemP ggnizations m 
o the Union, for the the mass org

and other means to fj-ont. -
concentration work on the j^taooS ,^ce which we

Must Extend ^<>rh Am import^

There are a number of the qf 50 to 80 per

the Negro longshoremen Jncks, tb® . . olus*
cent of^the workers on some d '^qf^jihuous acovity'
forward the role of our union gf “ j„g tl« P j

. I am sure that after a fc^^’^tegan a fe^
8“ig away along the lines g^perience p
*®“^po, we will gain years ot our P J.

in a better position to ca
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Buffalo Foundry Strike Result of Couceu

QN Jmt 10th approximately 300 of 450 workersftoj

23 V went on, strike against a23/2 to 31 percent. This wage cut took place ^ore^

Prior ^ strike, a burning Sci^lf^^o neccet^^ ^ f o5*
v,-j.K ° cut there was a cut of nearly
of above figures speak lotid but
t “'*“VPe»t louder, "w= ore wore. o« th»

23V for more than a year the for
L° percent from every dollar 

W theu^^el j^^ Workers complained against t i -jjjatdy ,
4^’’( *“* r tow <o «op it. Unfo'n of fu»<
Pick-UD ®!'0p. Recently, however, ^ Ro^^„otk "j
Ploye/(V ^^ooottiic activity members of the B .'^tioP ^
■tt ''7 ty-po'^"” ri otgeo^^

'•“i'SranTer '? '‘’'rbe^'to'- ^

inunThe results of their ^ Coi^^^Llc>..^r'^®ce hjunpi- ®P/"cdid. The results of their “ Coh*''^ ^gle*Unemployed ^trof i,di^,
. Our suggestions on how to develoP

f‘ 'dockers was highest the broadest stf‘^ gjc ^e<
pulled ^ f- ® ______ 7\ that to ^a:i^ce»,h of ,j

on pay ;'gi<; shaj,
--^u-ia was mgnest the broa str .

•r ""'* on ^ higher wages; 2) t ® jj s^a ff’
abovp ^Oth because it was the jj^d gi'' J‘above dir because it was tne ^ h^c^/ue

*^at bad to K ^ selected because the comP .^.^oold r^iio 
^°»»e othe r by the 15th or e'*® -d ot»‘* je/V
'"®f. ^bat o.,?*?P^y' These decisions were cart. that n,. ’7t'«iy. 1 hese decisions were ‘"" tiers •out 300 Unemployed Council rnetn th^yd^^^V,

;?"'^^,and march them a half «ide J th^
«S:' ?^k".4\'y '-'M > -“ting, wotk._dJ,„a, <<<

*""■ MaLi T'.'o^in". P“M“*y f m i»>^'a.s
J' rf..t> S”'^ <keir picket! into »qu»<b ‘° • - SoUrr l**°P to iTiV pickets into squaas . ^oti "f f ,.(fS'tS c c' “^'■' "'•, if

Unem I Council to get out leaflets p ^ef/ i
enripP ®”d employed .-md assistaO ^

^ pttA'’ “ <■" pl-wp*- fl''

\j ^ abolition of piece-work-1.
2.

piece- 
against strikers.

3 t,78jution of -^he ir^^o^l^fttee
The of^'^^otk.

^'bour ciav T.Ti.-L rates
of la/'
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The above demands were presented to the employers. The em
ployers refused categorically to grant them. After much discus
sion with one striker I worked out the following set of demands 
'vhich I discussed with the strike committee:

T No discrimination against strikers.
2. Recognition of the Shop Committee of the Union. 

Withdrawal of the 23 percent to 31 percent wage cut.

My position was that it would he impossible for us to regain 
everything that has been lost at one stroke of the pen but that we 
should compromise, that the tremendous partial victory would 
strengthen the morale of the strikers, that we should build the Steel 
^d Metal W^orkers Industrial Union in the shop, elect a shop 
Committee and go back with the determination to continue the 
^^uggle for the maximum demands. The workers agreed and when 
^he strike committee presented the latter demands they readily ac^ 
^cpted. The result was tremendous. The strikers were very happy 
?nd enthused. In a day and a half, as a result of the strike, they 
hicreased their pay from ^8 to ^10 more a t-l ^

More than 300 of them have joind the S.M.W.I.U They have 
charter and meet regularly every Sunday. /Every ^rker 

^ union man’’ is their slogan. They have elected their 
committees and shop committee which are takmg up ^
grievances of the workers. The chairm^ ""I 
^^ated at one of the meetings, «we used to be 

since our shop committee has been get every thing"bat is coming to us ” Tks clearly 
best way to show the workers the value o ? 
unions is by leading struggles for their smalles ^ f

At the verv outset of the strike we considered the question ot
gilding the pLy. The most active f ^ wer^lbt^when

Y ®Pptoached to join the Party. As a res formed There

'« many good elementa ttat ^ iLiitly ol th<
The outstandmg mistake of on short notice

leading Party committee to mobilize the ty
for participation in the strike. j
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Comparative Results of

District
1932 1933

January
1932 1933

February
1932 1933

March

1932 1933 1

April ___

1 75 27 118 30 69 27 27 9 .
2 501 189 428 206 197 223 301
3 227 43 223 103 151 45 24 51
4 15 32 57 28 70 29 14 30
5 117 133 426 77 322 72 120 89
6 109 155 220 200 179 116 110 149
7 79 63 107 75 163 50 206 56
8 391 211 558 279 536 140 330 156
9 176 122 131 76 127 90 74 124

10 25 31 19 13 20 38 33 45
11 14 25 9 57 10 22 38 55
12 31 53 89 48 99 69 58 124
13 66 63 95 207 201 127 120 139
14 — 36 — 20 __ 43 ____ 23
15 17 — 28 10 33 ___ 27 —
16 40 — 20 ___ 60 40 40 —
17 — 20 50 85 ___ 40 — 100
18 10 48 — 32 74 32 74 25
19 30 25 32 51 30 24 44 49
20 New District

Total 1923 1276 2610 1597 2661 1201 1562 1525

^ • e tno***^ *”
The figures included in this report show that in the first nC'VV mem-?

1933 there has been a considerable falling off in the recruiting' recruited
bers into the Party. While in the first nine months in 1932 the mem*
14,983 members—in the same period in 193 3 we recruited only 1 ^j^se. 
bers. In the chart 12 Districts show a decrease and only 7 an , v

•tinsAn examination of the first three months of 19 32 (RecruiY 
and 1933 shows that in 1932 we recruited 7,194 members and that the

same period 4,074. These figures are very illuminating. They ^ree only
recruiting capacity of the Party is being utilized to the highest figures
because of special recruiting drives as the records of 19 32 show- figures
prove that recruiting has not yet become a daily task of the Party- ^^^tration 
bring out especially the glaring weaknesses in this respect in the co

r . . r T , . <=.t,tember 193J
The records of recruiting of the months of July, August, gi^rate quite

have special significance for the entire Party. These figures demo
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irie Alonths of 1^3 2 and 193 3

^933

22
49
4S
X4
&7
24
^2

LS6
L15
18

56
»6
50
19
20 

115

28

1932 1933
July

1932 1933
August

1932 1933
Seft.

1932 1933 1933
To^l Recr^J^d Cotnf. ^32

1299

22 33 14 33 9 19 33 450 187 — 263
1^1 147 107 213 150 52 241 2478 1724 — 754
80 40 39 39 41 119 19 957 462 — 495
19 24 26 52 15 12 31 288 226 — 62
23 37 51 66 63 49 91 1277 701 — p76
65 105 59 83 70 155 94 1225 999 — 226
30 53 12 97 17 73 56 924 389 - 535

174 286 132 200 159 206 178 3123 1601 —1522
50 122 44 92 71 70 83 982 753 — 229
21 38 36 24 29 40 29 227 264 + 37
30 10 24 10 23 30 35 145 281 + 136

167 62 83 41 79 44 97 526 865 + 339
127 99 136 129 156 — 232 908 1379 + 471
26 49 9 51 15 26 54 176 241 + 55
16 43 8 10 7 25 34 202 81 — 121
— 20 20 20 — — 40 220 120 — 100
78 90 52 — 162 10 115 265 752 + 487
36 37 18 72 24 45 29 154(158) 252 + 93
26 31 18 17 26 35 24 298 277 — 21
30 — 30 — — — 15 — 75 +

1241 1326 918 1249 1116 1010 1530 14983 11629

clearly and forcefully that recruiting- is still very much separated from the 
mass struggle of the workers that the Party has organized and led in these 
months. These are also the months which followed the Extraordinary Party 
Conference where the central task put forward in the Open Letter was the 
building of a mass proletarian Party through rooting the Party in the basic 
industries.

The figures show that precisely in the months of bigger struggles the 
recruiting was weakest. In 193 2, July, August, September, we recruited 1195 
members5 in 193 3 in the same period, the recruiting is only 1188. The main 
reasons for this serious situation are enumerated in the resolution of the C. C. 
The concentration districts throw additional light on this problem: Figures
indicate recruiting for first nine months in 1932 and 1933: New York----2478
and 17245 Pittsburgh----1277 and 701 5 Cleveland----1225 and 999s Detroit----
924- and 389s Chicago----3123 and 1601.
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pOR years we have been concentrating on this 5

with nn ^ paper was issued, discontinued, t en
set un '^jSul^arity, no system, no perspective. Shop 
attentio^' *nonths of planless work and lack o cstal*
St groups dUappeared. A shop unit was ^

SitJr'”""'!•’’ j?
« .*? t” “P- ®“' '!>» Pl» the “?>'>■'
forces to be situation cle jj^e
inside the sh ^ concentration upon the fac ^jer to
® practice th°^* methods of agitation, etc., ^ j wo’^^"
4 aft w! ft However, we sta^^^o^ J t^‘
members that .i ^^g®“*-ceeded in winning back ‘’*1
comrades were ^ ^had
of the Party k willing to do work but gfsis*®^^
i«the shoT °f our lack of systematic ^

ro organ; ^ essential to begin in the mos 
Working and k^ department in which th^f conuo'^^lrh
organization in^^t'h T through * daily
comrades the nr W discussed almo p®**,
®'8anizing aro^ °f ‘f'oir department and^^^

The ___ I ^ grievances, against effects of n. The worherc '• ottects ^ ,
ceiving an in ^ department were diss jj <
»*4"ly“Tr I’ P“ “■>' -T eW' >‘■”^‘1

time It n f ® They did not rcc gr^W
around tk^^ time and had many otb j,‘>

^sistance of ^r^^J'ances that the two coiu^ 
began the wn ^ leading comrades fro ^f . J ^
^gued up the shop. Gradually a gt
> formulated ^ut the worke^, pass^
*be departttienr demands and a petitio ^ .(
"'ho could not k° "'brch, with the exceptiou ° n ^
sentiment in rU ^ teached, every worker sig”,^^tmineS to \ tfopartment was such that th^^ <
company. ItT^j°“*, before presenting to at 
by letter and ^^^^itled to send the signetl P d®

^lect a r ^ received witJ^i^
^d then striTT*^^!^^ the department to co ^ f
^bo letter of rk demands were rejecte ^*r»aPl^
''bifts iu 2 "'Others. The committee

^ department negotiated with ^
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atives, but received no satisfaction. The workers struck ^
five hours won increases in wages “f“ .T .Ses

This strike in the plant succeeded m stimulating the acnvities
of the Party members in the plant, activized m^y comrades m 
the street units and was the first step toward
into the plant. Four fundamental problems had to be met by

the section leadership: . . . . i i r .1. Re-establishment of the Party *1^°? J^ack farst
of all old Party members and transforming the shop urn
W <o bidTh. uni,» in d.e od.»

Party and increase the circulation of the Dmly
2. To orientate the entire Party, which was almost

inactive in the work of concentrating on the plant, to be^ sys 
macnve, m me . , ,, . p ymon througntematic activity m helpmg to build tne ty

r1UC“hip"in^e ^

the strike we succeeded in p^fty unit. The
former Party members and re-es a g giving leader-
unit is not yet functioning as the ^ tmfder poUtical
ship to the^xisting local and b«ngmg ^ ^1.
issues connected with the day to ay department, the es-
ready the unit is discussing the issues m ^ ie shop
tabuJhment of department t J^n. The chief
paper, and the role of the Party m of the new
problem of the shop unit, ^tion of transforming die
militant elements as a step ^ . t • tackled by discussingUf. and wnrfc of 4. Pa«f- '„b» ahonld
concretely the names of those wo ]^orker subscriptions
be won for the shop unit, ° ^tion with these workers,
among these workers, the . r union and showing
developing them into ^ Patty member if they arc to
them in this the necessity o e g ggt itself
do more effective five^members, during the month of
the task of recruiting at omnn^ these workers.
October, into the shop unit entire Party membership

The second problem of draw^mg ^ problem that will
into work of concentration sti ^ section leadership,
have to be given considera e main of unemployed
Tba Pa.., £ .h. ^ .b.

workers, many of whom n
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shop. The failure of the section leadership to show * so ^
ship how to really conduct its work in the ^
to strengthen the work in the shop has brought of
whereby the Party membership does not feel the nece
helping to build up the shop organization. o*

The problem of the units remains in the main, j^gtship lo 
creating an understanding in the ranks of the 
real essence of the Open Letter, how to apply^^^ 
the problems in the shop and to understand tna 
upon this important plant is the chief task not on 
members of the Party or the shop unit, but of every 
in the Party

,.i.c
The third problem was considered from the

this plant first emphasis shall be given to ^
decisive departments in the plant and from ^ ^ ^ i^
spreading into others in the factory. The first Lgf ^

.u___ L n_______  f j two otn
oforganizing through Party members and one or two 

another department, solid organization and ca d^P^
even small groups of two or three workers in as 
as we have contacts.

Fourth, there is not yet a conscious policy ^ ^\qo ^'^jits ^fgc 

the leading comrades of the union of how to 
that are coming into the union. Although the j fa
been drawn into the leadership of the local uni° 
ward as the leaders of the union, they are not ^ j tjeJ**
who understand the difference between our unio ^ tP jj
mated Association, who understand the V'
can present this program to the masses
for our program against the policy of the ^ije Kjjlt' 
there still weakness in educating these workers t
PQse of the N.R.A. and the effects that arc o
upon the masses of steel workers. The tasks ^Uip * th^ A. 
ing these local forces as the responsible pts \e
tion in the shop, of winning some of the e c jfic ^ 
of carrying through an educational aampatg'^^j^g 
giving concrete examples of how it works at th^ 
pecially in connection with the mass J^ch
all immediate tasks of the Party in the city 
if the Party as a whole is to grow and car p
laid down in the Open Letter.
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Application of Open Letter Brings About 
Change in Section and Units

T^HE following is the report of Section------on the plan of work
^ adopted at the Section Conference.

First, we want to state here that the Open Letter has not been 
studied by all the Party members sufficiently.

In applying the Open Letter into practice we find the following:

(1) That the new Party membership is willing to carry on the 
work and is doing the work, but not in an organized manner pre
cisely because the Unit Buros do not give proper guidance and lead
ership to the new members and the members as a whole in the units. 
There is too much mechanical application to the tasks of the units 
by Unit Buros.

(2) Since the Conference and the Open Letter we find changes 
taking place in the life of the Party units and the Section Com
mittee itself. We have such members who cannot face difficulties, 
who have a pessimistic outlook on the whole situation and arc 
really hindering the work of the Party. These are precisely the 
old Party members. This has expressed itself especially at the points 
of concentration. These comrades are hesitant, they cannot face 
the masses. They point out the difficulties, but do not give any 
solution. This ideology is being expressed at a time when the Party 
must make a turn to mass work, fearlessly and boldly, to win the 
decisive masses of American workers in the basic industries.

What is necessary is to fight to the end this ideology which 
prevails at the present time within the ranks of our Party and 
clean the Party of such elements and tendencies.

The Section Committee of Section 1 is determined to do its 
utmost in this respect and go forward and face the difficulties and 
at the same time overcome them by building the revolutionary 
unions and the Party in the basic industries m Section 1.

Now what has been done concretely on our plan of work?
At the ______ shop we brought seven workers mto the Steel
and Metal Workers Industrial Union. We have there at the 
present time a group of eighteen members ^d a Party nucleus 
of twelve members. It is true that the membership is not active 
as a whole, but there is much improvement m the unit smce the 
Secton Conference. So much so that the shop unit at the present 
time is one of the best units in Section 1.
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Secondly, our concenr. 
night we sold thirteen^ * ^tion is improving daily. Only
ing evening eleven ^mduP***
point. However. the tractor plant, our concenplant,

®ore can br'done. We are just be^‘
how to concent

point. However, much
ning to do a little work ^
oAer^ernmr'I ^ Voice ^

six workers from the organized a flop-house
a week of the flon-h °P‘^0“ses. We are calling a meeting
m different flop-hm, ® '^«*'ers, also electing action comnnit^^^t
sufficiently. We also ^ work is improving, althoug £g_c-
tory employing anoro^'^^^^®'^ ^ nucleus in a
arrangements to orcra fifty workers, and they are tn
dustrUl Union * 8"°“P of the Furmture Workers

"rmg Forward Party Press
hroStfcmLd"^"^^’' Workers Voice are not sufficie^^^J

hundreds of copierin^^'^ activities. It *®
Worker a^d Z uf ^ territory every day, but the
nucleus TIip ^^kers Voice play very little part m the 
of coming in at all from the basic_pt>^^
nucleus Th Voice play very little part in the S*
nucleus. There are no subs coming in at all from the basic pt»
the part ortZ" “ because ®there is an under-estimation
of the d!;/ in the shop nucleus as to the importan^^
brouSifff^ ^^^or^er and the Workers Voice. The papers ps.
The D activities of the comrades in t^ ®^^ve
iort.? f upon as a separate problem. We ha
g tten a few subs, but not from ooints of concentration.
gotten f is ioohed upon as a separate problem,
g tten a few subs, but not from points of concentration
SoJ?Z u L improvement in our unemployed ;• 7 j
again branches and the block committees are being acti^^_
gam. S,ome of the branches are preparing open hearings, £»«»* 

onstrations at aldermen’s homes, etc

:CL

This, comrades, gives you a picture of what is taking ^ 
m our Section, and I am sure the Section Committee will do » 
utmost to carry out its plan of work in the light of the Open

—S. Y., Chicago
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How New York District Got $500 in Profit 
in Literature Sales

comrades thinlr that the successful organization of a 
■*“ literature department depends only on the amoimt of lit- 

^a^re sold; the more literature sold, the better the departoent. 
■I his IS only part of the battle-front on the literatme field. There 
cannot be successful sales if there is not enough of the widest as
sortment of theoretical, propaganda and cheaply priced agitational 
hterature. There cannot be a sufficient amount of literature if 
there is not a good literature fund or sound credit.

Realizing that the above was true, we did the followmg to 
^arantee the organization of the financial end of our literature 
hepartoent: We took up the question with the Workers Libr^

uolishers, explaining how we wanted to spread the sale of lit
erature in the New York District. We convinced them that we 
J^ould not allow any of the money that came in from the sale of 
werature to be used for anything else but the payment of the bills. 
We also realized that we could not expect the Workers Library 

ubiishers to give us our entire literature on a credit basis. ^J7e, 
therefore, managed to raise $100.00 on which we placed a $200.00 
order.

Raise Literature Funds in the Sections
The New York District started a campaign throughout the 

sections and the units for the immediate raising of literature funds 
jn every unit and section. At first we worked strictly on a cash 

asis. found, however, that this was quite a handicap in the
proper sale and distribution of literature. We took up the ques
tion with each section literature agent. Where the comrade showed 
a definite understanding and personal responsibility and where we 
also saw that the section committee would give him full leeway 
and cooperation, we began to extend credit beyond the immediate 
cash payment. We also introduced the policy of taking back pamph
lets that could not be immediately sold (that is, everything except 
the Ic, 2c and 3c pamphlets which can always be sold). In this 
manner the sections did not tie up whatever profits they had in a 
stock of slow-moving literature. The literature was changed on an 
average of once a month.
- first a few of the sections used up the literature money for

meir rent, leaflets or for some other important immediate purpose. 
Every time this came up we immediately brought this to the atten
tion of the section, raised a protest and showed them that it is 
contrary to the Party policy to use literature money in this manner.
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We found that by giving credit to 
esponsibility to the literature, the pamphlet
rider assortment of agitational an t e ^ vment

Following this policy we started to ,he fliote
arious branches of mass °‘^Sanizations^ ^ould not j up
low, we tightened down balance was
iterature and saw to it that t e o jj^graturc ag«” ^coU** 
isiting the branch, or by impressing the ^ aead

lolitical importance of not tymg P ijterature. .
ind thus stopping us from getting m ^

District Cooperates in ^ ^ated to a up
The district financial department ‘^‘j^p^ftment w of 

:o make it possible for the fofits th«
5wn fund by not demanding any of the P
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ap^ratus they had; secondly, the political development of the 
leadership insofar as recognizing the organizational value of litera- 
ture in ^e Party work. Each section gave its suggestions and after 
a full discussion, we found that, in the main, the poor sale of the 
iiterature was a result of:

No appreciation as to the organizational role that literature 
plays in the building of the Communist Party.

The agitprops of the sections never connected up literature 
their agitational work.

Very little, if any, mention of literature by the chairman 
or the speakers at meetings.

Very few individual comrades carried literature with them 
L for distribution in the places where they work, or in

^eir mass organizations.
No attempts made to place literature in the hands of the 

unemployed Party comrades through a unit fund.
No check-up in house to house canvassing as to whether and 

how literature was sold.

Utilize Daily Worker to Promote Sales 
These and quite a few other reasons were brought forth as to 

the poor circulation of literature. Understanding these problems and 
realizing that a good portion of them could be overcome by the 
education of the Party leaders and the membership, we started a 
campaign in the Daily Worker and in the Party Organizer. We 
issued a monthly bulletin on ways and means of selling literature, 
'vith personal experiences.

Although great progress has been made in comparison with the 
number of pieces of literature sold two years ago, we still find the 
following is true:

Only one section has a literature committee.
Practically no tie-up with the section agitprop and the section 

literature department.
Only 50 per cent of the units buy literature regularly.
Very little theoretical literature sold.
Still a great lack of understanding as to the role that the litera

ture plays in a revolutionary movement.
We hope to further increase and improve our distribution ap

paratus by trying to overcome the above defects. Li a district like 
New York, there is no question but that the literature department 
should be able to pay most of the wages of the district staff and this 
is the goal that we set ourselves to achieve. This will mean not 
o^ly making it easier for the district office to function, but will also 
have the result of a tremendous distribution of literature in the hands
of workers and the attending organizational results gotten from them. 

Kers and the atte g 5 _roBERT FRANKLIN
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^*Tbe necessary concentration of our work, on the most important 
factories does not, of course^ in any way mean that we should 
allow our work among the unemployed to slacken. In carrying 
out this main task we should not for an instant lose sight of 
fact that we represent the interests of the entire class, and that, 
especially under the present conditions the unemployed constitute 
a factor of greatest revolutionary importance. One of the chief 
tasks of the Party is the organizing and mobilizing of the millions 
of unemployed for immediate relief and unemployment insurance 
and the linking up of their struggles with the struggles of 
workers in the big factories—fulhtime, as well as part-time 
workers—especially now, in view of the introduction of militnr^ 
ized forced labor for the unemployed and the increased attempts 
to bring them under reformist and fascist influence. But the Petty 
cannot carry out this task successfully unless at the same time 
it establishes its base in the decisive big factories. Hunger matches 
and othet activities of the unemployed must be accompanied by 
sympathetic actions on the part of the workers in the factories, 
while the actions of the workers in the factories must receive t 
most active support from the unemployed.^^—Open Letter.

——O------------

Force Unemployed Struggles in A. F. of L*
TN the past year or so, our Unemployed Councils have led many

struggles for relief and against evictions, both in 
Nebraska. In Des Moines, we put up a fight for more relie ^ 
also against evictions. The Unemployed League had quite a 
organizations and had the semblance of a mass organization. X 
carrying on persistent work, we were able to build the Unempioy^ 
Council and win the respect and support of many workers wn 
were following the Unemployed Leagues. Through our miUt^ 
fights in Waterloo, we were able to win workers who were following 
all kinds of fake relief organizations. The Unemployed Coun^i^ 
in Sioux City led many militant struggles. As a result of this 
militant policy, the Unemployed Councils won for themselves a good 
reputation among the unemployed and employed workers; so much 
so that the American Federation of Labor was forced to invite ns 
to take part in their state convention.

At the state convention, the delegates of the Unemployed 
cils raised the question of Unemployment and Social Insurance and 
after discussing this on the floor, the convention went on record 
endorsing the Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill. We took
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advantage of this and a preliminary conference was held to plan 
a huge state-wide campaign for cash relief and unemployment in
surance through a state-wide unemployed conference to be followed 
with a state march to the capital.

The Mooney campaign helped us to make an entre into the 
American Federation of Labor and we are following it up by in
volving these people in the fight for unemployment insurance. In 
the meantime, demonstrations for cash relief and for more relief 
are being held.

A similar movement is now going on in Nebraska. There, too, 
the Unemployed Councils have been able to establish themselves 
as the leaders of the unemployed through their militant policy. 
Through the united front policy of the Unemployed Council, a 
strike was conducted against forced labor in Lincoln. The prestige 
of the Unemployed Council has grown throughout the state. Quite 
a few new councils have been built around Lincoln. In Lincoln 
itself, the Unemployed Council is recognized as the leader of the 
unemployed even though there are a number of other unemployed 
organizations. Here, too, the American Federation of Labor has 
entered the united front, although they have a very small mem
bership. The Central Labor Union has delegates on the umted frpnt 
committee in Lancaster County (Lincoln). A state-wide unemployed 
conference was held in Lincoln July 23rd-24th. To this conference 
came delegates from the A. F. of L., from the Unemployed Leagues 
and from the Unemployed Councils throughout the state. The 
Central Labor Union in Lincoln has also endorsed the Workers 
Unemployment Insurance Bill. At the conference, the struggle 
for unemployment insurance was the central issue. The con
ference decided on a state hunger march. The state con
vention of the American Federation of Labor will be held in 
Omaha on September 11th and 12th. The state unemployed 
conference was asked to send 5 delegates to the convention.

At the Nebraska unemployed conference we established a state 
unemployed federation and decided to issue a state unemployed 
paper. The state unemployed paper will be printed as the official or
gan of the federation and supported by all the organizations that took 
part in the conference. This will give us the possibility of bring
ing more organizations into the federation and also to guide the 
workers ideologically; to bring experiences of the workers from all 
over the state and nation.

-K. E.
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How Not to Carry Out Open Letter

A CONCRETE example of how not to carry out the^
Letter is given by Unit------of Section ^ ft.g xinit

leadership is concerned. Under the cry of ' mass wor
discussed for hours before finally electing a new unit gj^ent
of those who had been most wordy in the declarations ® accept
with the Open Letter, systematically and stubbornly refuse
the nominations for Unit Buro. Such an attitude ^ j ''being
the flag of "carrying out the line of the Open Letter ^
too busy with mass work.” The result is that these de en
Open Letter elected a unit buro on which there is no
worker—^not one trade union member—not one rea
masses. . u loyal

On the buro are one office worker, two housewives, ^ ^he 
and devoted Party members, and a fourth comrade the
buro is also a mystery) who for months has not position*
Party line and has defended a right-wing Letter>
Even though he today declares agreement with the P i 
Ao.txA<t tniicf Ka cinnwn bpfnre words can be taken too sen

^'Mass Work” no Excuse

The arguments about being

^'The center of gravity of party work must be s 
tke development of the lower organizations, the 
nuclei, local organizations and street nuclei. . • • Every ^ 
member, and especially every Party functionary, must 
real organizer of mass struggles in his particular 
work. From this standpoint the Party must judge 
activity of its functionaries and must choose its leadius 
bodies.”

on
to

dcs
This means very definitely that it is just specifically those jg

who are "real organizers of mass struggles in their particular 
of work” who must form the unit leadership, otherwise we will na ^ 
a continuation of past bad practices where there was develol^tl 
theory of "inner party work” and "mass work.” Such non-BolshcV‘ 
ideas must be burned out of our Party and the discussion and 
standing of the Open Letter should have been the instrument. 
cannot be two categories of comrades—those who do inner 
work and those who do mass work. All Party work is amongst the 
masses or it is worthless. '

The Open Letter states further:
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**In order to effectively carry out this turn to the decisive 
sections of the American workers, it is necessary to carry 
on a persistent struggle against the sectarianism which ex
presses itself in all Party and trade union work. . . . All lead
ing bodies, especially those in tlie sections must reorganize 
their work on the basis of the carrying out of revolutionary 
mass work. Revolutionary work is the task of the entire 
membership.”

Buro Members Must Be Mass Workers
To elect a buro whose members are all isolated from mass work, 

shops and mass organizations, means to strengthen the sectarianism 
of the party units.

It must be emphasized that the unit buro must essentially give 
political leadership and organize the work of the unit, especially 
^ the shops, unions, unemployed organizations and other working 
class organizations and is not just a technical body, which carries out 
some specific functions. The Open Letter emphasizes ''revolutionary 
Work is the task of the entire membership” and this must be organ
ized and led by the unit buro.

The so-called "small” event in the life of Unit------ is import
ant because it shows that the Open Letter is being distorted in 
such a way as to make impossible its realization. Furthermore, the 
same tendencies exist elsewhere. The present prevailing character- 
^tion of Party functionaries, where leaders of mass orgamzations 
don’t belong to the Party leading committees and where section and 
unit organizers don’t belong to any mass organization or are not 
involved in mass work, is the very essence of the question of Party 
leadership that must be changed in the light of the Open Letter.

Carry Through Open Letter in Deeds
Unit---------must immediately review its action and take such

measures as will put it in line with the Open Letter in action as 
well as in work- This action of Unit ------ is only another sub
stantiation of the Open Letter where it states in answering the 
question "why decisions are adopted and not carried out” as follows:

•‘Because iu Party, and particularly among tbe lead
ing cadres, there is a deep going lack of political understand^ 
ing of the necessity for strengthening our basis among the 
decisive sections of the American workers.^*

—J. W.
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Plan of Work of Greek Buro of the C. C.

<HE resolution and plan of work of the Greek Buro 
^ Central Committee on the basis of the 

pointing out some achievements in the various fields o 
among the Greek toiling masses since the Fourteenth Plenum, ^ 
same time clearly and sharply points out that this prog^ss 
tremely insignificant on the basis of the present favora 
tions—'^the tremendous sharpening of the economic cnsis 
new severe attacks of the bourgeoisie on the workers an 
masses.” Progress has been made in building up some neW, . ^
ers’ clubs in New York, Chicago and Detroit, some goo 
nings among the unemployed, the increased circulation 
Empros by 2,000, etc. workers’

The Greek Buro of the C.C. failed to develop nwss 
clubs, and did not pay sufficient attention to the basic industria 
and districts where hundreds and thousands of 
concentrated (Pittsburgh, Ohio, and Chicago districts). ^ 
be recorded that the buro failed to develop opposition wor
reactionary Greek organizations. ^ i, r* ek

The Empros, the official organ of the Party in the 
guage, is not as yet the mass propagandist and :«cism
Greek workers. The buro states: ^^The frank and s^rp ^ [je 
of the Open Letter of all phases of work of h\xto
directed also, without any hesitation, towards the Gree
the C.C.” ^ rentf^^®

In line with the Open Letter the buro decided to con
its activities in the following districts: New York, Pittsburg > 
Chicago, Detroit and in the city of Baltimore where over 50 
workers are employed in the Sparrows Point plant. In the a 
districts the buro will concentrate on metal and food. 
bers of the National Buro were assigned to be responsible 
certain concentration districts.

Tasks for Six Months in Light of Open Letter

The buro set itself the task to accomplish the following within
months: .

l_To build six new workers’ dubs in the following citie5- 

Brooklyn, McKeesport, Canton, Youngstown, Milwaukee and SaO 

Francisco. ,, . ,
2—To double the membership of the existing workers’ clubs. 
3_To increase the circulation of the Empros by 4,000. ,
4—To recruit 300 new members into the Party with special 

attention to recruitmg workers from basic industries.
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.. ^~Trade Union and Unemployed Committees to be estab- 
^bed and acdvized in all the workers’ clubs.

Tbe buro in its resolution points out that "in order to be able 
carry out our decisions and plans and to enable the members 

. the buro to fulfill their assignments at the points of concentra- 
new forces must be developed and drawn into the leading com- 

^ttees as quickly as possible.” The first practical step was taken 
draw in new forces with the establishment of the editorial board 

. the Empros of five members, which has already begun to func- 
^on collectively. Further, the buro already took the necessary steps 

the organization of a six weeks National Training School to.- 
''^ards developing new cadres for the National Buro and for the basic 
^ncentration districts. The school will open the first week of 
i^ovember in New York with about twenty students.

Conference to Discuss Open Letter
Also, in line with its plan of work to help the fractions under

stand the significance of the Open Letter and to discuss with the 
fractions directly their local problems, the buro is calling a conference 
^f representatives of the difcrent fractions of the Chicago district 
^d the eastern states for September 23rd-24th in Cleveland, Ohio.

As for the Empros, the buro is making serious efforts to trans- 
ortn the Empros from a sectarian propagandist paper into a mass 

propagandist and organizer of the Greek toiling masses. Already, 
spite of all the cfifficulties, with a new inexperienced worker as 

chief editor, and the new editorial board, we can see some defimte 
“Improvements.

It is about five weeks since the Greek Buro of the C.C. issued 
hs plan of work. The district buros, especially in the concentration 
^stricts are seriously moving forward to put the line given in the 
Open Letter into practice. The workers^ clubs of New York, 
Pittsburgh Cleveland and Chicago have already elected trade union 
committees and decided to concentrate on important factories. In 

. . r Pittsburgh and Cleveland the trade union committees 
e cities o started a campaign for tbe organization of

L £ Ir^rs into the Food Workers Industrial Union. In
the too rommittee has already recruited seventy-five mem-
Pittsburgh .^^^%^j^orkers Industrial Union, 
bers ®. the buro states: "Tbe publication of the Open

In the resolution of the Greek Buro have stirred
Letter m niembers. We are confident that with the con-
up the «jr ^ before us and under the leadership of the CC
Crete °^(,le w carry out our decisions and to put into effect 
t^e will b ^ jjg Open Letter.
the instructions or
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"Every Member an Active Member’’—But
Vi PaT^y

IN the closing paragraph of the "Open Letter” to tnc 
members, it is pointed out that "Every Party mem er, 

especially every Party functionary must be a real organizer o ^ 
struggles.” By that, one would think that every Party mem 
signed to a certain specific task—and his duty as a 
is to see to it that he carries out his revolutionary work t er

But is it so? Let’s go down to a Party unit. Usually th^ 
report is read, followed by some points from the district an 
tion letters and the assignments to the various comrades, an 
happens—you find that comrades are assigned and only o 
usual occasions are they assigned to the same work consecutiv^ ^

Let’s say a comrade is assigned to help build the I.L.U* 
section. He goes there once, or perhaps twice, for severm ^
then, after getting acquainted with that particular work 
another assignment and is usually replaced by someone else 
new comrade has to start all over again. ^

I think that this is one of the biggest weaknesses of out 
That is one of the outstanding reasons why we have sue 
internal organization. The Party must make a sharp tutn ^ 
direction—we must make up our minds once for all to assi^ 
rades to a "particular sphere of work” and to keep 
they can become "real organizers of mass struggles in t^^eit 
ticular sphere of work,” and when we do succeed in this 
have gone a long way in carrying out the Open Letter. ^

—J-

•O'

. . Never before was the situation in the country so favorabU 
for the development of the Communist Party into a real revolt^- 
tionary mass Party. But from this it follows also that failure 
of the Party to understand its chief task—namely, to hecoiae 
rooted in the decisive industrial centers, in the important big 
tories^ever before represented such great danger for the 
filment of our revolutionary tasks as a whole.^^—Open Letter.
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the D«7y I^ori^er into a l! beginnings m *be « ^ jn its
tents and circulation. Our* *”'^rtivevcr,
that these advances are mart resolution, h j ^css,
ness and inadequacies. most serious

We emphasize that the r. , r as vet
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M^e emphasize that the unevet*
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advances which have been m A weaknesses-
have to emphasize that generair^\ continue ^^d ‘f ^ jU
tically every industry we hav ^ throughout the begiutt'ttg
mass work Lid. ,h. A F T “kriiosk
o( beginning. .„n„g°L■- >1>« fSin
where we are still largely worlr* ‘7 ^ f the old
cadres that were swepTintrtb recent struggj,^*
W. b.v. ,o pnin. or. nl" ,t', o,‘.
the Party seriously taken up the r building the
Communist League or given rk S«estion of ht»“n » j u»d®’
or material help ^ V^^h any serious poUt.c

eakness i„ Negro Work ^ gd
Outstanding anaong these various weaknesses has to be ment‘ , 

the serious lack of engaging the Kr '^^^‘tnesses strugg*®* Ai^have taken place, of recruling traS unions,
Unemployed Councils, with f f .--rsns such ^^d
St. Louis nut pickers and Chica good excep i ^[^jch
even before the Extraordinary " And wc
tnrik.r m.n.ion rhn wLkS.'^Sopn.'"'-

“.“sS ,,

This is the underestimation of rnn of the rndsse^f ^rto r.^in.,r ,o «rn*g,.; r^'tt/lf&.r ^ f'C « 
about the Pany Ime as expressed in the Open Letter, the to
apply this Ime boldly and uncompromisingly “»d the fait
retreat before or capitulate to the illusions Ibout the l^Jary
to develop struggle against it as a precondition for all revolutto
work. ... • aty

We must say it is essential to bring forward the revolution
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[I ®gram, the revolutionary character of our Party, to propagandize 
tevolutionary way out of the crisis, the problem of the seizure 

of fuproblem of building socialism in America as a problem 
next future of the United States. And on this basis, stand- 

bef revolutionary program, not only in our inner councils, but
the masses of workers, we will not weaken but on the con- 

Po strengthen the daily struggle, we will strengthen out
to the trade unions and other mass organizations, and we 

iL®^*’eogthen and build our Party. . . . 
th ^ must be the rejuvenation of the Party from the bottom to 
nor forward all those forces who hitherto have
q' had the opportunity to develop in our movement, whom the 

Letter brought forward, who have proven in practice that 
oh elements must be brought to the forefront and all

elements put to one side. This must be the slogan for 
th Convention of our Party, for the accelerated tempo of

carrying through of the Open Letter.

EDITORIAL

^HIS issue of the Party Organizer contains reports presented at 
the 17th Meeting of the Central Committee. The plenum was 

^ Control plenum to measure the extent to which the Party has be- 
Sun to carry out the Open Letter. This material should be read 
^tid studied by every Party comrade. The Plenum disclosed the 
^®ct that only a few districts have systematically taken up the prob
lems of the concentration factories and have checked up on how the 
'vork was progressing.

The Open Letter created enthusiasm among the membership and 
®n eagerness to make the change in our methods of work. The 
Plenum has shown that a decisive change has not taken place as 
yet. W'hile a certain section of the membership, larger than ever be
fore, has thrown itself into the work with marked results (BuflFalo, 
Voungstown, Indiana Harbor, Paterson, Lodi, Haston, Utah, New 
Mexico, California, Seattle, etc.) the big majority of the member
ship has not been sufficiently mobilized to carry out the control 
tasks. Our Party has prepared and led militant and heroic strug
gles with a handful of comrades. If we had succeeded in mobiliz
ing more Party forces, the various mass organizations, etc., our re
sults would have been much greater. If the Open Letter had pen
etrated the entire membership and all the mass organizations, larger 
numbers of forces would be mobilized for concentration work, and
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the tasks demanded of our Party by the Open Letter would be 

ried out.
Most of the districts have selected five or six factories f^ 

centration. But in many districts we repeated the mistake w^^i 
characterized by the Open Letter as being ''driven by events ’ 
did not work out "ca refully with the comrades of the j^^gck- 
zations, ways and means for carrying out the resolutions an 
ing up on their execution”. The comrades assigned from t 
trict committee were compelled to run from one strike to jg
and consequently had to neglect their original assignment. 
the main reason why in many districts we have had struggles ev-j^ 
where except in the concentration factories (Districts 4, 5,
For example, we developed mass unions in steel, in the 
District (McKees Rocks, Greensburgh, Ambridge) and led 
struggles, but in the concentration factory very little stuck
made during this period. On the other hand, where we bol V 
to the control tasks and the assigned comrades did not j pot 
selves to be "driven by events”, cood results were achieve •cv/ yjLLiY^^ii by events”, good results were Iendi<i
example, in the dye strike in Paterson, the backbone of the 
struggles was the Weidemann shop where through our con 
tion work, we succeeded in building up a solid of
do not wish to create a conception that the spontaneous strug 
the workers should be neglected by the Party. The 
very clearly states that we have to be at the head of t 
but this should never be at the expense of our concentra t 
Concentration means that once an industry, a factory or 
has been selected for concentration, there must be a genuine p 
mobilization for the job. It cannot mean that because 
gle develops elsewhere that concentration work is to be 
until there is more time to take up its special problems. 
tration means that available forces of the Party, its com 
the unions and other mass organizations under its influence 
direct their main efforts toward concentration, using other strUg 
to advance the concentration tasks,

While in many places we have developed new methods of 
agitation among the factory workers, there are some districts 
the orientation of comrades has not changed with the changed si . 
tion. We continue to hunt for contacts and to meet with indivi 
workers. While we must not underestimate the value of this 
building of factory organization, at the same time we must u ^ 
forget that mass agitation through leaflets, meetings, Daily 
etc., mobilizing the workers for struggle for better conditiu 
against the terror of the bourgeoisie, for the right to organize, 
will bring quicker and better organizational results. No head^^/
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as been made in establishing shop papers in the concentration 
actories. Even many of the old established shop papers no longer 

appear regularly.
The Worker has not been sufficiently utilized in the past

period in our concentration work, in spite of the splendid oppor
tunities which the recent period has afforded us for penetrating the 
actories with the paper.

We have not succeeded to sufficiently develop and strengthen 
^he leadership of the section and units. Most of our section com- 
^ittees are composed of unemployed comrades and have very little 
^^ct connection with the workers in the concentration factories, 
^nis fact alone explains many of our weaknesses in leading the 

^^^fuggles of the workers in the factories.
In spite of all these weaknesses of our concentration work, we 

ave succeeded in building organizations in the factory and in gain- 
considerable influence among that strata of workers who never 

cfore Were in contact ^ith our movement. More than ever before 
^he districts are striving to build shop nuclei. Many of the old shop 
Nuclei, which have been in existence only on paper, have been re- 
'"^ved and are starting to function. It is necessary now to take up 

thoroughly the problems of the shop nuclei especially in the 
concentration factories and in the other important shops.

The Communist Party must be the leader of the workers. To 
do this we must consolidate the Party. We have to build and con
solidate our lower organizations. As Comrade Edwards said at the 
Plenum, ^'We have to weld more firmly our coimections with the 
uiasses in the factories, to sink these solid roots in the factory, to 
uiake it impossible for the bourgeois reign of terror to destroy 
them. To accomplish this, especially in view of the present situa
tion, requires a much more rapid tempo. This situation demands the 
^allying of all our energies and forces for the carrying through o 
the Open Letter”.

-a

. . . Never before was the situation in the country so 
favorable for the development of the Communist Party into a 
real revolutionary mass Party. But from this it follows also 
that failure of the Party to understand its chief task ^name
ly, to become rooted in the decisive industrial centers, in 
the important big factories—never before represented such 
great danger for the fulfilment of our revolutionary tasks 
as a whole.—Open 'Letter,



Hiding Face of Party Greatest Error

The source of all of our weaknesses in Pittsburgh and in^^ 
districts is due to the comrades who are afraid to 

Party, who have no faith in the workers. i u d a hig
For example, take Ambridge. Our comrades in stee ]^qo,000 

head. They seemed to think that they were going to ave 
people in the union. Not a bad idea; it was 
to them, by members of the District Buro and by i and
that these movements have collapsed before, that and
fifteen thousand in our N.M.U. and now we "°vSd the
the reason we have not got them is because we did not 
Party, did not explain our Party to the workers.

For example, I spent three days in A^briJge. My 
ui Ambridge was to get our fraction together in the leading ^ 
committee. Three days, and I did not get it. True, 1 
other matters. Again, we called a fraction meeting or t e ^ 
Keesport strike, and not one of our leading Party comrades o 
steel union was present. Just myself, but the leaders of the u
were not present. n’stric*^

When we discussed steel and made the decision in the Ui 
Buro, the Party units met to discuss it and Comrade •— would 
up something else in the strike committee. There were twelve 
cisions, and not one single decision was put into effect, not 
one. And our parade to strengthen the support of the strike 
postponed three times because the N.R.A. official wanted to ha 
a conference and then we gave up our parade to see what the con 
ference was, and we have not had the parade in Greensburgh * 

There was really no terror in Greensburgh, although we were tol 
there was tremendous terror. When we investigated we fo^*\ 
that not a single bomb was thrown, not a single striker was arrested- 
But some of our union leaders were intimidated, and a mental terror
was created. Especially did Comrade ------ suffer from this
completely collapsed, with the result that the workers were 
back to work. ^X^e have to^ take up very seriously the role of indivi 
uals in our Party. Our main Party contact is leading comrades in 
field and how many times have decisions to be made and not carried 
out before these comrades are removed? It is all very well to say f 
and get somebody else. If we were dealing as an opposition in the
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A. F. of L. we would know what to do. But these are good comrades 
leading our work, and what are we going to do when they do not 
carry out decisions they help to make?

Maybe in Ambridge if I had been there oftener it would have 
been different. Would we have defeated the terror? I don’t think 
so. The terror was too great. Our weakness was that our comrades 
didn’t realize that they are fighting the steel trust and the gov
ernment.

The terror in Ambridge is not one that we say we will be able to 
defeat without much better organization. Of course, we received a 
setback, but this will be determined in the coming week if we do 
^ot get a Party unit. If we are able to weld together three or four 
hundred workers, then we have not been set back because we can 
depend on this. When we are fighting the steel trust, we are going

run into terror and if we could get out of these struggles with 
organization, some clarity, that would lay the basis for bigger 
struggles.

In Greensburgh we have no excuses, it was a debacle; we allowed 
intimidation that took the form of terror instilled in the minds of 
the workers by our own forces. They were terrorized by threats 
rather than acts. The comrade who was assigned by the union to 
take care of Greensburgh was not fitted for the job of leading these 
tnass struggles, he is not the type to lead this work. The whole 
question arises, how are we going to organize our Party? We have 
talked about this in Pittsburgh and we have not found the solution 
for it. It is not an easy thing to find. We are laying the groundwork 
'vhich we will eventually get some good out of, but it is not good 
at the present time. We have to be able to know whom the Party 
can depend upon.

How we can talk about the Communist election campaign without 
building the Party is a thing which I cannot understand. We have 
national miners’ organizers who are also Party members. How is 
it possible to have such a strike and have no members come into 
our Party?

Well, of course, if the workers are not asked to join our Party, 
they will not join. It is not because they forget to ask them to join, 
it is fear and lack of faith in the masses; and everyone we asked to 
join our Party in Ambridge, joined the Party. They could have 
been in the Party two or three weeks before.

—JACK JOHNSTONE.
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Party Functioned Poorly in Mining Strike

Districts ,
trike

IN Western Pennsylvania there were 75,000 miners on s 
in Central Pennsylvania a little over 20,000 

strike in the Pittsburgh District in the last month. ^ strike
to this I think there were about 1,500 cleaners and • g nrac-
in the Pittsburgh District, with the strike sentiment penetra jji
tically every factory in the District, with all the mines s ut .^j^g|.j.y 
these struggles, comrades, with the exception of the ste^ 
where our union played a leading role—we have playe 
significant role. We have played practically no role as ^
Party is concerned, that is, the Party as the political in
workers, with the exception of a few leaflets—one in the 
dustry and probably a couple in the steel industry—not even 
of the election campaign. With all of these strike struggles 
our Party will not be on the ballot in many places, including ^ 
of Pittsburgh itself. And therefore, comrades, it IS necessary s 
opinion to speak above all about the position our Party 
in at the present time in Pittsburgh, because unless we ^jid
put our Party to work it is useless to raise any perspe partyexpect to fulfill any. In the mining district our Party as a js
not in existence as far as the strikers are concerned. Our ^-pgis. 
composed almost exclusively of the blacklisted, foreign-born t“

Change Organizational Structure 
Our organizational structure, in my opinion, in the entire ^ 

trict is such that it is impossible for the Party to function 
Patty. We have approximately 90 units in the Party in the 
burgh District, but only one functioning section committee p, 
District. The rest of the Party is being led through letters tr 
the District office, through personal visits as much as it is I
for the few leading comrades to visit various units in the Patty- 
think that this in itself explains why it was impossible for U 
mobilize our Party as an organization and make out of the P^t J 
a real driving force both in the mining and in the steel str^e j 
Secondly, out leadership, because of the lack of organization^ 
machinery, that is, the District Buro, is separated from the 
units to such an extent that the Party membership does not kn^ 
what IS the policy of the Party, what are the daily decisions of tP" 
Party leadership, and therefore it is impossible to expect that tb« 
Party will carry out these decisions, because there is no way of 
plaining these instructions to the Party units with the exception oj 
letters. On the other hand, those comrades who are engaged in trad^
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union u,o.fc onJ in o.tcr («»»
so on, still Jo not oonsiJot * Potty. I tb.nk tb»
Party, and do not undertake s P establish out
now we have the best oPP°*'‘^‘^e e^ablished quite a ~ j
Lost in tb. »»»Sb;;^:7;J^Sstnk.s. Weboveos^bsW 

tacts m the course of the p , £^j. ^3 since -1r#>advsome old contacts that have been this question altea
established many new contacts . building at least
there is the possibility of nresent time strikmg ^ >
,ho ™ployo5 “ t SssWp of

are taking an active part ^-rmot simply expect ^
think that this is sufficient. ® . gggjng the Party m ac
OSS wilt join .b. P.«y «“bou. tb... .“2

Leadership Is«l*“ ' of tbe P»'tV "J
H „e eon estoblisb .b.”«“X.3t

Pittsburgh District, a mac in ry j^jgjons of the ar jto tronl. .0 tb. P*t.y u».ttjJ'" 4. J.»«»<'i:'^.Sj out
it will help the Party units decisions will n leadership,
the District Buro; otherwise Aese ^^rion „{ ^he 0‘s«ict lea^ 
and I think, comrades, that the^sep« a„d the^jo
and this applies also to the „„fessed at every s 8 and
ganizations of the Party, was making on
opment of the miners’ „t something else- | ^
the Party membership happens tcpeatedly. ^o
only happen on one oc««on but tm from tl^e
expresses the isolation o * ® p District Buro me isolated
bership. A comrade at one o h workers
this very correctly when e s workers, n being in-
from us but we are policy without our
miners were actually strike. holding there

Semts fi°"p^;f:fad;trrp^^^

ratTn'tE Is sSe period we have succee e__^

°«0 ------------------- ----- ^ systematic
At the same time the ’^*'*][j”“s^a'tion of *f\^ZTvarty 

Ecracy, fo-- ‘^factory j velop-
organizatlons, „gh_Joing self-crltic«sn*> * the im-
devclopmen. of through g ^^g ^ .„t.ons anO
-remln'rofuT functioning cadres.
.—Open Letter*
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More Attention to Women in Concentration 

Districts
resolutio^^^ y ^HE Open Letter and the Fourteenth Plenum

minded us of the need of collective responsibility ^^^^pjgtrict, 
committees down. I found for example in the Pittsburg 
as Comrade Johnstone pointed out, that whenever there ^ units* 
Buro meeting the decisions are not carried out in the 
Not because the comrades don’t want to carry .1“:^ .f 
cause m many mstances the lower units are not inform 
decisions. We had a concrete example of this in ^ Lg fr^^"
comrade shot in Ambridge. Although we had a meeting or t 
tion and all details were worked out, the comrades who ^ ^oin- 
fraction meeting did not transmit the decisions to the ot e 
rades in charge of the funeral. As a result of this the action 
funeral did not correspond with the decisions made, and cause 
arrest of several comrades. p ^y.

We can and must at all times strive to bring forward our 
We had our chance even at the funeral in Ambridge in face 
most terrific terror. When I spoke of the problems facing the w ^ 
in Ambridge and ended my speech by saying that I represente 
Communist Party I received much applause. This showe us 
the workers are not afraid of the Communist Party.

There are times when we are not only hesitant in an
ward our Party but our Industrial Union as well. I want to g| 
example of how we can speak even at A. F. of L. meetings- 
strike of the coal miners in Pittsburgh a real united front 
of miners’ wives was held which included 19 locals of the 
Mine Workers of America. You have heard of this meeting j 
do you know the significance of it? When you go back to 
field you must see to it that these women are instruments 
the locals of the U.M.W.A. to win the men over to us. -
T T vut*'a Being a stranger, the women o *
U.M.W.A. looked at me with suspicion, for the women have be 
warned that National Miners women would be there. Even so tn 
meeting laid a basis for real united front action and the wotnc 
arranged a mass meeting for next week. This shows us that we 
work With women of the U.M.W.A. I wish somebody would onc 
in a while say something about the women in the steel and me « 
workers strikes. We dont have to say anything about the texO''^ 
strike in Paterson because they are doing a pretty good job thef«- 
The women are leading the strike and doing it well.

—ELLA REEVE BLOOR-
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• ^ Out Correct Decisions
Carry»»SCarryms — rn be overcome befot

( rbe main thmgs to be o the
Y/HAT is one of th nmch ^ jemembet-

can carry on the i^o>i comr
»rt of the comrades, P The cUstrict Jo not
ig and carrying out dec leave, they get
iscussions, - In some cases, w rj-j^gy ignore t e
irry out these '\ut their own idea,
new idea; and they carry

ureau decision. . _tant decisions re , ^e agre^en,One of the most ‘niP^e miners, to d«cus^^^

L™": ttirr^ss
:onference, J f •( that the comt® > explain ^gh
the decision. Why ^S£ns;
ing, did not carry out^^ mobilise,th«ew°f ®*®.Virthing
decision and ^ruc of that ^ gut bureau
conference? ^ because I haven the ‘, potions
I can’t go into them ^^he ^^^,ades must ^fees m
that has to be done _ discusser X^hings deeded,
is the district bum^e must carry out
.„d d.»i«»; *« ^

when comrades, , comes

In regard to correct

l^; SSr'

’'correct” time to m^ns. 0« Xr at the Extraordma^V 
to make correct ^iU rem^be^^^ *‘Xome of the com-
Mine a conflict* « that time ^ ^ J had
ence we b®‘^ ^ed Mine ^"'^ady beg‘""‘”® f^se hours I saw a 
tion of the campaif/“some hours, but in decisions
rades said t p. j^yrgh f°^ . yle we may m ^
„„Iy ten m I ,k»k. * „„id hte te J« ^
tremendous c P do, | comrades of ^ ^gen orientat-
now on what w ger now, j 1,. United Mine
would be ‘"/X nation® passes joined the Unite
Workers and the ^hen the m
ed in the right way.



Workers, what was left for the local comrades to do nieaD
the United Mine Workers too and work with them, ^jjjain, 
to liquidate the National Miners’ Union; it as
the majority (local leaders, etc.) had to go to the U . we 
Workers. After I got back to the Brownsville tnctor
started to carry out the decisions, what were the results. ^^w
bers went into the United Mine Workers, five got jobs an 
working in key mines.

Lack of Centralized Leadership sitnatl^^^
i^ow one other thing that has to be corrected trl iter meet- 

among the comrades; some of the leading comrades h gxpr^®*
L-uiiiLducs, some or me leauing ^ *ings, or in private discussions, express ideas they do no j^nrean 

bureau meetings. Then I ask, "Why don’t you say so m 
meetings?” they say, "Hell, if I would say this, they ^pinions?
on me.” The comrades must be brought to express tnei 
and if they think they are correct, to fight for them, an ^ 
also they have the right to be wrong, if they are wrong? 
jumping on them must be eliminated. 1^^^

Now, on the strike. One of the main shortcomings ^ 
of a centralized leadership on the part of the miners ^ good 
the good strikes; our main job should have been to gj^trad^^'
leadership. This could have been done by a policy of
In places where we have more, for instance --------- -
concentrated there; I could have gone there because I tb^
leader there and we would have built such leadership, an 
rest of the locals could have built a leadership around ^j^j-ship* 
base. How did we go into this question of building a ^
I was informed a short time ago, since we catne here, ^ ^ 
was gotten out to the miners in the name of eight loca 
calling a conference. One thing is very definite; we are not g 
build a central leadership on the basis of fakery. \ lieJ
out of these local unions, just one gets up and says this i 
our union didn’t endorse the call, and the eight local unions

d in the head of Comrade j^featsign the call, but this was invented m i 
that is not the way to draw miners in; that is the way 
for us and not to organize these miners

for

-T. M*

4sEvery Party member must ««« j j u ;t depends
on correct policy and above all the correct
policy whether we will Ko ui execution of 
workers for struggle and whetk ^ u ^^histofA^^"
ally favorable situation will been
of the American proletariat or /^^le decisive ma
the help of its social-fascist’and ^‘^Icceed ***
disorganizing the mass movemo will su ^
open Letter. "movement and keeping it doWn-



D. O. Must Lead Workers’ Struggles

D Opt crs :«

basic industry—steel where w Union into a mass union. Sec
Steel and Metal Workers Itidustrial^U j^^^^er
ond, the penetration of t^ g jg^ious beginnings
and the rubber industry. jj^£ strikes, etc. Third,
in the tl-f;°/rrkeXptri a.n;„^ the farmers of we«ern 

NeJTork and have -tablish^new^^J^^^^^
There has f section committees have been establishe

and inner life of theJ:'a«y,
and are beginning to function.

Progress in Negro Work
A. :n the development of our Ne^o work. 

Progress has been always conscious of the neces-
precisely due to the fact that „ot only m the trade
sity of ^drawing Negroes m ^ ^p gHeyances and
ulns, but in the --, struggle on the b^s_of _these

e“’single issue and develop^^^^^^^^ Uegro work-
grievances and issues. P committee that was negotiating
?rs on the strike and ^ into all the leadmg
with the company. W department and shop commit-

E.l'wSeo' Onte ^ League of Struggle lot

V7e have made extent that it recently
Negro Rights. ^ taking steps to affiliate churches to the
affiliated two grogi^^^j^^g^^ Rights. ^ i J U- t.
League of Strugg flrawing Negroes into the leadership, the

___ steel strike m B Indiana. We worked with
of the Patty.department and without a strike we were 
him to organize the^^ Company to grant the demands for this 
able to force Ae ^^her department, hearmg of
department, me
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this
this victory, consulted the wire drawers on how they Jrawcts
victory. It v/as on the basis of the work among the ^[^js
that we were able to draw into a major battle the wor er 
decisive steel plant in BufiFalo, through which we , XJnio^
build the Party, to establish the Steel and Metal Jid
in Black Rock. The A. F. of L. is active in Buffalo, 
not stand on the sidelines. Everywhere the A. ° ^ the
we were there, challenging the A. F. of L. for j^J^son,
masses. One of the workers pumped a question at John • J ^ 
Secretary of the Central Labor Council, and a Negro thre^
the floor and challenged him on the Negro question, an ^^ich
him off his balance, and then I spoke for thirty minutes, a 
I told the workers to join the Steel and Metal Workers Oni > 
they did join that union.

Against Mechanical Separation
There have been weaknesses also in our work. Leading 

rades are often afraid to bring in the role of the ' niunis^
struggles, so deep-rooted is the feat of bringing in the ^ jid
Party. When I was active in the strike in Buffalo the wot 
not raise the question of the "Reds,” and I myself brought 
question. I said, "You know that I am a member of the 
nist Party, but I am also a steel worker and I am here to ygs- 
organize for higher wages and better conditions.” When this q 
tion was raised, the comrades said that the workers would jjj
union a red union, and although I worked in the steel mt . 
Buffalo, I had to fight them to get a book for the union, ana 
a few days ago after three months of struggle, I got a boo^ 
the Steel and Metal Workers’ Union. This mechanical sepat^ 
of the Party from trade union work, this fear that when a/® ' 
comrade becomes a District Organizer he cannot have anything 
do with mass struggles, is absolutely incorrect The place of a 
trict Organizer is among the workers and not in an office. .j.

There was also a tendency to put the highly skilled, fotmf 
tocracy of labor and certain petty bourgeois dements into the lead^ 
ship instead of basing the leadership of our unions on non-skiU^J^ 
and semi-skilled workers. Because of this situation the comrade* 
were influenced by the ideology of those skilled and petty bourgen* 
elements, and we have suffered from this because son^^e of these un 
stable elements became the active agents and tools of the steel baron 
in fighting agains the union This should be a lesson not only

but not to base our unions upon
the skilled only, but mainly on unskilled and semi-skilled element*'

—Manning johnsoN-
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Main Points of Concentration Forgotten

VyrHILE our Party has participated in a whole series of strikes, 
” the main points of concentration have been forgotten in the 

midst of this activity. Of course, we cannot fix the class struggle 
according to blueprint, but these various struggles in which we par
ticipate must be utilized to further our organization work in the 
concentration factories.

For example, in the city of St. Louis, where the main point of 
concentration was packing house and steel, we find that we led 17 
strikes in miscellaneous trades, and that there exists a definite re
sistance to work in the concentration points. The same thing is 
true in practically every section, as well as in Chicago, with the pos
sible exception of Indiana Harbor, where we carried through our
objective of developing a movement in the -------- . This situation
exists also in Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

We must see from this that the warning that we must fight 
against all efforts to divert our attention from the control tasks has 
not been heeded, but instead we have fallen into the mistake of 
doing work on the basis of daily events.

Absent During Struggles

Another feature of concentration is that some struggles have 
actually taken place in concentration sections, but we were not there 
at all. We find today, for example, as a part of this whole strike 
wave, that in the East Ohio Section we have had the largest strike
of steel workers. I refer to the --------  situation, where the steel
workers carried on a militant struggle, going over the heads ot the 
A. F. of L. officialdom. Mass picketing was carried on. Committees 
went through the plant department by department to make sure no 
scabs were there. We had no union or Party members there.

Another phase of this problem is, that while we very correct y 
emphasized that we should concentrate in key departments inside of 
the given shops and mills, sometimes we tend to narrow this down. 
We started a strike struggle in Youngstown among the ^^TPers 
but there we limited the strike and made no m
our base to spread the strike and organization. We find, for in
stance, that the workers have come to the comrades ^
question; «Why doesn’t the S.M.W.I.U. worry about the other 
departments?” While we correctly approached the idea of rooting 
ourselves in key departments, we Med to understand that we do 
this only to get a foothold throughout the entire plant.

One of the reasons why the work since the Extraordinary Con-



*

ference has not progressed so rapidly is because, down h® many 
ranks of the Party, our approach is not political enoug j 
cases we find a complete failure to fight the of
Act. Instead of understanding the N.R.A. as the std^^
bourgeoisie and the State to defeat and attack the ^^j-ring 
struggle of the workers, we talk about the strike T "is for 
cause of illusions among the workers that the wh^r^
In dealing with the N.R.A., where it was dealt with at ^ 
we were not afraid to deal with it, it was too M R.A.
eral way, instead of relating concretely what did the 
to this or that category of workers. . section

If we take the Akron section, another concentration l^j-s in 
District No. 6, where the A. F. of L. has over 3,000 m ^ 
three big Akron rubber plants, our union hasn’t one mein ^ 
we asked the comrades why is it that on the one 
ployed work is declining and on the other hand we are 
to build the Rubber Workers’ Union, they said, “It’s S Vadets^'IJ 
We asked them what happened to the membership an 
of the Unemployed Council. They said, "They are 
Md when we asked whether these men were being 
the union, they said "No.” They had forgotten all about tn 

d not place the question sharply enough, in a political se 3
did not draw the organizational conclusions, which 
weakening of our mass work among the employed and une<«P^idst 

iu u «»npalgn in Cleveland, taking place in tn
of the whole N.R.A. drive, in which Cleveland is boasted o 
he ^ " bourgeoisie, where each candidate boasts ,
aLm t the Roosevelt program, our election V
gram has not one word about the N.R.A ..nS.
espedaUvl^twT”r “tir election
especially in those localities where we have workers’ tickets. , ,

The basis of the entire^oppon struggles.
ing of the workers’ ticket, and^ be^lTr initi^*^®^
local united front workers’ ticket • * ®bould hav pgfty
would come forward boldly and '^bich the Comrnunis g.
gram and select candtdates—whethe*r ^^ ^‘"'"coinn*^*'
nist or not is not a decisive thing__k candidate be a jn
which we would play an open j. united front tic ^5
we have seen, opportunist ideas devT*^*”^ Instead 01 P

—j. williamsoH-
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Small Progress in N. Y. District
f M<»w York that some small progress has been

WE can say for New Y (-inference. I rvant to empha-
made since the Extraordmary ^ serious
wr B« »h« S ,i“ wc w,

attention of a section c already in this connection--^<:^^^^
have got some little t if,g shortcomings, which are the
ments not to be stressed ^i^^cking up a little on the
things that must be , Jystries. We have meetmgs (and
work being done m the basic m .^erybody concerned m
have now made a . Our District Buro regu-
concentration in each ^Qur District representatives
larly takes up hfsections do likewise. This is a step
in the Section see to it th . .. •
forward in New York. actmties m Red

In Marine we find as ^ of the '
TT 1^ that we have been able g gj^n or another, such as
men there to "Potemkin” where about
for instance a showing unions are o ^ists

they showed a pictu penetrated...rel, (.«:«•"’ I>“ P

we have been . ^ome results. clowly, 't true, but
efforts we are g J ^nuch whereas in one

On the West ^ the >\'fo,tier unit we had
nevertheless som^j ,^^g3,,oremen and in t now one
unit rfrom concentration are Negroes,
a few, sufficient members, °* ^ion docks.
Tbuilj"- "



£ th^
In metal, there was a strike, mainly in the light 

industry. But we can’t say this is as a result of our conce 
The most important metal plant that we concentrate 

the Robbins Dry Dock where there is now a strike; th^t
although we have been concentrating here for a year or 
things were happening inside that we did not know abouc - 
that the A. F. of L. was organizing the most basic wo 
drydock. We had a painters’ group, but we did not striJ^^*
A. F. of L. was organizing. We had some effect ^ q£ th®
Through our agitation and the militancy and Ax h^s
workers, the A. F. of L. was forced to call the strike, w 
spread to several other shipyards in this port. ^ group

City transport—last week’s report shows that we have ^ 
of about 40 workers in this industry, which is a step 
although very little—four groups with some units 
some of these shops. They do not know the best methods o
we must teach them that.

- ---------- .Harlem, another concentration task, some progress 
directions—one a real consolidation of the leadership in 
which is a tremendous step forward because in the past, jg of
jf ^^l^^unsolidation, all kinds of misunderstandings, all 
dissatisfied elements were pulling in different directions, wni 
now been considerably stopped and almost liquidated.

Revolutionize Workers During Struggles
In bringing forward the Party, this must be said—that the 

ers m me struggles, and particularly our trade union leaders^ . 
not sufficiently made efforts to revolutionize the workers tn 
course of the struggle. If this is not done, we cannot be success 
to the maximum in bringing forward the Party. .

True, the Party itself, aside from the comrades within the 
unions, who are part of the Party, has a task to perform and 
have had very serious shortcomings in this connection. For instan 
in not one of the b^ strikes did the Party issue leaflets as to tn

Jon. in . soceion o^,
TU m t Tir L i nis was done in a section -The D^ity Worker was barred from a few of the strikes by 

own comrades and we should have used leaflets through which

wa .0 eh. a.8,.. ,K.y k,rC“vS.“r:
of fact, in the name of the Party inviting these strikers. 
trying to overcome this now. ^

I want to speak about recruiting. Comrade Stachel has alre^'jj 
given an illustration I wanted to use, namely, in fur. We had the^ 
major struggles of the last few months. We find ourselves with th
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same number in our fraction that we had preceding the struggle. 
One or two died, one or two kicked out, and one or two gained. 
But 10,000 workers, a background such as no other sector of the 
labor movement has, struggles over a period of years, the red issue 
raised dozens of times and successfully combatted, so that we have 
the industry organized almost 100 per cent in our union. And still 
only 100 members in the Party.

Another instance. A meeting of the shoe fraction, 50 present, 
our criticism of the leadership for not revolutionizing the strikers 
in the course of struggle. The rank and file picked this up and 
criticized the leadership for hiding the face of the Party, but when 
the question was asked, how many had spoken to workers about 
the Party and given them literature, five raised their hands out of 
fifty, and only one (after a period of five or six weeks of struggle) 
recruited a Party member. This shows the situation.

In metal a little success in recruiting, with the result that in a 
few of the big shops we now have nuclei, in one of them about 20 
members in a shop of 300-350 workers. Some little attainment and 
particularly showing the possibility because these workers are also 
young Italian Americans and others who the other comrades say 
are so permeated with fascism and such good Republicans and 
Democrats that we would isolate ourselves from them if we raised 
the question of Communism. However, the small results we have 
had show the possibilities.

Utilize Rising Militancy in South

ONE of the most important developments in the South in the 
recent period has been the growth of the fighting militant 

spirit among hundreds of thousands of Negro masses. This does 
not always show itself in an organized way. In former years, fol
lowing lynchings, the general outward expression of the Negro 
masses was one of despondency. They didn't see a way out, there 
was no leadership in the fight against lynching. But, particularly 
following the Tuscaloosa lynching, you find everywhere the desire 
of the Negroes to fight in one form or another against lynching and 
other attacks on them. This development of the rebellious spirit 
breaking out in the open here and there on the part of the Negro 
masses in the South is of great immediate consequence to our Party.

There is one other side to this picture, and that is the question 
of the white toilers. Here is the weakest point in our work. How
ever, in the last few months we can observe a new spirit among cer
tain sections of the white workers, and here and there among the 
white toiling farmers. Our share-croppers write to us that two white
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farmers are going along with them to the Chicago of
November. There can be noticed a growing interest * f ^ desir®
certain sections of the white farmers and white workers ^
for unity with the Negroes. The whites are still economic
equality, but at least there b the definite step forward tor ^^^.^gird
struggles with the Negro masses, which is at least one step
in the fight for complete equality. Therefore, our ^j^ers ro
now is to find ways and means of developing the white
take part in joint struggles with the Negro masses. j^„iateAe part m jomt struggles with the JNegro masses. Jeviat®“^X^e have also found this: that wherever the Party has 
we have fallen back. Sometimes we talk about right an ^ 
takes, and think it is an academic struggle. Our experience 
South has shown us that every time we went off the Party 
made mistakes to the right and left on the Negro question.
DMk m our work and the progress we did make in the Sou 
when we carried out the Party line and moved forward.

Fail to Develop Trade Union Movement
toThe fundamental weakness in all our work was our to

and develop a trade union
take the leadersbp m at least a few of the strikes that have b
the sTr'h «p the various eco-
nomfr “^ich of a division between th
noimc struggle and the poUtical and the national struggle- ^ 
was a fadure on our part to link up the struggle of the Neg 
masses with the struggle in the shops

1 will give one example of the oossibilities despite the
SL" u-u .H. -
territory. Over 50 of them work in thein Birmingham » 

In'^vie*w*^of*the^fl ^ T “to the union and be
comes a Ufe and de^Th q^of "t ^® t” h ^ Stt/ 1
whole has grappled with thU^’ ^ U
one experience, ^which shows of th*"
new masses comincr j • ^ud determination

I'-'rades in Birmingham-40 ^^^“^tions with the various activ 
about 10 of them each day 10 white comrades. 1
the main reaction from these comra^f them persona
work! They wanted to work Cd ^-/ their desire to do 
new forces, adopt a bold policy ald^ ^^>h the®''
new workers, we will forge the net^ '^fh iJhiclt

- - ““ in .wTZ, “Sr"—N. ROSS-
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Communists Must Build Party During Strikes
VS^ITH regard to recruiting into the Party, we have in the silfc 

Strike the same diiSculties which other speakers iiave dealt 
^ith. It is true that we succeeded in recruiting about 50 silk work
ers into the Party in the course of the strike. However, we could 
have easily doubled that number. What was the difficulty? Our 
Union organizers, especially in Paterson, claim to be so busy that 
they never have time to talk to workers about joining the Party.

The dye workers have learnt much about the Party since the 
strike began, and the prestige of the Party has grown greatly. At 
one of the last meetings which I addressed, when I stated that Jack 
Rubinstein, a Lovestone renegade now one of the A. F. of L. leaders 
in Paterson, had been expelled from our Party, there was a roar of 
applause from the workers present—1,500 of them. But when I 
told a comrade at this meeting that many of these workers could 
be recruited into the Party, this comrade laughed; he told me I was 
dreaming. But the very next day I called a group of them together 
and seven joined the Party.

I want to give another example along the same lines, not in con
nection with the silk strike, but with the work of our organizer in 
an important section in New Jersey. This organizer has contacts 
with workers in shops. He walks about some sections of Trenton 
and is hailed by workers who know that he is a Communist organ
izer and have seen him active in struggles. This comrade, however, 
did not recruit one worker into the Party in a period of six months. 
When we asked him to explain this, his answer was, ^
go to the same workers whom I am trying to organize in the shops, 
into revolutionary unions, or in the A. F. of L. oppoMtion gr^ps, 
and at the same time ask them to join the Commumst Party. How 
can I speak to them as a Communist organizer, at the same time 
that I am acting as a union organizer?” This comrade seems to have 
the idea that the task of a Communist organizer is to sit in an 
office, and as soon as the Communist organizer begins to participate 
in mass work he loses identity as the Commumst organizer and cam- 
not recruit workers into the Party. We are begiiu^g to break this 
impermissible attitude down, and we have just received a letter from 
the Section Organizer stating that he is at last organizing a shop 
nucleus in a big pottery factory. He actually talked to the leaders of 
the opposition group in the A. F. of L. m that shop which he him- 
self helped to organize, and found that once he asked them to join 
the Party, they were ready, they agreed. Many more examples along 
the same lines could be given. —__

—R. GRECHT.
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Making the Daily Worker a Mass Pap®*'
A ^

Daily Worker has tremendous responsibilities an 
^ the present situation, with the war situation 

is, with the development toward fascism, with the strike s j^^iy 
taking place in all parts of the country. The pressure on ^^kly 
Worker is tremendous. The paper is compelled to react vety 
to many developments of utmost importance; therefore, 
an estimate of the paper, we must do this, not on the basis 
the paper was three or four months ago, but on the Q^feers-
role now in organizing and leading the struggles of the 
We have to state that while some achievements have been ^^gjing 
the direction of popularizing the paper, making it more inte 
for newer sections of the workers, the paper has not yet to
to meet its tasks at the present time, and furthermore, 
state the Party is not conscious of the role that such a ihe
and must play in preparing and in organizing the strugg^^ 
workers. We have to bring about an improvement both wit . 
to the paper and a change in the attitude of the Party toW 
because it is not being made use of now to the extent it 
and the comrades are not cooperating sufficiently in so vm 
problems.

Mass Leaders Must Cooperate to Improve
The paper during this past period has not been able to 

the problems confronting the workers in the industries, the g®" J 
political problems that arise, and become a real agitator, a 
propagandist, a real organizer of the workers. This is our ^5 
shortcoming. The overcoming of this will require the cons^o 
attention of all of the comrades on the staff. It will require O' 
than that. It will require that the comrades in the unions, m t 
dwtricts, the comrades who are engaged daily in mass s«uggk®’ 
themselves have to be brought much closer to the staff of the 
Worker m two senses.

First, they must give to the Daily Worker their criticism so that 
we are constantly checked by the comrades engaged in this WorK» 
Second, we have to have contributions from the comrades, answer 
mg the actual problems as they arise. This is almost entirely absent 
at the present time. We do not get this cooperation from the com' 
rades of the unions or districts, and the result is that we are 
checked in the tendency that naturally finds a pi ace in the 
and the pressure on the paper to transform it into other than a 
leading organ, capable of organizing the workers for struggle*



T14TLY worker^

must be the stress-
Tt. p»ioJ ■>'. SW8»f

ing of it as an organizer, as struggles, e .
masses, their leader Jf^d must be overcome. In t* we
the weakest phase of the pap . party. , fUe sit-
must have the support of^ gome mass

During the past P®”® developed somewhat o Exttaor-
uation of the paper. It ha At the 23,000.
appeal and its circulation is ^ showed a circu a
&,y Party .frlC 24,000t (» TB,
The average circulation “^/^-fober, up to the ’ r paper. 
September; 28,000, ^‘rease in higher
shows a steady Saturday issues, which are m
These figures exclude 7^000 nndj4’"on Joes
two Saturday issues i , . an inflated strike situa-
crease in circulation, w ic out m jj g^owsnot include the *P®«“‘,^ fthf b^*"®* 
tion or another, as ^®, f, j^jo a mass paper-

tper can be bui Drive
Weaknesses m «»*■ paper, however,

„ in the circulation o P . ^ without
In noting this mcreas circulation throughout

also necessary to note increase of ci „ot
well developed ®Xi!ifout pardeulatly be, ^
Partv We must pon^*^ the extent it can ^.^^^lation m
g ustd in strike situation Jevelopm^ ® thous^ds
fa definite resistance to t '"^X«espondent there,
; situations. For exa-ple,-^.‘“.rthe aSes- Never- 
ilk workers on strike, , gtely ®°''“ ®,Lall in the Paterson

ess the circulation • _ department o paper in this area.Neither the XderS to spread the^pap^^ ^

this has served as p^pet we
c® area. ., question of A^ts to function in the
When we ®°"® A A failure of the di „^w, been a
[ here also the for ^40, ducted by the paper.
I "Sf”S» »“■ «'

: thought it would be p
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Isproperly organize this campaign without these frantic 
because these screwing appeal were not made, our 6“*=
thought we were jokmg when we rILd hT question of m° 
we must state thaf tUc------ - yaisea me ' f .I-'a. V When we raised the question ‘

p.p« k»i(. Th, i. i»»»' SV

The staff of the Dai^ rious of the
■°*rXnlte- - SaU rtri^veTharJ -rthalS!

the changes that are nee " \t stress that -
D«7y Worker will perfSm"^ "r TrS only P^°''‘pef.
that the Party as a whnU • functions to the
political criticism to the pa^er * ^he same *hn« gj
Party sees rke ^ P®*^’ and provided at the * , ^jassof Workers. building" the paper among

_c. hatha^^^^'

youth work

Party Must Help Y.C.L. Win Yonth 
Class Battles

^ A th^
sharpening class relations in the country, all

raise"t^r^*‘°“/°'' T"’ *be developments toward g^n-
erario« question of work among the young
erarion. ..
tha^L“”T- revolutionary Party 'rmininS
rSe i? rt, "lass youth play a very decisive and es-
Sn of our Party looks “P°” “£f^seC'
t oL of among the youth the same as work among odie 
tions of the population, without realizinc that it is youth

Y''p i? *' """
guns in the final civil war.
dlffllllr r'T”® °^ *•= y°«"g generation in America is "Ot a ve y 
difficult task once the Party understands its importance. Theje 
no section of the American population today which is ready r 
the revolutionary way out of the crisis as the working he
The youth in America today have no future before them under tn 
present system. Capitalism can offer them nothing and millions 
them are beginning to see this.
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. , ^flrinc class youth, in our possibilities of
This change in me every day in the week, on every

work among them, ts expert^ forefront of
Ae l*£et Sies orthe“2xempl'oyed demot«trations, in every single 
strulgle in^hi’ch the working class and the Party are engaged at

‘^^WhSr'l“S^phasize this radicaUzation of Ae working youth, I 
want also to emphasize one other pomt, that is that this youth, 
this new generation in America, has not hved through the expe- 
riences of the last war and the post-war pen^- This new young 
generation does not remember the betrayds of the refomists, and 
for this reason, despite their militancy, they are susceptible to the 
left phrases of the reformists and can be misled by them. It is 
important to remember that even the fascists attempt by the utilisa
tion of left phrases to create a stronghold among the working class 
youth, especially among the unemployed masses of youth.

How Do "We Fight for the Yoixth?

The Party must understand that the question of winning the 
young generation has as great an importance today to the revolu
tionary movement as the development of mass trade unions and the 
development of a mass movement among the Negro people. But 
how do we fight for these youth? How can we talk about winning 
the youth for the revolutionary way out of the crisis, when in prac
tice we have no different approach to the masses of youth than the 
reformist organizations? First of all, I want to ask the comrades 
some questions: Is it an accident that the first position that our revo
lutionary trade unions and our Party took on the question of child 
labor was no different from that of Roosevelt and the A. F. of L.? 
Is it an accident that none of our unions today is raising sharply the 
question of discrimination against the youth as a result of the in
dustrial codes? These are no accidents whatever.

The Electrical Industrial Code signed by the manufacturers and 
agreed to by the A. F. of L. has the following clause: ''Employers 
shall not employ anyone under the age of 16 years.’* The code 
drawn up by the Steel and IMetal Workers’ Industrial Union for 
the General Electric says, "There shall be no employment of youth 
under the age of 18 years.” The A. F. of L. and Roosevelt state 
no youth under the age of 16, and our unions go one step further, 
they say no youth imder the age of 18!

Unless we wipe out this reformist approach to the youth ques
tion in our leadership, in our Party and unions, all the way down 
the line, we are not going to make a change in youth work. You



can’t win the youth for the revolutionary way out of ^
you prove to them in practice that there is a difference 

1 the reformists. ^
Every time we come here we beat ourselves on the ^
, ^'We must build a mass Y.C.L.” But if we fail to

have special problems,
say, *'We must build a mass Y.C.L.” But if we 
that the youth in America have special problems, sp^**" 
that we must fight for, we will never build a mass Y.C* 
ica despite all our good intentions.

•shit
Must Understand Youth Problems to Givo

, I thei' ^
When we have this understanding of the youth ptJ5 tb^

think we will have some leadership for the youth work. ^qO
District Organizers of our Party, instead of saying that t cy 
busy to give leadership to the Y.C.L., will understand tna 
leadership to the Y.C.L. is as important as giving leaders i 
other mass work. Then the Daily Worker will pay attention 
youth question, and every editorial in the Daily WorkeT w ^ 
with the struggles of the masses of workers will also spc pap^*’ 
the special problems of the youth. The comrades who ^^^5 V, paft/ 
will understand that the Y.C.L. is the closest co-worker o ^.J^e

for the majority of the working class, an gg of 
Daily Worker must become an instrument to bring the me 
the Party also to the broad masses of American youth. ^

In regard to the special role of the Y.C.L. and the 
^adership of the Y.C.L. We are trying to do our bit of ^ sh^P 
Since the Extraordinary Conference, we have doubled ^ in 
nuclei from 22 to more than 40. We have made some hea<a 
me Young People’s Socialist League, also in the struggle g
But if anyone believes that the weak forces in Y.C.L. 
going to build a mass revolutionary youth movement, they 
mistaken. How do you expect the Y.C.L. in New York, tor ^ 
pie, to become a larger organization than the Party, , j” llope<l 
Party you have some 6,000 members and a relatively 
leadership, and in the Y.C.L. you have a membership of > Uccai**® 
a relatively weak leadership? I want to raise this sharp y , j^Jer* 
the Party leaders in the districts leave to the weak you^ * 
ships in their districts the sole responsibility for work **”°”®sary 
youth. If this continues we are not going to make the nee 
headway in our work among the American youth. eEH-
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The Open Letter says the following in this connection*
*'The Party can stand at tKe head of tho national 

tionary struggle of the Negro masses against ^ ^Jeci- 
imperialism and if it energetically carries through ^ ® jtto® 
sions of the Fourteenth Plenum of the Central Conun 

on work among Negroes.

What does the carrying through of these decisions 
means first of all that we direct our work to the org3^^ 
proletarian and semi-proletarian Negroes to bring them 
Party, the revolutionary trade unions, organizations of 
The Fourteenth Plenum says that the red trade unions must 
the main channel for our work among Negroes. The Open 
also elaborates this point and says:

actions, strikes and unemployed 
the Party must pay particular attention that in 
practical demands, it takes into consideration and S . 
expression to the special forms of exploitation, oppression 
denial of the rights of the employed and unempleT®^ 
gro masses.”

Failure to Raise Negro Demands Costly
Now comrades, this has been stated often. It is not 

unde«f ‘fie present time we have not suft
or thp ^ seriously considered by r
dema!,i f Why do we fail to ta^
trade nni n 9 \w particularly in the t:ev^ u .^^5
takes the° form .find that behind this failure, which a
still exists in ni ^ resistance, is a social-democratic concep ^g-
gle for eq^I riaC7“M’ ^ regard the ,

detrimental to the class strnL ^ J the r^f^;

class struggles of the workint i t . f rLt ‘f*®
Negroes in their struggle for^eqi^l’rf^
class as emphasized very sharo?v * allies of this>
com»d„. U . (o„ „f e",pS it
ment which is particularly pcevalem in chauvinism in o .^s.

We have a most glaring examole revolutionary tra 
cisco in connection with the local ekction*^'* attitude m 
had the crassest capitulation before wliit there.
the District leadership. First of all tLv °"f*^Lrd anV
Negroes on the local election ticket. But ^The Ncg“’
..uislion, a. well as ih. i,u»lun lS.“ ti“ "S™l'mHiiS* >"
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Francisco, that is, the Japanese, Chinese and Fih'pinos, were not 
raised concretely but in a very abstract manner in the election pro
gram. On these questions the program had the sole demand, "un
employment relief without discrimination on account of nationality, 
creed or color.”

Now, comrades, this mistake of the comrades in San Francisco 
nad very serious repercussions among the Negroes there. Imme
diately after we had noticed this omission, we received a protest 
circular that was gotten out by some non-Party white fellow. This 
circular had been distributed among various Negro organizations 
and called upon the workers of these organizations to send in their 
protest to the District Office of the C. P.

Behind this error it is quite clear that the comrades think that 
the importance of the Negro question and the other national ques
tions there was to be measured solely on the basis of the numerical 
strength of the Negroes and other national groups in San Francisco, 

their numerical proportion in regard to the rest of the popula
tion, If considered on this basis we have to come to the conclusion 
that the Negro question is of small importance in San Francisco 
because there are only 21,000 out of a population of 750,000. It is 
quite clear that this sort of mechanical conception has nothing in 
common with the Bolshevik theory on the national question.

Building L.S.N.R. Immediate Task
In regard to the L.S.N.R. Our main emphasis, of course, is 

building up of the Party and the revolutionary trade unions, Un- 
employfd Councils and poor farmers’ organizations among the 
NegrXorkers. However, in addition to these mam forms, we must 
meeT the need of the rapidly developmg movement among the 
meet tne the necessary forms for its fullest devel-
Sent'hy faking Sp the task of launching the League of Struggle

for Negro heen tmrde, /he L.S.N./?.
Editoria jyroardtn set up a national council and has launched 

h.s -'?Mf^^j;XZgLt%nching. Directives have been sent 
a nation-wtd campaign and the tmtial steps to be taken
out by a mass movement for Negro rights. All Party
for the Duna ^ f, ti functionaries should become acquainted with 
members of the L.S.N.R. by studying the
the policy, P f EouALiry, Land and Freedom, containing the 
nerv 5c ly.laws of the L.S.N.R., and by reading the
draft progratn Daily Worker on this question,
special material in t^e r
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UNEMPLOYED WORK ____

Low Ebb of Unemployed Work ContratT 

to Open Letter Line

I * (t :>ciTiuub sicuaaon among cne uncui^*^/—
as though our Party comrades have read only the ^^lls

the Open Letter, but they have not read the second part w _j^y- 
for organization of the unemployed and a struggle iot une . 
ment and social insurance. The struggle for unemploy*^^^^ 
ance has hardly begun. t J

This is going to be a very bleak winter for the 
don t think It IS necessary to go into any details except to say 
thing: the number is hardly diminishing, but on the contrary 
expect It will increase, and the relief appropriations are 
decreasmg. This is true of the Federal, State and city 
if 5=^ accept the statements that are made. None of the P 
ises of N.R.A. can be fulfilled. „d
in against the N.R.A. has not been concentre

clear: It is up to us. if
are not to be drawn mto __ __ follow^ .* u j . ‘"“ig ‘s clear: It is up to us, it tnc feaderlin°r^® but are to follow ^
That is w concrete programs and concrete propag .

Uneven Development of Work Because of Lack of Direction
lesser degree in^Dltroit°^ ““employed work? In Pittsburgh, 
mo^emtTu "«y-er degree in Chicago. ^

ing. We are at the lowest ebb ®iwation is^^
York. In other districts, we have nr^rT^ situation in 
theless, toward the West the movement II Onlyrecently the Washington UnemployeS L ® xT rlhoOght
was his, affiliated to the Unemployed -U other
organizations in the State. In pLfi together with all<^“ ^
small unemployed council, two other 1 '^bere we a ^
membership of 8,000 to 10,000 are 1^ . - organizations witnmembership of 8,000 to 10,000 ar^ 1^. organizations with
had no knowledge of them or "ontL ‘1""? X
less Comrade Benjamin, who w^mSiTf f
,ble to brmg .k™, i«o 4^* »»
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have bad a successful joint demonstration. In Los Angeles, where 
the Unemployed League claims it bos 126,000 members, we had a 
conference whereby we brought 84 organizations of the dty of Los 
Angeles together to plan a struggle for adequate relief and unem
ployment insurance. This is very important since the base of the 
Unemployed League in Los Angeles is the barter movement.

In certain sections some unemployed work is being done, but it 
receives little direction. In the South the districts are so large and 
scattered that the movement does not make sufficient headway. 
Nevertheless, the Party, I.L.D., and the Unemployed Councils play, 
perhaps, the leading role in the South.

V{^e will be able to estimate the status of the movement when we 
say that the taking out of cards and getting stamps has slumped 
to a great degree. On the other hand, the Muste, the New York 
Socialist organization and the Borders movement in Chicago have all 
sagged very seriously.

Our united front has been at the top and has not penetrated 
down below. Our united front with Muste has be^ entirely at the 
top. Although at the convention in Columbus and Cleveland agree- 

were made, we have been able to get no acnon out of 
the Musteites, as far as concrete Mtmty in the I^alities w con
cerned. Work was begun by the D^trict m “
the national and state center of the
weeks aeo The experience we had there should convince all com- 
wecKs ago. liie p concrete situationrades that if we will do work on the basis or t 
TO will l» d.le CO boiU op o 0».c«l front fcon, bolow.

MTOkn.ic.1 Percy Control of Un^nployod Cc»ncU.

On clw ,0.^00 of ebt

think ckece n giv.n to tlw Unemployed Coundk Go
that gets the . JX,D. branches and take an organizer
into any ® y^u will have a rebellion of the whole mass
out or put O"® as the Unemployed Councils are con-
organization. f|,jnk we can remove and appoint and
cerned, they are organizers that we put in are res-
do exactly Party hut have no responsibility to the masses,
ponsible to tn ^ of Party members in the Un-
Second, we n^ fjjg districts and sections to

aiployed ^ number of capable unemployed comrades
« if” * unemployed work as their only Party task. They shall 

shall (j,ere, build up new forces and develop the
remain » present time the membership does not know
organza 1 leadership is.
^to^ f^'ons, with the exception of the marine, steel and mining.
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►rk an
are doing nothing. I want to ask whether unemploy^ 
inherent part of our revolutionary trade union movetn the
I think our comrades do not realize what tremenclou 
unemployed can be for organizing shops. We had a concr 
of this in the McKeesport strike which was successful 
we were able to bring on the picket line thousands o failn^^
were unemployed in joint struggle with the em ploye . 
to do this work on the part of our unions, can be a ser j^^jlding
to our shop and trade union work. We have to regard Up
up of the unemployed councils simultaneously with the ^
of the trade unions, as of the utmost importance 
was informed they were trying to recruit Negro strike breakf^'
.TO.O xx*xv^Liiit«a cAicy were trying to recruit riotSThis is extremely serious. We may be faced with race j^yed- 
cause we are not carrying on sufficient work among the une ^j^g 

Then there is the matter of the reforestation 
veterans in the camps. We are doing little or no work 
all the fascist countries, especially in Germany, such ^gj-ioUS
the best recruiting ground for fascism. W^e must begui 
work in these camps.

-- —.•■WWWThe campaign for unemployment insurance was begun on
o r 1. . 1.1__ Uoix/P.n ^

rlist

5 th. So far as most districts are concerned, they haven 
begun. Our fractions among the unemployed have 
up. This is an issue for the whole working class. I woul 
know what district has formulated a plan to take

wouiti
ted a plan to taKe the

ment insurance campaign into the organizations and really
support. By means of the unemployment insurance ksuc ^ ^j^jg 
movement can be created in every district whereby we will ^ 'j’bis 
to reach mass organizations that we have not reached before. 
central task is being neglected. The districts must wake up 
the necessity of doing this work, or the campaign may slip oU 
our hands under the demagogy of the social-fascists. __

I. amteb-
----------------------------- --- ■

It is necessary, above all, to instill the most complete under
standing into the whole Party that the campaign for social 
insurance, alongside and including the struggle against wag^ 
cuts with the shortened week (irrespective of whether sucE 
a short week is adopted) and the struggle for immediate aid 
for the unemployed, touches vitally, in addition to the anti
war campaign, the most urgent and burning interests of the 
proletariat, and that this campaign at the present time is the 
chief link to be seized to tug the whole chain, that this cam
paign demands the mobilization of all Party forces for a 
whole period of indefinite length, and that a planned, 
broken, every-day and persistent conduct of this campaign is 
necessary.”—Organize Mass Struggle for Social Insurance, by 
S. I. Gusev and Earl Browder.
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of about 1200, recruited 87 members, of which 7 wereor aDout J-^Uu, recruited o7 members, oi wnit/Xi g lineu**
and 7 unemployed steel workers, 2 employed ^^^^mployed 
ployed metal workers, and 2 employed and 2 ^ of these 
mine workers. 53 of the 87 are native bom, and 
are Negroes. Detroit District concentrates axe u ^ ,^^^eeks 
automobile. During three weeks in November an ^^j-jeers 

December, 4 employed and 37 unemployed ^in 3 were Thewere recruited out of a total of 61. Only - j.*--
and only 30% of the new recruits were native ^^j^ateiy
dues-paying membership in this District is 
1,000. The Chicago District, whose main concen 
Packing House, steel, metal, mine and railroad, in 
five weeks recruited only 2 imemployed and ^ ^
packing house workers, 6 unemployed and 7 ^
workers, 7 employed and 6 unemployed metal ^ 
employed and 5 unemployed mine workers, and ^^itin^ 
and 2 unemployed railroad workers. The total j-n, 
this period was 170, 62% of which were nativewxia pciAua was ±YU, 52% of which were natxv- 
30% Negroes. New York District concentrates 
marine, and transportation, in five weeks the yed

conducting a recruiting drive recruited 20 un^hi'—-----a, arive, recruiteu -,q u**- ,15 imemployed metal workers, 5 employed and 
ployed marine workers, and 2 employed and ^ 'T-i of 
transportation and railroad workers. Out of a totai 
new members, only 34 Negroes, despite the fact ’^‘'ouptry 
York contains the biggest Negro center in 
(Harlem). Approximately 50% of the new ‘icco'^'.
employed and about 35% native born. This is ‘pip 

^ District with a dues-paying member

itiob
DlsSo^,® t^tK^**®*** members in the five
untold that number in the revcrfu^*
unions, opposition groups in the -\ ir of f and in i**organizations. Yet onlv SStT vT ' “ recruit®d
five weeu« ^ “®w members were recfi-oon til®five weeks, and omv 69concentration indi^! employed workers

for further ^^pha£^^^xih°’^ themselves. There ®jy tH^* 
the Open Lette^^ has no?^^ ^monsirate very pr»®'
tical work; that ^ become a guide for
0».ral bi ‘lT°S a"
recruiting. ^ sufficient effect on

The recruiting in tho nvanalysis of the figures, sho^
flcient number of new members tendencies,—^peJb'
ployed, and only an insignificant ^ Proportion o* pel'®
from the basic industries. Xhe «*^'^ber of employed ^ j.e$' 
ent Party recruiting in almost b, feature m the

^csi every District is that a ''
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paratively large number of native born workers are won for 
the Party.

The Central Committee, considering this unsatisfactory 
situation, has decided to launch a recruiting drive, ending- at 
the Lenin Memorial Meeting,

Tasks of Recruiting Drive
The first and most important problem which we face in 

connection with the recruiting- drive, is: how will we be able 
to mobilize the whole Party membership for recruiting from 
the factories?

It would be wrong to set the task mechanically, that dur
ing the recruiting drive we must organize so many shop 
nuclei. We have to understand that recruiting of new mem
bers—the strengthening of old or formation of new shop 
nuclei—^will take place only as a result of mass political work 
of the Party organizations, in the course of the preparation 
and organization of mass activity, and during the struggles 
of the workers in the factories. At the same time, this 
result will not be achieved, if the membership of the Party 
does not receive a clear and consistent explanation of the polit
ical line of the Party, its slogans and immediate tasks, the 
difficulties in factory work, and how these difficulties can 
be avoided and conquered.

Systematic recruiting of new members must be carried on, 
under the direction of the Party Committees, in the concentra
tion factories, mines, docks, mills. The higher committees have 
the responsibility of giving daily guidance to the nuclei in 
carrying out this task, in giving particular attention to the 
concentration points, which are the strategic sectors in the 
class struggle of the proletariat, from which the foremost 
revolutionary elements must be recruited into our Paity.

This reci’uiting from the concentration points cannot be 
left to the Party members inside the factories, mines, mills, 
docks, etc. The street units must also be mobilized for this 
task. * The street unit, concentrating on the factory, plays a 
very important role in developing struggles inside of the fac
tory in the recruiting drive. The street unit can organize 
shop gate meetings, mass distribution of leaflets, literature.
Daily Workers, shop papers, and create mass sentiment for 
the Party and revolutionary unions and lay the basis for 
organization.

Recruiting in Unions
The Open Letter and the resolution of our last plenum 

emphasized the necessity of intensifying the unions, of build
ing and strengthening the Party fractions there. How was 
this decision carried out? The figures for the five weeks'
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period give a vivid picture of our activity in the * p^g.
of 884 new members recruited in the five concentra lo 
tricts, 121 were members of the A.F.L. and 230 of 
volutionary Unions. The following table shows the P

From

Pittsburgh 
Cleveland 
Detroit 
Chicago 
New York

Number
Recruited

55
87
61

170
512

From Revolutionary
A.F.ofD. l^nions 

29

2
3

22
84

13
25

163

We cannot be satisfied with this result, com-
Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago. Pittsburgh has 
pletely in recruiting from the U.M.W.A. ^

This weakness in our work will have to correc^^^j. 

the present recruiting drive. We will have to inten- - 
work in the revolutionary unions, in the A. F. of L.- gd W 
independent unions. The fractions must be strength^ 
the recruitment of the best elements from these union • 
have thousands of Party members in the various union 
in their daily activity could win thousands o£ ^ 
fighters for the Communist Party. This must be tneu 
task during the period of the Recruiting Drive.

loo Busy to Recruit”
Comrade Browder at the 17th Plenum, reviewing 

crujmg activities of the Party, pointed out very

^rty. ^ha^;^%Vt!m?r^ m^^e
more important things to do^^Te^^*^^ ^ ^ h ftop all the 
struggles, then we irouid ®^tben ^ve
could build the Party- whl® when 1*®
comrades say, ‘We does it mean ^“^.-tant

answer, such an attitude of buil<l'mg the Party disDlavQ question of
of the role of the serious lack of understan

tne Party ^ the mass struggles-

Menshevik opp^tuSsr sharply. It sho\V^ ^
lmp««ble M the Party, » J
Struggles in a revolimonl^ organize the masses m tn 
Party. If we do not buUd^u'^®’^ without buildiu^ 
of organizing and leading as the basic P® j

s the mass struggles,
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inevitably go into the swamp of opportunism. The Party 
is the heart of all of our work. We are the Party of the 
revolutionary way out of the crisis, we say, the Party 
of the Proletarian Dictatorship, the Party that is g*oing- 
to lead the workers in America to the establishment of 
Socialism in this country. But with this program we go 
into the mass struggles and say we are- too busy leading 
strikes to build the Party. I think it is clear, comrades, 
that this is not an organizational question. This is a 
political question of the first magnitude. And here we 
have expressed in the sharpest form the political weak
nesses of our Party."

These words of Comrade Browder’s must be the political 
guide in our recruiting drive. We have to break down the 
opportunistic tendencies existing in the Party organizations. 
The units must come forward boldly as Communist Party 
organizations in their daily activity through leaflets, present
ing the program of the Party, connected up with the concrete 
issues facing the workers. The Communist Party must be a 
revolutionary mass party of the proletariat! Forward in the 
Recruiting Drive!

“Every Shop Worker Out of the Street 
Unit and Into His Shop Nucleus”

JN analyzing the recruiting drive in New York District for 
the past six or seven weeks we find that not only is the 

number of recruits brought into the Party small, but the 
composition of these recruits does not reflect the struggles led 
by our Party and revolutionary trade unions during the last 
few months.

If we were to make a detailed analysis of the recruiting 
we would find that there has been very little recruiting from 
tliose industries where we have led thousands of workers in 
successful struggles for better conditions.

Our general Party membership, and particularly the func
tionaries of the units, do not as yet understand what recruit- 
inc- really is, i.e., they do not understand whom we want to 
recruit, and from where these recruits should come.

Let us for a moment analyze the present membership in 
the Party in the New York District. Out of 4600 dues paying 
members we have close to 50^{, employed, i.e., about 2300 
Party members working in shops. Only 350 of these 2300 are 
members of shop nuclei. That still leaves us 1950 memb.3rs
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employed, the majority of them in shops, who are members 
•of street units. Let us assume for the moment that one thou
sand of these members are working in small shops and such 
enterprises (building trades, etc.) where shop nuclei cannot 
be organized. This still leaves us 950 Communists working m 
almost as many shops from which the major amount of our 
present recruiting should come.

Shop Workers Must Recruit From Shops
h^e a situation at the present time in the Party. 

Where a Party member, working in a factory with dozens of 
workers, fmds himself distributing literature and carrym.!, 
on more propaganda on the block in his neighborhood than 
tihmuf workers in his shop. This does not mean that w-

propaganda and endeavor to recruit 
cVinr. neighborhoods, but that the comrades workings *
«.hops should first of all recruit from their shops.

basic reasons for this situation. One, 
ck of understanding on the part of our Party membership 

recrn ^'^‘'‘^‘onaries Of the importance of bringing our
in the shop^ rooting our Party

^°*^si'3®ring that 50% of our Party members in
5SL ft r emf
llrl’ ^ Srea.t majority of these mem
wufinatftefnlft t^e facl that they aio
aboft it On. workers, do not know how to

s u take a different form.

In th Fractions Can Help
ing fractions consider the role of J^e
any one of our unions unions. Let us take as an exa P 
members working in vari^^^*^® ® number of "
bers of shop nu^el Some of these are mem
the general fraction of th^^ many Party

Since it is tL are working in individualme general fraction of Party uieni^-—
shops. Since it is the tn f working in
union to bring forward leading fraction in
these shops, they should tvnf and root the Party
ings with these comrades organize a series of j
discuss with them ways ann w, various shops, a
in their shops. Leading com?.!^'® organizing shop nuclei 
be assigned the special tas^^^^^ from the fraction 
members every day. checking up on the.se Party

But it is not sufficient t.
comrade. The leading fraction task to a leading
in the comrades in charge of ti, fi’om time to time ca»
up with them on the progress members and cbeCK

Of the drive. In this way
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,ould ta.o«- at »rty“S.ld“m from »a

A Shop Nucleus lu P

,aign through tbe ^sm . Shop^Nucle^.^
raction, with ^ “ ^ist Works *h® ^ not succeed
jhop Where a Coi^ JlesT our shop nuclei

S s — -
nediate
;o 200 new shop

?" t a<«cOv..y =*»‘^"5StS
U'^^^^^fthrpSfS ^leader of ^e uint

Si“j««s.« *p

IS »*i “s»- -

Sor.ot-«°a“ ?s-.u «‘»
next unit Sades are ^“/bave a discus^on with
how luany c ® reau meeting n rec^t S
the next uni jj^eans to prepare to
on the ways^^ .rgani^^r SleTnau’spamph^^^^J**porker

shops.- jj literature providers small pieces
meeting ® jn A«tiou, chons can easily
munis't ^ ^ About the * ^j-ades in ^ gg Commun-
Slioiild ^ whicb our ^^ging themselv . a section
of P^'^^P^^^trihute without P ^.^-grature sold y ^ands
sell and leafle^^^^^, ^.^3^ of .fshould

^Lted to the units 'The ^er such a meet-
or distrihu _ •vv’orkmg -penonsihihty, af worker,
S ■»■■■. “rtr w" p«“»*/.S »«1« w '"SST y«ms
make it p on the p gj-sonally* ^ .^p^n why and how
•»5. *° f ?o Z '“S H «■• “■•'
speaking W i^omes^ ^d^®^ Communist Party^^^^^^^
them lu th gg^uit for . ^selves do n ^ ^.y head of 
they «l‘°“i?/that thoy ^“iouch with the factor

^vTYihers of one
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assigned to that unit bureau to tell the comrades 
nucleus is carrying on Party agitation and propaganda ^ ”
the workers in his shop. „0()

What will be the effect of, let us say. an 
shop nuclei in the New York District? It will help to s 
many of the burning organizational problems recently ^ 

District Org. Conference. We would 
much deferent relationship between the sections

Party ^d our fractions and leading comrades g 
trade unions, because the Party would be rooted in the sh P
art?cir°^T!o.,fJ°^°®® bureau, after readingJ^J
bureau have a discussion on it at ^

SS" r-1st
of busmess in your unit. u

be the 'fh-s?^^?^t Se^ialist competition and see J'^^^^tbeir

ra'des, especiallv Unit bureaus and individ
opinions Lid working in shops, should Jjion
in the “PartrSe-^^/® Worker for
particularly should writl^*^'^ ®^hoW they
brought new memb#>T»o ^ ^ their experiences on b 

Unit./ from their shop into the Party-
united Work bv tv^r^ -j-o shopnuclei and trade uninn in tlie sections, unit ,

Party, and vtiU
Party in the shops. -

editorial Note* ‘ • .rtid®
a very important nrnV»i^ Comrade J. B. raises in this
remarks. Ig it sufficient tTT® ""the uhit
bureau alone helps th. orx ^ ^^t organizer or tb .
own shop? We don't tLLT’®**® building the 
dividual comrade should ^ necessary that tb .j.
especially if he is worki,f®^ <>f the whole ^
comrade must have important factory.
Uterature distribution Daily Worker an
must come from his stre^? factory gate. This heip

The second point- shnu i,«o
nuclei in every shop which"^®that we must build shop
We can not be mechanic^ Li ten or more worked ^
higher committee should ^ ® question. In every case «® 
advisable and necessary to ®°’^®hlted as to whether it small shops, although LSythlTf ^
about the necessity of reSf/^ that is stated in the arUcl^ 
IS correct and should be aS.®''®" ^ the smallest sh«P* 
campaign. ^PPhod ^ the present recruitmS
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Haw Two Units Were Established
X The Steel MiUs

N the oelumet
“?n h' 'S

orkers with ou P the activiti ^ g even the
orkers into o“r^“*tgel workers, ^iid thereftp 
mably affect the st^^ ^ (November ^“’gt^ggie for
mduct of Scottsboro aaf W® thousands
uilding the Daily touch wt^^^ organization
egro Rights) P“*^® .*^_eates the basis for among

E steel workers and organizations. y^g party
fe^uSm^o'e'd ^^SSs rwor|r]

s srseiso-

^ent back gumnier. _ QtrilffQ'I®
reduction last or->ianizatioii and Strugs
loncentl-ation concentration of a Party »iwt

Ah.s*;«« “ “r‘t«

30 on **®j^ued and the *°° gthened 1“ a thorougn
,as establisn gtr s ^gjjjgnds groups of

rrS with the P^oad
He corr^t de^^^jj^gg on a shift

called to special »^gjgped. A strike in this
/orkers ca was o j^g ^as the i f^y^r
or strike ^ ^j^gg<j ^^wiy this P^^* j^^reat Steel Strike 
he plant wa Incideniiy ^ tne ^.i planningegion since 19^ st^\^g leadership ^ ^h® / o^ of

Tie Srtyrt^ggle. Throughout the ®^ip
’t ,nSg °t the unit exercised it^ g^^rse of
^nd developi f g^ the win- “ g members
Hia 6 actions in ah g^other 3 J°tker
)lanned all unit recrni ^ ®p„?rect manner witn

®^‘^rikrcomniittee. huil^ealing m a c^r T
me Pia°‘- ^rfy created a Pasm ^id to recruit-

®""iher examP'® ®ers is the method used 
Sie steel workers



despite manv dicjonoo- ^ working- in this plant
the establishment of a°^h decisions that they work for
results were achievf»H • important mill, ufor the iSiUtv to direction. The reasons give*!
common ones With th^ Party were many and quite
turned towards deahr.**^^ attention of the Section Committee 
mills, with the building of the Party in the
•‘impossible was achiever ’^^o this activity, tire
to a special meetina and th comrades were calle-
on the importSce ^of shon discussions were had
to agitate anrorgaLt f concrete steps of boW
Pick-up in steel prfd^ion r, o. result of the
A Party member of a street called to work-
tbe three comrades wet T,f T ^ ‘he plant. No^'^
-teel and Metal Work^s^l^d^ a local of th®
proceeding, another two dustnal Union. With this work 
farty. This unit of Ze T/tT recruited into the
Union local and as a result leadership to the
adopted which gave thp k ® P*^ograni of demands wa.3 
broader local and some establishment of f
During the strike, thSe joined the S.M.W.I-D-
oolidanty and support of th^T® issued leaflets calling f«r 
. ’ and even the possibilitv Funds were raised far
tm*^ the lack of attenti^ ^P^’aading the strike existed,
this situation was not 4^^°° «»it during the strike,
no strike struggle «f and as a. result

ucu in this plant.

There is on Paper
is their failure^rtSue'^lhoD miits and that

tS^^t avents through PS®*-"' ’^hile they issue leaflets 
S4e n. locals, and
shoD ‘“dependent voice *“®*de the mills, they
shop paper, steps are nL, u “^n in the form of a
vS ft. P“P®rs so^thm

all the mills where «!hn ^ Party will have its
°n 4e at present. With

in the re membership gho„ l^he Section Committee
hee!f^ remaining mills and all ex?-t^*'*^® be established

me rea leaders of the steel wori«e^.^ units strengthened to
* s of the Calumet region.

— D. M.
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Recruiting

Btfon of party recruitm^^
inning, especially by ^®.-ffereiit local unions,
>n. At a later s‘a.^dersiiip of the Party-
>n in Ambridge, approached to I®
.daily the offlce^, Sding Party oomrades ^pproachtag
: feeling among tbe i difficuitiea porkers
, that there would surpns » v,efore to join
;e workers. However ^ iJithout a strong

^S'headwaT can be made 
Party because, ygj.y httie „

^ty group m height of t
n.iite easy durmo uithjg mto tb jjg

It was <ia‘te j^^ass rec ambridge s
abridge to can7;^ion organi^a ^ approached %r^ ^
: time one of yst who cotua ^ jh^e
I 50 workers arranged a ihose prepareTern S: role S^he

,lain to .thow j„to the m str^^ to
•ceeded m j-ole "* ^ade within tne
ologicaUy ^^jgts withm the _ comrade j^^get
ks of Commimis fraction of unit di
ablisb a f“^° rfe Ambridg® P ft^,^^crstanding
ike committee. discuss the ^ gjear r three

rty memhers. ^ y^gg© pariy jjew co
lISZ ,n
’and other atta litcratnrc^ture to those
we used^ a \ave out ®"*^t follow a sg^”\bat
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Lessons From These Strikes
failed

In recruiting into the Party during these strikes 
to utilize the Daily Worker sufficiently as a means 
which to reach the best workers in the strike commi^ e 
among the strikers. In Greensburg, when we ^^,wiitte'3
centrate on the few leading workers in the Strike C® 
and we followed this up concretely, we succeeded hi 
the best members of the strike committee into j^ot
This proves once again that the militant workers 
afraid of our Party or the “red issues” raised agains > Qyf 
if correctly approached will willingly join our— ----Will wuiiiiigijr J'-'*** ''— *lrPSmain weakness in recruiting during these two stn 
pressed itself among some of the leading comrades 
union who hesitated at the beginning about recrui ^jjese
v/orkers into the Party. The lesson to be drawn in
two strikes is that we must fight against all hesi ^ 
connection with Party recruiting and begin the re 
not after the strike has occurred, but during the p^^^ forced 
organization of the union, consolidating our 
through the establishment of functioning Party

Though temporarily the workers in both of oai*
have been defeated, it is possible and necessary to o 
Party. We must utilize those new Party members 
in as a result of the strike as a link with the 
inside the factories in order to begin to re-establish ^g-th®^'’ 
ing union groups in the various departments, and strens 
ing our Party in order to prepare for the battles wnic 
ahead of us. ■—

“In spite of the fact that there have been widespr® 
movements among the workers n^LiVWorkers

ened from the ^^1^0^.^^?"
elements, who are beyond h workers, and , j,a 
lost touch with the >«*P*-oveinent and »

new worker cadres who h’i msekin struggle.”—OPEN LETxS^ distinguished tbems
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Fluctuation and Methods of Stopping It

T*HE large turnover of our membership is one of the big^gfest 
problems confronting- the Party. When we look at the 
continuous stream of thousands of workers joining* our Party 

of which only a small percentage remain, as shown by the 
slow growth of our Party, it is time to pay a little more 
attention to this problem. Fluctuation of membership reflects 
the very life of our organization It is that barometer which 
shows to what extent our Party is able to absorb and assimi
late the new workers that come into the Party, to give them 
a basic understanding of the role of the Party.

In District 8 this has been and still is a burning issue. 
Reviewing the period between March 1st, when the claimed 
membership of the district was 3,513 and October 7th, when 
the claimed membership was 3,757, we have a gain of only 
244. During the same period, however, we recruited 1,134 
members, and lost 890, a fluctuation of over 78 percent, 
which is rather serious.

Wrong Theories About Cause of Fluctuation
A number of wrong- theories have been put forth to account 

for and correct the situation. At first the blame was placed 
on the “old members” who cannot adapt themselves to the 
new requirements in the Peirty and therefore are a hindrance 
to the growth and development of the Party and the new 
members that were recruited into the Party. Therefore the 
solution that was proposed was to get rid of the old members 
and then we will have a fine Party. Some have carried this 
theory to a ridiculous point where it almost looked disgrace
ful to^claim membership of a few years standing in the Party.
That such an argument holds no water can readily be seen 
when you analyze those who drop from the Party.

Another wrong conception developed and that is that the 
Party is recruiting quantity instead of quality, and that we 
must be more selective in getting members into the Party.
Take into the Party only those that we are sure wii! stick, 
those "hat have already an understanding of the Communist 
Party theoretically and organizationally. Such a theory is 
onlv an easy way out in trying to solve the problem of fluc
tuation. Comrades who put forth such a theory obviously do 
not take into consideration the role of the Party in making 
B-ood Communists out of the newly recruited workers. Accord- 
lAe- to them there is some mysterious outside force that 
nrenares ready-made Bolsheviks to enter the Party. Yes, we 
must improve the quality of our recruits, but only in the 
sense of recruiting workers from the shops, from the basic
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OnHr 111 proportion to tiie .changing the quality of
in exDlan^r such an erroneous theory was use
month. recruiting in the recent
cle^r u ^ reducing fluctuation. But it is
Clear it is not a remedy for stopping fluctuation.

Basic Reasons
overcLTSis^'nrfm'’® reasons, if we are ^
uirS thfn foi- our fluctuatio'i
dlve^pLnt the inad^o^te
Party. * ( ) the methods of recruiting into

be« tt.;“ w *"
committees Sout decisions of the high^
line and decSns to concretely applying ta®

among whom they axe t specific conditions of the worke 
ment for ^"^"ting is no induce;
He agrees with the Partv "°t answer his paoPloi^"
find this in the everyday Ufp Program but he does i ;
after a few meeting °f the unit. Therefore
meetings until they aradnru to stay away from un
Party. ^ gradually find themselves outside of tko

difference. Th?'fluctuItiS°fn th^^®u Sv

smaller than in the strp«^ ^ .®^°P nuclei is incomparably
shop nucleus, weak as ..t.^oclei. And why? Because tb® 
leadership it is supposed to^^’- lacking the political
nevertheless, out of neces.it,P^® the workers in the shop, 
workers in the shop and i. '^‘th the problems of the

Alongside and closely conno*?® S^tve a solution to them- 
of leadership. The Party '^‘th this is the question
The number of sections^ a^ ^^t few years grown,
creased. But have we. alonlsfd.®,???^”^ the units have in- 
cadres of leadership to take developed sufficient
and swtions? Has there been P^Pe«y of these new units 
promoting leadership, especiaUv policy pursued of
whom have in the recent period ■^"^®*"it:an-born, many uf 
patiently worked with them to Party? Have we
^litically and organizaUoiiaUy « becoming efficient
tions? Here I think we find th? units and sec-
high fluctuation. I could n^e °^^«tanding cause for our 
district where hundreds of me^^ "‘'"“'ber of cities in our 
because of our failure to coXTjdf,® come and gone,
that has grown in the course of ^adre of leadership
time our Party has been built ^’^'^ggles, during which
developing cadres of capable leaderlu®*’®^®*’® the problem of 
sections is the most burning queitii'*^ the units and the

n confronting us.



fluctuation

Wrong Methods of jg largely
whole method of j ijave already

And thirdly, our ^ fluctuation. - concentrating
ponsible for this f °""r|ystematic °^ions- from ^e
icated, there is a lack of umon^;^
recruit workers f^°® the reception jg not
ss organizations. Se ^ unit ® ^g^g do not even

wh!„ b. fMt comM to ^1.0 «»lt or

reduced to the meni accepted m ,j g^jjt comes t
:e whether one should be ^ before no one
is taken for granted that the^ ^j^g„ a
it meeting that he ^ ^ the n^fhe is ofA«f|> 

thers to pay any other org^ organizer, bu
rker joins a union or ay chairman or tmn. Tbe
ted in: he is g^f^^^all is "Se occasion of ^

r Party no ^ten i^^ flie role of tb/ a
r„;Se“ JS. “or.»n'yj"‘i

1.1

r/o.»-
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Problems of Unit Leadership
to the dev^opme^^'^*f^ Party work must be 

factory nuclei lower organizations, „y nuclei, local organizations and street nuclei-
—Open

Tthe TvSeP

^ent of leadership in organizations, is the ^,u!
fluctuation in the^Partv^^® organizations. The trerue»u^ 
■-y^J^niatic participation^’- insufficient recruiting. a(js

4 1^ ' the Party and explained by tb
neppl ^ &oing lam. among the leading ^

“-“Sllienljg our°’^S' understand^
guy A„e«ean wor«?rLrwrdo%

Particul^*i'^^^°^°^®nt‘of polkll^i ^ systematic strugg'® g
SoSr^- “ fa^torv ‘ in^er nrganizat ^
the lowii-,®cif-criticism <icvelopmen
cadres ” ^’^^^nizations and fr. development of in*ti®f. -jcg 

Th%72P®n Letter “nprovement of its functiomrB
Md'^r'’'““£’.° n“;f "*>' »« not yet been 

'»ofe“4 ««« nneli, we Ml,n*'"*®” H»" 
higher *ic nof that the leadership
lower "^he el^W^t sufficient attention from
cf the comrn^^*°**s i® uot v,aei these leading bodies ^ ..jy 
P«peem““'^«. nut ta on the activity and .0^^^
Who have <‘ti^B®. ciect tLir i‘ i® ^ '^^’‘^hose
serioiioK, fo fulfill fu_ - ^®o,dershin frr.m among
Who have ‘‘twt ^^ect tLfi cases, it is a 
seriouslv th,^ fulfill the fn ^®^^®^ship from among
Letter.\?a%fnblem which J’i"®tiona Did we ever co

committees ®nrryingr ®o sharply in the
leadership ’m entirely unr.*^® decisions of the 1
of the masses in^ unit ^ '^®'^ functioning,
Who have exne^^iJ^^ factory or 4.?

•nn :-• ■>“' -o "r^„ieraTtn‘:t

We have exampiesTn Political
that the unit bureaus a?e units of fh
ship but by the higher '=°usidered nL*^*^® ^^■rty whicl 
We elect as unit fianio. "*‘‘‘®es as ””
records of the memberSn ^® ''°u»-a;de 'T
belong to any unions or o\^ "m^s"® -«-de ^hT dm

^^ganizations, the co
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unit —------

------------------------------------------------ only two or three

-it doesn^t matter take
months in the organizer as a j.itory.
W. a„ not coajaer tt. a-»P
Of the unit, and of th ,.^tor in the unit, g per-

We elect as who can never consider
whose English is ’ typewriter, .^ce material for
fectly, who can use ,g task is to P territor3%
that the agitprop drr . g the to the members
agitation among the political ^^^^^^gyelopment of new
Who has the task of ^ ^^sible for ^e ^ ^mong th
in the unit, who ^arty
forces from among and ter ^ ^^t only
non-Party members - anciai tickets for various

We forget that jnembers, or sell financia
to Z ucl Leo irom W ^ w. USo= ■» «

affairs importsat oi t**‘i
secretary has a v y iceepmg every ^®°^^„ovment,
that he is responsiWe^o •^^er'S^ the

ing out ways an i« ^th every bureau
unit attends uni in inf°>^^*''°°i.J'nueh a well
that he. being ffgive valuaW® ^ i,e. throng a^
unit, must be able to S members. member
thlt he. being ^togive valuable ^ ,,, througn 
unit, must be able the members^^^^ “®®Sizationa

for the unit tbro a extend ^ jtory. comrade
enable the to the should be ^a
workers m j^er aS®"*hMze the membe^ P ju the

The Daily to mobmz® the fac ^ athizers

in the shop niake limited to
dS wSer- --.Hvity should n^t b ^ able



be guided °in^ ftalways that these new

ihe unit. by the more developed cotnt'^^

There is Changes in Leaidership
with our leadersh^°in serious weakness in t

of stability in the lower organizations. That 
'^ben in any street un t *®^^®rship. it is the exceptional 
^onths. i/i3 we have a bureau for a period o^^
months, new functionarf^«°®^‘‘°” ‘’hui^^
„ ”^nst understand that elected to the unit

mid that withom stable leadersl”?^,
ganizations will not^mpr °f the lower P

wncen^t ®“st immedfatel^’'^ situation, the higher 
concentrate on the mos^ problem. They f
ed to^a member of the ®hop nuclei and
but a '^h'> not as a renreaa ^ ^lommittee should be ^ bure^, ^ ™®mber of this^umt”^*''® *^he Section comm ‘

-■‘HFsr-- -

The members of tv.
He^h^d **®-*'l^mtPate^in*^t'^f ^°mnaittee assigned .

rade should rn comrades in activities of the
S®'=Mon ®bout hTs exo^""" This cO®

ously informed l*®t the m the unit . j
®®®lei. ®ituaWon ‘®^‘^®*-®hiP i®
section the D^ht ^ be ni°" ^he shop and str®
nucleus wWch ® ®hop take up in ‘I’
territory, at a mr?‘=^‘>'®ti4 important stre^
IS invited. meeting to which '®’®tory or an imports^

^ r„m ot „,. .
unlt%Us “Ste">“

nuclei. ^1^® section comr^ig*®tnct Committee sboul'

, As far as possible eve

»T.“e
number of nuclei, we win ,“^®tbod, concln/^'^®*’ organization 
and district, and thesrexamn^ good ®
other units, will help to imnrp^^^’ Properly the sectioi

P ro improve the situaiio°l”^‘®rized in th<
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Fraction
I some confusion exist^'

shop nuflei, whoS^^tThT'"®''^’
munist frartinTia same .time members of tn ^
unions. Se arf m^n ^^'^^^'^^ionary unions, and ^ 

well, who ask* these comrades and a
one and the same Urne^t\,"^^ duplicate our work of ^ _y s' 
and so, and the Comm’ Communist nucleus inthe worS S tSr in the union, embrac

This ouestL ^ the same factory? ,

about the role of ^^^^'^iately that there is no 
traction regardless of whieh ^ nucleus and the role gr; 
or reformist. which union is involved, revoluti

granted there^ 'facL^ example. Let us tal^e
®ut of the 2,000, there ^ employs 2,000 WO
ndustrial Union. affiUate/i ^ ^>200 workers organized ' factory B With 3,00? T-U U.L. In the n^^;

m the A. F. of L.’ workers. 2,000 are organj
ta?°^ there is a Coi^iS"?"'®'’ there is a factory nucl^.,
task of ft® **"®tei "'hat is the h^j,
task of the fractions in tho f^'^tories, and what is the h 

^ ‘"o different unions?

I” to

s-j:
g,-«rr«r rrv;

to the bosses toelr'^fbo®® hetweeii Th IT%‘
owners of the means of*" P^^^er, and tim^K ""®>^hers who 
to get higher profits £^d ^?‘*“®tion. who 
other bosses, are the same timf^^t
government and its tnqfY» ^ countr- ’ ^^toCther with
The nuclei in factory a Protent using
best elements of ti^ ^
paper that wn. '.^4^^^,;;' *•■«

concermng the conditions in ^ Position bofo„ a,f ® ^..verS„., co^ecun. .w, «tp“to^p?SS,jnd;ff-™%rS^S>

s-im of the workit^^
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ss. The nuclei at the^^ame
t'he nfS’ f! of^ ^>

utmost to build “^^rty po®**^*?L organizahon. b ^ ^
. orgam.^. - , thele nucleus will f^PF^^rp^ctory the A. F* ®
tmost to build “^^rty P°®**^‘?he orga»^®’H‘?“L ©f a^ 
e the workers the ^-n the huil^i^^
urge the workers to tfactia®. * bureaucra
same time will lead the ^e porkers out
htion inside ^e the bureaucraj-^dership
Tomise with tne ^ of tne ^ fiie g
>p struggles over the a tt',”?;“ »» »
ve at the head o£ ^nter gf©nnist
/ill fight the 'union ^
vm t^efo® “',sss struggle-I fight tne MV.II transform struggle-

one, based on class



In stating- that fractions. . factor*®®
A and B, it iq nuclei are the Party m
lems concemintr nuclei must discuss aJ P
policy to bT^ur,. the factories,. worK ou^^

the fractions in th^ nuclei themselves, ,jf
thA ® tl^c unions. ThA r,„AiA4 iaa.i all activitic»,es

policy to be Durc;i in the factories, work
the fractions in th^ nuclei themselves, ^ ,jf
the Party members "Phe nuclei lead all ativit*®^

tractions in the including the

|Ire unloSf^ci^gt the nuclei must discuss the Pf°f^a^tioh*

ni so far as this i«i P°l*®y und activities of the
the direct guidancA the phases of Party '''^orh. . g).

The lea1S?Sc«on?"^^"'y (shop nuclei in both fac^.

posed of the Party onions in both
the unions whii^i the executive cornnii^^^

The leading fractinT^T- ^ (shop nuclei in both
posed of the Party onions in both
the unions, while bein io the executive cornmi
^'ith the higher fr^rf-^ touch and co-ordinating thoi 
exists in oth?r *^**io^ (if the union^.
the T.Q.U.C., o/in^h Communist
the leading fraction in^ Union in factory ’ j^io
in the A. p. oI l ® °PP°sition of the

the”activi5Lq"Ar ^wb'ole

the T.U.u.c. or TnTh ■’ the Communist frac^-jt
the leading fraction in^ Union in factory ’ j^io
in the a. p. of t, opposition of the respectiv
activities and the 'aAt- same time report ^P^'iole t
tl^« nuclei, disculs the fractions as a Wbo^ .
that the nuclei win be pertaining to the u»
ance along the program n? tu decisions and

Every Partv r,, w ^ ^®**^ty in the factory,
fractions in their SSeti^ ^ B belongs ^ JJ
fractions are called, ^ '^eetibi
Of the union, to tak#^ i, ® the general membership ^ ^ t 
divide the wWk ^oL problems of the fraction^ ^
work, previously disenq**? members along the progra^ 
tractions and by thfnum®®'* . approved by the l«a 

e invited reliable workA^ these fraction meetings s
program of Ve ®y“P^thetic with

for examine? St^ta^T® that .should be elucidated. J

event that in a nearbv fnucleus and fractions in j
A f^*®tence, in which^f-n^°*^°*^ there should be two un*

of both fractions whtch^® nucleus will lead the activi- 
toe character of the +t». different tasks corresponding
the^irst example. unions, as we already explained ^

of concrete clarify this question on the basf
the subject in order frTi article is an introduction
the question and to h the most important phase
relation between ^vF comrades esto^blish the corre^] 
hy this line, to finn . nuclei and fractions and, guidet>
of this problem ^ Practice the solution to other phase-

— F. B.
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^ In Concentration
iveloping New Cadres in t

Industries In ^3,,
E speedy developing cad«s jo
le native American rcwt us
ries is a basic S^^^^^ic industries.
>g the workers m the m dUop

ur main .“*tte^ability ^ ^.gj^ency among
ilent lack of Tkere is ^ ^^stead of our
lization and tbo workers, tdrawn i^i'^ . ,to ~wiiuK 2 «; „„ "«“* »sS
conscious of the f*tt t ^^j„tact with pje
anient. This, m ^ response ^ iiave party
lave gained jty iov i^^yar^ who
have shown capaci ^ stockyar against
le woman pecause loped ®*^f^|etters have
lions seriously ^ actually ..jaent. ^^^v-oP buUetm. 
tiing School. ^ yj ^rds^workcrs %£%roUea^ with 
s-cuts and spew fgcicyards w these y
> to US fte-'ieSs ‘Sf

U„deies‘“^ c^£!5 

„ too stool mlllf ,^to. o‘^U ew““"

1 the take .-iiousands ^^©yer, theory,
readiness to t ^,d ^.ent- f^timatiou of ^

^here are hu^f ^ devf ̂  tr^^f' &
ly for trai ‘Iproach practice- ^^^aiiy

- ■”

r^^^thpds t" .drfinite steps g ^g^ged hy
new “^jjits. , seta®,tess The P*^*^f,,, jp the mihs
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evening at the school. These facts are true. But ggary 
content ourselves with merely reciting facts. It is 
for us to solve these problems by developing new 
and adjusting our work to accommodate the situation 
among the workers.

study Circles and Schools Will Train Cadres ^
The following steps have been taken: First, the in

now working on the establishment of two branch ^ch 
the steel region, one in Gary and the other in South „pjects 
Classes will be conducted three evenings a week. The ° 
selected are based on a discussion with the comrades 
region and answer the demands of the steel workers- 
proposed courses are; Trade Union and Strike Strategy* 
special emphasis on shop forms of organization 
ences in big shops; Elementary Economics, and ^ a
of the Class Struggle Today. This last course . gr th^ 
lecture and question course on the problems confrontiug 
steel workers, connecting these problems up \vith the 
and international situation, the program "of the ih
methods of struggle. English for workers is very esson 
the steel region, especially in South Chicago, where the 
majority are foreign-bom workers. The study of 
be combined with “Principles’\ There will also be ^ 
for party and Y.C.L. members in Principles of Com^ 
Organization. These courses will be so organized as to 
commodate the workers who have been drawn ^hto 
S.M.W.I-U-, Party members and those workers who 
recruited through our campaign. The hours will be f^r
to correspond to the shifts and special classes will be 
those unable to conform to the majority arrangement. I^ 
way we will be able to overcome the resistance raised -g 
the hue and cry of impossibility to get steel workers becau» 
of shifts and hours.

In the stockyard region, in addition to concentrating 
getting as many workers as possible to our city school, 
is located on the south side and convenient to the stocky^^ 
workers, we will have to adopt methods of study and diS" 
cussion circles in the Party units, at union meetings 
establishing open forums. Some small beginnings have heeU 
made.

The establishment of two branch schools as permanent 
educational and training centers in the steel region will lay ^ 
basis for and stimulate this activity. However, this does uot 
exclude our original proposals for the development of study 
groups of sympathetic workers, of special classes by the 
S.M.W.I.U. itself and special classes by the Party sections 
to members of the shop nuclei. On the contrary, the school
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. It will fumisb

il stimulate this activity. ^ gg from with the
.tructors. The school wUl j^eep clf
itprop apparatus memhers of ^ successful oJdy
3P units and the Jndivid^ j^y ^ districted
This program of work ed^a farty^T^^^^^ the

ien it becomes the work ty fro» *°?^her political level 
must arouse tje^j^y a agamst

need for tramed j^^^ership- party can o y
„Ure party Slo a»J

wo'y " S Sl-'M, S >art *“‘SS art®

*£'S»”
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control. In addition, it must be capable of 
support of workers on other C.W.A. jobs and of 
as a whole. This in turn means that it must be 
rendering such support to others. ,

The basic unit of such an organization shoul • ijjie 
be the local composed of all who work on a giv^ froi^ 
leadership should be a Committee of Action 
among the most militant workers. This committee s 
up and direct whatever action is required on every guch
affects the job. A central council or federation .m all 
locals should be composed by electing delegates from 
or basic units. loC^J

We should strive to induce (not try to force) e 
to have delegates also in the nearest Unemployf^ vv^e 
as well as the central body of the organization. ^ gjiail
may suggest that the cards of the Unemployed 
be used. We must especially urge that members 
be active in their block or neighborhood assembly . gut 

The importance of the latter duty should be 
by showing that many of the problems that face these ^ 
such as supplemental relief, evictions, etc., will confr^h^^^gg. 
and can best be solved in the neighborhood of their

the"‘The necessary concentration of our work on ^ 
most important factories does not, of course, in nny ^ 
mean that we should allow our work among the 
ployed to slacken. In carrying out this main task 
should not for an instant lose sight of the fact ^
represent the interests of the entire class, and 
especially under the present conditions the uneonp^^^^ 
constitute a factor of greatest revolutionary importanc * 
One of the chief tasks of the Party is the organi^hi^ 
and mobilizing of the millions of unemployed for 
mediate relief and unemployment insurance and the 
ling up of their struggles with the struggles of 
workers in the big factories—^full-time, as well as 
time workers,—especiaUy now, in view of the introduction 
of militarized forced labor for the unemployed and the 
increased attemp'fcs to bring them under reformist and 
fascisit influence. But the Party cannot carry out this 
task successfully unless at the same time it establislies 
its base in the decisive big factories. Hunger marches 
and other activities of the unemployed must be ac
companied by sympathetic actions (m the part of the 
workers in the factories, while the actions of the workers 
Z the factories must receive the most active support 
”„r.he .ne™pl«yed.-OP«)N BETTER.
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actual movement is more important than a dozen ^ ^heoi’y* 
Marx took special care to emphasize the importanc

o'?" ^ ^
In his classic work, “What Is To Be Done. 

poses the Economists because in quoting part
dare go further than the above sentence 
complete thought. Such distortion is deliberate y j.q 
order to use Marx to justify the positicm of tn ‘
simple trade-unionist-backwardness of the *
repeat these words in the epoch of theoretical c -^a ^
Lenin, “is sheer mockery. Moreover, these wor 
are taken from his letter on the Gotha Prograrnn^^* 
he sharply condemns eclecticism in the formulation^^ 
ciples: Tf you must combine,’ Marx wrpte fo
leaders, ‘then enter into agreements to satisfy ’ d
aims of the movement, but do not haggle over 
not make “concessions” in theory.’ This was Mar^ S 
yet there are people among us who strive—in his ^ 
belittle the significance of theory.”

In his Address to the Communist League, 
cussed the importance of theory, pointing out 
League “had further proved its worth because its 
hension of the movement . . . had proved to be the o 
lect one.” The unity and agreement with Marx 
excellently demonstrated by Lenin where he writes: 
revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary 
This cannot be insisted upon too strongly at a 
the fashionable preaching of opportunism is combiuo^ „

diS'

absorption in the narrowest forms of practical activi^^^*

Our comrades are learning, but they do so mainly 
that slow and painful, yet highly necessary and otefb'
manner, namely, the every-day activity. But we are ^ 
in need of revolutionary theory. Why? Because the ^ 
struggle is growing sharper and wider on a million 
We confront every conceivable enemy and misleader of 
proletariat at every step and turn. We cannot fulfil^ ^ 
tasks, our duties to our class by resting satisfied to 
only by practice. It is too slow and costly. There is ^ 
great a danger of opportunist theories and bourgeois i^. ^ 
ences entrenching themselves in our work. Events are movb^^ 
with lightning-like speed. Every minute new developnaeiAf® 
and changed situations crop up. History is ranidly iu 
making.

By reading and studying we assimilate the experiences 
and the lessons of the struggles of the past. In the careful 
study of the writings of Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin and 
other great leaders of the working class, we learn in a short 
time much of what it took these great minds a life-time to
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Haphazard and sloppy methods, unsystematic 
work by fits and spasms are ineffective and merely 
an imwillingness or inability to exert some energy ^^ce 
revolution. When we become permeated with the to
of serious education of our membership, we will he 
carry out our tasks more intelligently and consohda 
hold OUT gains in all our work among the masses.

It is especially important, now that registratiori 
parations are going on in the Workers Schools in otho^
City, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Boston ^ packed 
cities, that the Winter term should find these th®
with students and especially those students sent .y^jutef 
factories and mass organizations and unions. In the 
term we should have the largest enrollment of 
trade union members in the history of the Workers 
This can be accomplished only with the conscious, P 
and active work; the kind of work that enthusias 
shock-brigade activity of every class conscious worker, 
union and other functionaries and members can 
if only the seriousness of this problem is recogin^® ^ 
well imderstood.

‘"It will be necessary to double our energies in 
spheres of struggle and agitation. It is the specific d 
of the leaders to gain an ever-clearer understanding 
the theoretical problems, to free themselves more n 
more frocm the influence of traditional phrases 
from the old conception of the world, and constantly 
keep in mind that Socialism, haviug become a scicncCf 
demands the same treatment as every other science^ 
it must be studied. The task of the leaders will ^ ^ 
bring understanding, thus acquired and clarified, to the 
working masses, to spread it with increased enthnsias®®’ 
to close the ranlts of the Party organizations and of tbO 
labor unions with ever greater energy ... If t(hey • • * 
proceed in this way . . , they stand armed for battle 
when other unexpected grave trials or momentous events 
will demand heightened courage, heightened dedermination, 
and the will to act.”—^Kngels PEASANT WAB 
GERMANY.


